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THE GROWING THREAT OF A DOMESTIC FINANCIAL
CRISIS

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7, 1974

U.S. SENATE, SuwcoMMImET. ON FINANCIAL MARKETS
or Th E CoMMrrmE ON FINANCE,

Wa'hington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a.m., in room

2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Lloyd Bentsen (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Hartke, Benten, and Bennett.
Senator BENTszN. The committee will come to order.
The Senate Financial Markets Subcommittee is resuming its hear-

ings on the financial impact of high interest rates and the dispropor-
tionate effect it has had on the economy. One of the areas, of course,
that has been hit the hardest includes our local governments that raise
funds for municipal services through the role of municipal bonds
Apart from that, I suppose, the housing market has been the one that
has had the most severe impact.

We see today some 460,000 construction workers who are out of
jobs, construction workers who would be contributing to the produc-
tivity of the country, and in addition to that, would be paying some
half a billion dollars in taxes into the Treasury to help reduce the
deficit.

Many Ipe hear about bond markets and hear about municipal
bonds and do not really understand their full impact on our economy.
They do not understand that when high interest rates come along,
municipal bonds generally react even faster in increasing their rates
than do conventional bonds.

We have before us this morning two of the most distinguished
mayors in America who have very serious responsibilities and are
facing the problem of trying to finance services in their cities, and
we are very pleased to have them here to share their views with us.

This morning we have Mayor Joe Alioto who is president of the
U.S. Conference of Mayors; and Mayor Abe Beame of the city of
New York.

Mayor Alioto, we are appreciative of the fact that you have flown
across the continent to share your views with us this morning. If you
would proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH ALIOTO, MAYOR OF THE CITY OF
SAN FRANCISCO, AND PRESIDENT, U.S. CONFERENCE OF
MAYORS

Mayor Amro. Thank you very much, Senator. It is good of you
to hofda hearing on a problem that is so important to us. We would
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come across the country, indeed, across the world if it were necessary
in order to try to put this picture before the Senate because we think it
is important.

Very frankly as I sit here with Mayor Beame, I am involved with
two emotions. bne is an emotion of apology, and the other is an
emotion of gratitude. The emotion of apology is that we are intruding
on the ahnost total absorption that Watergate has on everybody these
days. It is an unfortunate thing, coming to a climax with almost the
aspects of a Greek tragedy. Everybody has his attention riveted on
it, and so I apoloize for intruding upon that monopoly of absorption
with a problem tat may seem to some rather prosaic or mundane,
and to us happens to be very, very important.

Senator B mrz;i. Mr. Mayor, you know, I cannot help but be im-
pressed with the power of this system of ours and the point that you
ave just brought up, the possibility of a transfer of power taking

place in this country of ours, and we do not see any tanks rumbling in
the streets. We do not see a great group of armed soldiers, and about
the only soldiers I have seen in the last couple of days are a couple
of them with cameras taking pictures of buildings and that type
of thing. You see a city with tourists going peacefully on their way
sightseeing. It shows you again the strength of this system of ours.

Mayor Aioo. There is no question about it.
This kind of ti-h-Rs 0o" the second fecs' I havc th;c morning.

It is a feeling of gratitude to you particularly for your interest in
the problems of the cities, and generally to the system which can take
up a relatively dry subject matter so far as the public is concerned at
a time when we are going through the trauma that we are witnessing
today. We are grateful to you, too, for your interest in the economic
status of the cities. Your interest was demonstrated in your recent
appearance on national radio and television. We are grateful, too, for
the very creative ideas you are advancing at a time when everybody
is saying there is nothing we can do but simply let nature take its
course. We do not think that is the attitude.

Now, to get down to the subject matter we are talking about. The
cities of America are still here and we still have our problems And
we hope that the transition of power, which seems inevitable, will
come quickly within the claims of due process so we can get about the
business of solving those problems.

We had a meeting up at Gracie Mansion yesterday, hosted by
Mayor Beame. We tried to make the point there that because of this
total absorption of the country in Watergate, we get the impresion
that we are kind of crying in the wilderness about the problems of the
cities and the claims of the cities. Because we are not having riots in
our streets anymore, it is a little more difficult to get attention. Indeed,
you will r President Nixon's statement about a year and a half ago
announcing that the crisis of the cities was over. Those of us who work
in the cities know that is not true. The crisis of the cities is not over.
There are emotions building in the cities that can be as disruptive as
those of 1967. 1968, and 1969. Thanks to the Federal programs that we
have been talking about, programs like Revenue Sharing and Com-
munity Development we have een able to stabilize some of our prob-
lem& But it would be a serious mistake to believe that the economic
problems of the cities cannot erupt. not necessarily into a riot, but
almost into something that is akin to despair.
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So we are grateful for the chance to make this presentation to you.
The cities do not have the great luxury of the Federal Government

and others where we can run multimillion, multibillion dollar deficits.
We have to have balanced budget We have to be finished up at the
end of the year with money to "ply to these needs. If money is not
there, the needs simply have to go down the drain.

One major item, because we do not have the ability to get into great
operating deficits, is our ability to get bonded, that is, the ability to sell
our bonds at reasonable interest rates.

You know, earlier this year we thought we were in great shape in the
bond market. In March of this year, the average interest rate on
municipal bonds was roughly about 5.82 percent, and that compared
very favorably with the average interest rates for municipals follow-
ing the very severe credit crunch we had in 1969 and in 1970. Four
months ago you could say the market looked in pretty good shape. As a
matter of fact, if there was any bright spot at all in this whole picture
of the problems that we are experiencing at the urban level, it was what
was happening in municipal bonds.

Now suddenly something has happened in the last 30 days. The
month of July saw the volume of long-term tax-exempt financing drop
by 30.6 percent.

Senator BENz'E. Would you say that again so I understand it.
Mayor ALIOro. In the month of July the volume of bond financing

dropped by 30 percent over June. This is the lowest monthly volume
since Auiu of 1970 after we had that credit crunch, as you recall.
That is the lowest monthly volume we have experienced, and I think
that it is somewhat dramatized by what has happened in four instances,
one of which we are going to hear in detail from the distinguished
mayor of New York.

On July 9 New York City rejected a record high bid of 7.923 percent
on a $438 million issue of city b7nds. On July 10 the city comptroller
of the city of Chicago agonized for 5 hours and finally decided to turn
down a bid oF 6.96 percent for $40 million in general obligation bonds,
the city rate limit being 7 percent. He turned it down after agonizing
for 5 hours about it as to whether he really had any viable alternative.

On July 11, the city of San Antonio offered $85 million in triple A
electric and gas revenue bonds carrying a 7-percent rate limitation.
Not a single bid was offered.

On Julh. 7 tho Santa Clara Redevelopment Agency offered two issues
of $12 million and $7 million with a 7-percent rate limitation. Not a
sin le bid was offered.

Cis was all in the period of the last month, and you will see, we are
talking about very big cities with very big bond issues as in the case
of New York, medium issues in the case of the city of Chicago, it was
a $40 million issue; in the case of San Antonio an $85 million issue: in
the case of Santa (lara, $12 million to $7 million, a $7 million to $12
million issue, and no bids received.

Now, there are factors at work that make it necessary for us to bring
this problem to your attention. We are not contending here, Senator,
that this problem can be divorced from this general problem of infla-
tion. It is part of the problem of inflation. It is also part of the problem
of what is happening in alternative areas.

- You saw that just yesterday, for example, people lined up for blodm
to get a 9-percent Federal bond that they could'buy in denominations
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as low as $1,000, which meant a substantial drain on the bank savings
accounts, savings and loans savings accounts, money traditionally used
for mortgages, compounding the problem you so eloquently pointed out
in your television address concerning how we are going to get sufficient
money to do the housing that is absolutely indispensable in this
country.

So we recognize it is part of that general inflation problem, and I
wish I could come down here and tell you that we have some ready
answers to that bond situation. I think all we can do at the present time
is tell you a story of horror, and it is a real story of horror when you
cannot borrow the money to build your hospitals, the money to build
your police stations, your fire stations, your schools, -ehabihtate your
sewer systems as we must do, build the parks that you have to build for
recreation in our cities, and to do the things that all of us have to do in
connection with the very expensive demands of ecology today. I wish
I could tell you we knew an answer to that, but we don . We really do
not know an answer. What we are saying is there are a few things in
the hopper that we do not mind commenting on.

One of them is the proposal that you are going to be acting on very
shortly, Senator. I understand the Senate is now marking up a bill
that relates to the rise of the commercial banks to underwrite revenue
bonds as well as general obli~.tion bonds. The Conference of Mayors
does not have an official position on that, but those of us who hsve
been dealing in the municipal bond market over a long period of
time do not get the impression that there is a kind of cutthroat com-
petition taking place between the underwriting houses in connection
with municipal bonds, and so our view would Fe that anything at all
that opens up the area of competition and that introduces a new ele-
ment of com petition would be a very desirable thing. And so we have
no brief with the commercial banks as against savings and loans, as
against investment houses. We have no brief at all. We are
simply saying in an area where competition is not particularly
evident, or at least vigorous competition is not particularly evi-
dent, and it has not been over the years, without being able to as-
sign the precise source, why there is not the kind of competition that
we think ought to exist. We think that the addition of any new ele-
ment like a commercial bank, in the bidding on revenue bonds of the
cities would be a desirable thing.

Now, we have certainly in San Francisco run into the problem,
very frankly, of getting bond issues out and not receiving a single
bid. This happened about a year and a half ago. We are not without
resources to do something about it. On that particular occasion I
called the large banks in the area and reminded them of how much
we had on deposit from our city retirement funds-in one case $56
million-and sucgested very kindly, andI trust urbanely, that there
had better the hell be a bild next Tuesday when these things were
coming out. We got a bid on that Tuesday.

But these are isolated examples and we no longer can use even
that type of economic clout, legitimate economic clout, so far as I
am concerned.

Senator BENTsEN. What do you do on the next issue I
Mayor ALIoTo. This is a legitimate reciprocity, I think. We got

the bid. We got a pretty good bid. But we are now in the situation
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where you cannot even use that type of clout. So that is a problem,
and I think that problem can best be highlighted by the mayor of
the biggest city in this country.

And you know, when the mayor of the biggest city in this country,
a city that has more economic clout then perhaps any major city in
the world, is experiencing real problems on bonds, you can imagine
what the rest of the country is experiencing for that reason.

And I would like, with your permission, to turn this matter over
to Mayor Beame at this point.

Senator BENrSeN. Thank you, Mayor Alioto. It was a very interest-
ing presentation and I went to ask you some questions concerning
it.

But if we may hear from Mayor Abe Beame now, please.

STATEMENT OF HON. ABRAHAM D. BEAXE, MAYOR OF NEW YORK
CITY, N.Y.

Mayor BzAME. Thank you very much, Senator.
I, too, want to express my appreciation to you for the interest

and concern you have shown, not only in this problem, which is so
basic to the operation of any city, but also particularly in the area
of transportation, which is another very vital area that all the cities
of our country are concerned about. Your visits to our city, I think,
best express your concern and your interest, and I know that we can
look forward to the help and support that you have expressed to
us when you were there.

Senator ENsEx. Thank you, Mr. Mayor.
Mayor BrAM& I also want to echo the observations made by

Mayor Alioto in relation to the problems of the cities and the fact
that they are sort of being sidetracked now in the light of all that
is going on in connection with the national picture, and to hope that
Congress will get down to getting at these problems as quickly as
possible.

I am glad to be able to make some observations and suggestions
about the rapidly escalating interest costs of municipal borrowings.
I recognize that our problem is part of a larger collection of prob-
lems affecting the economy of the entire Nation. I also recognize that
the costs of municipal borrowings are causing new-hardships and
a rethinking of public priorities, not only in large metropolitan
areas. but also in towns and villages throughout the country.

I, of course, am most familiar with the effects of this economic
phenomenon in New York City, and I certainly hope that Congress
will take steps as soon as possible to help State and local governments
throughout the country.

I would like to give you some inkling of the agonies which New
York Citv is experiencing right now in the money market. Since the
first of this year, the city sold more than $1,100 million in serial bonds
in three bond sales at average interest costs of 5.17, 6.18 and 7.69
respectively.

Now, these are rates, mind you, for tax-exempt bonds, and the 7.69
percent which the city had to pay last week was an all-time record
high. . .
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Senator BzmszN. If you had someone in the 50 percent tax bracket,
that would be equivalent to over a 15-percent rate they would be
paying, is it not I

Mayor BAx.& That is true.
I might say that also since the first of the year, the city had to sell

a total of more than $4.7 billion of short-term notes in 11 note sales
at rates which range from 4.48 to a staggering 8.59 percent, and this
8.59 also being the highest rate in the history of the city for short-
term borrowing.

On the long-term bonrowings, $1,100 million, our taxpayers are
going to have to pay nearly $600 million in interest over the lifetime
of the bonds, and they will also be paying an additional $170 million
in interest costs next year on the short-term borrowings we have had
to make in the 7 months of this year.

Now, compounding our difficulties is the fact that the money mar-
ket has been experiencing an inverted curve, which means we are
paying more for short-term than for long-term bonds. Normally
we could look for cheaper rates on short-term paper because usually
no one likes to tie up his money for 10, 20, or 30 years unless the rate is
relatively attractive. But the crunch for short-term paper last fall and
just recently were so severe and the demand so great that we had to
pay this 81/h percent I mentioned a moment ago.

And this phenomenon penalizes New York City's long-term bond
sales, too, because all of our issues are front loaded, that is, in an
issue with maturities as long as 30 or 40 years, most of the bonds will
mature early, which gives us an average life of 7 to 9 years, and in
the normal market, this is good for us, since we pay lower interest
rates on the average snd, at the same time, we are in a position to
be able to pay off our debt in 5 to 10 years.

But when we experience an invered yield curve in the money mar-
ket, or even a flattened yield curve, our taxpayers are penalized by
what in normal times is good policy.

To show the incredible upsurge in such costs, I would like to point
out that in the first 7 months of last year we incurred short-term
debt which cost our taxpayers $55 million in interest, and in dramatic
contrast, as I mentioned earlier, the first 7 months of this year our
short-term debt will cost our taxpayers $170 million, an increase of
more than 210 percent, and though it is true that some part of that
is due to the fact that we have a higher budget and had to borrow
more against the revenues, the bulk of it, however, can be attributed
to the spiraling costs of borrowing.

As I indicated earlier, short-term rates in the last 7 months went
4o 8.59 percent, and caught in this squeeze, we had to go into the
market for shorter periods of time and borrow more frequently in
the hope that the rates would drop, but unfortunately they did not.

And similarly, if we compared the interest costs on the boards we
sold last year to this year, we would find that last year it cost us
$400 million and this year, as I indicated earlier, almost $600 mil-
lion, an increase of almost 50 percent.

Now, what are the real effects of these increases They could mean
dekvs in construction, postponement f needed projeds, and new
strains on an already overburdened property taxpayer and make it
nearly impossible to* meet the great needs for capital for pollution
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control, mass transit, and for the continuing task of renewing our
cities.

And they also mean reduced opportunities for work on public as
well as private construction projects, and they also absorb funds
which would have been spent for services rendered by the cities in
their da -to-day operations.

And Knall, the impair the ability of local governments to cush-
ion the harsher blows of economic change, an theymmake it more
difficult to correct the inequities of economic policies whose impacts
fall unevenly across the country.

And because of these consequences, delaying or avoiding expendi-
tures is extremely difficult to State end local governments. Many of
these costs are mandated by both State and Federal requirements.

For the older, inner cities, the process of renewal and renovation
is a constant imperative. In every case, these ex ditures are a re-
sponse to the expressed demands of the public for public improve-
ments which cannot be ignored or deferred.

Now, the causes of higher interest costs are simple to state and
difficult to resolve. There are three fundamental explanations, which
I am confident you are'familiar with, cae being the extraordinary
inflation; a second, the extremely restrictive monetary policies of
the Federal Government; and third, the structure of the tax.-ex-
empt market for State and local securities which I will discuss in a
moment.

Senator B.NTsFM. Let me ask you at this point, Mr. Mayor, when
you talk about the extreme monetary policy of the country at this
time, do you think they are leaning too much on monetary controls
themselves rather than doing some of the other things that are nec-
essary on inflation?

Mayor BxMa I agree with that, yes.
Senator BawrsN. So it has lid a disproportionate effect on the

economy.
Mayor BF.AML That is right. I think it is important that we So*

beyond only the money market to try to see what can be done to fight
inflation which really eats into everybody's pocket.

Tight money, which is part of our problem, is supposed to help con-
trol prices, which are another part of our problem. But I want to
emphasize that the interests of full employment and economic vitality
caution against the heavyhanded use of monetary policy.

I believe the burden of meeting unprecedented costs of money falls
too heavily on State and local governments. The public suffers mor
than the private borrowers when money is tight, and even when credit
is more plentiful, I believe the cost of public credit is higher than it
could and should be, because in general, the market for State and local
debt is thinner than the market for private debt. And in the long term,
individual investors and private, taxable trusts -have declined in
importance as direct suppliers of credit.

Savings banks, pension funds, life insurance companies, tax-exempt
institutions have correspondingly greater importance. But these inves-
tors have less or no use for the tax exemption offered by public debt,
and they are attracted only if our interest rates are made higher.
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And for large users of credit, such as our city, New York and other
large cities generally, the lenders' desire to diversify investment makes
the market even thinner.

Therefore, we are very grateful that this committee, your committee,
Senator, is going to take a look at it, in order to explore ways of increas-
ingthe supply of credit available to State and local governments.

Now, there have been a number of devices which have been proposed
to accomplish this objective. Some of them have their own difficulties,
but if nothing is done at all, State and local governments and their
taxpayers wilf continue to bear too much of the burden of tight money.

And I would like to offer three approaches to trying to help in this
situation. One is to set up a Federal municipal financing agency which
would issue taxable bonds and then lend the proceeds to State and local
governments at a lower rate. And these loans could be secured with a
lien on Federal aid which we would be getting from the Federal
Government.

There is,- of course, a Federal Financing Bank Act of 1973 which
does this on behalf of Federal agencies, and that legislation might be
amended to include municipal governments.

A second proposal which has been under consideration at times by
Congress and deserves further study is the creation of an option for
State and local governments to issue taxable securities, replacing Fed-
eral tax exemption with a direct Federal subsidy for the difference.
Such an option would permit the State and local governments to issue
bonds for either taxable or tax-exempt market, whichever was more
favorable at that particular time.

And by providing access to a larger money market, the taxable
option could provide a real saving to State and local governments and
their taxpayers.

Senator BENTSEN. You would favor, you think, the ability 4-! a city
or a State to have an option to issue a taxable bond, but you are talking
about, in that instance, that there be a Federal subsidy to make up the
difference?

Mayor BEAKE. Exactly, exactly, and the Federal subsidy should be
tied in with a fixed formula so that-

Senator BENTSN. Now. you would not favor the one to the exclusion
of the other. You are talking about leaving the option there, is that it?

Mayor BAML Exactly. That is very important because there might
be times when it would be in the localities' better interest to issue a
tax-exempt bond, and so, an option of this kind at least has to be fixed
and not be changed.

Senator BENTsEN. Mayor Alioto, do you agree with that?
Mayor Auoo. Perhaps with a little less enthusiasm than others.

The position of the mayors is coming around generally to the view that
there is so much public pressure about the very wealthy who pay no
taxes by reason of tax-exempt bonds, and yet you cannot afford not to
have tax-exempt bonds; that perhaps if there were an option involved,
it would not-be the worst thing in the world.

On the other hand, I have to qualify that, very frankly, with a lot
of caveat& I am just afraid that maybe they can set that option up, and
at some juncture some Congress decides in an Appropriations Com-
mittee that in effect, they are not going to, subsidize the difference
between the tax-exempt bond and the taxable bond. Some of us are a
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little more skittish than others about admitting that a city bond ought
to be taxable under any circumstances.

Senator BzwrsN. But in years past the mayors have opposed that
idea.

Mayor Awairo. They have opposed the idea. In years past they have
said we do not want our bonds taxed. We simply need that credit and
cannot afford to have it Ieopardized. But we are aware, Senator, of
this growing feeling that is developing about the rich men who escape
taxation entirely by the use of buying nothing but municipal bonds.
Perhaps it is in recognition of that pressure that we are hoping that
if the bridge comes, it will be in the form of an option.

But as Isay, this is not a position that some of us go to with a great
deal of enthusiasm because we think that once you admit that a city
bond may in fact be taxable, going the rest of the way at a later period
in our time, in the next 10-year period, may not be that difficult. That
is the way we feel.

Senator BzNTSEN. But the point you make, Mayor Beame, is there
are times when a taxable bond has a better market than a nontaxable
bond, and that gives the city greater flexibility from that standpoint.

Mayor Bmizv. Exactly. And of course, I share the concern that
Mayor Alioto expressed. But then, we have the same problem every
year, a threat by Congress to take away the tax-exempt feature. And
so it is a question of phrasinglegislation in a manner where the sub-
sidy will not be tampered wit an more easily than the taking away
of the tax-exempt feature. It is always a threat, and obviously there
are times when there is a greater opportunity to get a better interest
rate because of the greater number of investors which would be avail-
able in terms of the taxable bonds.

For example, pension funds have no interest in tax-exempt bonds
because of the fact they are not subject to tax.

Senator BzNTSEN. It would seem to me that we could phrase that
obligation where it was a continuing obligation on the Federal Gov-
ernment to make up the differential ii we went that way to try to avoid
the problems Mayor Alioto brings up of possibly not providing an
appropriation some year.

Mayor B~zm. That is right.
A third approach would be, or a third suggestion, to accelerate the

payment of Federal receivables to State and local governments, which
would, of course, reduce the need for short-term borrowing in antici-
pation of such receivables. For example, New York City in the cur-
rent fiscal year is anticipating $2.6 billion in Federal funds, $1.8 bil-
lion for our operating budget and $800 million capital funds in general
fund revenue. Now, because of the delay in the transmission of this
aid and because of the fact that it is handled on a claim and reim-
bursement basis on some instances, we are forced to go into the short
money market.

At the present rates, it would cost-we face an interest cost of at
least $50 million on the borrowings for the Federal aid in anticipation
of receiving. Now, for years I proposed in the State of New York
a similar monthly installment pLan for the transmission of State aid
to the city, and maybe Congress could consider such a monthly install-
ment plan for the timely transmission and transmission of Federal
aid to States and municipalities. What I had proposed was to pool
all anticipated State aid to the city in the upcoming fiscal year and
take 90 percent of this total, divide it by 12. That would be the
monthly installment paid. The other 10 percent could be used for
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adjustments made as A result of actual claims submitted, and such a
system would reduce the city's needs for dipping into the short-term
money market, and that, of course, is something whioh would help all
cities.

I would like to close with the understanding, at least the accepted
notion, that the Federal Government has the ultimate responsibility
for getting our country back to full or nearly full employment and
for reestablishing price stability, and we look to the Federal Govern-
ment to use its tools of economic policies in such a way that our citizens
do not suffer from economic dislocation.

I sincerely hope and look forward, knowing of your concern in this
matter, to seeing this committee draft legislation which could help
us meet this problem.

Senator BT -rsu. Thank you very much, Mayor Beame.
Let me ask you about the problems of the utilities as compared to

the cities, and I am speaking of companies like Cmmlidated Edison.
Do you find their problems any bettor or any worse in financing

today than in citiesI
Mayor BzrAM- Your question is addressed to whether-
Senator BENrsyN. I am trying to see whether they are having more

or less of a problem than you are in selling bonds to provide services
to the citiesI

Mayor BEAME. I am sure they are having their share of their
problems. Of course, in New York what we did, as you know, was to
try to help them by having the State power authority buy some of
their plants and giving them a cash flow of about a half a billion
dollars. But notwithstanding, they obviously are having problems
because they are continually just getting higher rates in order to meet
their increased operating costs.

Senator BiNrs;u. You mentioned revenue sharing. When it gets
to revenue sharing, and then I look at the budgets of the cities as
compared to the States-I understand that a number of State budgets
are ending up with surpluses.

Do you feel that the cities are having a more difficult time presently
than the States or not I

Mayor BEAME. Well, without a doubt the cities are, and what I
think everybody undprctands is that the cities actually deliver the
service. They are close to the people. Most usually the State acts in a
great number of instances as purely a transmission agency of col-
lecting money and handing it back to the city, and therefore does not
have the responsibility or the problem of actually rendering services
like police and fire and sanitation. The cities really have their prob-
lems, and especially in relation to the tremendous inflation which has
occurred and the demands of the municipal employees to meet those
increased costs

Mayor ALOYTO. I would like to comment on that feature.
Senator Bzmrmw. Yes.
Mayor Aumo. There are many instances in which the Congress of

the United St" has seen fit to give the States money not based on
need. For example, the States, as the Senator knows, the States were
not particularly conspicuous in the fight for general revenue shar-
ing. Yet, when we got to the point *here both the Congress and the
administration backed general reverie sharing, it was deemed vo-
liticallv expedient to eive a suibstantial port i'n of it to the State. The
State of California, among others, received- $28 million in general
revenue sharing.
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Senator B Did they not report a $683 million surplus last
year in the Stato of California I

Mayor Awaomr. That is what I was about to say. Of the surplus
reported in the State of California, $288 million of it was general
revenue sharing funds, and that was never the intent of general
revenue sharing funds. We thought the States should have used
those funds to ameliorate some of the problems of the cities by hav-
ing a kind of subagency on general revenue sharing. So to that ex-
tent, f the surplus you are talking about in California, approxi-
mately one-third of it or more was supplied by the Congress on the
basis not of need, but on the basis of the fact thit we thought it
was necessary politically to do that in order to get general revenue
sharing at all. So among other reasons, that is why the problem of
the States is not quite as intense as ours. When you speak of the
utilities, for example, we have had to suffer in connection with the
bond market something dramatically more than the general inflation
rate. Between March and July of this year, there has been a signif-
icant change. In March we thought we were in pretty fair shape
as far as bonding was concerned. Since then, there has been an in-
crease of 30 percent in the cost to the cities on interest. That is 30
percent, That bond index, the 20 bond index, has soared to 6.95 per-
cent from 5.3 percent.

Now, 30 percent has not been the range of inflation in this period
of time. So that you see in this are& we are suffering much more
acutely than the general public by reason of the general inflation.
You talk about a double digit inflation at 11 percent being out-
rageously high. What we are talking about as far as city finance is
concerned is. in the period of March to July, a 30-percent increase
in the cost of money, and this is what highlights the problem.

Senator BZNrs. Would you develop that a little bit morel
I notice in your statement you point out that many experts claim

that the rate of inflation is often 50 percent higher in the public
sector.Mayor Auacnm. Fifty percent higher. Well, this is one dramaticevi-
dence of it. We speak of an inflation rate of 11 or 19 percent. Here
on just the cost of money alone, we have an inflaton rate that is at
percent, in the last 4-month period.

Senator BzNrxr. May I ask a question I
Senator Bzwmzxrs. Yes.
Senator Bz.xrmr. Have you compared that with the increase in

the cost of private interest I
Mayor A ixvr. I have not made a direct comparison, but just on

the basis-
Senator Bzwwrr. I wonder if that is not comparable with the

percentage of increase in the interest rates that private individuals
have to py

Mayor Aojro. I do not think that would be correct to say. I do
not have a statistical comparison rght now, but on the basis of per-
sonal experience and experience that you are familiar with, there
certainly has been no 30-percent increase in the prime rate from
March to July of this year, and that is a pretty good index, Senator,
that there has been a more dramatic increase in the public area than
in the private area.

Senator Bxwm.si.x. Well the numbers you have given me seem to
show that in his last 30 iays or 45 days that you have seen a very
marked acceleration in interest rates for cities.
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Mayor ALIOro. In the month of July.
Senator BzxNswf. Do you see any end to it I
Mayor Auyro. It is beginning to taper off slightly in the past

week or so, but very, very slightly-you know, coning from 5.8 per-
cent in March to almost 7 percent in July. Now it is tapering off
slightly. I do not see it getting back to a 5.3-percent rate unless some
of these actions are taken. And I would like, too, to say a word on
the very fine point made by Mayor Beame about the acceleration of
Federal receivables to the cities. You know, so many of our receiv-
ables are based upon claim and audit and payment. The Congress
has been able to work out in many areas a system of subsidy where
90 percent of the payment is made almost immediately and 10 per-
cent is left for audit and whatever adjustments that audit may
disclose. The shipping subsidy is one example of that. For example,
the Federal Government pays 90 percent of that immediately upon
completion of a voyage, and then 10 percent is set aside for audit endad ustment.
.AIn connection with the export subsidy of agricultural products,

the actual subsidy or the difference between the domestic price and
world price, until approximately the Russian wheat transaction, was
payable immediately upon the transaction of the regular formal doc-
umenta

So, if you can, as Mayor Beame suggests, work out a system to
accelerate those receivables, that will reduce the necessity of our
going into the short-term market and put a certain downward pres-
sure on that interest rate.

Senator BEN'EspN. Mr. Mayor when we have a situation of inflation
we know that restraints have to be exercised to a degree to try to bring
it under control. But what we are all striving for, it seems to me, is
evenhanded restraint that does not result in serious economic
distortions.

We have seen construction very materially affected, more so than
the rest of the economy and substantially more so, and we see unem-
ploymhent reaching 10 percent for construction workers, where the
overall rate for the economy in unemployment is about 5.3 percent.

What would you think if we, without increasing appropriations or
authorizations, if we could pay particular attention to clearing some of
the redtape on some of the applications for some of the programs for
the cities, such as sewer plants and that type of thing, get that pipeline
cleared and some of those things out where the designs have already
been completed

Isnt this something that we should be trying to do?
Mayor AoTo. If the question is directed to me, I think that that is

a great thought and one~that we ought to work on very, very inten-
sively. We have a very interesting study that I would like to make
available for the committee, besides filing this statement of mine
today, Mr. Chairman, and that is to demonstrate that when you throw
in the Federal taxes of the construction workers that the urban renewal
program of this country on which we appropriated last year something
like $1 billion, the urban renewal program in this country did not
cost the Federal Government a dime. It did not cost it a dlime.

So anything that can be done to accelerate public construction and
urban renewal urgently needed in the cities, obviously would be very
helpful in supplying money that we must otherwise try to seek some-
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where else or scramble for somewhere else, and in scrambling for it
artificially raise the interest rate. The notion of accelerating that time
between application and grant is something that I was going to do
anyway, and I think it is a great thought.

Senator BiNT5EN. Senator Bennett?
Senator BzNNmvr. I am sorry, I had another meeting, as we all do

these days, and I did not hear your full statements.
I would be interest in your comments about the situation that

might exist if we authorized the issuance of taxable bonds on a volun-
tary -basis so that you had both taxable and nontaxable bonds outstand-
ing at the same time. I asked the chairman if that was mentioned in
somebody's statement, and he said it had been touched on, but
apparently not developed.

Do either of you have any greater or any more comments about that
situation that might arise ?

Mayor BzAML Well, I had made that observation and obviously it
enables any community depending upon the market conditions at the
time to exercise the option, which would give it better opportunity to
get the lowest interest rates. The n portant factor, of course, is as to
how a formula can be developed, No. 1, to get the Federal sub-
sidy in the adouate proportion, and No 2 that there be lees

portunity for Congress to abandon it at sort of a whim or a wish. As
I indicated, Congress today has the power to and every year we get
the threat of having the tax exempt feature of municipal bonds taken
away, that Congress continually renews that or at least abandons that
threat.

Senator BzzNmvr. There will always be somebody in Congress who
thinks it is a good idea to juggle this relationship, so that threat will
always exiSt.

I would like to ask each of you the simple question:Would you like to see us t~ to pass a law which would allow you
to go into both the taxable and the nontaxable market?

Would you like to have that option, or would you prefer to keep the
nontaxable option or nontaxable privilege without the other option ?

Mayor B n.m Well, I have indicated that I think that it would be
an option that would be beneficial.

Senator BmNrrr. But you recognize the difficulty that exists,
because there would have to be great care exercised in changing the
rate of subsidy as the difference between the two rates or return
changes.

Mayor BAxx. That is why I dwelt upon the fact that the safeguards
in the legislation will protect that possible complication.

Senator BzNNE;rT. Mayor Alioto, do you have the same point of
view?

Mayor Awaro. The same point of view with a little caveat, Senator.
If you could write into that legislation the fact that this is not a bridge
to the destruction of the tax exempt city bond, if we can get some kiid
of assurances that that can be done, I would share the view, because
there are markets that are not interested in a nontaxable bond, and to
the extent that we cut ourselves off from those markets we are putting
an upward pressure on our own interest rates.

But there has -been so much agitation about the rich people who do
not have to pay taxes because they have city bonds and so much a
recognition on our part that if we are going to continue to build

40-544 0 - 74 - 2
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hospitals and schools and police stations and fire stations that we have
to have a tax exempt bond, that we would have to be pretty sure that
legislation will recognize, or at least be debated, that this is not simply
a hal fway house to getting rid of that tax exemption. With that caveat,
and it is a pretty strong caveat, I would agree with Mayor Beame.

Senator Bz~xrr. Thank you.
Senator BzNmw. Mr. Mayor, I may just draft such a piece of

legislation and see if we can work out that problem and send it to your
Mayors Conference and let you fellows debate it, because unless we can

tge our support we are not going to pass It.Mayor Ajuoio. Yes.

Senator Bzwsz. Senator Hartke I
Senator HARxz. I am delighted to see my colleagues. I am a former

mayor, and I think I share somewhat of the anxiety and the anguish
that you people feel, not quite as deeply, because it was in an earlier
year.

Quite honestly I disagree with the chairman, and frankly, with
most of the Members of Congress, upon how you approach the ques-
tion of inflation and I think istry demonstrates that they are com-
pletely wrong. f am not saying that my view is right, but their view
is wr.ng. Tight monet has never cured inflation. Tight money is an
inflationary factor. It is quite obvious that if you talk to any business-
man he will tell you that. He will tell you that high interest rates
contribute to his cost of doing business without any return.

Senator BzwnzNT. Do not get the chairman endorsing high interest
rates.

Senator lkiaLYou seemed t You said restraints are necesary
and the key to restraint is the Federal Reserve Board. The Federal
Reserve Board has the biggest restraint upon the money supply of
this country which is forcing interest rates up. The negligence of
the SEC is another matter. Wliy aren't they going after Citicorp I

Senator BEwrsN. Let me interject here I am not endorsing high
interest rates. I made a couple of speeches on that.

Senator Harm. I would agree With you that that is an interpreta-
tion. I think you are. I think that this Congress is putting the stamp
of approval on high interest rates, which is going to plague not only
the cities but our children for generations. I think it is disgraeIl
and I think it is outrageous, and I approve of what the chairman
of this committee said, that anybody who gets over 10 percent interest
ought to have a 100 percent tax. Senator Long proposed that and I
think that is fair.

Over 10 percent is usury; I think anyone who gets 10 percent inter-
est ought to examine his conscience as well as his soul. There is no
way that you people who are asked to provide the everyday services
of living can cope with the job and pay these interest rates.

Mayor BrMX I think he should run for the border. ' .
Senator FfHAmr. Being mayor is the roughest political job in the

world. You do not have any money and you are expected to perform
all of the services. I am sympathetic wih you, but you cannot cure
this problem with a piecemeal approach.

Citicorp came on in with $850 million. They aro going to force the
people, and savings and loan institutions into bankruptcy They are
going to force the highest cost of mouey for the Federil Government.
And our cities will come in dead last, and tley will have to pay the
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premium. unless you can turn the tight money situation around I do
not think there is a prayer for you. You will get more problemsL
I think we ought to take back the authority we gave to the Federal
Reserve Boagrd We gave them the authority to regulate the currency,
not to regulate the economy, and there is a lot of difference.

The Federal Reserve Board has taken upon itself legislative and
administrative authority to put the restraints on this country and
put us into a recession. It is a tragedy--a recession in which unem-
ployment problems are going to continue and the problems of the
cities are going to mount.

I looked at your proposal here and the anticipation of revenues.
It is a stopgap proposition. It is a drop in the bucket of what you
need, Mayor Beame, and you know it, and if people want to talk
about the problems of the cities, if they are not willing to face up to
the fact that we are going to continue to strangulate the cities finan-
cially, then there is not any question that ultimately the problems you
have today are going to be magnified many times over tomorrow.
I am very sympathetc to your cause. .

A pieremeal approach won't work. We fail to "reogmze that the
Federal Reserve and the SEC have a responsibility to the public
first not to the financially rich of this country and not to the big
banters. To find out who is prosperous in the city, you find out who
owns the biggest building in town, You Will find that it is a banker
in every community.

Mayor ALiaYo. Well, Senator, in the begining of our presentation
both Mayor Beame and I recogz that the problem we are dealing
with is apart of the general problem of inflation. We do not think it
is a special' problem. The cure of inflation will ultimately cure the
thing that is bothering us. What you say about tight money has in our
opinion a great deal of validity.

Now, ifsome genius would came along who could 'work out a two-
pee interest system, that could cure it. That is, that interest obvious-
yods the inflation, when you increase that cost of money, as in

the case, say, of an .agricultural cooperative, from 4.25 percent to 12
percent, when you increase the cost of that money to organizations
doing $100 million a year of business, manifestly you are adding to
the inflation.

On the other hand, if you lend a lot of money for new ventures
you are also feeding the inflation at a time when supply .cannot meet
demand. So if some genius can work out a systm of loose money on
daily business transactions and tight money on new ventures. we
might have the answer we are talking about, Senator. I

Senator lLunx& Mayor, I am not even going to make that second
assumption. If you are going to take those two assumptions, you
either make the assumption that increase of the productive capacity
of America is an inflationaa factor, then the whole theory of Amer-
ica is destroyed. Henry Ford in the middle of the depression said, we are
goig to have a $5 day-nd a 5-day week. If I can got moky in those
-eope' pockets I can sell more car and I an b the price of

that Ford down and I will make money. Now that n s the -whole
genius of the American success, and every sigle time that we'have
made the assumption that you create. prsprity and defeat inflation
by creating unemployment and puttiig in restrains and tight money,
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it has been a failure. All the economists of the District agree with
me. You have more apple going on welfare, you have a $8 billion
welfare cost today. You have 80 million people who at one time or
another qualified for welfare in the last year in this country--80
million out of 210 million people, and the people in this country
are going in debt and you wonder why they are up tight. They are
not up tight about Watergate; they are up tight about meeting the bills
on Friday night. That is what they are up tight about. I am not saying
that they are not upset about Watergat . But I am telling you that
every day they live with the fear of paying the bills on Friday night.
A young couple gets married-I came out of school, I bought a home,
$200 down and $50 a month. You have to have a fortune today even
to make the down payment, and then you have to pay points

In my judgment, if you put on a ceiling on interest, as Senator
Long suggested, with a 100-percent tax, or if you make it usury to
collect over 10-percent tax, you will lower interest rates People say
you cannot do that. They put it on the cities. They tell you how muh
you can charge. Almost every city has a limit on how much they can
pay by legislative flat, and the city has no choice if they have a limit
on how much they can pay in interest. The city has a limit. And they
say you cannot put any more on the taxpayers' back in some of these
cases. Seven percent is a maximum in some cases.

I do not want you to go home and think that you are going to solve
this problem with any of these little piecemeal approaches unless you
get the country back into the hands of the people and away from
those who are the bigehot bankers-not the little ones. The SEC is
afraid to investigate Citicorp when Citicorp did something which
violated every principle of financing and monetary affairs of this
country. But they let them issue $850 million worth of them, and
every nk holding company in the United States is going to do it
now and I do not blame them. It is the sweetest little deal have ever
seen. One percent floating over the interest rate of the Treasury bill
rate.

Mayor BzAm. I guess sometimes it is a little difficult to find out
which comes first--the chicken or the egg, in terms of the fact that
tight money causes inflation and inflation causes tight money.

so-
Senator BzNTszW. Let me say-
Senator HAirr1. Just a minute. I will be glad to yield in a minute.

I guarantee you that I am out of step. I am out of step with the Con-
gress and I am in step with the people and that is the difference.

Mayor BzAqx I think fundamentally we agree that the basic prob-
lem, of course is inflation, and if that is curable or minimized, it is
going to help al around.

Senator BzwTsFm. I will tell you, if I may now, Senator, for a f el-
low that has owed as much money as I have owed, you will never find
me in favor of high interest rates and I am still not. But what we
need to find is a way to have selective credit restraints so that we can
encourage money and loans to be channeled to productive pur-
poses at a time like this. That would take some of the heat off the
monetary system and hopefully bring down some of those interest
rates. We should try to discourage loans for nonproductive purposes,
to take an extreme example, for a gambling casino, or a corporate
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takeover. We should encourage loans for municipal services and for
increasing the capacity of industries that are in short supply, where
the prices are being driven up.

Senator HAmTK. Would the Senator yield,
Senator Bzrs. I will be throu h in a minute.
And if you do that, then -I thin] compeitive forces take over and

the free enterprise system takes over and you hold prices down.
And so we are talking about increasingproduction and having a

growing economy and not trying to curb inflation by stagnation. And
I think too often that is what they are trying to do now, and I think
that you have a very disproportionate effect on the economy, as we
were citing for construction.

Yes, Senator Hartke.
Senator HAwrrK You talk about selective restraint, but you are

always talking about selecting somebody else. You are never talking
about yourself. And when they are talking about tightening the belt,
they are always talking about you tightening your belt. I will not
tighten mine.

That is the whole theory of this present economic thinking. I do
not believe in that. I am just going to tell you that that is not the way
this country became the great country it was. It became a greatcountry by expansion, by going on out and building. When you have
a productive business venture to finance, the banks tell you: "Yes.
As far as our loan board is concerned, you have an excellent propo-
sition. You have a capacity to be paid. We do not have any money."

Restraint is in the wrong place. You have got to put a restraint on
interest rates. You cannot get this Congress to put the same type of
restraint on the interest income on the man on social security that you
do on a man that works with his hands.

A poor old man who works all of his life and retires at the age of
65, and if he wants to continue to work with is hands, he has an
earnings limitation on how much he can earn. When he gets to $2,700,
he has to pay back dollar for dollar anything above this figure.

You take a good old rich banker in New York City right down on
Wall Street there, and he can collect $100,000 in interest and collect his
social security and never give back a penny of it because it is unearned
income; it is not, therefore, subject to the restriction. That shows you
that all you have to do is be rich and do not work in this country, and
the Government will take care of you.

Mayor Aoro. I would like to say,first of all, that Mayor Beame and
I are absolutely delighted to act as sounding boards for this little
informal debate between you and Senator Bentsen. We are just
absolutely delighted to be in that position.

Second, there is a good deal about the fact that you can go to a
bank today, and let me give you an experience of a medium-size bank.
This occurred just within the last month or so.

You go to a bank today and you give them a proposition on a pro-
ductive thing. Very fine. Something that is needed. It fills a need. It is
not whimsical. It is not a gambling casino. Do you know what the
banks tell you today? They say, "We do not have any money to lend
you.lt
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Senator HARK. That is right.
May or Aworo. And do you know why ? Because we are lending it on

a week or overnight basis to larger banks at 14 percent.
Senator HAmTrz. That is right.
Mayor Auoo. This is with the medium-size bank, telling people

within the last month or so in a situation with which I had personal
contact. Every small and medium-size bank is doing that: the over-
night rates or the weekly rates of 14 percent as against something that
is productive.

I agree with you, Senator Bentsen. If there were only some way-I
do not think that jawboning is going to lead banks to direct their
priorities to housing for example. I wish it could. And I do not know
the instrument by which you force an economic incentive to a bank to
divert money, say, to housing, so that a young fireman or a young
plliceman, building his family these days, can buy a home. First of al,
there is not a $85,000 home t* be bought in the major cities of this
country. There is no way of buying a home. But I do not know how in
the frte enterprise system you direct the allocation of credit That is
the thing that bothers me. And if there were a way of accomplishing
that, it would be just great. But I do not know how you do that.

Senator Bzi'rn . Let me tell you one of the problems we areSinto.
You ave the situation where the Export-Import Bank today is

financing the exporting of some products that are in short supply in
thiscountry. They refinancing the establishment of manufaturing
plants in other countries, and they are doing it at 6-percent and 7-
percent interest rates, when a local businessman has to pay almost
double that, and I do not think that is right.

I do not think it is fair. I think it is unwise That means a drain of
capital out of this country.

The other thing that you are seeing is the outflow of capital from this
country. We took the limitation off of the outflow of capital in this
country, and we did that-Senator, was that last year when we passed
that before this committee I

Senator HAmXm.Yes.
Senator Bxmszx. Anyway, it has been in the last 12 months, and we

have seen the foreign holdings of our domestic banks go up $2% billion
since that time.

So I think we are going to have to reevaluate this. This outflow of
capital is a pressure on the domestic banking system, and it helps force
these interest rates up, which have to be brought down.

Wel, gentlemen, we are-
Senator HiAMx Excuse me. Could I ask a question ?
Senator Bz -mm, eo.
Senator Hm-rm I am intrigued by the couple of suggestions which

have been made here. One of them is the Federal municipal financing
agency concept.

As understand what you want to do, Mayor Beame, is to go ahead
and have the Federal Government create-you say here thst it is in the
Federal Financing Bank Act of 1978. . i

The Federal Government should obtain a fund which would be
based on the concept of reconstruction finance corporation fund, as we
did for private business with Jesse Jones in the 1990's. Then come on
back and p at a decent rate of interest the opportunity for cities
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course, the difference in the interest rate would have to be subsidized
by the Federal Government.

I find that hass great deal of merit. We should at least start treating
our mayors decently.

The other suggestion, I see no reason why we should not move into
this field of giving you the option on taxables and nontaxable& if
there is going to be Federal revenue sharing, then let us proceed and
permit it on a monthly basis.

It is very easy to determine approximately how much you can
anticipate is going to be allocated.

Is that not right And what you are saying is, you want to get that
on a monthly basis instead of getting it in a lump sum or i
reimbursable

Mayor BAMMz. Yes. Sometimes, of course, you get it quarterly or
later; and of course, there are times when you have to wait until a claim
for reimbursement is processed, and the bureaucratic redtape, of
course, delays it for months Meanwhile, cities have to go out and
borrow the money, and the Federal Government, of course, has a better
opportunity to do that than the cities.

Senator What rate of interest tnder the first option under
the so-called Federal financig agency, what rate of interest would
you anticipate would be a fair rate.

Mayor B Fx& I think everything would be in relation to the
money market at the time. For example

Senator HA=rri. Forget th- money market. Let's get back to what
you can pay.

Mayor Axioo. Five percent.
Senator Hairrx Five percent interest I I mean, after all, is that not

a decent rate, 5-percent interest, in order to keep the cities Of this
country going?

Mayor Auwrm. Yes, tax free.
Senator HArm When we wanted to electrify the country in rural

areas where they could not afford it, we gave you 2-percent interest.
Of course, at that time, the interest rates on Federal securities were
around one-half percent, if you remember.,

Mayor BF~wx. That is Why 'I say it has got to be taken in relation
to the interest picture of the tne.

Senator HA~mKL Let me ask you if you did that-
Mayor BzAmz. Well, New 'fork City was paying 2 percent some

years ago.
Senator RArrKB. Let me ask you, though, would you have a limit

under this agency on how much a city cold borrow .
Mayor BzAxz. Well, something, of course, would have t be oon-

sidered.
Senator H rnm In other words, not unlimited.
Mayor BzAxu. It would seem local it could not be too free because

New York City could take a big chunk of 'that, you know.
Senator EuY rxz. think all of those arepesitive suggeions. I

- have known you both for a long time, and I irll conraulate you
both on the fne Job you are doing in your respective Otie& I do not
know of any mayors who are better qualified in the Nation to te
job both of you are 4oing.-
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Congratulations.
Senator BEiNTsJ. Thank you, Senator Hartke.
Mayor Alioto, I know you have a plane to catch; and Mayor Beame,we are very appreciative of your faking the time from your heavy

responsibilities to come down here and discuss these issues with us.
I think you have made a substantial contribution, and I hope we

can show you some results. Thank you very much.
Mayor ALw. We are very thankful for your extending us the

opportunity to talk about the--bonding is a prosaic subject, you
know, particularly when we have all of Dis great emotional absorp-
tion in Watergate and impeachment. But the problems of the cities
are not going away, impeachment or Watergate or anything else, and
we are grateful to you for listening to us.

Senator BErsEN. Thank you.
Mayor BzAmv. The interest is high in the cities in bonds, and interest

is very high here on Watergate.
Senator BzwmN. The hearings are recessed.
[The prepared statements of Mayor Alioto and Mayor Beame

follow:]

PwAaE n S'rATEMENT OF MAYos AwaAiAm D. Bnm&z oN toALATrNo INTNus?
COeTS Or MUNICIPAL Boaoww os

Chairman Bentsen, distinguished Senators, thank you for this opportunity to
make some observations and suggestions about the rapidly escalating Interest
coats of municipal borrowings.

I recognize that our problem is part of a larger collection of problems affect-
Ing the economy of the entire nation. I also recognize that the costs of municipal
borrowings are causing new hardships and a rethinking of public priorities, not
only in large metropolitan areas, but also in towns and villages throughout the
country.

While I am most familiar with the effects of this economic phenomenon in
New York City, I would urge the Congress to take steps as soon as possible to
help state and local governments-throughout the country.

Let me give the Committee some inkling of the agonies which New York City
is experiencing right now in the money market

Since the first of this year, the City sold more than $1.1 billion of serial
bonds in three bond sales at average interest rates of 5.17, 618 and 7.69 percent,
respectively,

These are rates, mind you, for tax-exempt bonds and the 7.69 percent which
the Clity had to pay last week was an all-time record high.

Also, since the first of the year, the City had to sell a total of more than $4.7
billion of short-term notes in 11 note sales at rates ranging from 4.48 to a stag-
gering &59 percent, the latter also being a record all-time high for The City
of New York.

On the long-term borrowings, our taxpayers will be paying a total of nearly
$600 million in Interest over the lifetime of the bonds. They will also be paying
an additional $170 million in interest costs within the next year on short-term
borrowings made Just In the last seven months.

Compounding our difficulties Is the fact that the money market has been
experiencing inverted yield curves, which means that we are paying more
for short-term paper than for long-term bonds.

Normally we could look for cheaper rates on short-term paper, because usually
no one likes to tie up his money for 10 20 or 80 years unless the rate Is rela-
tively attractive. But the crunch for short-term paper last fall and Just re-
cently was so severe and the demand for such paper was so great that the rates
for our tax-exempt notes skyrocketed to 8% percent last week.

This market phenomenon penalizes New York City's long-term bond sales,
too, because all of our issues are "front-loaded," that is, in an issue with
maturities as long as 30 or 40 years, most of the bonds will mature early,
placing the average life of the issue at seven ti nine years In the normal market,
this is good for us, since we will be paying lower interest rates on the average
and, at the same time, we can be In a position of seeing that we pay off about
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half of our outstanding debt in five years and about two-thirds of that outstanding
debt in ten years

But when we experience an Inverted yield curve in the money market, or
even a flattened yield curve, our taxpayers are penalized by what Is, in normal
times, a good policy.

To show the incredible upsurge in such costs, let me point out that in the
first seven months of last year we Incurred short-term debt which has cost our
taxpayers $55 million. In dramatic contrast, as I mentioned before, in the first
seven months of this year, our short-term debt will cost our taxpayers $170
million.

This represents an increase of 210 percent In our short-term interest costs
so far this year over those costs during a similar period last year.

It is true that part of this increase is due to the fact that our budget Is higher
and we must go into the short-term market in anticipation of higher receivables
such as state and Federal aid and real estate taxes

But the bulk of the increase can be attributed to the spiralling interest costs
of borrowing. As I noted before, short-term rates zoomed in the last seven months
to &50 percent. Caught in this squeeze, the COmptroller's Office als been bor-
rowing for shorter periods of time In hopes of a break in the market and there-
by being forced to go into the market more frequently, rolling over some of the
short-term notes Into new time period& Unfortunately, the rates have not
dropped.

Doing the same computations for our bonds, in the same time span, we find
that interest costs on bonds sold last year totalled $400 milon, while this year
those costs totalled $590 million, an increase of 48 percent.

What are the real effects of these interest rates? They could mean delays in
construction, postponement of needed projects, and new strains on an already
overburdened property taxpayer. These costs will make it nearly Impossible
to meet the great needs for capital for pollution control, mass transit, and for
the continuing task of renewing the cities.

They mean reduced opportunities for work on public as well as private con-
struction projects. These increased Interest costs also absorb funds which
would have been spent for vital services rendered by the cities In their day-
to-day operations

Finally, they impair the ability of local governments to cuedon the harsher
blows of economic change. And they make it more difficult to correct the in-
equities of economic policies whose Impacts fall uneveziy acrm the country.

Precisely because of these consequences, delaying or avoiding expenditures
Is extremely difficult for state and local governments. Many of these costs are
mandated by state and Federal requirements.

For the older, Inner cities, the process of renewal and renovaton is a con-
stant Imperative. In every case, these expenditures are a response to the ex-
pressed demands of the public for public improvements. These demands can-
not lightly be Ignored or even deferred.

The causes of high Interest costs are simple to state and difficult to resolve.
There are three fundamental explanations, each of which contributes to the
problem:

1. Extraordinary inflation. This boosts the overall costs of projects financed
by borrowing, and also leads investors to demand higher interest rates to
offset inflation.

2. Extremely restrictive monetary policies by the Federal government.
8. The structure of the tax-exempt market for state and local securities,

which I will discuss In a moment.
There Is no question that the Federal government's task of maintaining full

employment with price stability Is one of its foremost responsibilities. Just
now, the emphasis is on controlling inflation.

I recognize *hat tight money, which is part of our problem, in supposed to
help control prices, which are another part of our problem.

But I would emphasize that the interests of ful employment and economic
vitality caution against the heavy-handed use of monetary policy.

I do believe the burden of meeting unprecedented costs of money falls too
heavily on state and local governments.

Because of the structure of the public money market, the public suffer morethan private borrowers when money Is tight. Indeed, even when credit Is more
plentiful, I believe the cost of public credit is higher than It could and should
be. , I
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in general, the market for state and local debt is "thinner" than the market
for private debt. In the long term, individual investors and private, taxable
trusts have declined in importance as direct suppliers of credit.

Savings banks, pension funds, life insurance companies, tax-exempt insti-
tutions and even foreign investors have correspondingly greater importance.
But these Investors have less or no use for the tax exemption offered by public
debt. They can be attracted to our market only by higher interest rates.

Moreover, for large users of credit, such as New York City and other large
cities generally, the lenders' desire to diversify investment makes the market
even "thinner".

Therefore, we are most grateful to this Committee and its staff for exploring
ways of increasing the supply of credit available to state and local govern-
ments.

A number of devices have already been proposed to accomplish this objective.
Bach of them has its own difficulties, but if nothing at all i done, state and local
governments and their taxpayers will continue to bear too much of the burden
of tight money.

Permit me to make the following suggestions to the Commitee for its considera-
tion and possible use:

(1) Set up a Federal municipal financing agency. This agency could issue
taxable bonds and lend the proceeds to public bodies at lower rates. Those loans
could be secured with a lien on Federal aid receivables.

I might add that I believe a mechanism alreadY exists which could be used to
implement this idea. The Federal Financing Bank Act of 1978 Issues obligations
on behalf of Federal agencies, and I believe this legislation might be amended to
include municipal governments.

(2) One proposal which has been under consideration by Congress and which
deserves further study is the creation of an option for state and local governments
to issue taxable securities, replacing Federal tax exemption with a direct Federal
subsidy. Such an option would permit state and local governments to issue bonds
for either the taxable or tax-exempt market, whichever was more favorable at a
particular time.

By providing access to a larger money market, the taxable Option could provide
a real saving to state and-local governments and their taxpayers.

(8) Accelerate the payments of Federal receivables to state and local govern.
ments. This would, of course, reduce the need for short-term borrowings in

" anticipation of such receivables.
In New York City, in the current fiscal year, we are anticipating $1.8 billion

in Federal aid for our expense budget, plus another $800 million in capital funds,
general revenue sharing and other grants. Because of delays in the transmission
of this aid and because some of itmust be handled on a claim and reimbursement
basis, we will be forced to go into the short-term money market.

The way rates are going now, we could face an interest cost of at least $50
million for borrowing just In anticipation of receiving Federal aid we're
entitled to.

For years, I have proposed to the State of New York a monthly installment
plan for the transmission of state aid to the City and perhaps Congress could
consider such a monthly installment plan for the timely transmisson of Federal
aid to states and municipalities.

This is what I proposed to the state: pool all anticipated state aid to the City
in the upcoming fiscal year. Take 90 percent of this total and divide It by 12, In
order to arrive at a monthly Installment. The remaining 10 percent would be used
to make the proper adjustments after the fiscal year is over.

Such a system would reduce the City's need for dipping into the short-term
money market.

I would like to close with the accepted notion that the Federal government has
the ultimate responsibility for getting our country back to full or nearly full
ezmoyment and for re-establishing price stability.

There are economic forces at work In the world and in the nation today which
are not really understood, but their effects on the daily lives of our citiens are
quite profound and somewhat frightening.

We look to the Federal government to use its~t6ols of economic policy In such
a way that our citizens do not suffer from economic dlslocaton,

I urge this Committee to draft legislation to help uq meet this problem, and I
hope the (Committee will find my suggestions useful

Thank you.
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PaPlAMM STATIENT OF HON. JoszPH L. AMOTO, ON THE MUNICIPAL BOND

Mr. Chairman, my name is Joseph Alioto, and I am Mayor of San Francisco
and President of the United States Conference of Mayors. With me this morning
is Mayor Abraham Beame of New York City. We appreciate the opportunity to
testify before this committee to discuss the critical situation that cities are facing
in selling their municipal bonds.

Mr. Chairman, we have heard a great deal about the renewed fiscal health and
vitality of our nation's cities. Even the President of the United States has gone so
far as to proclaim an end to "the fiscal crisis of our cities." I have noted with
great interest recent publication that project billion dollar surpluses for state
and local government. I often wonder when I hear these claims of urban affluence
if the authors are speaking of the same American cities that I so intimately know.
Perhaps they have confused their data with the surplus reports that are arriving
daily from the oil-rich lands in the Middle EasL Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, I
perceive a yearning for normalcy in our land--a yearning to turn away from our
complex social and economic problems and to carve out individual domains of
peaceful security. It is a yearning that I can understand, but the Illusions that
it creates I cannot accept.

Ten years ago, no one disputed that there was a crisis in our cities. With riots
erupting in city after city, and basic services such as police protection and garbage
collection drastically deteriorating, the enormity of the crisis was vividly real to
every Am rlcan.

Now, a mere decade late, people are proclaiming that the crisis is over. Let
us not be deceived-the fact that our cities a" no longer burning does not mean
that the problems of urban America have been solved.

The subject we are discussing this mornlng6-he crisis In the bond market-4s
only one manifestation of a continuing crisis. A crisis that cannot be solved by
wishful thinking and optimistic rhetoric I do not believe that anyone can com-
prehend the significance of the current capital financing crunch facing our cities
without first understanding that It is only one component of the larger urban
fiscal crisis.

Mr. Chairman, the cities of America are not sitting with billions of dollars in
their coffers. They are not rolling in unspent revenues. The economic crisis that Is
gripping this entire country is Impacting hardest on our cities. I need not remind
this committee that the current rate of inflation stands at over 11%. But I should
point out that many experts claim that the national rate of inflation is often Wo
higher in the puble sector. If true, this translates into a whopping 16."% infla-
tion rate for the governments that I am representing. I am not an economist so
I cannot verify these figures. But I am a mayor in charge of a city budget around
$700 million, and I do know that the current levels of Inflation are having a
devastating impact on my city. The skyrocketing xosts of fuel and building
materials-the escalating wage and fringe benefit demands of public employees-
all these inflationary pressures translate Into one single phenomenon. City
expenditure demands are vastly outstripping the revenue available to city gov-
ernments. Mr. Chairman, we are not little federal government& We cannot carr
over billion dollar operating deficits. Our operating budgets must be balanced
at the end of the fiscal year. So when expenditures demands outstrip available
revenues, we are faced with two choices: either we can cut essential city services
or we raise local taxes, primarily the local property tax.

I need not belabor this point. Let us all understand that tte fiscal crisis of bur
cities has not ended and that current conditions in the municipal bond market are
only one Indicator of a deepening crisis.

Mr. Chairman, we are hced with a rapidly deteriorating situation In the
municipal bond market, It is almost Incomprehensible *hat has occurred In
the last few months.

To illustrate my point, let us begin with some base figures from earlier this
year. In March the-average Interest rate on municipal bonds was roughly 5.32%,
This oompa'ed favorably with, the average, interest rates for Ihunlcipals fol-
lowing the severe credit crunch of 19W9-1970. Four months ago, the ma]fket
looked in good shape. In fact, in the first five months 6f 1974 financing by state
and local governments through the Issuance of long term tax-exempt bonds
totaled nearly 11 billion dollars This was a rise of 17.7% from the volume din-
lng the same period In 1978 and was reflective of the Increasing capital financ-
Ing demands on state and local governments. If I had appeared before this
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committee two months ago, I would have indicated that the only bright spot
on the urban fiscal landscape was the strength and stability of the municipal
bond maTket.

Now let me turn my attention to what has happened in the last 30 days. The
month of July saw the volume of long term tax-exempt financing drop by 30.6%
from the June figures.. This Is the lowest monthly volume since August 1970,
when the country was experiencing a severe credit crunch. This dramatic down-
turn in the overall volume of tax-exempt bonds is directly related to the sky-
rocketing costs of borrowing money. From the early March figures of 5.32%
the 20 Bonds Index soared to 6.95% on July 11. This is only a few basis points
below the record Interest rates of the 1909-1970 credit crisis. In four- months,
the cost of borrowing for city governments has increased by an Incredible 30%.

The Bond Buyer In Its July 22 Issue stated: "The unprecedented escalation in
Interest rates In the period July 1 to July 12 has pushed borrowing costs on
municipal bonds close to their record highs of May 197a The market climate
deteriorated so quickly and so drastically In the week of July 8 that out of a
stated competitive volume of 861.7 million, a total of 680.3 million-a record
high displacement Issue figure-failed to reach dealer's hands."

In other words, state and local governments were going to the market but
near record Interest rates prevented them from obtaining nearly 96% of the
capital they sought. Let us look at some of the individual Issues.

July 9--New York City rejected a record high bid of 7.92e% on a 438 million
dollar issue.

July 10--The city comptroller for the City of Chicago agonized for five hours
and finally decided to turn down a bid of 6.96% for $40 million In general ob-
ligation bonds. The city rate imit being 7%.

July 11--the City of San Antonio offered 85 million dollars in triple "A"
electric and gas revenue bonds carrying a 7% rate limitation. Not a single bona
fide bid was offered,

July 7-The Santa Clara Redevelopment Agency offered two Issues of 12
and 7 million dollars with a 7% rate limitation. No bids were offered.

July 11---8L Claire County, Michigan, postponed a 36 million dollar offering
in new revenue bonds designed to finance pollution control facilities. The rea-
son--a projected 8% interest rate for the month of July. The list of displaced
Issues goes on, totalling over 600 million dollars.

As demonstrated by these examples, three factors prevent municipalities
from borrowing when Interest rates drastically climb.

First, in niany states and municipalities, there are statutory limits on the
amount on Interest that can be paid on an Issue. Although these limits have
been eased since the 1969-1970 credit crunch, they are still a factor for many
cities.

Second, many local officials refuse to accept bids with exorbitant interest
rates, knowing that the taxpayers in their communities cannot be burdened
with the additional costs from skyrocketing Interest costs.

Third, under tight money conditions, the buyer of municipal bonds go else-
where. This is especially true of the large commercial banks which presently
bold over 50% of our bonds. As witnessed In the 196%-1970 period of tight
money, commercial banks will shift away from the municipal bond market in
order to provide the capital needed by their business customers. For state and
local governments, the result is substantially Increased borrowing costs.

Let us now look at what It means to municipal governments when they are
unable to obtain necessary capital at reasonable interest rates. Debt financing
Is used to construct needed public faclitIes--schools, hospitals, roads, mass
transit facilities, libraries, pools, water pollution control facilities--all of these
depend upon an adequate supply of capital at reasonable Interest costs. If the
capital is not obtainable through the Issuance of municipal bonds, then vitally
needed public facilities do not get built. They are postponed, and for every
week that construction Is delayed, double-digit inflation Is forcing up the
eventual cost of each project. For example, a school costing a million dollars
In 1974 Is likely to cost a million and a half by the end of this decade. Post-
ponement means skyrocketing costs and such costs must eventually be borne
by the taxpayer in each community.
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A city which is not restrained by an interest rate ceiling may choose to, or
may be forced to, go to the market regardless of the cost of borrowing. If a
water pollution control facility must be built in order to meet state and fed-
erally-mandated standards, then a city must obtain the funds to finance the
project. Again, It is the local taxpayer who must suffer the additional financial
costs. He is the one who will have to foot the bill-he is the one who will
eventually pay the extra 1-2% interest costs over the life of the bonds.

The only other option available to local officials is to dip into their operating
budgets to meet the increased interest payments. But no public official welcomes
the opportunity to divert scarce city funds from essential operating needs to
nonproductive interest payments.

Mr. Chairman, added to these harsh realities, today's credit crisis appears
to be unique in its dimensions. Two factors stand out. Froto the cities' perspec-
tive, the demands for Improved public facilities has never been higher. It is
estimated that in 1975 state and local governments will require over $80 billion
in long term borrowing to finance needed capital improvements. 'his will rep-
resent a 168% increase in bonds sold over the 1970 period. We do not need
these statistics to tell us that the cities need billions and billions of dollars in
the Immediate years ahead to rebuild their deteriorating public facilities.
And we do not have to be reminded of what will happen If we allow our cities
to further decay.

The second unique factor regarding current credit crisis was articulated by
a .rominent bond dealer several weeks ago In the New York Times. Allow me
I.) quote:

"We've had tight money markets before. most recently In 1966 and the
1969. 70 period. But those were minor inconveniences compared with what we
see today. In the past we did not have Inflation to worry about. Today, every
important lender to the bond market is terrified by Inflation. We've never had
so critical a situation before and what's worse--no solutions are in sight."

Mr. Chairman, I have attempted to give you an overview of the present
crisis. Soaring Interest costs, a dramatic decline in the volume of long term
tax-exempt financing, unprecedented demand for improved public facilities
and the devasting impact of double digit Inflation. Before turning to my col-
league who will detail his experience under the current crisis conditions. I
would like to return for a moment to my opening remarks. Ongresa and the
Executive must not view this most recent credit crunch in isolation. It is only
one element in the larger urban fiscal crisis. I do not have a remedy for infla-
tion-nor do I have the complex answers that are needed to reverse the deteri-
orating situation in the bond market. What I do know, and what I cannot
strongly enough emphasize, is that the federal government must renew Its
commitment to American cities.

We need immediate action on the omnibus Housing and Community Devel.
opment legislation which is pending in Conference.

We need action on urtan transportation and, in particular, operating sub-
sidies for mass transportation.

We need action on welfare reform and national health Insurance.
And we need action to insure the continuation of the general revenue sharing

program beyond 1976
These are concrete measures that can be taken to help solve our complex

urban problems. These are actions which will help hold the fiscal crisis of the
cities. I urge you to act
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[Whereupon, at 11:15 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
on Thursday, August 8, 1974, at 10 a.m.] -



THE GROWING THREAT OF A DOMESTIC FINANCIAL
CRISIS

THU 8DAY, AUGUST 8, 1974

U.S. SENATE,
SuBm OmMIToTN FINANCIAL MARnxrs

or H COXXITTEE ON FINANCE,Washington, D.C7.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:07 a.m., in room
2221, Dirksen Senate Offie Building, Senator Lloyd Benten (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presidin

Present: Senators Bentsen and Hansen.
Senator BawrsN. Ladies and gentlemen, we will now get underway.

The committee will come to order.
I apologize for the fact that there are not more of the members

here. We are having caucuses on the Democratic side and the Repub-
lican side these days, as you can well imagine, in these rather difficult
times foz the country, on other matters than the specific ones before
us this morning.

We are very pleased to have as our first witness this morning Mr.
Nat Goldflnger, who is director of the Department of Research for_
the AFL-CIO.

Mr. Goldflnger, if you would come to the witness stand and give
us your views on the economic problems facing our Nation.

STATEMENT OF NAT GOLDPINGER, DIRECTOR O THE
DEPARTMENT O REARCH, APL-CIO

Mr. GOLDYI NGo Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to have this opportunity, and I want to thank you,

Mr. Chairman, for this chance to present the views of the A IO
on this very serious problem. As we look at it we are now in a money
crunch. This is not a threat of a money crunch, but we are already in
it, and the combination of the policies of the administration and the
Federal Reserve have put us where we are.

These have been the most utterly misguided policies in terms of
attempting to handle the inflationary problem which exists. This in-
flationary problem was touched off hy the huge Russian grain deal
back in July of 1972, aggravated by the devaluations of the dollar and
further aggravated by the utter lack of effective regulation o the
commodity exchanges. The response of the administration and the
Fed has been tight money and a phaseout of essential Government
programs such as housing assistanee progranis.

We are in an inflationary recession. The inflation is continuing to
climb, and, Mr. Chairman, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, about three-
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quarters of an hour ago, released the Wholesale Price Index for the
month of July 1974, and in that one month, wholesale prices jumped
8.7 percent; mn the month of July they were up 20.4 percent over
July of 1978, and in the past 3 months they rose at an annual rate
of 24.1 percent.

The iflation problem continues, and it continues to get worse. We
have had this accelerating and raging inflation now for almost 2 full
years. On top of that, we have a recession which started in the final
months of 1973. And the sharp runup of interest rates to the highest
level since the Civil War, have created a serious money crunch with
the withdrawal of funds from the savings and loans and the mutual
savings banks. Housing is in a depression. The real volume of retail
sales is running 4, 5, 8 percent below the same levels of a year ago.
And now, on top of all of these other problems, in the past several
weeks we have had serious problems emerge, with the sharp runup
of interest rates for local governments. Many cities and counties are
unable to float bond issues and are thereby cutting back their capital
improvement&

In addition to that, similar kinds of problems now face the public
utilities, causing them to postpone and stretch out plant expansion
programs, despite the urgent need that this country has for increased
gas and electricity facilities.

This is not merely creating an immediate problem. It is creating
a long-term problem in terms of the potential shortages of capacity of
gas- and electricity-producing capacity, with its impact on productiv-
ity and so forth. But more thah that, in the immediate sense, this situa-tion, which is producing postponements, cutbacks and stretchouts ofcapital improvement andplant capacity expansion by the public

utilities and cities and counties is eroding the whole base of whatever
strength there has been in the economy in the past 6 months, because
the only part of the economy which has evidenced any degree of
strength at all in these past 6 months has been the investment area. This
is now eroding and has been eroding in the past number of months.

In our view, Mr. Chairman, this economy is on the brink of disaster.
We are on the brink of disaster in terms of a sharply deepening reces-
sion combined with raging inflation, the threat of business failures, of
hank failures, and the imminent threat of very sharply rising unem-
ployment and layoffs in the face of a rise of unemployment of about

60,000 between October 1973 and July 1974. In our view, a number
of decisive changes in economic policy are essential, and I will spell
them out very briefly. it

First, we believe that it is necessary to change the monetary policy.
We believe that a somewhat easier monetary policy with lower levels
of interest rates generally is necessary, but that should be combined,
and we believe that the latter part of what I am going to say now is
utterly essential, and that it, we need a selective monetary policy in
which money and credit should be allocated on the basis of social and
economic priorities. There should be an eased flow, a greater flow of
credit for housing, for community facilities, and for such essential
activities as public utility expand, sion, while at the same time the flow
of money and credit should be tightened considerably for such lower
and unessential activities as the building of gambling casinos, land
speculation, loans to foreign borrowers and credit for the foreign sub-
sidiaries of American corporations.
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Second, we believe that in order to bolster the housing market which
is collapsing at present, that a direct Government lending program is
essenti, at reasonable interest rates, to provide mortgage money for
middle income housing, in addition to the expansion of Government
assistance prog for low income and moderate income housing.

Third, we believe it essential for the Government to establish export
controls on the exports of agricultural products and other goods which
are in short supply at home and which are creating inflationary
shortages. And such export controls, in our opinion, should be main-
tained so long as such inflationary shortages with their price pressures
continue. And we believe that effective Government regulation of the
commodity markets should be established instead of the ineffective
regulation that now exists.

Moreover, we believe that the Government should rebuild America's
'W e reserves of agriculture products and raw materials which

have n depleted as a result of administration policy in the past 2
years. And in our opinion, the re-establishment of such reserves to ade-
quate levels as rapidly as feasible is necessary to serve as a price
stabilizing factor as well as for national security and to help meet
domestic or foreign emergencies such as droughts, disasters and

hg a a very brief summary of my statement which I hope you will
accept in full for the record Mr. Chairman.

Senator BzwrsmN. Yes. he whole thing will be taken in its entirety.
Let us get into some of the points that you raised.
Not long ago we repealed the interest equalization tax. We did it in

this commPittee we did it in the Congress. We did it at the recom-
mendation of the administration, and I for one voted for it. But since
that time we have seen the loans of banks in this country, to foreigners
expand by some $2% billion. That is money going out of the country
when we are having a credit crunch inside this country.
I Don't you think it is time we took another look at the interest
equalization to see if we should reinstate it I

Mr. GoLDFnroz Mr. Chairman, I think that should be done as
quickly as posmble. In line with your comment, the current monetary
policy in addition to being inflationary by raising costs and prices
directly, and in addition to depressing the rise of productivity by
creating slump conditions, this monetary policy is also utterly discrim-
inatory. It permits the easy flow of cieit or unessential and low
priority kind of purposes such as foreign loans--

Senator Bum'im. Let me give you another---
Mr. GOLFrwozL Now Governor Brimmer of the Federal Reserve in

an address on July 17, stated that "in the first 5 months of the year,"
which as he says,

which Is about the same as saying In 4 months fouolrng the end of caWptal
outflow restraints, total foreign assets held by U.S. banks and U.S. agencies and
branches for their own account Increased by about one-third. In dollar terms, the
Increase was about $8% billion, and brought the level to $84 billion. Almost all
of that increase represented credit extended to foreigners,

Senator Bzwrsn. Let me got another subject. The Export-Import
Bank participated in a loan for a $180 million fertilizer plant in
Russia. They participated in a loan for 20 drilling rigs for Algeria.
They participated in a 6- or 7-phrcent loan for an offshore drilling rig
for the OPEC countries. Every one of these things is in short supply



in this country. And yet the Export-Import Bank is doing it at interest
rates approximately half of what American businessmen would have
to pay in this country. They are doing it at rates of 6 and 7 percent, in
effect, subsidized interest rates

Do you not think that is wrong ?
Mr. GowiaNzo. We think it is outrageous, Mr. Chairman, and we

have been urin the Congress to take a very hard look at the whole
operation of the7Export-Import Bank and the subsidized loans to the
Russians and to other countries. These subsidized loans, as we see it,
are in effect a form of economic aid.

Senator Bzx-rsN. Of course it is, and you are doing it to countries
that cut-off the valves, for example, in A ria, the OPEC countries,
and you are subsidizing loans to them at the expense of tie American
taxpayer, and I think that is unwise, and I think that is wrong, and
I am introducing legislation to see if we cannot correct this and. turnit around.

Mr. GoWFnNoE. Well, we are glad to hear that, Mr. Chairman.
Furthermore, as you pointed out, these subsidiied loans are for goods
which are in short supply domestically.

Senator BEr rei. Let me ask you about proposals for selective credit
restraints to try to ease the pressure on the monetary system, and to
tr to help those areas of the economy where we have short capacity.
One of the ways to stop inflation is to increase production, it seems tome. We shouldn't be following a philosophy of stagnation but one of
growth, and if we get production up, competition will take over, and
we will have plenty of products. In the current inflation, a good part of
it comes from the fact that we have short capacity in some of our basic
materials. Last year, about 60 percent of inflation came from com-
modities-oil and other commodities.

How would you go about accomplishing credit allocation in a way
that would be feasible and where we would not get too much Govern-
ment control ? The objective is good. Now, I am trying to figure out
the mechanics.

Mr. GowinNoxa. Well, Mr. Chairman, our recommendation is for the
establishment of priorities and the establishment of these social and
economic priorities, as we look at it, probably should be done by a com-
mittee, not by the Federal Reserve, and that the Federal Reserve
should direct the commercial banks to maintain certain proportions of
their portfolios in different forms of assets, in different forms of loans
so that the flow of credit would be enlarged for housing, community
facilities, and, as I said such essential business operations as the expan-
sion of public utility plants, and the flow of credit should be tightened
considerably for such things as gambling-casinos, loans to foreign
borrowers and so on.

We think that is essential. Governor Brimmer of the Federal Re-
serve has made another proposal which we have some doubts about
in terms of effectiveness, but we would be willing to support it and
give it a year or so. That is a system of variable reserve requirements,
based on a selective priority bass. So in other words, Governor Brim-
mer's idea is similar to ours, but the mechanism would be different.

Senator Biemsrz. That would be an incentive to encourage the
banks Some loans would be More profitable, in effect, than others?

Mr. GouLrwoz. Right.
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Senator Bznwrsi. So that it would push the banks to a degree,.in
a direction. Of course, that does not get to the situation of life m-
surance companies which are great long-term capital providers, and
it does not get into the situation of savings and loans, which provide
most of your home loans. There is a rea crisis there. You have a
serious disintermediation of funds, where you have got them involved
in long-term securities, mortgage , in effect, and yet they have got
short-term savings. They are being whipsawed in his kind of a high
interest rate deal.

Mr. GoWriNGR. I think one of the most fantastic things, in my
mind, is what the._ederal Government has done in the past few days
on top of what Citicorp and the holding company of Chase Mah-
hattan have done in the form of these floating notes where the Fed-
eral Government has now issued very high interest bonds in small
amounts which are flowing, resulting in an outflow very substantial
outflow from savings and loans and mutual savings bank in addition
to the massive disintermediation that you refer to Mr. Chairman.

I think the S. & L's and the mutual savings banis are in very seri-
ous trouble right now.

Senator BzNmszN. Any time you see some S. & L's selling at two
times earnings, as I see out on the west coast, you know they are in
trouble. You know what the investors are thinking of tody, and
the problems that they have. I have never seen that in my Iifetime.

Mr. GowmlxNu. Yes, sir.
Senator Ba mN. One of the other serious problems we have is

that about 460,000 construction workers are out of job. If all of
them were employed, you would have about another half a billion
dollars in Federal taxes that they would be paying, plus the social
security payments, plus they would be off t?e unemployment rolls
and we would not be paying that kind of compensation. So obviously
they can contribute very much to the economy. We must try to find
ways to avoid some of the serious dislocations in the economy brought
about by very high interest rates. We see a "situation where the sacri-
fice is not equally shared in this country.

I am convinced we are in a recession. The classic definition of a
recess, of course, is when you have two quarters of falling GNP, and
I get terribly concerned anytime an administration starts redefinng
what a recession is. Then I 'know we are in one.

But some parts of the economy have a depression today such as
homebuilding and construction.

Now, what would you do to try to alleviate this? Arthur Burns
testified before our Joint Economic Committee the other day, and he
proposed a $4 billion program of public service employment to cre-
ate 800,000 Jobs at State and local government, if the Nation's un-
employment rate got up to 6 percent.

What do you think of that proposal ?
Mr. Gowyizrcom. Well, Mr. Chairman, we have been the leading

advocates of the program of public service employment which we
believe. unlike Dr. Burns, should be a permnnt program. We have
advocated this since 1968, and we have testified at great length on this
subect-we believe that a public service employment program is es-
sential. However, Mr. Chairman, a public service employment pro-
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ryam of this type, which is an utter essentiality at this point, particu-
rty since we are in a recession with rising unemployment and the

threat of sharply rising unemployment, but this kind of program in
itself will not do very much for the 10.6-percent unemployment rate
among construction workers now.

We also have to get at this depression in homebuilding. In the first
6 months of this year it has declined 81 percent below the same pe-
riod of last year, and in 1973 there was a 13-percent decline in resi-
dential construction. In recent months, building permits have moved
down sharply, pointing to a further sharp decline of residential con-
struction.

Moreover, this is probably the first time in the postwar period
where high-interest rates have not only hit residential construction,
but are now hitting heavy construction, utility expansion, and plant
expansion generally. I think that we are in a most dangerous situa-
tion with a deepening recession, and unfortunately a very widespread
lack of public confidence in the ability of this Government to handle
economic problems.

Senator BeN'rSEN. Mr. Goldfinger, I know that one of tle argu-
ments against public works projects for unemployment is that there
is such a lag time involved, and by the timeyou get some of these
things underway, the problem has passed. I am wondering if it
would not be practical for those projects that are already approved
and for which funds have been appropriated-we are not talking
about raising the budget any-to cut through the redtape of the ap-
plications.

Now, I am talking about sewer plants, and I am talking about pol-
lution control plants that cities are trying to build around the country
that are very much needed.

Do you not think if we had a concentrated effort to try to clean up
some of the redtape and expedite some of those applications where the
design is already done, that you would not got a reasonably quick
result and a lasting investment in the country's welfare?

Mr. GoLDFmioE. Oh, I could not agree with you more, Mr. Chair-
man. I think the Congress should make an effort to accelerate those
kinds of short-term public works programs of construction and re-
pair as well.

Senator Bzmvzs. Let me ask you about DISC. I think the objective
of DISC is a good objective. But it looks to me like in many, many
instances it has failed Its objective. It looks to me from what we have

been able to find that a lot of major corporations that were already
exporting have formed, in effect, paper corporations that became
DISC corporations and this resulted in a very substantial tax saving
without an increase of exported goods. And.yet, in ting to encourage
new companies to get into the export business, selling our products
overseas and creating jobs here. I am wondering if it could not be
done by monitoring the DISC corporation and saying that the DISC
provisions would apply to, say the first million or the first $2 million
worth of exports Now, if you did that you would still be enouraging
the company that had not been in the export business to try to do it
and to get into the business up to the point that it might beprofltable,
and then they could carry it on, and you take away a great deal of the
tax advantage for some of the large companies that already export
anyway.
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What would you think of that I
Mr. GoLDFiNoER. Mr. Chairman, we opposed the DISC proposalfrom its very beginnings when the Treasury people came up with the

idea. We view the DISC proposal as a loophole in the tax structure
which is of special benefit to the large corporations which are engaged
in export trade, and we think that the facts bear us out.

However, we pointed out at the time when this issue was being dis-
cussed in the Con gress, that we would be willing, despite our opposi-
tion to the whole idea we would be willing to reconsider if the DISC
proposal were applied to the incremental increase in exports rather
than to the volume of exports in general.

Senator BENTSEN. Be applied to the what I
Mr. GOLDFINOER. To the increase in exports.
Senator BEwSrEN. Increase?
Mr. GOLDFINozR. Yes.
We discussed this idea at great length with Chairman Mills of the

Ways and Means Committee, and we discussed it with our staff people
on this side of the Congress as well.

Senator BNTR7EN. "Mat was the objection to that? Were there
mechanical problems ?

Mr. GoFnINoR. We were told that there were mechanical problems.
But I am convinced, Mr. Chairman, that those mechanical problems
could be offset.

Senator BEKzszN. Well I will take a look at that one and see if we
cannot find a way to make it meet its objective.

Mr. GOwlnrOER. You know there is a huge amount of money that
has been going out through ISC that the Treasury is losing, and
these are for export sales which would be going on in any case. There
is no evidence on the basis of the reports from Treasury, on the basis
of the first year of DISC, that DISC has had more than a minimal,
insignificant impact on export sales at all, if any at all.

Senator Bzwrs N. Mr. Goldfinger, during the period of wage
and price controls the real income of American workers went down
and they suffered a decline in comparison to prices. Now, they are
trying to catch up and that is understandable. But you have got a
situation where we are trying to beat inflation. We are concerned
about how high prices might go or how high wags. might go.

What would be your attitude toward a Cost of Living Commission
or Council that was not selected entirely by the White Houm For
example Congress could nominate say four out of seven of the Mem-
bers and the White House the other three, and we could try to get
representatives of business and labor ?

Now, I understand that jawboning is not too effective sometimes.
But I believe that if you had an agency like that or a commission like
that which was objective it could make a contribution.

Mr. Gownlozn. The Executive Council of the AFL-CIO met in
Chicago at the beginning of this week on August 5 and 6, and we
looked at these issues and at the issue of housing and of the monetary
policy. With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to put
these three statements of the Executive Council on these issues m
the record of these hearings.

Senator BzNTSiN. They will be included.
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Mr. Gowrnom. However, to give you an answer to the specific
proposal or the idea that you just posed, we would be willing to look
at that. We would be willing to look at any idea in terms of a program
that is fair, equitable and balanced.

However, that idea that you posed, in itself would do little as far as
we can see except to put the pressure back on holding down wage
increasesI

Senator BiWmsmN. Why could it not also put pressure on excessive
price increases I

Mr. GoLDNoE. Well, we would like to see that as part of such a
program. But profits have also gone through the roof. Interest rates
have skyrocketed, and way back in February 1966 the AFL-CIO Ex-
ecutive Oouncil stated that the organized labor movement would be
willing to cooperate in an emergency overall stabilization program
that attempted to restrain and stabilize all costs, prices and incomes
including profits interest rates, executive compensation, rents and
so on, as well as the wages and salaries of working people.

But getting back to this issue, Mr. Chairman, the working people
of this country have been the victims of inflation and not the generators
of inflation. In the month of June, which is the most recent month for
available information-

Senator BzmNTsN. Well, that has certainly been true from what we
have seen over the last-

Mr. GownNon. The Labor Department reports that the average
worker's weekly take-home pay was 4.5 percent below the level of a
year before and nearly 7 percent below October 1972. This is the sharp-
est drop in workers' buying power in 28 years.

Senator Bzwrsir. Mr. Goldflnger, it is not just the workers. It is
the retired people, the people on fixed incomes. They are really taking a
beating. And the mail I get today, it really is extremely disturbing. I
had a letter from a woman in Texas who said she and her husband were
looking forward to retirement and he was a fireman, and she said they
retired 4 years ago on $450 a month. She said in Texas they could get
by on that. She said they cannot get by on it any more. H4e is out on
part-time work, and at his age today that is not easy. And you get that
story repeated over and over.

Mr. G=owaxrno We have been getting the same stories from all over
the country. Retired people who are living on fixed incomes and low-
and middle-income families with children, those two groups have been
the particular victims of this raging inflation because of its very
marked impact on the prices of food and fuel and other necessities.

Senator BFTNm . Mr. Goldflnger, we are appreciative of your testi-
mony. It will be a contribution to the considerations of the subcom-
mittee. Thank you very much.

Mr. GoLDFNoE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We earnestly hope that the Congress will be able to move rapidly in

the direction of a selective monetary policy, which we think is
absolutely essential to replace this very blunt instrument of a general
aggregate monetary policy which is having a devastating effect on the
economy.

Senator BErsEN. Do you have some examples of other countries
that have used it and with what success, and if you do, could you give
them to us for the record?

Mr. Gowmru mo. Yes.
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Senator BENTszN. All right
Mr. GOLFnNoia. Thank you.
(Mr. Goldfinger's prepared statement, the executive council state-

ments referred to previously, and information requested by Senator
Bentsen, follows:]

STATEMENT OF NAT GoLDrINGE, DzaswroP, DzPARTMCNT OF RESEARcH, AMWUOAN
FEDEBATIOX or LABOR AND 00N03E5S or INDUSTRIAL ORGANXWTIONS

The Federal Reserve's policy of severe monetary restraint and the highest
interest rates since the Civil War have pushed the American economy to the
edge of disaster. It is a threat to the welfare of all Americans.

This monetary policy, reflecting the views of the Nixon Administration, has
contributed to the inflationary recession, which started in the final months of 1973
and is still continuing. It has added a depressed home-building industry, a con-
tinuing decline In the real value of national economic activity and increasing
unemployment, to the accelerating Inflation that got under way in the second-half
of 1972.

Now, this Federal Reserve-Nixon Administration policy poses the dangers of
business failures, widespread cutbacks of business plans to expand plant and
equipment and a prolonged recession, with additional increases In unemployment
as well as continued raging inflation.

The present money crunch and utter disarray of the nation's capital markets
place the American economy in Jopardy.

The aim of the Federal Reserve-Nixon Administration policy is a further slow-
down of economic activity. It can "succeed" in its reported objective of reducing
the pace of inflation only by placing the American economy into a depression or
long, drawn-out recession.

The prime interest rate has jumped from 6 percent in the early months of 1978
and 8% percent in the first-half of March 1974 to 12 percent--& 100 percent boost
since early 1978 and a 87 percent hike in five months. The entire structure of
interest rates has soared to record peaks or close to them.

As.a result of these polides, the Federal Reserve is an engine of Inflation, in
the guise of combatting inflation. The extraordinary rise in interest rates is
directly increasing costs and prices throughout the economy. It is adding to
raging inflation indirectly, as well-by adding substantially to recessionary con-
ditions, the Federal Reserve-Nixon Administration policy is suppressing the
advance of productivity and thereby adding considerably to upward pressures on
unit costs and prices.

These interest rates are adding to the heavy burden of American taxpayers.
Interest payments on the federal government's debt rose from $2.8 billion in fiscal
year 1978 to $28.1 billion in fiscal 1974--a rise of $5.8 billion or 28 percent, mostly
due to higher interest rates. Interest payments of states and local governments
are also moving up.

These record interest rates are building in an increased cost structure-for
consumers, taxpayers, home-buyers, communities and businesses. The higher
rates will have to be paid on loans until they are paid off-every month for 25 to
80 years on the usual home mortgage-unless they can be renegotiated at lower
rates in the future.

The total amount of money paid on interest charges by business, governments
and consumers rose from $148.7 billion in 1971 to $1W.1 billion in 197 according
to the Department of Commerce. In 1978, it was probably over $180 billion and
may be in the neighborhood of $200 billion this year.

The monetary squeeze, combined with the Administration's curts on the gov-
ernment's programs of assistance for low- and moderate-income housing, have
already clubbed residential construction into a deep recession. Housing starts
fell 81 percent In the first-half of 1974 from the same period of last year, fol-
lowing a 18 percent decline from 1972 to 1978. Building permits, in recent
months, have dropped even more sharply-indicatin a further decline In hous-
ing starts from its present depressed leveL

Residential construction has been hit first and hardest by the Federal Re-
serve's policy and resulting money crunch. Unterest rtes on loans to building
contractors, as well as land costs, have soared-with the resultant jump in the
median price of new single-family homes from 5,000 In 190 to 85800 in
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May 1974. In that period, financing costs jumped from ' percent of the price of
the home to 10 percent-and share of the price for both land and financing
costs rose from 29 percent to 85 percent-while the on-site construction labor
cost of the home fell from 17 percent to 15 percent, according to the National
Association of Home Builders.

The additional troubles imposed on home-building by the Federal Reserve-
Nixon Administration policies Involved disintermediation. The upward ratchet
of interest rates, with the big city commercial banks In the lead, has resulted
in the withdrawal of huge amounts of funds from the savings and loan associa-
tions and mutual savings banks, which provide the major source of money for
mortgagee. Mortgage money Is drying up and mortgage interest rates have
sky-rocketed.

So these policies are driving home-building down, while the housing shortage
grows. Unemployment among construction workers rlwe-it was up to 10.6 per-
cent in July. And many building contractors go out of business.

The Federal Reserve's brinkmanship with the American economy Is also
spreading most serious troubles for other parts of the economy. Most serious
economic weakness and money-market chaos are spreading.

'Many cities and counties are now being squeezed out of the money markets,
in addition to being hard-pressed by the burden of increased carrying charges
on borrowed funds. Their inability to float bond issues at the current level of
interest means growing financial pressures on local governments. Moreover, the
resulting stretch-out of programs to expand and improve public facilities and
services means reduced activities for the Industries that produce construction
materials and equipment for construction workers; it means a loss of Job-
growth in local government employment.

The tight squeeze Is also affecting public utilities. Confronted by record In-
terest rates-and already pressed by much higher costs of fuel-many utilities
are postponing the construction of new and Improved gas- and electricity-pro-
ducIng plants, although America urgently needs additional energy. The spread
of such postponements means increased unemployment among construction
workers, cuts in production among supply industries and curtailed Job-growth
for utility workers.

Aside from the menacing crunch in the money markets, these developments
point to the possibility of a further and widespread decline in economic activity,
generally, In the next few months.

Large business Inventories have been built up in the past year. The spreading -
cutbacks of private and public investment iprogmams coming on top of persistent
weakness In consumer markets and declining residential construction, can re-
suit in a change of business activity from inventory-building to inventory-re-
duction or liquidation. That would mean widespread cuts in production, work-
ing hours, employment and income.

In addition to these dangerous troubles, the Federal Reserve-Nixon Adminis-
tration monetary squeeze Is highly discriminatory.

Home building and smaller businesses have been starved for credit, at rea-
sonable Interest rates. Savings and loan associations and mutual savings banks
have been confronted by the large-scale withdrawal of funds. Many local gov-
ernments and public utilities have been squeezed out of the money market.
But there bas been a continuing flow of credit for other less useful and lower-
priority purposes

For example, Governor Andrew Brlmmer of the Federal -Reserve reported,
In an address on July 17, 1974:

"In the first five months of the year (which is about the same as saying in
four months following the end of capital outflow restraints), total foreign as-
sets held by U.S. banks and by U.S. agencies and branches for their own account
increased by about one-third. In dollar terms, the Increase was about ", bil-
lion and brought the level to $84 billion. Almost ali of that increase represented
credit extended to foreigners. A very smail amount was accounted for by the
increase in direct investment In bank branches, subsidiaries, or other affiliates
abroad."

Moreover, Governor Brimmer pointed out that only a minimal portion of
that large outflow of loans to foreigners was for export credits, which could
be of some positive use to the American economy.

What Is needed Is a quick and drastic change in America's monetary policy-
for an easier policy, teneraly, and lower Interest rates, combined with a selec-
tive monetary policy.



Available credit should be allocated on the basis of the purpose of the loan.
The extension of available credit should be eased for high-priority social and
economic purposes and tightened for low-priority objectives,

These views are spelled out in the following statement of the AFL-0IO Ex-
ecutive Oouncil, adopted as its meeting in Chicago earlier this week.

8TATzmxr sr r su AFL-0IO EXou-niva OuoIL

THE HIGH-INTEREST RATE PRIL TO THE AMEMUCAN ECONOMY

The Nixon Administration's monetary policy, enforced by the Federal Re-
serve System under the chairmanship of Dr. Arthur Burns, Is putting the Amer-
ican economy through the wringer of a severe tight-money squeeze and the
highest Interest rates in over 100 years. The main beneficiaries are the major
big-city commercial banks, whose profits are soaring.

This policy has pushed the national economy to the brink of disaster. A de-
pressed home-4)ullding industry, declining national production and increased
unemployment have been added to runaway inflation. The threat of business
failures, drawn-out recession and continuing inflation hang over the nation,
as a result of the present money-crunch.

The prime Interest rate, which the commercial banks charge on loans to the
major corporations, jumped from 6 percent in early 1978 and 8% percent in
the Arst-half of last March to 12 percent at present. This l a rise of 100 percent
in the past 18 months and 87 percent In five months.

This spectacular rise of interest rates is adding sharply to inflationary pres-
sures. It is directly boosting prices throughout the economy, as business passes
on Increased Interest-rate costs. The Burns' cure for inflation--creating slhp
conditions-s depressing productivity and adding to upward pressures on unit
costs and prices. In the name of fighting inflation, Dr. Burns has made the Federal
Reserve an engine of inflation.

These interest rates are boosting the taxpayer's burden. Interest payments
on the federal debt rose $6.8 billion betwen fiscal years 1978 and 1974-much
of It due to higher interest rates.

The Federal Reserve policy is building in higher costs for many years In the
future. Payments on principal and Interest for a 25-year, $25,000 mortage at a
10 percent Interest rate, for example, are $227 a month. That Is $86 a month
more, for 25 years, than a similar mortgage at 6 percent. So, at the end of 25
years a $2OOOO mortgage will cost $M8,000, or $19,800 more that it would at a 6
percent rate.

The goal of the Federal Reserve is to further slow down the economy, which
has been In an inflationary recession since the final months of 197& Its "sucees"
will boost unemployment, which has already risen from 4.1 million or 4.6 per-
cent of the labor force in October 1978 to 4.9 million or 5.8 percent in July. Even
Administration spokesmen predict unemployment can go as high as 0 percent
by the end of 194--approximately 6M0,000 more unemployed-and, under these
conditions, it may go higher. The tightening squeeze can eventually reduce the
rate of inflation only by putting the American people through the suffering of a
depression or extended recession.

Soaring interest rates, combined with sharply rising land costs, have already
depressed home-building. Prices of homes and rents for new apartments have
risen sharply. Credit for builders' loans Is drying up and available only a very
high rates. Moreover, the upward spiral of Interest rates, led by the major com-
mercial banks, has resulted in the large-scale withdrawal of funds from savings
and loan associations and mutual saving% banks, which are the main source of
mortgage mon.

Housing starts fell 18 percent in 1978 and, in the first-half of 1974, dropped
81 percent below the same period last year. Building permits have fallen even
more sharply in recent months, pointing to a further decline In housing starts,
which will add to the housing shortage that already exists.

The high-interest rate queese is creating a further weakening of economic
activity. Major cities and counties have found It impossible to float needed bond
Issues at current interest rates, resulting In the postponement of improvements
In community facUlities and services, as well as curbing the growth of Job oppor-
tunitles.

Public utilities, confronted by these interest rates and high fuel costs, are
cutting back plant expansion despite the need for additional gas and electricity



facilities-adding to the 10.2 percent unemployment rate among construction
workers and curbing the expansion of jobs for utility workers.

Such cuts in private and public investment--combined with depressed ree-
Idential construction and continued weakness in retail sales--pose the danger of
widespread reductions of the large inventories business accumulated in the past
year. The result could be cancellation of orders for goods in the coming months
and a general drop in production, working hours and employment.

Moreover, the Federal Reserve policy is discriminatory. It favors the power-
ful big-city commercial banks, wealthy money lenders and money-laden major
corporations It hits workers and consumers, home-builders and home buyers,
communities, smaller businesses and even those corporations, like public utilities,
that need lower-interest loans.

While home-building, community facilities and the normal operations of many
businesses have been starved for available credit, there has been a continuing
flow of loans for other purposes, such as land speculation, hoarding and foreign
borrowers. For example, Governor Andrew Brimmer of the Federal Reserve
reported, on July 17,1974:

"Since the abolition of capital controls at the end of January, there has been
a sizable outflow of funds from the United States. Banking institutions have
been a major source of this outflow. During the first five months of this year,
these institutions increased their foreign assets by $8% billion--to a level of $84
billion. This gain was larger than that recorded during the full year 1973. Vir.
tually all of the increase represented credit extended to foreign borrowers....

"Moreover, so far this year, only a small share of the rise in bank loans to
foreigners has been associated with export financing. Instead, it appears that-
with the termination of nonexport foreign lending restraints--banks have de-
emphasised export financing and Intensified their interest in developing other
foreign lending and investment opportunities."

The Federal Reserve policies are a dire threat to the well being of the Amer-
ican people. An immediate and thorough change in the nation's monetary policy
Is essential.

There is an urgent need for much lower interest rates, combined with a selec-
tive monetary policy based on social and economic priorities. The extension of
available credit should be eased for high-priority objectives and tightened for
low-priority purposes.

Therefore, the AFL-CIO Executive Council:
1. Urges the Congress to take immediate action to direct the Federal Reserve

System to allocate available bank credit on a selective basis--to allocate a sig-
nificant portion of available bank credit, at reasonable interest rates, for such
priority purposes as housing, community facilities and expansion of essential
public utility plants and to curb the flow of credit for such activities as gambling
casinos, land speculation, hoarding, foreign loans and foreign subsidiaries of
American companies.

The Federal Reserve System should also be directed to provide a sufficient
expansion of money and credit, at lower Interest rates, to encourage the needed
expansion of economic activity and job opportunities.

S. Urges establishment of a direct lending program by the federal government
to provide mortgages- at reasonable interest rates for middle-income housing, as
well as expansion of existing programs of assistance for low- anid moderate-
income housing, which have been curbed in the past two years.

8. Calls on the Congress to establish a fair and equitable means of raising the
required volume of federal revenue to meet the government's obligations for
maintaining its operations and expanding essential 'programs.

Elimination of the major loopholes in the federal tax structure and adoption of
an excess profits tAx can raise as much as $80 billion of additional revenue.
Proposals for further tax cuts for business, which Administration and big busi-
ness spokesmen are advocating, should be rejected.

The average taxpayer will be able to obtain a genuine tax break when every-
one-the President and big business, as well as the worker--pays his fair share
of the federal tax burden.

4. Reiterates our request to the Congress to enact government controls on
exports of agricultural and other products in short domestic supply--to be main-
tained until shortages are ended and inflationary pressures on the prices of such
products subside.

Effective government regulation of the commodity exchanges, including margin
requirements, Is needed to curb price-boosting, excessive speculation and
profiteering.
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The government should rebuild America's stockpile reserves of agricultural
products and raw materials, which have been depleted in the past two years. The
reestablishment of such reserves to adequate levels as rapidly as feasible is
necessary to serve as a price-stabizing factor, as well as for national security
and to help meet domestic or foreign emergencies such as disasters, shortages or
famines.

STATEMENT BY TUE AFL-IO ExzeuTr= COUNCIL ON CosT or LvNo TASx FocC,
CHICAOo, Iu., AUoUST 5, 1974

President Nixon's newest collection ,f public relations gimmicks to halt infla-
tion prove his Administration to be completely bankrupt of ideas about America's
major economic problem.

The President says American families should buy less and save more, neglecting
the fact that many families not only can't buy what they need or save anything
but are going Into debt, paying today's inflated prices.

He makes no comment on the fabulous profits of America's corporations, paced
by the profit-hungry oil companies. He says nothing about the highest interest
rates in a century, which have a major Impact on the cost of everything consumers
must buy and the rents they pay.

His latest gimmick is a proposal to Congress for new legislation to establish
a Cost of Living task force to "monitor" wages and prices. This is the President's
most hollow proposal yet.

His task force would be composed only of Cabinet officers and Presidential
economic advisers, the same crowd which had created the current mess. He has
no need for legislation to establish an additional monitoring device. The execu-
tive branch already has, at its instant disposal, all of the government's statistical
gathering machinery-the Labor Department, the Commerce Department, the
Treasury Department and the Council of Economic Advisers-which constantly
monitor the economy. All the President need do, if he weren't looking for
gimmicks, Is to ask these subordinates for the Information he seeks.

Labor needs no reminder of its responsibilities. For 30 months the Income of
our members are rigidly controlled while everything they bought went up and up
and the profits of our employers skyrocketed.

We need no reminders from Richard Nixon and Arthur Burns, whose policies
brought about the very Inflation and recession that now plague America. These
policies have brought the economy to the edge of disaster.

The new Nixon Cost of Living Task Force would be composed of the same
crowd from big-business and big banks. Their policies have been followed by the
Nixon Administration ever since January 20, 1960. Their proposals, now, can
mean only more of the same-further troubles for the American people, who
have had enough of sky-high profits and interest rates while the average worker's
buylug power is down to where it was nine years ago.

What America needs is a new monetary policy to establish lower Interest rates
and available credit for such high-priority purposes as housing, and excess profits
tax and elimination of loopholes in the tax structure and measures to restore
confidence. What America does not need is new Nixon gimmicks and tricks.

STATEMENT BY THE AFL-CIO ExzouTv CoUNCIL ox Houszno, CHICAGO, ILM.,
AuousT 5, 1974

Results of the Nixon Administration economic policies are most apparent
In the housing sector. The combination of inflation, recession and unemploy-
ment, which characterizes the entire economy, -has affected residential con-
struction drastically.

As compared with a year ago, the average price of a comparable new house
is up 10 percent, effective mortgage interest rates have risen from 7% to 9%
percent, and the consumers home ownership costs, which reflect the upsurge
in mortgage Interest rates as well as home prices, have advanced by 11 per-
cent.

In addition to high prices and Interest rates, the Administration'. phase-out
of low- and moderate-income programs since early 198 has contributed to a
sharp reduction In housing market demand and. construction. Housing starts
during the first half of this year were 81 percent below the comparable part of
1973, and the 1973 annual housing starts total was 18 percent below 1972. An
unemployment rate of 10.6 percent among construction workers has contributed
significantly to the overall unemployment rate of 5.8 percent
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Price Inflation and the cut-back In Federally assisted home production have
also shifted production toward the high end of the price scale. Less than 5 per-
cent of new homes sold are now priced at under $20,000 and less than 80 per-
cent at under $30,000. The median new home sales price Is up to about $6,00.
As a consequence, most of the American families have been priced out of the
housing market. It would now require an $18,000 income to meet total home-
ownership costs on a home with a $30,000 mortgage, which rules out about
three-fourths of American families.

Nevertheless, the Nixon Administration persists In relying upon the general
tool of tight money to fight inflation, Ignoring the consequence In terms of un-
employment and reduced living standards. The 174 annual rate of 1.6 million
housing starts Is barely keeping pace with the annual Increase In households
over the past two years. It does "not allow for replacement of an estimated
700,000 units lost from the housing supply annually due to demolitions, fire,
flood and other causes, nor does It begin to allow for units to accommodate the
mobility and migration of the population. The overall production deficiency
that_reoults creates housing shortages which breed more Inflation.

The gap between housing production and housing need -has been further in-
tenslfied by widespread conversions of existing rental properties to condo-
minium ownership status. In the Washington metropolitan area, for example, It
is expected that by the end of 1974, one out of ten existing rental units will have
been converted to condominiums. In some instances the monthly carrying
charges for a converted unit are greater than the previous rents by $100 or
more per month. The conversion of rental units to condominiums has presented
a major problem for families--particularly low- and moderate-income house-
holds--who find themselves being forced out Into a tight, high cost housing
market. The conversion dilemma Is another illustration of the impact of in-
flation: landlords, faced with rising property taxes and rapid Increases in
utility costs, see increased rents as the only means of keeping pace with costs;
tenants, finding their incomes shrinking while day-to-day living costs continue
to rise, resist rent raises; landlords then choose to leave the rental business
and opt for the immediate and high profits possible through conversion and
sales. The question of where low- and moderate-Income households will find
adequate housing Is totally Ignorded. For such people, the Administration's de-
cision to. Impound housing assistance dollars that could be providing new hous-
ing opportunities constitutes the final insult

The Increasing proportion of new housing construction for condominium sale
is also raising problems. It Is estimated that as much as 25 percent of all owner-
occupied housing mits sold In this country In 1974 will be condominiums.
While condominiums are advertised as the means by which homeownership
dreams can be realized, they often end up being a nightmare for potential home-
ownemr-who-find themselves faced with escalating management and recreational
fees under long-term contracts, In addition to normal monthly mortgage pay-
ments. There Is no adequate consumer protection at Federal, state or local
governmental levels.

Despite belated recognition of a need to reverse the harmful deterioration
of the housing situation, the basic position of the Administration has not changed.
The few actions that the Administration announced earlier in the year to provide
additional support for the mortgage market have been Inadequate to revive
housing from the state of depression Into which It has sunk. The Administration
has refused to utilize established subsidized housing programs under which sub-

. -stantial numbers of units for low- and moderate-income families were produced
In prior years. It has opposed a meaningful extension with additional authorized
funding for the programs, In pending legislation. These programs were suspended
for new approvals in January 1978, following scandals which resulted from

... -inompetent program management, including a lack of consumer counseling and
a lack of Federal surveillance to prevent fraud.

In lieu of these programs, the Administration has proposed a single pro-
gram--he revised Section 28 public housing leasing program--to provide for
the construction of low- and moderate-income housing. This program is an un-
tried vehicle whose viability has been questioned In many quarters. Even If
It should prove workable, it will take many months before the new program
can result In a sizable volume of production. During the interim, the country
suffers from a housing production shortage in relation to basic housing re-
quirements while large numbers of construction workers remain unemployed.

The AWL-4)IO Executive Oouncll urges that the following steps be taken In
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order to bring residential construction back to a level In line with the needs
of the American people:

The Administration should use the remaining unused contract authority for
housing assistance payments to make new commitments that will support the
construction of additional units under the Section 285 homeownership assistance
and Section 288 rental housing assistance programs. It should also utilize such
additional authority as the Congress may enact in support of conventional low-
rent public housing and assisted housing for the elderly.

The Congress should enact sufficient additional contractual authority for
annual assistance payments under the conventional public housing, Section 235
and Section 286 programs that would permit those programs to be fully imple-
mented during fiscal years 1975 and 1976.

The Congress should enact pending legislation that would permit direct loans
and housing assistance payments to provide housing for low. and moderate-
income senior citizens.

The Congress should enact pending legislation that would permit direct loans
and housing assistance payments to provide housing for low- and moderate-
income senior citizens.

The Congress should enact proposed legislation that would provide for middle-
income home mortgage financing at lower interest rates than those presently
available, through mortgage purchases by the Government National Mortgage
Association.

The Congress should adopt legislation to protect American families from
abrupt displacement from apartment houses being converted to condominiums,
and to protect consumers who purchase condominiums against hidden, long-
term charges.

AuMEioAw Fu=&ztow or LAUoa
A"D OONOR Of' INDUSTRIAl. 0aANUIATIONS,

Waseogton, D.O., Augus 14 1974.
Senator LLorD BENTsmE,
Ohairman, Subcommittee on Finanoial Mar'kets,
Semiteeomitee on Psinoe,
Washington, D.O.

DAs M. CHAIRMAN: At the hearing on August & I promised to provide
you with information on what other countries do in the form of selective
monetary measures, based on the economic and social objectives of those na-
tional governments.

In December 1970, the Banking and Ourrency Committee of the House pub-
lished a study by a group of professors of the Masachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, "Activities by Various Central Banks To Promote Economic and Social
Welfare Programs."

In May 1972, the House Banking and Ourrency Committee published another
study by a group of MIT professors, "Foreign Experience With Monetary
Policies To Promote Economic and Social Priority Programs."

In the summary and introduction of the May 19M publication, the authors
state:

"All western industrialized countries seem to face the same fundamental
monetary problem. In the absence of government policies to the contrary, the
large corporate business sector of the economy is the preferred sector for-lend-
ing from financial institutions. In the queue for loanable funds the corporate
sector universally stands first. When credit squeezes arise, funds are increasingly
channeled into loans to this sector. As a result, general monetary policies de-
signed to raise interest rates and tighten credit availability do not affect
all sectors of the economy evenly. Housing, agriculture 5x+* .%nd Irwel nve-n-
ments, small business, and underdeveloped regions find that they must carry the
burden of general "notarv rolicles designed to deflate the economy.

"As a result, most industrialized countries have reestablished the neutrality of
general monetary policy by devising specific countervailing privileges for sectors
low in the queue for loanable funds.

"In addition many countries have designed policies to create preferred sectors
in the economy."

The United States appears to be the only industrial country of the world that
does not engage in monetary measures to offset the discriminatory nature of a
restrictive aggregate monetary policy.
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Although foreign monetary measures cannot be transferred mechanically to the
United States, I believe that these studies clearly -indicate the potential for
selective monetary measures In the U.S. It Is the conviction of the AFL-CIO that
selective monetary measures, based on social and economic priorities. are long
overdue in this country.

Sincerely yours,
N'AT GoLwnNom,

Director, Depar :me ltl of Reearoh.

Senator BzwrszN. The committee is very pleased to have before it
this morning Mr. Gordon Corey, vice chairman of Commonwealth
Edison Co. ;7Nr. Herbert B. Cohn, vice chairman, American Electric
Power Co.; John F. Childs, senior vice president, Irving Trust Co.;
John Thompson, vice president and treasurer of Consolidated Edison
Co., of New York; Mr. John P. Cornell, senior vice president and
chief financial officer, Columbia Gas System.

Mr. Cohn, why do you not proceed with your commentsI

STATEMENT OF HERBERT D. COHN, VICE CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN
ELECTRIO POWER CO.

Mr. COHN. Mr. Chairman, in accordance with the request of the
subcommittee I have filed a lengthy statement, and as I understand it,
the subcommittee desires that we start with a summary, a brief sum-
mary. Of course, I will 'be delighted to do that.

Mr. Chairman, we believe that these hearings are most timely. The
current financing problems of the electric utility industry are the most
difficult it has had to face since the early thirties. We face an effective
prime rate for short-term borrowings of about 14 percent. Rates for
high-grade bonds and preferred stocks are at about 11 percent. In
many cases, pretax coverage of interest is inadequate to permit the
sale of new bonds.

In several recent cases even where the coverages were available, no
bids were received for bonds and preferred stocks. Consolidated
Edison's passing of its common dividend in A ril of this year acceler-
ated the deteriorating market for common stock. Most common stocks
are now selling substantially below book value, and in such a sale of
additional common creates dilution and further market deterioration.
This has led to a rash of curtailments and stretchouts of construction
projects. This in turn has created layoffs and unemployment and the
threat of inadequate power serves in the future

As I am sure the chairman knows, a hearing was held yesterday
before the Senate Interior Committee. One of the witnessess undertook
to try to compile a list of the curtailments and stretchouts which had
been announced to date. His figure which he, as I understand it, pre-
sented at that hearing was that some 65,000 megawatts, 65 million kilo-
watts of capacity were going to be affected by a curtailment or a
stretchout. Now, we can use a figure of $800 per kilowatt which I
believe is a significant understatement in terms of dollars per kilowatt
to try to translate that into dollars,

If we did translate it into dollars using the $300 per kilowatt figure
it would come to something in the neighborhood of $20 billion which
is being affected in terms of a curtailment or stretchout.

Senator BENisEN. What does this mean to the consumer ultimately?
If you do not put these generating plants onstream what does it lead

to-brownouts and that type of thing?
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How do you translate that ?
Mr. Colnr. Senator, I think there is a substantial chance that it

will lead to trouble 3, 4, 5 years hence when the plants which are being
curtailed were intended to be brought into operation. What is hap-

eiri is that the utilities, primarily because of the financin prob-
lems, have felt that they just could not afford, just could not finance
many of these new facilities. And what they ave said is, we have
no choice but to take our chances with a reserve which is considerably
less than we think is prudent and reasonable.

Senator BzNTBEN. Mr. Cohn, I promise you if that takes place 3
or 4 years from now they will blame management for poor planning.

Mr. COHN. I am sure that is so, Senator, I am sure that is so, despite
the fact that we are doing everything we possibly can to prevent it.

Senator BNT*izrN. I understand.
Mr. CoHil. Now, the reasons for the current situation include:

First, inflation in all of the costs incurred in the utility business, but
with particular emphasis on interest rates which have more than
doubled in the last few years and fuel costs which have more than
doubled in the last 12 months. Incidentally, interest costs and other
capital costs which are influenced by interest rates represent about
80 percent of our total costs. Fuel costs represent about 2 m percent.
So these are very important costs in terms of our total operations.

Senator BzitrsiN. The interest costs are 30 percent of your costs
Mr. COHN. That is right, interest and other capital costs.
Senator BIsrsN. And fuel costs are 25 percent of your costs I
Mr. COHN. That is right sir.Senator BENTsN. Thathelps get it in perspective.
Mr. COHN. The second reason for the current situation--and it is a

most important one, perhaps the primary one--is the failure of the
regulatory commissions to act promptly and realistically to allow
increased revenues to cover increased costs.

Senator BENTsEN. Do you anticipate that increased rates will di-
minish the trend of increase in usage by consumers?

Mr. COHN. Senator, I think to a limited extent, yes. I suspect that
the reduction in usage will be much less than is generally thought to
be the case. Using studies that were carried out in the past, you may
get a fairly high rate of elastieity-the technical word that is used. But
I think myself that the reason for that is that the consumer who had
an alternative when faced with higher rates for one form of energy
could go to the form of energy that would give him a lower rate.

But when there is no alternative, in my judgment he is not going
to turn out the lights when he wants to read or dao something or other
around his home.I do not think the consumer is going to dispense with
his television set or with refrigerators or air conditioners or many of
the other thins that are based on the use of electric power.

Now, I think there will be some reduction. But I do not think it will
be very large, because the consumer really does not have any alterna-
tive available. And I am thinking now in terms of the alternatives
which used to be available of gas or oil. Those alternatives are much
less available in most parts of the country.

A third reason for the current situation has to do with the need
for increasingly larger construction programs and increasingly larger
amounts of new capital.

40-644 0 - ?4 - 4
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Fourth, internal generation of cash, which used to supply 60 per-
cent of new capital requirements, now provides in the case of many
companies only 25 percent or less. What this means in the case of
those companies is that their capital requirements must be obtained,
to the extent of about 75 percent of total need, in the public market-
-place.

Senator BzNTSEN. What multiple is your stock selling fort What
price-earnings multiple?

Mr. Cow. The stock of the company that I am associated with,
Senator?

Senator BzNISzrN. Yes.
Mr. Conw. Between six and seven times.
Senator BEmNTN. Six and seven times.
Mr. COHN. Six and seven times earnings, that is right sir.
Senator BwrsN. At six times earnings you would have to have an

investment, I guess, before taxesI if you are putting your money into
it, you would have to pay what, in the area of 80 percent ?

You cannot go to the equity market, really. .
Mr. COHN. We would have to get-the market is saying that the

investors in our common stock expect a return after taxes of something
on the order of 15 or 16 percent.

Senator BDwrseN. I am talking about before taxes.
Mr. COHN. Well, assuming we were paying taxes at a 50 percent

rate, you are absolutely right, Senator. It would be 80 percent.
SenatorB N AThere are not many of those around.
Mr. CONN. I do not know of any, Senator. o
Senator Bzwrszr. Go ahead.
Mr. COHN. The fifth reason for the current situation-and this is

perhaps a very sensitive subject, but it seems to me it is about time it
got talked about a good deal more-has to do with increased environ-
mental requirements, which in many cases we believe to be wholly
arbitrary and to represent a subhential overkill, imposing capital and
operating expenditures of literally billions of dollars which are non-
revenue producing.

A sixth reason has to do with pretax coverage of interest, which
has gone down from over five times less than 10 years ago to the pointwhere coverage for many companies is at the margin of two times and
in some cases below two times. The significance of the two-times figure
is that in many indentures you must meet the two-times interest test
in order to be able to sell new bonds. This has led to a flood of down-
ratings of bonds and preftTed stocks, and as I -have indicated, where
interest coverage requirements specified in the indentures cannot be
met the utility cannot sell additional debt securities.

Te combination of these factors produces a snowballing effect, the
greater the problems the les interest there is in buying utility secu-
ities and the less capital there is available for investment in utilities.

Now, there have ben a number of concrete proposes to deal with the
current situation, and with the chairman's permission I would like to
summarize those very briefly.

First, and I think most important, the regulatory commissions ought
to take the necessary action to eliminate the regulatory lag and
promptly to allow the increased revenues necessary to cover increased
cost& I understand this is perhaps not within the jurisdiction of the
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subcommittee. But I gather the subcommittee is asking for our
thoughts on all the things that ought to be done, and this, I suspect, is
the most essential. The necessary action would include allowmg rate
increases to become effective immediatelyy , subject to refund of any
amount later found to be excessive after the appropriate hearings were
conducted.

This requirement for refund would protect the consumer, but allow-
ing the rate increase to become effective immediately would eliminate
a large part of the regulatory lag which is a major problem.

Second, allowing automatic escalation clauses for fuel, purchased
power, taxes and environmental cosh-these are costs which are very
largely beyond the control of the utility and there is not any place the
utility can derive money to pay for these costs except in the rates thatit charges.

Third, encouraging increased internal generation of cash by author-
izing increased depreciation and normalization of liberalized tax
depreciation and the investment tax credit. -

The use of future test years and the inclusion of construction work in
progress in the rate base.

Allowing realistic rates of return to reflect the fact that prime rates
for short term borrowings are at an effective rate of 14 percent and
rates for bonds and preferred are at 11 percent. And as the Senator
indicated just a moment ago, common stocks selling at six to seven
times earnings reflect an investment requirment of pretax earnings of
15 percent or more on-common stock.

Now, in the face of all of that, rates of return of 8 to 8.5 percent,
which are the rates which are generally being allowed, are in my judg-
ment absurd and totally inadequate.

A second set of proposals has to do with reexamination of broad
Federal policy in certain area. First, high interest rates, which
Mr. (Goldlinger talked about. Thi is, as I have indicated, a very sub-
stantial part of our problem. Just to take my company, 1 percent in
the sj6rt-term interest rate costs us in the area of $8 million. Every
percentage point by which the short-term interest rate is reduced will
increase our net by $8 million. And I say that because we are in a
position where we are not now paying Federal income taxes.

Secondly, the imposition of the arbitrary environmental require-
menta-

Senator BwmsN. Let me ask you this, now:
If you are in a position where you are not paying Federal income

taxes, why would you want to do something to further accelerate de-
preciation, or why would you be interested-in doing something more
in an' investment tax credit if you are not now paying income taxes?

Mr. Corin. Senator, let me say first that what I mentioned a minute
ago about depreciation and the investment tax credit, what I was sug-
gesting there was that the regulatory commissions ought to allow-

Senator BENmm. Oh, I see.
Mr. CouN [continuing]. An increase in book depreciation and a nor-

malization of the tax credit. This would help to generate increased cash,
assuming the revenues were allowed to cover those costs I will come
shortly to discuss proposed tax cangep-
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Senator BzENrS. And if they looked at that depreciation schedule
as though it were based on replacement cost of equipment, too, that
would make a great difference.

Mr. CoHw. This would make a very great difference, Senator. Book
depreciation would be increased very substantially. Internal cash
would be increased, and our outside requirements for capital would
be reduced.

Thesecond point that we think needs to be looked at and ought to be
looked at by the Congress has to do with the policies that are being
followed in what we regard as the imposition of arbitrary environ-
mental requirements involving expenditures in the billions and I am
not suggesting n the least the sabotage tf the environmental program.
We are for the objectives of the environmental program. But we
think there has been a dreadful overkill and we think that require-
ments have been imposed with absolutely no thought of the costs
involved.

Now, I do not know whether the Senator has heard this one, but
I remember reading some time ago an estimate by, I guess it was the
Council on Environmental Quality, of the cost of meeting the environ-
mental requirements over the next 10 years The number that was
used, and I believe this was about ayear ago--so I believe it a substan-
tial understatement in terms of inflation since, plus the fact that the
environmental people have had a pretty good record for understand-
ing costs-but the figure that was usea was $W5 billion in the next
10 years This is a CEO estimate

In the context of the problems we face today we think a real good
look ought to be taken at that. The problem there, we think, is that
the people who administer the environmental program have said, and
perhaps properly so, that they have no responsibility in terms of what
it costs or what the benefits are, and I am not aware that anybody
looks at that aspect and I think that somebody ought to.

Senator Bawrsx. Well, cost-benefit ratios ought to be considered in
any of these programs, and that was written into the water quality
law and I helped write it into it on cost-benefit ratios.

But they do not have such a provision in the Clean Air Act?-
Mr. CoHNI. That is right, sir. That is right.
Senator BawsN. Go ahead, please.
Mr. Con;.: The third area of broad Federal policy has to do with

skyrocketing fuel costs which we believe have been caused by a demand
very much in excess of supply, and the fact that governmental policies
actually discourage rather than encourage the increased supply of
domestic fuels.

Now, this is taking place day by day in respect to the one domestic
fuel that we have in large supply, to wit: coal. Everything that Con-
gress does seems to discourage greater production, ana we respectfully
suggest that someone ought to take a good look at the actions which
should be taken to encourage the increased production of coal. This
would make a great difference in the costs of electric utility operation
for those companies that use coal. And that represents a substantial
part of the total industry.

Senator Bzwmzrs. Thiank you very much, Mr. Cohn.
I thiqk we agree that we certainly want to clean up the air and

we want to clean up the water, and I do not think industry would
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do it without laws requiring it. Look at the corporations. Say .you
have a division head down here He is going to go invest $10 million
in pollution devices, raise the cost of production in his division volun-
tarily. He is not going to do it just because he wants that water
cleaned up and that air cleaned up if his competitor does not have
to do it, and therefore, I think you need the laws. But the laws have
to be realistic and you have to have the cost-benefit ratios involved.
You do not want to spend incredible sums of money to do the ultimate,
one-tenth of 1 percent, in cleaning up water in cleaning up air and
at the same time substantially lower the standard of living of all your
people by the financial burden that is put on. And that is wly I
agree that the cost-benefit ratio ought to be important.

Mr. COHN. Senator, you stated precisely what our point i, in that
respect. I do have some specific proposals in the tax field, if I may.

Senator BmiTsEN. All right, sir, if you could summarize them so
these other gentlemen could testify.

Mr. CoHn. Yes, sir. We have five proposals that might be considered
in the tax to deal with the financing problems of the electric utilities.

First, allow the electric utility industry the same tax credit avail-
able to other industries. I suspect you know that the Ways and Means
Committee has at least tentatively agreed with that proposal and has
at least tentatively agreed that the 4 percent figure that is now available
to the electric utilities should be raised to 7 percent which is applicable
to all other industries.

Second, extending the governing dates relating to accelerated amor-
tization of pollution control facilities. I believe the Ways and Means
Committee has also adopted that.

Third, extension of the carryback and carryforward periods in
the Code. Many of the utilities with the most difficult financing
problems now have net operating losses for Federal income tax pur-
posm. This is true of the company with which I am associated.. The
objectives of existing and proposed tax benefits cannot be realized
by such utilities unless there is an extension of the carryback and
carryforward provisions.

Fourth, an amendment of the Code to reinstate a rule issued some
years ago-we think this is a particularly interesting, imaginative
and constructive pro)osal-a ruling issued some years ago which
allowed a utility to have two classes of common stock, one paying
cash dividends and the other paying stock dividends of an equivalent
value, with the receipt of the stock divdends not being regarded as
taxable income. This could be most helpful in generating substantial
additional internal cash and additional common stock equity.

Fifth, authorizing -electric utilities to issue tax-exempt bonds to
finance essential facilities. This would reduce interest charges in com-
parison with conventional bonds by about 250 basis points.

Senator Bzrsie. You say allow utilities to issue tax-exempt bondst
Mr. COHN. Yes, sir. I know this is a drastic proposal, Senator, but

it does not represent too much of an extension from what is now per-
mitted, and that is the use of governmental agencies to issue bonds to
finance pollution control facilities for the utilities. Now, this is a
drastic proposal but these are drastic times, and there are other very
drastic proposals which have been made, and I believe this one
would be more desirable than some of the others.
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Senator BKNTSxN. The problem you have with that, as you have
with all tax-exempt bonds and securities, is having some people hav-
ing substantial incomes and not paying taxes, and that hurts the
credibility of the tax system, but go ahead.

Mr. C-HN. Well, that completes the list of the proposals that I
have with respect to the Internal Revenue Code.

There have been proposals also made for Federal guarantees and
Federal direct loans where the utility is unable to obtain capital on
a reasonable basis in any other way. The only thing I would like to
say about that is that, if any such rop is were to be adopted we
think it is important that any such Federal 9iMt~nce should be con-
ditioned upon action by the regulatory commissions to authorized
revenues, earnings, and coverage which would cover all of the interest
charges and enable the utility thereafter to attract its capital in the
public market.

Thank you, sir.
Senator Bz rsz. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cohn follows:]

PSWAaM STATZMKNT OF H9auT B. COHN, VlC3 CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN ELwrmuo
POWxa COMPANY ON FIKANOINO PROBLEMS OF THE E LOmzO UTILITY INDUSTRY

My name Is Herbert B. Cohn. I am Vice Chairman of the Board of American
Electric Power Company and a member of its Executive and Finance Commit-
tees. I am also Chairman of the Utility Financing Committee of the Public
Utility Law Section of the American Bar Association. Prior to joining American
Electric Power in 1948, I served on the staff of the Securities and Exchange
Commission from 1966 to 1912 and from 1946 to 194A

This statement Is submitted on behalf of American Electric Power Company,
which ti the parent company of the American Electric Power System. The AEP
System operates in portions of seven states In the east central part of the coun-
try and is one of the largest of the country's electric power systems.

These hearings are most appropriate and timely. The current financing prob-
lems of the electric utility Industry are the most difficult it has had to face since
the depression of the early thirties

It Is helpful, I think, first to summarize briefly the reasons for the current
problems and to give some Indication of their extent, and then to discuss some
of the proposals which have been made to deal with them.

I.
The reasons for the current proble.is Include:
1. Inflation In all of the costs incurred In the electric utility business. These

Include, of course, the kind of Inflation In wage rates and in the cost of equip-
ment and supplies which have been experienced In all other businesses--with
particular emphasis on construction labor costs which have escalated so rapidly
and which have so greatly increased the costs of the utilities' large construction
programs.

There are two costs which have been particularly devastating In their effect
on the electric utility Industry. These are the unprecedented rise In interest
rates (which have more than doubled In the last decade) and the skyrocketing
costs of fuel (which have more than doubled In the last year).

Because of the capital-Intensive nature of the electric utility Industry (the
ratio of capital Investment to annual revenue being about 4% to 1), Interest
charges and other capital costs now represent about 0% of an electric utility's
total costs. And fuel represents about 26% of such costs.

Two examples from AEP's experience will illustrate the extent and effect of
these increased costs.

(a) Through the 190's the cost of large-scale power plants was less than $150
per kilowatt. The cost per kilowatt of a new coal-fired plant today is about
$00, with nuclear plants costing substantially more. In the same period, the cost
of capital has more than doubled; thus fixed charges associated with a kilowatt
of capacity have more than q9wWrspI4
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(b) To ensure reliable power supply, AMP tries to maintain &-90-day supply
of coal at its power plants. This now represents about 9 million tons. Coal was
$6 a ton only four years ago. Spot coal has now reached $40 a ton or higher and
AEP's average prices are about $18, resulting In an IncreeAed cash requirement
(by reason of the Increase from $6 to $18 per ton) of over $100 million just
to maintain its coal piles.

2. Unlike other businesses, regulated electric utilities cannot Immediately ad-
just the price of their product to cover such rapidly Increasing costs. Revised
rate schedules must first be submitted to and approved by the regulatory com-
missions. There have been regulatory lags--of sometimes two years or more-as-
sociated with hearings and a decision on such applications; and regulatory com-
missions are frequently reluctant to authorize large increases even where fully
Justified. The result has been that increased revenues have lagged far behind
the pace of increasing costs.

S. The combination of Increasing requirements for electric power and rapidly
increasing costs for essential new facilities has led to Increasingly larger con-
struction programs and increasingly larger needs for new capital.

4. Internal generation of cash which in the early 1960's supplied about 60%
of new capital requirements now provides, In the case of many companies, only
25% or less. This means that such companies must now obtain 75% or more
of their new capital requirements by new financing.

5. Increased environmental requirements have imposed capital and operat-
ing expenditures of literally billions of dollars to provide and operate the non-
revenue-producing facilities to meet such requirements.

6. Increasing new capital requirement at increasing Interest rates have
reduced the industry's pre-tax coverage of interest charges from over 5 times
less than ten years ago to less than 8 times today, with many companies very
close to 2 times or less currently. This, In turn, has led to a flood of downrat-
Ings of bonds and preferred stocks and has led to further increases In Interest
and dividend rates. Most utility Indentures and preferred stock provisions re-
quire that specific coverage tests (typically two times coverage of interest) must
be met before additional bonds or preferred stock may be sold. And, In sows
cases, these tests cannot now be met.

7. All of the foregoing tends to produce a snowballing effect. The greater the
problems, the less Interest Investors have In Investing in regulated utilities and
the less capital Is then available for such Investment

Within the last few months the utilities have had to face a prime rate of
12%o, plus compensating balances, which represents an effective rate of about
14%; Interest rates on what normally have been regarded as high-grade bonds of
11%; and In some recent cases, even where there was adequate coverage or pre-
ferred, an Inability to obtain any bids at all for such offerings.

4Oon EdMson's passng of its dividend on Its common stock In April of this year
accelerated the deteriorating market for electric utility common stocks; and
most such common stocks are now selling significantly below book value. Under
such circumstances, the sale of additional common stock creates significant
dilution and further accelerates the deterioration

The accumulation of these factors has led to a rash of curtailments and
stretch-outs of previously announced construction projects because of the Inabil-
Ity to finance them; to lay-off. and the unemployment created by such curtail-
ments and stretchouts; and to the threat of Inadequate reserves to provide the
electric power requirements which will be needed in the future.

II.

There has been a growing recognition of these problems and there have been
a number of proposals advanced to deal with them.

Such proposals can be subdivided into four categories, with perhaps some
overlapping: first, more expeditious and more realistic action to authorize rates
which will cover these Increasing costs; second, revisions In certain general
policies of the Federal Government; third, modifications in the Internal Revenue
Code; and, fourth, direct Federal assistance In financing. I will discuss each of
these in turn.

1. INmiAJsNO ZVYNUu TO OoyU KCms5lAmIG o0T5

The primary cause of the utilities' financing problems and the primary solu-
tion relate to the fact that revenues are not being increased as much or as fast
as costs or as Is needed to attract and obtain new capital requirements.
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Retail rates, which provide the bulk of electric utility revenues, are regulated
by the State Commissions. Those Commissions (and, insofar as wholesale rates
are concerned, the Federal Power Commission) must act much more rapidly
and more realistically on applications for increased rates.

More specifically, some of the actions which should be taken Include:
(a) Adoption of procedures to. permit new rates to become effective Immedi-

ately, or with as little delay as possible, subject to subsequent hearings and an
obligation to refund any increases not found to be justified. This would solve a
large part of the regulatory lag problem and would-through the requirement
for refunds of rates found to be unjustified-fully protect the consumer.

(b) Permitting automatic escalation clauses In areas where utilities have
little or no control over costs. These Include such costs, for example, as fuel (for
which such escalation clauses are now generally permitted), purchased power,
taxes, and the very large costs Incurred In complying with environmental
requirements.

(c) Permitting the utility to Increase Internal cash generation. This can be
done, for example, by allowing Increased revenues to cover higher depreciation
rates and normalization of liberalized tax depreciation and the investment tax
credit.

(d) Use of future, rather than past, test years and inclusion of construction
work in progress In the rate base. Hales are set for the future. But, in a period
of rapid inflation, a reasonable return on the basis of a past test year will, almost
by hypothesis, be Inadequate when applied to a future rate base and future
costs.

(e) Allowance of realistic rates of return. At a time when the effective prime
rate is close to 14%; Interest rates on first mortgage bonds and dividend rates
on preferred are at 11% (when such securities can be sold at all) : and when
common stocks are selling at market prices of 6-7 times current earnings, indi-
cating an earnings requirement of 15% or more--allowable returns of 8% or
8g% are obviously far short of covering the cost of capital and are certainly
no way to attract new capital.

S. SinX.AMlNATION Or OXTAIN GENRoAL POLITOS OF THE FERA AxL oOVERNINT

There are three areas in the field of broad Federal policy (apart from taxes
and direct financial assistance) in which action could be taken which would
greatly alleviate the financing problems of the electric utility industry:

(a) First, a major cause of these problems has been the unprecedentedly high
interest rates and cost of capital. The monetary policies followed by the Federal
Government have been a major reason for such high costs of capital. We, of
course, understand that there are many competing considerations Influencing
these policies. But It is the fact that anything which could be done to reduce
Interest rates and capital costs would be of major help In alleviating the financ-
ing problems of the electric utility industry.

(b) Second, we do not believe there Is yet a full appreciation of the extent
to which rigid and arbitrary environmental requirements under rigid and arbi-
trary timetables are requiring the expenditure of billions of dollars and the use
of large amounts of capital and of other scarce national resources and are mak-
ing a very significant contribution to the forces of inflation. DPA has estimated
that, over a ten-year period, these expenditures may aggregate $287 billion.

The capital expenditures imposed on the electric utility Industry to comply
with these requirements are particularly burdensome and, more important, the

-Justification for the enormous expenditures required is particularly questionable.
Very large amounts of money are being spent day-by-day In the construction end
operation of nonrevenue-producing facilities where we are convinced the costs
greatly exceed the benefits.

For the most part, those charged with the administration of environmental
requirements disclaim any responsibility or authority to balance costs and bene-
fits. And, where any consideration Is given to economics, there Is invariably an
overstatement of benefits and a gross understatement of costs.

'Anything which can be done to bring rationality and good sense Into environ-
mental requirements and to compel a balancing of costs and benefits by an ob-
Jective government agency, with authority to bring about results consistent with
such an evaluation, would be of major help In alleviating the utilities' financing
problems.

(c) Third, the almost unbelievable skyrocketing of fuel costs Is primarily a
reflection of demand In excess of supply.
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An obvious answer is to encourage the increased production and use of
domestic fuels. But the fact is that, at the Federal level, there has either been
Inaction or delay or action taken to Incrgase, rather than decrease, the obstacles
to such increased production.

There seems to be virtual unanimity that the increased production and use
of domestic coal are highly desirable as an important part of the solution to our
energy problem, as well as In reducing pressures on fuel costs. Yet action at
the Federal level threatens to restrict the use of more and more of our coal;
increasingly rigid operating requirements are being imposed to make it more
difficult to mine the coal; and there is a continuing embargo on making available
the Federally-owned low-sulfur coal in the West.

Federal action to remove obstacles and to encourage the increased production
and use of domestic coal and other domestic fuels, and thus to bring down the
cost of fuel, could be most helpful.

8. TAX "iOPOSALS

There are at least five proposals for modification of the Internal Revenue Code:
(1) Equality of treatment with respect to investment credit-Both as a mat-

ter of essential fairness and to help deal with its financing problems, it has been
proposed that the electricity utility industry be allowed the same 7% investment
credit available to other Industries. -

We believe this should be done. It would provide help for some companies
at the present time and perhaps for more companies in the future. It should be
pointed out, however, that-unless there is an extension of the carryback and
carryforward periods along the lines of the third proposal discussed below-in
cases where the financing problems have been particularly acute, this parity of
treatment with respect to the investment credit will be of little immediate help
because such utilities are likely to be in a financial condition where they are not
now paying any significant Federal income taxes.

(2) Extending dates for accelerated amortization of pollution control facili-
ties-It is proposed that there be an extension in the governing dates of
existing provisions permitting the taking of accelerated amortization for non.
revenue-producing pollution control facilities. It has also been suggested that the
definition of pollution control facilities be broadened by interpretation or- if
necessary, by legislation.

Here again, both proposals are warranted. But-unless the carryback and
carryforward periods are also extended-they are likely to be more useful
for the financially healthy utility paying significant Federal income taxes than
for the utility with major financing problems.

(8) Extension of carryback and carryforward periods-The carryback and
cartyforward periods provided In Section 172 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1964 should be extended to five and seven years, respectively, for regulated
electric utilities.

Many of these utilities are now in the position of having net operating losse
for Federal Income tax purposes; and they face the prospect of additional net
operating losses in future years. Since the taxable income of such utilities has
been decreasing over the past several years, only minor portions of these losses
can be applied as loss carrybacks to the preceding three taxable years. Thus,
many of the tax benefits provided in recent years, such as the ADR system of
depreciation, amortization of pollution control facilities and the like, and some
of the other tax benefits which have been proposed to help alleviate the financing
problems of the electric utility industry, will merely produce loss carryovers.
And, unless the present economic situation is substantially reversed, they may
well not be usable within the present carryforward period. The net result is that
the objectives of these tax incentives could not be realized, and would be frus-
trated, in the case of many electric utilities having the most acute financing
problems.

The proposed extension of the carryback and carryforward periods, in addi-
tion to helping to deal with current financing problems, would restore and make
meaningful for such utilities the tax incentives _provided to encourage the con-
tinuance of capital Investment in productive facilities.

There is a very close precedent for such a change among the existing excep-
tions in Section 172 which include, for example, lengthened carryover periods for
certain regulated transportation corporations, presumably because they had been
faced with a situation similar to that faced today by many electric utilities
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(4) Amendment of section 806 to restore prior ruling encouraging electric util-
ities to issue stock dividends under circumstances where receipt of such dividends
would not be regarded as taxable Income-Another very helpful proposal would
involve amendment of Section 306 of the Code to reinstate a ruling issued some
years ago holding that, under the particular circumstances, the receipt of stock
dividends would not be regarded as taxable income. Under this ruling, an electric
utility company was permitted to have two classes of common stock, Identical
in all respects except that cash dividends were paid on one class and stock divi.
dends of an equivalent value were paid on the other class. This made it possible
to give the stockholder -the option to take either the stock dividend class or the
cash dividend class; and it encouraged many stockholders to exercise the stock-
dividend option.

Common stocks of electric utilities have been purchased by many stockholders
for income and on the basis of the cash dividends. As a practical matter, there-
fore, any reduction in the cash dividend will have a highly adverse effect on the
market value of the common stock and on any future efforts to sell additional
common stock which is essential to support new debt and preferred stock
financing.

There are, however, a substantial number of stockholders, and many potential
stockholders who do not now purchase utility securities, who would rather have
an increase in their capital investment than cash dividends and who would be
receptive to stock dividends if such stock dividends were not treated as taxable
income.

To the extent that a stock dividend class of stock was taken up by the stock-
holders, the utility would be able to retain the cash dividends which would
otherwise have been paid out on such stock and would, to that extent, increase
both its internal generation of cash and its common stock equity. This would
alleviate, In a significant way, two principal causes of thd present financing
problems of the electric utilities: first,-the reduction in the internal generation
of cash as a percentage of new capital needs (this would be automatically In-
creased in a substantial degree) ; and, second, the need to go so often to the
market to sell large amounts of common stock (this need would be reduced by
the amount of the stock dividends).

Accordingly, we believe this proposal could be most helpful and we recommend
that It be given very serious aud favorable consideration.

(5) Authorizing electric utilities to issue tax-exempt bonds to finance essential
facilities-Utilities are now permitted to arrange for financing of pollution con-
trol facilities through the Issuance by government Instrumentalities of tax-
exempt bonds. It has been proposed that electric utilities be permitted to issue
their own tax-exempt bonds to finance electric utility facilities which the appro-
priate regulatory commission has found tobe essential to provide adequate and
reliable electric power.

The saving in interest charges between a tax-exempt bond and a taxable bond
of similar quality has been about 250 basis points. This would represent a sig-
nificant saving in the interest rate and, since less interest charges would be
Incurred, It would also help In meeting coverage requirements. We appreciate
the problems this approach raises but It would appear to be a simpler and lets
drastic solution than Federal guarantees or loans.

4. PROPOSALS FOR FIDUAL GUARANrTES A"D DIRcT LOANS

At least two proposals have been made for Federal assistance In financing that
portion of the electric utility industry which Is not now receiving such assistance:

(a) The first of these, which has been proposed by the Chairman of the
Michigan Public Service Commission, calls for legislation to authorize the Federal
guarantee of new utility debt securities. This proposal has been advanced not only
to reduce the interest rate on such debt (such reduction being estimated by the
Chairman to be in the range of 100 to 150 basis points) but also encourage utili-
ties to increase their debt ratios from the current 50% to 00% or 65% of total
capital to as much as 85%.

(b) The second proposal is to authorize a Federal Instrumentality to act as a
lender of last resort In making loans directly to electric utilities.

In each case, these proposals would provide for financial assistance only on a
showing that the utility was not able to obtain capital on a reasonable basis in
any other way.

If the financing problems of the electric utility industry persist, these proposals
for Federal financing assistance should be given expedited consideration.
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The required showing-that the utility was not able to obtain capital on a rea-
sonable basis In any other way-could only be made in those .cases where the
regulatory Commissions were not acting responsibly with respect to rates and not
authorizing revenues, earning and coverage adequate to attract new capital in the
marketplace. Accordingly, the granting of any such Federal assistance should be
conditioned upon action by the regulatory Commission or Commissions involved
to authorize revenues, earnings and coverage which would enable the servicing
of all securities outstanding, including the securities guaranteed by the Federal
Government and any Federal loans, and which would enable the utility, there-
after, to attract new capital in the marketplace.

CONCLUSION

In sum, the underlying reasons for the current financing problems of the elec-
tric utility industry include:

L The skyrocketing inflation in their costs, and particularly in current interest
rates and cost of capital.

2. The Inability to obtain prompt regulatory authorization to increase revenues
to cover rapidly increasing costs.

S. Increasing needs for new capital.
4. The substantial reduction in the percentage of new capital requirements

represented by internal cash generation.
6. Large capital and operating expenditures for nonrevenue-producing facili-

ties to comply with rigid and arbitrary environmental requirements.
. Iftereasing diMculties in meeting minimum coverage requirements which

must be satisfied to permit the issuance of new bonds and preferred stocks.
7. A rapidly deteriorating market for electric utility common stocks.
There are a great many steps which can and should be taken to alleviate these

problems. They include:
1. More expeditious and more realistic action to authorize rates which will

cover Increasing costs.
2. Reexamination of Federal policies relating to high interest rates; rigid and

arbitrary environmental requirements formulated without any consideration
of cost-benefit analyses, and the Importance of encouraging the increased pro-
duction and use of domestic coal.

& Amendments to the Internal Revenue Code which would (a) provide the
electric utility industry with equal treatment with respect to the investment
credit; (b) extend the governing dates of provisions permitting accelerated
amortization for pollution control facilities; (c) amend Section 172 to extend
carryback and carryforward periods; (d) amend Section 305 to restore a prior
ruling and permit stock dividends to be Issued by electric utilities under cir-
cumstances where receipt of such dividends would not be regarded as taxable
income; and (e) permit electric utilities to finance essential facilities by the
sale of tax-exempt bonds.

4. Federal guarantees or direct loans on a showing that a utility was not able
to obtain capital on a reasonable basis in any other way.

Each of the foregoing would be helpful in alleviating the financing problems
of the electric utility industry. We believe each merits the serious consideration
of the Subcommittee.

Senator BEFxNzz. Mr. Corey, if you would testify, please?

STATEMENT OF GORDON COREY, VICE CHAIRMAN, COMMON-
WEALTH EDISON CO.

Mr. Comr. Yes
Senator, I have turned in a fairly voluminous testimony, and I

will not summarize that in detail. I will simply say that I covered two
general subjects, first, the financial plight of the electric power com-
panies, the electric power industry which Mr. Cohn has gone over in
great detail; and second, suggested remedy which we at Common-
wealth think would go a long, long way toward helping the present
situation.

Today's Wall Street Journal carried an announcement that Mr.
Cohn's own company, American Electric Power, has announced plans
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to cut the construction budget by about $1-billion- I believe it quoted
Mr. Cook assaying, "we just do not have the earnings to carry out all
of these projects."

Yesterday's Wal Street Journal carried an article announcing a
cutback by Baltimore Gas and Electric Co. of one-third to one-
half of their 1975 construction budget. Nearly every day, someone
else, some other electric company announces a construction budget cut,

I myself have a list of some 21 large electric power companies that
have cut their construction budgets recently.

We at Commonwealth Edison are perhaps one of the stronger com-
paies financially. We have only cut our construction budget from

,900 million down to $4,600 million, but I can assure you that before
the year is out we will have to cut it some more unless we are able to
do something about the stock market and are able to market common
stock.

I am chairman of a Technical Advisory Committee on Finance, a
committee advisory to the Federal Power Commission which is work-
ing on an update of the National Power Survey. The chore of our com-
mittee is to look at the financing problem of the electric power industry
over the next few years as well as over the longer pull. We have beeh
working very hard on it for a long while. There are some very good
men on the committee, including Mr. Childs who is here this morning,
and Dr. Glover from Harvard-Business School, Ed Kennedy, senior
partner of Lehman Brothers,~and man other But yesterday after-
noon we got the first of the final runoff of a computer run which we
have been working on for a long, long while, and this computer model
has been used for EPA and also for a number of electric companies
that are interested in where things are going, and I might just men-
tion some tentative figures that came off of the computer run.

They were that new money- requirements for the electric power in-
dustry for the next 5 years, 1975 through 1979, depending on what
assumptions we make as to growth, will vary between a low of $16
billion a year, and a high of $26 billion a year, depending on whether
we assume low growth or something we have called historic growthL
We have also tried zero growth, but nobody believes quite that that is
realistic, and we have also tried some very high growth figures which
bring you outside this range.

Senator B.NTS.n. When yousay historic growth, is that an extrapo-
lation of the present trend curve of growth I

Mr. CoRwY. I will give you exactly what it is Last year we had a
growth rate in the electric industry of 9.4 percent. That is 1973, that is

eakload growth over 1972, showed an increase of 9.4 percent. The
storic growth assumptions used 8 percent for 1974, because that is

kind of an optimistic figure for this year, 5 percent for next year, 7.2
for the rest of the 1970's. The low growth figure assumes zero for this
year, 3 percent for 1975, and 5 percent for the rest of the 1970's

The point I am making is that up until this year, and this all appears
in my testimony, ip until this year the electric power industry had
not raised as much as $10 billion a year new money. Lest year it ap-
proached $10 billion. That is 1 percent of GNP. Five years ago our
new money requirements approximately one-half of 1 percent ofGNP.
Our-1-wgrowth assumptions come up with $16 billion for the next
5 years



I am emphaizin this because of your question a few moments ago
as to the effect of elasticity of demand on higher prices. I believe that
even if we get a substantial dampening in demand, we will still have
an enormous capital raising problem, and I for one am not sure we-can
meet it.

I emphasize again that Commonwealth Edison is probably in.as
good shape financially as any other large electric power company. We

are generating more an $300 million a year in cash internally, but we
are scheduled to be spending $4% billion in the next 5 years. That is
nearly $1 billion a year, and we have to raise something on the order
of $100 to $150 million in new common equity money every year.

Now I come to our suggested remedy. Mr. Cohn touched upon it
very briefly, and that is Gat we have to find some way, even for the
relatively solvent companies, to market new common stock. We believe
in a simple change, a relatively simple change in the Internal Revenue
Code to reestablish a right which existed prior to 1969, that is, a right
to somehow or another enable cash dvidends to be reinvested in the
same company in the same class of securities without tax. There are
several ways of doing this. The Citizens Utilities plan involves two
kinds of stocks.

Senator BENTSEN. You say that was permitted prior to 1969?
Mr. ComY. I will tell you what the situation was. Prior to 1969 Citi-

zens Utilities, and I believe it was early in the 1980's or perhaps late in
the 1950's, Citizens Utilities applied for permission to establish two
classes of stock, class A stock which paid cash dividends, class B stock
which paid stock dividends, and to make the two classes of stock con-
vertible into one for another. The Treasury people at that time-and I
am going back in history-were reluctant to allow this, but finally
when the application was amended so that class B stock was convertible
into class A; but class A was not convertible into class B, they allowed
this and a ruling was issued, nnd Citizens Utilities as a result has not
had to issue any common stock since then, and they have a fat common
equity part of their capital structure. A good many of their stock-
holders at that time elected to take the class B stock dividend type
stock.

After that, Treasury people reviewed the matter and were reluctant
to extend it to others.

Senator BzrsEN. In effect, they were converting an ordinary in-
come to ultimate capital gain tax.

Mr. ConEy. That is right. Well, let me put it in a little better lht
than that, Senator. If wecan draw a parallel with companies like IBM,
Xerox, the oil industry generally, the steel industry generally, and in
fact a very large portion of American industry , General Motors for
example--these companies pay out a substantially lower portion of
their earnings in cash dividends and they generate enough cash inter-
nally so that they do not have to go out on tihe market and sell common
stock from time to time. The electric companies-largely, I think bo-
cause of the kind of stockholders we have, and the fact that over a lon
period of years we have not been able to show the kinds of grow
rate in earnings that most industrials have been able to show-have
had to resort to high cash dividend payout and our stock is selling on
a yield basis, cash dividend yield basis-. There is no way, for Common-
wealth Edison today, that we can cut our $2.80 cash dividend, which



represenw t about a 70-percent payout, without having the kind of dis-
astrous effect occur in the market that occurred when Consolidated
Edison Co. passed their cash dividend in May.

Senator Bvrmii. What percentage yield is that on the present mar-
ket prioe of stock, approximately 1

Mr. Con. Are you talking about the yield or price-earnings ratio?
Senator BzNmm. Whichever you want.
Mr. Cony. The price-arnings ratio for us is nine.
Senator Bzwis. Is what?
Mr. CoRBY. Nine.
Senator BENTSEN. All right, now, percentage of yield on stock?
Mr. Coyix. Our dividend yield is approximately 10 perent--$2.30

and the price of stock a week ago was $23. The price I noticed yester-
day was $25, or a little under 10 percent today.

But this illustrates the disfavor that utility stocks have fallen into,
and when I say that we have to raise $150 nfillion, we at Common-
wealth, $150 million of new common equity money each year in order
to sustain the construction budget that we have I am resenting a very
difficult thing in today's stock market. But the kind of tax change that
I have suggested, which might take any number of different forms,
would, in my opinion, enable us to generate from existing stockholders
about $50 million of reinvestment of dividends a year instead of our
present $7 or $8 million reinvestment, an improvement of about $40

million yea ,ahd-I am sure that it would--I am assured by my
investment banking friends that it would provide the customer repre-
sentative, the salesmen for Merrill Lynch and others, to have some new
basis for selling electric utility stocks. This would provide almost an
ideal mechanism for a man's retirement. He could buy Commonwealth
Edison stock, elect the stock dividend, and upon retirement, elect the
cash.

This almost completes my testimony. I have just one small point I
would like to make.

You were discussing with Mr. Goldflnger earlier the need for accel-
erating public works, and it occurred to me as you were discussing it,
we have a desperate need to do something to prevent further construe-
tion cutbacks in the electric power industry. As I said, we at Common-
wealth have made a modest cutback, about 2 or 3 months ago, when
we canceled one generating station. We are going to have to face up
within the next month or two or three at the latest to a complete m-
examination of our long-run construction program because of the
enormous difficulty in raisng new funds. Thansk you very much.

Senator BzifN. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Corey follows:]

WAt m TESTIMONY or GOWoNw I. COET, ViCE OAimza Or
OOMMONWEALTH EDISON CO.

Exhibit A attached hereto Is a statement entitled, 'The Financial Problems of
the Electric Power Industry," which details the financing problems faced by our
industry-the most capital intensive of any Industry In the U.A economy.

We In the electric power Industry must invest about $425 In plant for each
dollar of revem We raise over $10 billion a year through the sale of new money
securitlee- third of all the new money raised through the sale of U. & cor-
porate securities The $10 billion-plus thus being raised currently by our Industry
equals nearly one percent of the Gross National ProducL Moreover, the electric
power industry's share of the total amount of new money raise, and the portion



of the Gross National Product this share represents, have both risen rapidly In
recent years.

The capital investments of the industry are distinguished not only by their
size but by Oheir character. They are extremely long-lived as compared to those
of other Industries. Book depreciation rates, for example, are in the range of
two to four percent.

HIstorically, the investor-owned segment of the electric utility Industry has
been able to meet its large capital requirements by paying competitive rates of
return In the securities markets and maintaining appropriate capital structures
with 40 to 45% of total capital consisting of equity.

Because of the capital-intensive nature of electric utilities, the long-life of
their facilities and the large amounts of equity they need, the penalitles the
income tax Imposes on capital investment have a particularly severe impact on
our business. The current Inflation--especially construction cost inflation-has
magnified this impact. Rapidly rising construction costs have far outpaced the
ability of the electric utilities to meet a major share of their construction re-
quirements with internal cash generation.

Investors are not blind to these problems. They see that rising construction
expenditures and money costs are eroding coverage on debt securities, restricting
returns available on equity and threatening the dividend yields which have at-
tracted a major portion of the investment in electric utility stock. If deterioration
continues, there will be more Insurances like the forced purchased by the State
of New York of Consolidated Edison generating stations. The need to raise
utility capital will not be eliminated. The task will be simply transferred to the
government, utility services will be priced without full regard for the market
cost of capital, and the utilities' share of the tax burden will be transferred to
other taxpayers.

What to do about It?
In my opinion, based upon projections of capital needs for the future-af.

fected by continuing Inflation and a steadily declining ability to meet construc-
tion costs through Internal cash generation--there is a strong possibility that
the electric power industry will have to raise not 1% of ONP but 1% or 2%
of GNP within the next four or five years. However, the new money needs of the
electric power industry have already Increased from % of 1% of ONP to 1% of
GNP in a short space of only five years, and the result has been--as I have al-
ready pointed out--a marked deterioration in utility credit. Consequently, the
further projected shift In tho allocation of the nation's new money capital re-
sources to the electric industry may well be too great to be accomplished.

Today, for example, we are faced with the worst stock market that I have
seen in my experience as a businessman. Yet we at Commonwealth Edison are
faced with the necessity of raising over $100 million a year through the sale of
new common stock. This Is In addition to approximately half a billion dollars
of debt money required each year.

We are not going to be able to do this--and we are one of the stronger electric
utilities financially-without a significant increase in Internal cash generation
coupled with a marked Improvement In the market for electric utility stocks. We
simply must find some way of attracting additional investor interest in these
stocks, which are now in considerable disfavor.

Both of these objectives--an increased rate of internal cash generation and
an Improved market for electric utility stocks--could be helped materially by
a relatively simple and logical change In the federal tax laws--an amendment
of the Internal Revenue Code to permit stockholders of electric power com-
panies (and possibly other U.S. corporations which need additional new capital
for plant modernization and expansion) to elect to receive their dividends in the
form of either non-taxable stock dividends or taxable cash dividends. Let me
explain.

PDO1OS3D AMZNDMENT OF THE IN' NAL zVNUZ O=

Prior to 1969, It was possible, under certain circumstances, for shareholders
to choose between receiving taxable cash dividends and non-taxable stock divi-
dends. Under the provisions of the Interial Revenue Code, adopted In 190,
however, if a shareholder has an opportunity to choose between cash and stock,
the stock dividend or its equivalent Is fully taxable. As a practical matter, there-
fore, the pre-1969 choice is no longer offered.

It is proposed to eliminate or modify the present restrictions to allow a mod-
erate degree of choice between stock and cash dividends without invalidating



the tax-free status of the stock divldends. This could be accomplished in a
variety of ways, as follows:

(I) By offering a single security which would yield either taxable cash
dividends or non-taxable stock dividends at the option of the stockholder;

(ii) By offering two securities, one bearing taxable cash dividends and the
other non-taxable stock dividends, with the holder able to convert from one to
the other-a so-called class A and B stock plan, similar to that now used by
Citizens Utilities Company, or

(liI) By providing that cash dividends re-invested in new stock of the same
class in the same firm, in accordance with a dividend re-investment plan, would
not be taxable at the time of the dividend distribution.

I do not propose to specify which type of change would be best suited to the
objectives of Congress and the Treasury Department-or whether the changes
would be made available to all taxpayers or merely the electric utility Industry.
But I do wish to point out that adoption of the proposal in one form or another
would go a long way toward resolving the electric Industry's current financial
problems.

This is because the electric utilities typically have high dividend payout rates
and, therefore, reducing cash dividend payout would add materially to their
equity capital. Moreover, eleetric utilities have historically sold a large part
of new issues of common stock to their own stockholders, so that one would
expect an excellent response to the privilege of receiving tax-free funds for
reinvestment.

Dwrru.A ) DISCUSSION OF TmE OPTIONAL STOCK DIVDr.ND PROPOSAL

Most electric power companies now pay on the order of 70% of earnings on
common stock In the form of cash dividends. Although this represents a large
portion of internally generated cash foregone, such-high dividend payout Is
essential to maintain stock prices and, therefore, to sell new issues of stock
on reasonable terms-witness the huge drop in Consolidated Edison's stock
price after It passed Its dividend last ApriL

This cash dividend outflow could be reduced--and the utilities could maintain
or improve the price of their stock If they could offer shareolders an option of
taxable cash dividends or nontaxable stock dividends, with the right, even
though limited, to change options.

If such a plan were available to Commonwealth Edison shareholders, and even
if shareholder participation In the plan represented only 40%l of the stock, com-
mon equity cash generation would be increased by over $40 million annually, thus
reducing new common, stock issue requirements by an estimated 80%. If partici-
pation in the plan exceeded 40%, the benefit woutd be even greater.

We believe that 40% participation is a conservative estimate. At least one
historical yardstick tends to support this belief. In the years 1969-4, the Com-
pany paid a combination of cash and stock dividends on Its common stock. Stock-
holders, however, had an election under which their stock dividend could be
sold to provide cash. But only about 10% of the stock distributed as a stock
dividend was thus sold--0% of our shareholders took stock. -

We expect that other companies would benefit in similar measure. In 1978,
investor-owned utilities paid out about $5 billion in common dividends. If any
significant percentage of these could have been converted to stock dividends, a
sizeable portion of the roughly $6 billion In new equity money raised by these
companies In that year could have been raised from this source instead.

With construction budgets far outstripping Internal cash generation, electric
utilities are in critical need of help In Improving internal cash generation and
enhancing the attractiveness of their stock. However, they cannot help them-
selves by terminating or sharply reducing cash dividends and substituting stock
dividends. This would spell disaster for utility stock prices. The Consolidated
Edison experience makes this clear.

SUMMARY

In short, It is recommended that the Senate Finance Committee give serious
consideration to a stock dividend option of the type described herein. As Indi-
cated In Exhibit B, this proposal is supported by the Edison Electric Institute,
representing the entire investor-owned electric utility industry.
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[Bibibit A]

Tun FINANCING PROBIEM8 OF TRE ELCTRIC PowER INDUSTRY

The passing of Con Ed's dividend was only the most visible signal of the
growing financial problems of the electric power industry. The underlying 'weak-
nerS of the industry results from a combination of (1) a growing need for external
financing and (2) a declining availability of credit.

A. GROWING MONEY N=8 (TABIE I)
The electric power industry's new money needs have increased from less than

$5 billion a year, five years ago, to more than $10 billion a year today-an increase
from-. of 1% of GNP to approximately 1% of GNP. Electric power financing
today constitutes about a third of all new money raised by industry in the capital
marketiL

The industry's new money needs are expected to continue to grow-possibly
doubling again and reaching $0 billion by 1980 if oil remains in short supply
(requiring expanded nuclear plant construction) and if environmental require-
ments continue to rise.

I. RISING COSTS

The cost per kilowatt of new power plant construction has doubled since the
mid-1900's and is expected to double again by the early 1980's. (Table II)

At the same time, interest and preferred dividend costs have reached a new
high.

0. DECLINING CSMT

1. So far this year, Standard and Poor's have downgraded the rating of 17
electric utilities, and Moody's have downgraded 14 electric utilities-in each case
the highest number on record. (See Table III. Also see the June 17 Qioogpo
Trtbune news story accompanying Table III.)

2. Interest coverages have been cut in half during the last five years and appear
to be continuing to drop (Table IV). In some caes bond indenture coverage re-
quirements cannot be met, making it impossible to sell more bonds.

& Most electric utility common stocks are selling below book value-some far
below (Table V). Such stocks are not attractive to investors generally. This will
make it diffleult to raise the $8 to $5 billion a year of common equity money re-
quired in the years to come.

4. Several electric utilities have had to postpone or revise securities offerings
due to unfavorable market conditions. Prevailing high interest rates, lack of
competitive bidding, limitations imposed by bond indentures, and unwillingness
of investors to commit funds under traditional safeguards have all contributed
to chaotic securities markets.

D. PROMPT RATS RfLI 1 11U)

Electricity prices must be raised to levels adequate to pay the new higher costs.
Current regulatory procedures were not designed for periods of rapid inflation.
Regulatory delays coupled with rapid Inflation mean that utilities never in fact
earn rates of return as high as those intended by commissions.

Improved regulatory procedures should include the following:
L Faster rate reveio. General rate case proceedings should be speeded up

where possible by tighter scheduling.
2. Dpedtte "make-whole" prooeedinge. These should be used more often to

make up for attrition in earnings subsequent to a formal proceeding. Under such
"make-whole" proceedings, the rate of return and rate base questions need not
be tried all over again.

8. Interim snacree. Prompt ejlowance of interim increases is also essential-
pending the completion of long and complex formal proceedings. Interim in-
creases should not be made subject to future refund if the needed financial bene-
fits are to be achieved.

4. Automatio adjustment claues. Maximum use of fuel and environmental cost
adjustment clauses is essential to meet-rapd or unexpected cost increases.

& Fvutwe test period*. Use of future test periods should be encouraged so that
rates can be set in view of what the future holds In the way of further inflation.

40-644 0 - 24 - 5
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&, Pair ves rats baes. Use of fair value rather than original cost rate base
will also help assure that Inflation Is taken into account In estabUshing rates.

T. BEsouroge more eecive GSA parfdpatiom in raU oases. The General
Service Administration should be encouraged not to actively oppose oi rate in-
creases as a matter of course, whether meritorious or not. This often results in
delays.

a, OTH @ T

L Power plant siting and nuclear licensing delays have made enormous con-
tributions to the decline In earnings of the electric power Industry. For a large
base load nuclear unit, such delays often cost $1 million a week or more. A sue-
ceosaul acceleration of such proceedings would be of important long-run benefit
to both the industry and Its customers.

2. Careful analyses of the cost-benefit aspects of various environmental re-
quirements may well indicate areas where proposed new requirements cannot be
cost Justified.

8. Unusual tax burdens on the electric power industry should be relieved. This
Is one of the few industries which Is allowed only a 4% Investment tax credit
instead of 7% credit-presumably because it does not "need" the higher credit.
Also, few other Industries carry as large a burden of local taxes, often ranging
between 10% and 20% of electric revenues for big city companies. Finally, since
the industry Is the most capital-intensive of all (Table VI) It Is the most bur-
dened by the corporate income tax-which is levied in rough proportion to equity
investment.

4. Consistent with the above,_new tax burdens such as the proposed sulfur
emission tax should not be imposed.

r. ROW GOOD SMULATION MUe

1. In In-diana four of the major investor-owned electric utilities (Indianapolis
Power & Light, Northern Indiana Public Service, Public Service Company of
Indiana and Southern Indiana Gas & Electric) earned well over 18% on common
equity In 1978 with ne company in excess of 15%.

2. In Ohio two Jnajor companies (Ohio Edison and Toledo Edson) earned
well over 18% an€ two others (Cincinnati Gas & Electric and Cleveland Electric
Illuminating) earned nearly 18% in 1978.

8. In Loulisaq one major company (Central Louisiana Electric) earned
14.70% and anotherr (Louisiana Power & Light) earned 18.2% on common
equity in 1978

4. Charles Benore, a well-known investment analyst, has pointed out the Im-
portant benefit of raising common equity return to the 18 to 15% level-at a
nominal cost to customers in the long rub. (See Attachment VII-p. 84.)

5. Even under the adverse circumstances of this year, none of the companies
mentioned in the preceding paragraphs have had security deratinp. Moreover,
these companies have been able to maintain market prices generally close to or
slightly above book value. Thus they have significantly better ability to raise
new capital than those which have been realizing lower returns on equity.

TABLE L-ELECTRIC INDUSTRY NEW MONEY MEDS

N%= Pool GNP
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TABLE II.--ISING POWERPANT CONSTRUCTION COSTS-COMMONWEALTH EDISON CO.
(NEW GENERATING UNITS)
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TABLE Ill.-CHANGES IN ELECTRIC UTIUTY RATINGS, JANUARY-JULY 1974

Dote of new Issw: Comjfay bads Moody' Stwadrd & Peers

Feb. 5: UnlEolectric Co ........................ . AA toA.
Mar. PvbUc Senice Cee New H ..s...... .. ....... Ate BI.

.1: Coddo EdIem of New Yot .................... Ate BWC) ............ BOB e 8S (Apr.
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Nadal suspoede y 13, 1974.
aRrmted by Moody s a Jiy, 1974.'oecmeet ofrendtin.

Mons BoND RATNGe BAas LunY

(By Alvin Nagenbfg)
The credit ratings of a record number of electric utilities have been down-

graded since January 1 and experts believe the trend will continue for some
tim&

The downward revisions have hit other types of corporaons, too, but haven't
centeed on another industry to the same extent as the electric utilities.

A rating reduction, a Judgment that the quality of the Investment has slipped,
to a reflection of a problem that seems to be summed up in an equation.

The ring capital requirements of corporation plus high interest costs qual
a rising debt load that Is not being matched by earnings.

But Robert Davis of Moody's Investor ervice, one of the main organizton
that rate long-term debt of corporations warned that it's too simple to my
ratings are affected only by debt load.

"We look at eash Bow, stability of earning and the quality of austu" he
01id.
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n the case of the electric utilities, the problems are many. Standard & Poor'es
Oorp. said "the Industry's unrelenting operating problems, the energy shortage,
sharply higher interest rates, and the weakening of shareholder confidence in
the wake of Consolidated Edison's recent dividend omission have converged to
bring the nation's most capital-intensive industry into a period of serious fian-
cial difficulties."

S. & P. has downgraded the ratings of 18 electric utilities thus far In 1974--a
record. Moody's has downgraded 28 corporations-mostly electric utilitiew--the
highest number in the memory of officials.

Roy Weinberger, associate manager of corporate finance department of S. &
P., said in an interview that the biggest factor affecting corporate credit today
Is inflation.

"Corporations need greater amounts of capital to run at the same level of a
few years ago and If they are expanding they need even more capital. With
money rates at high levels, It becomes difficult to finance growth and when
there is financing It is difficult to meet the fixed charges [of the debt]."

The utilities are faced with additional problems, including restrictive regula-
tion on rate increases and huge capital expenditures for generating facilities
that won't produce income for six to 10 years.

A June S. & P. industry survey also pointed out that kilowatt sales have
slumped and fuel costs have soared.

Five years ago, the utilities could generate internally half the funds needed
annually for construction, dividends, and debt. Today, It's 25 to 80 per cent,
so there Is great pressure to go Into the capital market&

"Today, the common stock of many electric utilities Is selling below book
value," Weinberger saidL 'That's a quick way to be put out of businee& It
makes It difficult to find new investors "

Yet, experts say the industry must sell $2 billion to $3 billion of additional
common stock a year for the foreseeable future.

Huge capital outlays will require the companies to sell $10 billion to $18
billion of permanent securities a year, however many companies ae bumping the
limits at which earnings will cover the debL And the downgrading of-ratings
of bonds, which forces the utilities to sell the securities at higher interest rates,
makes matters worse.

Though Davis says that the downgrading trend is not pronounced among Indus-
trial firms, experts are watching closely discount merchandisers whose thin profit
margins are sensitive to additional debt loads. The petroleum industry also is
being followed closely because of the huge capital requirements firms face for oil
exploration ventures and pipeline construction.

Weinberger disclosed there has been an increase in applicants for new bond
issues. "The year started with a bang at a record pace, slowed to a whimper,
and has been picking up in the last week or so," he said.

He speculated that many executives "don't expect the inflation to be reduced
significantly very quickly. The businessmen may be willing to borrow at 8 per cent
for 80 years because they are convinced the dollars will be devalued over the
period," he said.

"We're seeing firms that haven't been there for years coming into the long-term
market," Davis said. "Their capital requirements have expanded."

"Their inventories cost more today and they're willing to finance part of it in
the long-term market," he said, because "inflation will enable them to pay back
the debt with cheaper dollars"

UNDEZUTANDIN0 TUE RATING SYSTEM

Moody's Investors Service has an alphabet rating system with triple A bonds
Judged to be the beat quality. Double A are high quality, and single A have favor-
able investment attributes.

Triple B bonds are medium grade, double B bonds have speculative elements,
and single B 'lack characteristics of the desirable investment." There's also a 0
category.

The downgrading from double to single A or from the A to B category results
in higher financing costs for the Issuer of the bonds because the corporation will
have to pay a higher interest cost to lure investoriL
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TABLE IV.-INTEREST COVERAGE RATIOS/INVESTOR-OWNED UTIUTIES (BEFORE TAXES)lli................................................................... ...... L. 281966 ":::':::':. ................................................................. ...... L o4
1967 ................................................................................................ 4.6619U ............... ................................................................................. 4.2
1909 * ............ *................... ........... *................................ .&7
90 ................................. 1. &

1971 .. ... .. ......................................... 2.95." ..................... ..................... L-is
1 . ................................................................... L.84

Sources: "Electric Utility Review," May 1974, Baker, Weeks & Co. Inc. (p. 20)

TABLE V.-COMPARISON OF BOOK VALUE AND PRICE OF COMMON STOCK OF THOSE ELECTRIC COMPANIES
INCLUDED IN MOODY'S UTILITY AVERAGE

Market Permt
Book value p f =1

DO. 31.1973 Aug. 2974 moolvalue

Consolidated Edison Co.. New York................................... 31.02 7 2
Detroit dis o Co .... Now........................................ 20.0 4
Bost" Edison Co ................................................. 31.71 16 52
Philadelphla Electric Co ............................................ 20.95 1l 53
Nodwst Utilits ...................................... 12.83 7 6S
Baltim m Gas& Electric ........................................... 26.15 4 5
Caroline Power & LISM Co ......................................... 22.68 2*
FlCrida Power _p ............................................... 2 0 71 17 57
Central Hudso Gs & Electric Corp ................................. 24.07 1 57
Delurva Pow1 & 5k2t Co ........................................ IL 2S 5
Souttm Cldto slt Edi2n C7 ...................................... 2lL " 162
Payton Powif & Ui Co ......................................... 1. 65 1

ik Ws & lectic Co .......................................... . .81 21t 76
Utah Pow & Wt CO ........................................... 33.16 26 77nlai Powr&Lit Co ..................................... 2L.0 17 7Central Mailne Power C ......................................... 16. IS ( 71
Commonwealth Edison Co .......................................... 27.03 2:1 _
Hoeston LilhtiutL& r Co ...................................... 24.11 22Tsimpm Eloctrit Co ................................................. 1&. 11 2
Cl ast!as & Etect icCo ........................................ 17.9 16 i
Indianapolis Power & Ll t Co ..................................... I. 13 114 iS
Put Service Co. of Colrado ...................................... IL15 so Is
Idaho Power Co ................................................... 25.67 24) 17
Cleveland Ekt Illunleatln Co .................................. IS. 73 23). 13

TABLE VI.--PLANT INVESTMENT PER DOLLAR OF ANNUAL REVENUE

Item Amoot

Electrict power ................................................................... 54.25
Teklpo ............................................................................ ,_
Railroads................................................................................ 67

s3 ..................................................................................... . .06
Steel . .... ............................................................................. . 1.6
ON .............................................................................. 73
Avtoombls .......... a................................................ .67

Source: Based upon latest available dat, genrally relaUng depriated plnt Investiment at Dec. 31. 1, . Iwese
lrom sales la the year 1973.

[Attachment VII]
ELkSMOI Pown IDUs8TRY IvwTTMZrM OUTLO

A 8 to 4% rate of growth in earnings for the 1P78-1978 period Is above our
current expectations, and given the current state of investor disappointment
towards the group, It might even require a higher potential return and associated
earnings per share growth to rebuild investor confidence. It the industry could
earn 18% on Its common equity Instead of the 11% assumed in our proJections the
outlook for the commox-stockholder would improve materially as can be.seen in
Table 21 which appears below.
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TABLE 21..-COMARISON OF RATE INCREASE REQUIREMENTS. COMMON STOCK FINANCING. PE-TAX INTEREST
COVERAGE. AND CHANGE IN EARNINGS PER SHARE WITH AN i1 PERCENT AND A 13 PERCENT RETURN ON YEAR
END, 1973 COMMON EQUITY

I I C W Cm 13 pacameal
ft m o Rd* Rawun Raw
mamea icram Como" Seed Petcs mm Incrda Comm"s o Seed r4-t

equto eqird tockst c e e laret chai is equ est yu stock Itert chu
(wcest0 II"em) eadig emus EP erces)(Iom~ b1and"eg trap

Ih dI 110 r0 $3. 9 L6 m0 1.0 1 t a 2.5 2 .
131.. 103 2.3 36 2.6 4 13 35O & .7 2.5 L 1
1316.. 10.4 24 &S3 2.5 4.1 110 2.3 3&0 2.6 ILI
115.. 1t 1 L 12. L5 Li1 10.1 L 1 10 2.5 Li1
1974.. 9.5 15 LI5 -10.0 9.5 L5 6 6 2.5 -10.0

aE uel to )a "0preview yeas ria Increas vass pin J of currest yea.a$em"tg0t1. radoa "as allPerm ft

The difference between an 11%l return on common equity and 13% is less
than $2 billion over the 19/4-1975 period, or 16% more rate relief than required
for the 11% return on equity case of $11.6 billion. And for the investor the im-
provement Is substantial; coverages improve, common stock financing is sub-
stantially reduced, and earnings per share (shares sold at 0.8X book value)
grow at a 6.6% annual rate between 1Ml8 and 19T8 instead of 2.8%.

There have been no indications, however, that regulatory commissions are
willing to grant returns on common equity of 14% to 15% which would be nec-
essary after regulatory lag to realize a 18% return on equity. Therefore, If
utilities are to be able to raise the large sums of necessary equity capital, the
rate of inflation will have to drop considerably. At lower rates of inflation,
investor confidence in the earnings and dividend growth of the industry would
improve and- Interest rates could drop which in turn would help the price-tobo
ratio of the Industry. In our Judgment, a decline in the gross national product
price deflator to 4% or below would help the Industry to accomplish its financing
chore; 5% perhaps; and 6% or more, probably not unless sufflcent rate relief
were granted or some form of state or Federal assistance was extended.

(Mzhiblt B)

EDiSON fth0o INStTuT
New York, N.Y., July 8.5, 1974#.

Hon. 'amt zo W. Hioxuai,
Aeeetokh# reeta for Tow Poloy, DepartmeW of the Treo*ry, Waohigto,

D.A.
Dzi M. HroxuAM : In connection with the consideration your office cur-

rently Is giving to tax measures affecting the electric utility Industry, the Edison
Electric Institute offers the suggestion set forth below, which previously has
been discussed with you. The Institute is the principal national association of
the Investor-owned electric utiity companies whose members directly serve
about 78 percent of the ultimate customers for electric service in the United
States.

,Ours Is the most capital intensive of all industries, and the supply of capital
Is the greatest problem with which we are presently contending. The current
inflation has magnfied the problem. An evaluation of the problem by Dr. Irwin
M. Stelzer, P-Ltedent of National Economic Research Associates, Inc., appears in
the May/June 174 Issue of the EEl Bulletin, a copy of which is enclosed.
Rapidly rising construction costs have far outpaced the ability of the utilities
to meet a major share of their construction requirements, with internal cash
generation.

As a consequence of this situation, several alternative financing techniques
are being considered. One of these techniques involves the Issuance of bwo
series of common stock. Both series would be identical except that cash divi-
dends only would be paid on one series and stock dividends at an equated cash
value would be paid on the other. Also, the series of stock which calls for stock
dividends would be fully convertible into the oa dividend-type at the holder's
option. Currently, under Section 806(b) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code of
195K a stock distribution paid under this arrangement would be taxable In the
same manner as a cash distribution.
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We respectfully submit that Section 306 of the Internal Revenue Code should
be amended so that a stock distribution of the type discussed, made with respect
to stock ot a regulated public utility, be treated as a nontaxable distribution In
a manner comparable to the rules in existence prior to 19M.

We would be glad to provide any additional data you might require for the
support of this purpose. Please let me know If further Information is desired.

Sincerely yours,
W. DoztHM CuwFozD,Preeldm#.

Senator BNrsem. Mr. Childs, would youproceed ?

Mr. Childs is the senior vice president of Irving Trust Co.

STATEMENT OF JOHN F. CHILDS, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
IRVING TRUST CO.

Mr. CHrnwD Mr. Chairman, I am not an economist, and I speak pri-
marily as a financial adviser. I am supposed to talk about the
financial plight of the utilities.

Mr. Cohn has covered my subject extremely well. I agree with
everything he said. The industry is in a very serious plight

I have changed my notes and would just like to supplement some
of the thine he said in order to save time.

Senator zBNTzN. If you are not an economist, maybe I can get a
positive commitment on some of the things you are saying. I always
liked Harry Truman's story about economists. They always say "on
the other hand." And he said, what I really want is a one-armed
economist.

Mr. CH Ls. Well, you know, my definition of an economist is some-
body who is willing to be wrong more than 50 percent of the time
without bothering his conscience. So I am not an economist.

Senator BEwrs;N. All right.
We have several economists back here
Mr. CHILDS. Well, I say that to all my good friends who are econo-

mist&
In the first place the utility industry was an extremely attractive

industry in the 1960's, and the reason it was an attractive industry was
because it self-generated its earnings. It did not have to ask for rate
increases. The utilities did not earn a lot of money, but the fact that
there was no regulatory lag made them attractive as far as the in-
vestors were concerned.

I think it is important for everybody to realize that the plight of
the utility industry was not caused by the utility industry. It is not
something they did bad financially. In the 1960's utility companies
followed a sound financial policy. Some -of them talked about 60-per-
cent debt ratios and some of them let their debt ratios increase a little,
but at the end of the 1960's the industry was in a super-strong finan-
cial position. Almost all of the debt, by volume of debt, was rated
either triple A or double A.

The reason the industry ran into trouble was because of all of the
things Mr. Cohn has talked about. It is primarily due to regulatory
lagin the face of inflation.

9ince the industry ran into trouble, I think it is important to
appreciate that the industry has done a tremendous job in f cing.
They have surmounted great difficulties in raising capital. I know
of one company that has reduced its debt level froin 57 percent
to 60 recent in spite of all the financial difficulties They should
be highly commndeL
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an industry that is economically unsound. It is completely viable. It is
an underpiiced commodity, and if industry could price the commodity
the way it should be priced this industry would attract capital and
attract it very fast. It would be a haven for the investor.

What if things do not improve ? I am in complete agreement with
Mr. Cohn on the question of what is going to happen. This industry
has got to provide service, it says so in their franchises. But if they
cannot get the capital there is no way they can order equipment. The
consumers do not realize it, but there is not going to be an power
available 3 years from now. You will not fee it in the next year or
two, but the equipment they are failing to put in now is going to kill
the consumers 3 years from now. It is going to hurt our entire country,
and it is going to add to the unemployment situation.

What to do about it. There is no free lunch in economics. Either
the consumer is going to pay it through taxes or Government financing,
or the consumer is going to pay-it through rate increase&

People in management are getting condemned today for the rate
increases. There is nothing that management hates more than rate
increases. It is a difficult job to get rate increases. If management
could avoid it, they would be delighted. All through the 1960sthey
did not raise rates and in fact they lowered them.

Regulatory lag-part of regulatory lag is natural. You have to
have a poor rate of return before you go into a rate case. After you
get into a rate case it takes 11 months to complete it. By the time
you finish, inflation will cause your original request to be too late
and too little.

Some regulators are just dragging their feet. When a company
obviously needs a $50-million rate increase and they ask for a tem-
porary rate increase of $25 million to tide them over, and regulatory
agencies drag their feet, that is inexcusable.

Regulation is in a horrible position today because the newspapers
and the local politicians are the whipping boys. I have the greatest
respect for them and I think some of them are doing a great job, a
masterful job, but some are dragging their feet.

Other approaches-The investment tax credit is good, and some of
those things being suggested are good. But Government guarantee
of debt I think would wron, and I do not think it would do any
good. I do not think it would hep the common stockholder, nor would
it help the preferred stockholder.

Mr. Cohn mentioned tax-free bonds. I believe when you have a
viable industry, you should subsidize it. If you do, then you ought to
do it for all industry because all industry is having trouble raising
capital today.

Class A and B common stock messed up the capital structure. There
are other ways to do it. You might give a tax-free dividend on dividend
reinvestment. I would not object to that. But I would like to see it for
all industry because, as I -have said, all industry is having trouble
raising capital today.

We -ave bank loans to the utility industry. I do not see light at
the end of the tunnel. I see sparks of hope and maybe the situation will
improve. One of the greatest things that could happen is the reduction
in intciest rates and the economists are forecasting lowering interest
rates by this fall.
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Thank you.
Senator BNrsEN. They were forecasting those in January, too,

for this summer.
Mr. CHILDs. Yes, sir, they were forecasting this all along.
Senator BwN'rsm . Senator Hansen ?
Senator HwsFx. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

-'Mr. Childs, you have spoken of regulatory lag, the delay involved in
getting approval of new electricity rates.

Whit program would you suggest to solve this problem of h. f
Mr. Cmws. Immediate interim rate case. Mr. Cohn went over them

I think in great detail. Interim rate cases with no delay whatsoever
and an increase up to the rate of return that the Commission allowed
in the last rate case immediately, subject to an accounting review. In
other words, give it to them, and then if they fudge somewhere in
their expenses, do that. Use a future-looking year. In other words, it
does not make any sense to use a past year. You have got to use a
forward year a forward rate base. This can be done. The problem is,
the pressure irom the local politicians and from the newspapers mak-
ing the consumers think that the utilities are bleeding the poor con-
sumer, and this is not the case.

If you take and compare electric rates, even with all of the increases
that are being requested, the electric utility industry-and I am sure
it is true of the gas industry and the telephone industry, even after
all of these increases, if you go back from the war to now, the fact
that the utility industry had no increases all during that period-
this is the cheapest service that the consumer is getting. It is a viable,
strong industry and it ought to be done this way and not through tax
gimmicks.

Senator HANsEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no further
questions.

Senator B TSm. Thank you very much, Mr. Childs.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Childs follows:]

PfafwA STATEMENT O JOHN F. 0n1w=4 SENIOR Vxos PUIDE rT, IvLGMO
TfusT Co.

THU FINANALL POSITION OF THE ZLTMO UTnTY INDUSTRY

My backgr us
My principal Job is advisor to all types of companies on corporate finance.

For many years I have worked closely with utility companies. I have run semi-
nars on corporate finance that have been attended by most of the top utility
executives and State utility regulatory commissioners I am currently working
with electric utility companies and commissioners and I am thus able to observe
the problems the Industry faces.
The eleotrio uUMy foaoW plotm-e

In the 1920's the electric utility holding companies got in a bad financial mess.
As a result the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 19M5 was enacted and
the financial abuses were eliminated.

After World War II, the industry started to experience growth and as a con-
sequence there developed a large demand for capital. At first, it appeared ques-
tionable whether the market would be able to supply the equity capital. One of
the first common stock issues was an offering by the Southern Company. That
issue was successful and from then on there was an increasing Interest in electric
utilities by investors, and the Industry was able to finance their capital require-
ments readily.
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The Industry raised US billion in the period 1960-19% with relative ease.
Investors were looking at electric utility stocks as growth stocks and common
stocks were selling at low yields, good price--earning ratios, and at good pre-
miums over book value.

However, starting in the 1970's electric utility stocks began to deteriorate and
a final climax occurred with the announcement of April 28, 1974 of the elimination
of the common dividend by Consolidated Edison. Electric utility stocks were
already at poor levels at that time but they then sank even further.

The serious deterioration of the financial position of electric utility companies
occurred very fast and unexpectedly. It has been a major shock to Wall Street
and investors, both individuals and institutions.

Fortunately, as I have stated, the industry started out in a strong financial
position, with reasonable debt levels and bonds well rated at either AAA, AA or A.
If It had not started out in a strong position many companies would be on their
backs today. The reasons for the present situation are many:

1. The high cost of borrowed money.
2. The increase in cost of oil due to the Arab embargo.
8. Inflation of all other operating costs.
4. Increase in construtUon costs.
5. Operating problems with atomic plants.
6. The need for pollution control investments which produce no revenues.
7. Conservation of electricity on the part of consumers which slowed revenues'

growth.
& Inability to get prompt and adequate rate relief.

Today, the fnanclal picture Is serious, and in fact very serious.
Most company stocks are selling below book value-many as low as 50% of book

value. They are selling at low price-earnings ratios around 7 times, and yields are
very high, ranging from 8% to 18%. The principal thing attracting investors -
today Is the yield, because earnings do not offer much prospects of growth.

Since dividend yield Is so important, the cut of the common dividend by Con-
solMated Edison raised questions in investors minds as to whether other com-
panies might follow.

By no means are all companies in the same position; some are far worse off
than others. Utility analysts grade electric utility company stocks as to their out-
look. Unfortunately, there are certain companies which are being put In a cate-
gory close to the dire situation of Oonsolldated Edison.

ThVproblem of raising capital has been higlighted by:
One company being unable to sell a 12% preferred stock. Some common offer-

ings having to be reduced or postponed. Coverages of Interest charges falling so
low that some companies can't sell bonds because of Indenture restrictions.

Bond ratings deteriorating at a rapid pame; some companies now being EBB
and even BB.

The in toqa!J vestor has practically given up buying-utilliy common
stocks because of concern for the industry. It Is the little investor who is now
supplying the common equity money. It Is grossly unfair to ask the small investors
to put his vital savings Into utility commons unless his investment has hopes of
surviving.

The electric utility industry has been the bright spot In Inflation since World
War II. There were practically no increase in rates until recently and in fact
some companies reduced rates; utility bills increased primarily due to greater
use of electricity. From 1948 to 198 the consumer price Index increased 147%.
iRven with the rate Increases which electric utilities are now requesting, electric
service is economically underpriced. If the companies were not hindered from
raising rates by regulatory lag, the companies could be made sullcently profitable
so that they would be able to raise the necessary capital.

The electric utility Industry is a highly capital Intensive business. It requires
about four times as much capital per dollar of sales as an Industrial company.
Its internal generation of cash is small Theriefore, the electric utility industry
requires tremendous financing in order to provide the customers with servio.

Our entire economic fabric is dependent on the electric utility industry. Our
economy can't function without electric power, and a large portion of the savings
of our nation are Invested in utility securities. The long run interest of all types
of consmer.-Industrial, commercial, and domestic-Is to have power. It Is

et l Ithe companies are unable to raise capital that power will not be
avalble to meet their needs.

Because each consumer is a voter, there Is an opportunity for local politicians
to arouse consumers unfairly. This adds to the problem of getting adequate rate
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relief. It should be hi the beat Interest of our country to have the consumers
understand that rate Increases are necessary in Qrder that the power will be
available.

The regulatory authorities are in a difficult position because of the pressure
they receive from consumer groups. Unfortunately, because of the problem of
regulatory lag, the returns which utilities are earning are not even equal the
rates that regulation has said they should earn.

The solution Is not easy but It Is obvious. What Is necessary Is to give faith to
investors that common stock dividends will be maintained and Increased, and
this can only be done by prompt and adequate rate Increases.

With regard to new enrichment plants, It Is realized that the electric utility
Industry may have to bear some of the burden in one way or another. However,
because of their current financial difficulties, some companies are having to
consider cutting back on their capital requirements. Therefore, st present, the
added burden of directly financing the enrichment plants would be more than
they could handle.

Of course, if the Industry were able to get back on its feet with adequate earn-
ings the picture would be more hopeful.

Senator BzmNsEN. Mr. Thornton, would you proceed with your testi-mony, pleas IMr. Thornton is vice president and treasurer of Consolidated Edison

Co. of New York.

STATEMENT OF JOHN V. THORNTON, VICE PRESIDENT AND
TR A UREB! CONSOLIDATE EDISON CO. OF NEW YORK

Mr. TaoRNTor. Consolidated Edison provides electricity to New
York City and Weschester County. We have become kind of exhibit
A in the past few months since in April of this year we omitted our
common stock dividend for the first time in 89 years; and in order
to relieve the cash shortage which we had, we made arrangements forselling two of our new plants our plants under construction, to a
State agency, the New York State Power Authority, and that proc-
ess of sale is now going along.

There has been some modest improvement in our overall outlook
which enabled us to resume payment of a common dividend, a reduced
common dividend for the third quarter, but, though our immediate
crisis has moderated, we are by no means out of the woods. We are
not at present able to sell new stock or new bonds, and we are financ-
ing our construction program through short-term bank loans, and it is
quite apparent.that we cannot indefinitely finance in that way.

So it is particularly essential from our point of view that investor
confidence be restored, not only in the industry generally, but in our
company in particular.

And I endorse certainly the suggestions which have been made by
some of the precede speakers, that the only fundamental way in
which investor confidence is going to be restored is for the State

-regulatory agencies to grant realistic rate levels which will enable
the companies, including our company, to earn substantially higher
returns in order to attract capital.

If we do not get adequate rates, we simply are going to be unable
to obtain financing through the conventional channels. We, like the
other companies that were mentioned have cut back our construc-
tion program already. That is in addition to the fac that we are
transferring several of our plants to the Power Authority, and these
cuts pose a threat to reliable service in future years, and it we can-
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not raise money externally we are going to have no alternative but
to make further construction cuts, and these further cuts are cer-
tainly going to be felt in drastically reduced, endangered service in
the years to come.

In fact, as we look at the situation in our service territory, at least,
we do not think consumers are going to stand for reduced service, and
we believe that unless the private utilities are going to be able to
finance, that inevitably the State or the city or the Federal Govern-
ment or some combination of the three is going to have to come in to
meet these needs.

Now, what are the things that can be done ? Several of them have
been mentioned already, and I will just refer to them very briefly and
perhaps give some of our outlook on them.

First of all, on environmental considerations, unlike many com-
panies, we are required to burn essentially imported oil, so-called 0.8
percent very low sulfur oil, enormously high cost oil. In fact, our fuel
bill is much higher than that of most other utilities: nearly 40 cents
out of every dollar we collect goes for luel. In fact, if you add together
fuel and our local, State, and city taxes, about two-thirds of every
revenue dollar goes out lust for fuel and local-State taxes.

If we were permitted to burn, say, 1-percent sulfur oil instead of 0.3
percent, we could save our consumers many millions. We would not
make anything on it. The savings would go directly to the consumers
through'the field adjustment clause, but we could save our consumers
millions of dollars and thereby relieve some of the pressure on us which
comes about as we have to seek additional rate increases.

In the case of water pollution, mention was made before of cost-
benefit ratios. Well, we have not seen much consideration of cost-benefit
ratios, at least in these preliminary regulations which have been issued
by the Federal EPA. We have estimated that the regulations would
require us to spend in t.he next 5 years $14. billion; that is, additional
money on top of our existing construction program to do, among other
things, protect fish in the East River and the Arthur Kill; and assum-
ing that such protection of fish in industrial rivers is a laudable objec-
tive, we raise the question whether it is a matter of such primary social
urgency at thiR time when it is already difficult enough to raise money
to keel the lights on in New York, not to mention financing the sub-
ways in New York and constructing the desperately needed housing
in New York.

Senator %irsmr. Is that thermal pollution principally I
Mr. THORNTON. Thermal pollution would be the main considera-

tion, yes. It would be largely the cost of erecting these enormous
cooling towers along the East River and some of the other localstreams.

I have mentioned in my prepared remarks certain tax possibilities
which have been -alluded to already, and I will not cover them again.
Actually, most of the tax breaks would not help us because we are in
a nontaxed position. hut nevertheless, we do endorse them as being
sound on principle. We think that Congress has got to begin to think
perhaps about more direct a istance to utilities in procuring the capi-
tal they need. And unlike Mr. Childs, who believes this proposal is
not worthy of serious consideration, we think that the proposal for
Federal guarantees of utility debt securities is worth consideration.
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That is a proposal that has been made by a number of people. in-
cluding particularly Commissioner Rosenberg of the Michigan Pub-
lic Services Commission and this guarantee would be financed by a
small surcharge paid by the imuing utility, and should be self-
financing.

Now, we would not be proposing such a thing in normal times, but
as I think Mr. Cohn said, these are drastic times, and we think a
Federal guarantee is something that has got to be looked at.

After all, we do have the FDIC in the case of people who make
deposits, lend money to savings banks. We do have the FRA. We
have the VA-guaranteed mortgage Indeed, we have had a recent
issue of Israel bonds guarant &by the U.S. Government. So that
we think it would not be so terribly extraordinary to guarantee utility
loans, and we think that would go a long way toward restoring in-
vestor confidence.

The savings from such a guarantee for the consumer are subject
to considerable dispute among our economists. Chairman Rosenberg
has made a rough estimate that If the $80 billion-and that is the lowfigure that Mr. Corey mentioned before-4f the $80 billion required
by the utility industry in the next 5 years were financed under his
proposal, he estimates there would be a saving over the life of the
bondsof some $68 billion. Now, that figure has been discounted by
others We do not think the saving is so important as the factor ofmak it possible for the indebtedness to be floated and absent some
such measure, it may not be possible for the indebtedne to be floated
in the amount needed at least.

We also think that Congress ought to direct further attention to
the ability of increao ig the availability of tax-exempt industrial
development bond financn. That is available under present law
for pollution control facilities It is also available for facilities used
for the "local furnishing" of electricity, gas or water.

We have a speciflo proposal that affects our company, probably
oidy our company, in the entire country, with respect to the defini-
tion of "local furnishing" of electricity, gas or water.

Local furnishing has been interpreted under the Treasury Depart-
ment regulations as being limited to one city, one county, or at most.
two contiguous counties, and simply as a historical anachronism, we
have a situation in New York City where New York City, the one city,
is technically five counties. The counties have very little to do in the
way of governmental function, but there are five counties. Therefore,
when you add New York City and Westchester Count to Bther you
have six counties, and we are technically out from under this regula-
tion, and the impact of that is considerable in connection with this
sale that I mentioned of two of our plants to the State power author-
ity. It means that the State power authority cannot finance the
plant through industrial development bonds 'but will have to use.
straight Government bonds, and that means that there will be less
flexibility in arranging the power contracts. It will mean, apparently,
that the benefit of this low-cost power authority power will go largely
to governmental consumers whereas we think it would be more equita-
ble if the benefits, the lion's share of the benefits, were flowed through
to all consumers, including governmental consumers and other con.
sumers.
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A leading economist has recently warned that the wolf is really at
the door for the electric utility industry. Certainly he is not only at
our door, but he is inside the house, ad none of the remedial measures
that I have mentioned or the other speakers have mentioned are goin
to be a substitute for higher rate levels It is clear, I think, and I think
everybody who haC looked at this problem objectively agrees, that
higher rate levels are essential, but if some of these other measures
were introduced as well, it would help to keep these higher rate levels
as low as reasonably possible.

I have a prepared statement which I would like to have incorporated
in the record.

Senator Bzwrsm. That will be included in the record.
Senator Hansen I
Senator HANsn. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Thornton, if I understood you correctly, Con-Ed has sold two

of its plants to the State authority.
Is that essentially what you said I
Mr. TaonwroN. The sale has not actually been consummated. It is

a complex transaction. We are in the process of arranging for the
sale o two plants, yes, ir.

Senator HNsem. This was done simply because of your inability
to raise a sufficient amount of money to go ahead with them and to
have the necessary working capital that your operation requires?

Mr. THoiwrozr. That is correct, sir. We did not desire to do it. It was
forced on us, at least we thought the-conomic necessities of the case
forced us to do it, yes, sir. -

Senator HANsz. If you had your druthers, would you prefer that
the authorities, who are vested with rate changimg on rate-raising au-
thority, permit your rates to go up. Would thisbe the first and the
best solution you think could1e given to this problem ? Or do you
still feel-I do not mean to put words in your mouth-that these
other devices, such as the Government guaranteeing your bonds and
so forth, be part of it too, if I understood you correctly ?

Mr. ThoRwrox. Well, I think in theory I would& say, Senator, that
we would opt, we would opt for higher rate levels. Thereis no question
in economic theory that higher rate levels would draw the capital to ourindustry. I guess what concerns us however is whether the realities
of regulation are going to permit adequately high rate levels, particu-
larly in areas such as our own where rates are already very high--our
electric rates are among the highest in most categories anywhere in the
Nation, with good reason for it, but obviously that leads to an in-
crease--understandably-in consumer resistance. So I would esy yes,
that we believe that higher rates are the answer, provided the regula-
tory authorities will move not too little and too late as they have in
the nast instances in many cases.

Senator HANsENi. I have just come, Mr. Chairman, from sitting-in
on a hearing upstairs before the Interior Committee, which is being
addressed by I think Mr. Rosenberg. He was there, and I heard some
of the other witnesses testify.

Let me &ctk von. I gather that there is, at least among some people,
a belief that Americans may be profflizate in their use of electricity in
the normal marketplace concept of that problem. It is argued that if
rates go up it will tend to discourage excessive use and might reduce
peak loads, and thereby reduce somewhat, at least, the requirement
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that Con-Ed and others are now faced with in trying to supply a
generating capacity to take care of peak loads.

Would it be your feeling that there would be this cause and effect
relationship if rates were to go up and people had to pay the extra
rate I Would they not be inclined to consume less electricity ?

Mr. THORNTON. Yes. I believe so. There is considerable debate, as
Mr. Cohn mentioned, about the elasticity of demand in these institu-
tions. We believe, in New York City where rates, as I say, are quite
high, that we are already noticing an impact through these higher
rates on demand, that people are being more careful and less profligate
so that we think that this is a rather unique situation in that we think
that the economic needs for higher rates, and the environmental con-
siderations for cleaner air, cleaner water, and conservation of natural
resources coalesce.

Senator HANszN Mr. Chairman, I might just make one final obser-
vation. I appreciate the chance to comment. I think everyone in the
country is at heart .n environmentalist. A few years ago it was a
common situation to hear speakers damning industry, damning busi-
ness, and saying that all welhad to do to clean up the environment was
to pass some tough laws to mak industry shape up. The company you
represent, or the industry, rather, of which you are a part, oftentimes
has been pointed out as one of the prime offenders. of clean air and
clean water. It has been my feeling that in the ultimate, the person
who flips the light switch on is goimg to have to pay for all of the
pollution controlling devices that we install which are admittedly very
expensve whether it is in factories or powerplants or wherever.

I subscribe to the feeling realistically that the public is entitled to
have whatever degree of a pollution-free environment, it wants, but
it ought not to be under any illusions as to who is going to pay the
bill. -

Do you share that view ?
Mr. THOROnro. I think there is no.question about it, Senator. There

just is nobody else to pay. The utilities are really simply a pass-
through operation in that sense, yea.

senator HANSzN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BzNism. Thank you very much, Senator Hansen.
Thank you, Mr. Thornton.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Thornton follows:]

PMAzW SUTZMUWT OF JoXN V. TxoawM, V1o PSDNr AN TWsUM3,
CONsOLrWATEDI soN Co , or Nzw Yozu, Iwo.

Consolidated Edison Company is one of the largest and, by some standards,
the largest investor-owned electric utility in the country. Its aists exceed $5
billion and its annual revenue exceeds $2 billion. It is the exclusive suppUer of
electricity in substantially all of New York City and in parts of Westchester
County and it also-suppiles gas and steam in various parts of its service territory.

It came as a great shock to many, therefore, when In April of this year this
giant company omitted its common dividend for the first time in 89 years Tis
action, as you know, sent shock waves throughout a utility Industry that was
already having great diffiulty In financing ts huge capital needs.The results of our operations for the three months since we omitted the diTi-
dend have been encouraging although by no means spectacular. 1h relieve our
cash shortage we are In the process of arranging sales of two plants-Astorla No.
d and Indian Point No. &-to a public agency, the New York State Power Au.
thority, pursuant to an enabling act paused by the Stat Legislature. Although
the Esies have not been consummated, progress is being made in the various
complex steps involved.
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The modest improvement In our overall outlook enabled as to resume payment
of the common dividend for the third quarter although at a reduced level. On
July 23rd we declared a quarterly dividend of 20# a share compared to 454 a
share which we bad been paying since 1965.

While Con Edison's immediate crisis has considerably moderated, we are by
no means out of the woods. We are not at present able to sell new stock or bonds
In the public markets, and, with those markets In disarray, particularly so far
as utility securities are concerned, it is questionable whether we shall be able to
carry out our original plan to have a public bond Issue this fall. At present
we have to finance our construction program through short-term bank loans and
we expect to continue to do so until such time as funds become available from
the sale of Astoria No. 6 and Indian Point No. 8 to the State Power Authority.

It is apparent, however, that we cannot continue indefinitely to finance our
construction program through short term bank loans or the sale of assets. It is
vitally necessary-that Investors confidence in the electric utility industry in gen-
eral and in our Company in-particular be restored so that we can once again have
recourse to the stock and bond markets to raise new capital.

The best way for investor confidence in the electric utility industry to be
restored is for the state regulatory agencies to grant realistic rate levels which
will enable the companies to earn substantially higher returns than most of them
have been earning. Rate increases are without question required to encourage
investors to put the additional funds Into our Company necessary to assure con-
tinuing adequate service to our customers. For many years, for reasons beyond
our control, the return we have been earning has been the lowest of any major
electric utility company In the country, and our chronic inability to earn a fair
return must be corrected.

I don't pretend that it will be easy for the state regulatory agencies such as the
New York Public Service Commission to grant the rate increases which are so
urgently needed if the nvestor-owned industry is to survive. In our own case
obtaining adequate rate increases is likely to be particularly hard. Our electric
rates are already very high, the highest in the country in most categories. There
are very good reasons why our rates are so high, Including the enormously in-
creased cost of fuel oil and the crushing burden of state and local taxes which is
imposed upon us, but I will not go into that question here. My point Is simply that
our already high rates inevitably, and understandably, lead to determined resist-
ance by organized consumer groups against further rate increases. This resistance
Is often encouraged, I might add, by well-meaning but misguided public officials
who oppose rate increases without regard to the merits of our applications and
at the same time demand Improved electric service.

If we get adequate rates from the Public Service Commission, we are hopeful
that we shall be able to get back into the normal financing markets in the not too
distant future.

The big question, however, is whether we shall get adequate rates.
If we do not get adequate rates, and thus are unable to obtain financing through

the normal markets, we shall have to cut back our construction program even
more drastically than we have. We do not generate enough funds through depre-
ciation and other internal sources to keep our system whole let alone provide the
growth necessary to take care of the Increasing demands of our customers. Our
construction program for 1974 has alreadtv been cut by about $40 million and our
program for 1975 by even more than that" This is in addition to the contemplated
transfer to the State Power Authority of the cost related to our remaining con-
struction obligations on Astoria No. 6 and Indian Point No. 8. These cuts pose a
serious threat to reliable service in future years. Further substantial cuts would
invite the danger of widespread blackouts within this decade.

Nonetheless, we cannot spend money we do not have. If we cannot raise the
necessary money, we will have no alternative but to make even more drastic
construction cuts in 1976 and subsequent years, however serious the threats to
reliable service may be. Like any individual, we have to live within our available
resources.

If we are unable to raise the money for the construction that is necessary to
maintain reliable electric service in New York City, we believe it will Inevitably

' Cuts In construction programs are becoming more and moro widesreAd. The N.Y.
Times of July 20. 1974 reports major cuts or deferrals of construction by Consume" Power
Company nf Michigan. Arisona Public Service, Boston dison, General Public Utilities
Virginia Electric and Power, Public Service of Colorado, Carolina Power & Agbt, Detroii
Edison. Duke Power, Potomac Electrie, Baltimore Gas and Electrie, New England Power,
and Niagara Mohawk---
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follow that the State of New York, New York City or the federal government or
some combination of the three will have to perform the necessary construction
or at least help to finance it. However unwilling consumers may be to pay rates
high enough to finance utility plant construction, we doubt that they are pre-
pared to accept the blackouts and other problems which a failure to perform the
construction will inevitably bring.

What can you gentlemen in Congress do to ameliorate the difficult situation
facing Con Edison and, to a greater or lesser extent, many other electric utilities
in the nation?

There are a number of things Congress can do. One is to take a realistic look
at the ever-present problem of accommodating environmental needs and cost
considerations. No one disputes the general proposition that better air and water
quality is a desirable goal. But when consumers are already being squeezed by
an implacable inflation, we think Congress should think long and hard before
allowing heavier and heavier cost burdens to be placed on consumers for environ-
mental improvements. For example, our customers, along with many other elec-
tric customers in the coastal cities, already pay an enormous premium for the
imported .3% low sulfur oil which many electric utilities are required by law
to burn. The air these customers breathe Is perhaps "cleaner", in some degree
at least, but one may legitimately inquire whether they are getting their money's
worth. We believe that a change in the environmental regulations to permit the
burning of 1% sulfur oil and coal at certain of our stations should be given very
serious consideration. It could save our customers many millions of dollars
every year.

Water pollution legislation is another example. Our engineers have estimated
that preliminary regulations issued by the Federal Einvironmental Protection
Administration would, if enacted, require us-just one Company--to expend
some $1.5 billion in the next five years to, among other things, protect fish in the
East River and the Arthur Kill. $1.5 billion is equal to a major part of our entire
construction program for the next five years-that program we are having such
difficulty in financing. Assuming that protecting fish in industrial waterways like
the Dast River and the Arthur Kill may be a laudable objective, is it really a
matter of primary social priority when it is already terribly difficult to raise
enough money to keep the lights on in New York, to finance new subway lines,
and to construct desperately needed new housing?

More realistic pollution legislation can ease the financial plight of utilities by
reducing the costs which they bear in the first instance and ultimately pass on to
their customers. Congress can also, by various tax law changes, reduce the tax
burden on utilities and their customers and make utility securities more attrac-
tive to investors.

We support the suggestions which have been advanced by various segments of
-the electric utility industry and others to increase the investment credit allow.

able on new public utility construction from its present 4' to 7%0---7% being
the standard for industrial property generally--and to eliminate or modify the
existing limitation which permits the Investment credit to be taken only up to an
amount equal to 50% of the tax otherwise payable. We think these are sound
proposals even though they would be of no present benefit to our Company since
(mr earnings are at such inadequate levels we do not have the opportunity to use
the investment credit.

We also support Industry suggestions to modify the tax law changes adopted
in 1969 which reduced the tax shelter applicable to the dividends of certain cap-
ital-intensive industries, particularly the electric utility industry. The 1969
amendment required that the acceleration factor used in computing depreciation
for purposes of taxable income be eliminated in arriving at "earnings and profits"
upon which the taxability of dividends paid to a company's stockholders depends.
The effect of this amendment was to increase the "earnings and profits" avail-
able to cover the dividends declared in a particular year, thereby causing less
of these dividends to be nontaxable "returns-of capital" to the stockholder. As a
result of this amendment what would have been, under the old law, a net operat-
ing lose for Con Eldison for tax purposes In 1978 was converted into a profit, caus-
ing part of our preferred dividend for 1978 to become taxable. Restoration of the
situation as it existed prior to 1969 would tend to make utility stocks more
attractive to investors. In an era when utilities are finding it increasingly difficult
to float equity issues it seems a very logical direction for legislation to take.

We also support the suggestion that the three year net operating loss carry-
back and the five year carryforward provisions be extended in the case of utility
companies. This has already been done for certain transportation and financial

40-644 0 - 74 - 6
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companies. Because of our depressed earnings, we have substantial tax carryfor-
wards which we have not been able to use and will not be able to use unless and
until our earnings substantially improve. A number of other utilities are in the
same position. Because of the five year limitations we are soon going to start losw
ing some of these unused carryforwards which seems most inequitable.

Another thing Congress should do-and In urging this I am aware that others
in the electric utility industry may disagree-- to begin to think about more
direct assistance to utilities in procuring the capital they need.

One proposed method of federal assistance, which our Company believes very
promising, is that suggested by Commissioner William Rosenberg, Chairman of
the Michigan Public Service Commission. Commissioner Rosenberg has proposed
a federal guarantee of new debt securities Issued by electric utilties. The guaran-
tee would be financed by a small surcharge paid by the issuing utility and there.
fore should be self-financing

While one may quarrel with the details of Commissioner Rosenberg's plan, we
think the general concept is an idea whose time has come. Nor is it such a radical
idea. The depositor who lends his money to a savings bank has his loan insured
through the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. The bank which lends money
to a customer to buy a home often has its loan insured through the Federal Hous-
ing Administration or the Veterans Administration. The purchaser of a recent!
issue of Israel bonds has the assurance of a United States government guarantee
of both principal and interest.

If similar-protection could be afforded to the investor who lends his money to
a utility company, there would presumably be a substantial added incentive for
him to do so. Today's investor Is concerned about the prospects of the utility
industry. He knows its fate is tied to the actions of state regulatory agencies and
his confidence In the commitment of those regulators to protect his investment
from erosion has been shaken. A federal guarantee could go far towards rector.
Ing his confidence and the cost of such a guarantee should not be burdensome to
either the Government or the companies.

The extent of savings to the consumer by such a guaranty system Is a subject
of considerable debate. Chairman Rosenberg has estimated that a differential
of 1% could exist between interest rates on federally guaranteed utility bonds
and conventional A-rated utility bonds and that incremental financing could be
done on a guaranteed basis with 80% debt and 20% equity instead of the con.
ventional basis of about two-thirds debt and preferred stock and one third com-
mon equity. He believes this would avoid the need for utilities Issuing very
much new common stock because retained earnings would provide the bulk of the
20% equity. Based on 1972 conditions he has calculated that, If the $80 billion
principal amount of new construction and refinancing required In the next five
years were financed under his proposal, the savings in capital cost--and hence
to the consumer in rates-would be approximately $2.1 billion per year after
1977 and $68 billion over the 80-year life of the bonds.*

As I say, the magnitude of the savings to consumers by a federal guarantee
is a matter as to which experts differ. In our view, however, even if the savings

are much less than Chairman Rosenberg estimates, this is not as important as
the added investor confidence which the federal guarantee would provide. The
real question is whether the facilities required for adequate electric service
can be built at all-at least in certain parts of the country-in the absence of a
federal guarantee.

Another area to which we think Congress should direct its attention Is the
possibility of increasing the availability of tax-exempt industrial development
bonds for utility financing. At present such tax-exempt financing, which, of course.
is cheaper than conventional utility financing, is available for the financing of
pollution control facilities and for facilities which are for the "local furnishing_
of electricity, gas or water.

So far as pollution control facilities are concerned, we urge that, either
through Internal Revenue Service action or legislation, the concept of pollu-
tion control be liberally interpreted In the case of nuclear plant facilities. The
Internal Revenue Service has been looking into this matter for several months
now and a resolution Is sorely needed. Here again our Company's personal in-
terest is not extensive since we are not heavily Involved In nuclear plants but
the Industry as a whole would, we believe, be benefitted by a liberal Interpretation.

I Rftenberir, Federal Financing of Electrie Utilities tn the Wake of Con IM, mtme.
May 24. 1074.

* S#P Stelser Blectric Utilities' Capital Supply the tegulator's ballesw, Edison Elee.
In8t. Bull. p. M8 (May/:une 1974).
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We would also hope that Congress would authorize an extension of the dead.
line for installing new pollution control facilities on old plants in order to
qualify for a five year amortization for federal tax purposes. The present dead-
line is January 1, 1976 and, in our view, should be extended to, say, January
1, 1980. Such an extension would continue the practice of allowing pollution
control facilities required to be added to old plants by new anti-pollution require-
ments to benefit by the fast tax write-off. While this too would be of little
direct benefit to us because at present we cannot use further tax deductions,
there are other companies it would help.

Of immediate and special concern to us-and probably uniquely Wo i-ls the
enactment of federal legislation or at least an amendment to the regulations of
the Treasury making a relatively minor change in the definition of the local
furnishing of electric service for purposes of tax-exempt industrial development
financing.

Under existing Treasury Department regulations tax-exempt industrial devel-
opment bonds cannot be Issued by the New York Otate Power Authority to pay
for its acquisition of Astoria No. 6 anfd Indian Point No. 8 from Con Edison.
Although such bonds can be issued to finance facilities used "for the local
furnishing of electric energy", "local" is defined by the regulations as being
limited to a "city", a "county" or at most "two-contiguous counties". Con Edison's
service area consists of New York City and one contiguous county but technically
New York City consists of five countless We do not, therefore, fit the literal
reading of the regulation though we do, we believe, come within its spirit. We
are attempting to get the regulations amended so as to include our service
territory of New York City and Westchester within the definition of 'local",

- Unless this change is made, the Power Authority will not be able to finance
the acquisition of our plants through tax-exempt Industrial development bonds
and It will instead have to finance through straight government bonds. If the
Authority Is given the flexibility of financing through industrial development
bonds, It wll, make It easier to structure the contracts for the use of the power
from the plants to Insure that the benefits from the lower cost power are flowed
through equitably to all the electric customers, tax-exempt and tax-paying, in
our service territory.

OONOLUSION

A leading economist recently warned a conference of public utility commi-
sioners that "The wolf Is really at the door" for the electric utility industry, that"Most of the companies in the electric utility industry are facing a severe financial
crisis", and that "there are sound reasons for believing that without regulatory
relief many, many companies will soon not be able to sell common stock-4.e.,
they won't be able to raise the capital they need." '

None of the remedial measures I have discussed today, including a federal
guarantee of utility indebtedness, will be a substitute for higher rate levels.
Without rate relief, all the other remedies taken together will not be sufficient.
Electric energy is no longer a cheap commodity. If this country Is to have an
adequate supply of electricity In future years, further price increase are essen.
tial and inevitable.

Senator BENTSE-N. In the interests of time, we will move on. We have
Mr. John P. Cornell here, who is the senior vice president and chief
financial officer of Columbia Gas System.

STATEMET OF 1OHN P. C0ORNELLj SENIOR VICE P P EI T AND
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, THE OLUMBIA GAS SYSE, INC.

Mr. Coftxw . Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My prepared statement
has already been submitted for the record. I would like to summarize
it, though.

Special circumstances confronting gas utilities are worthy of com-
ment because they point clearly to actions which must be taken if
the gm industry is to fulfill its role of supplying our Nation with an
adequate supply of energy.

4 Stolser, Deetrie UtllUti' Capital Supply: the Reculatoes Caline, Udison Mlee.
Inst. Bull. (May/June 1914).
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The Columbia Gas System has had for several years restrictions on
gas sales. The system's gas supplies, in historic sources in the year end-
ing October 1975, are estimated to be 11 percent less than in 1978.

This shortfall of historic gas supply is fairly representative of the
whole natural gas industry.

If present sources of supply are not substantially augmented, there
will be increasing curtailments to our industrial customers. Columbia
has for the last several years embarked on a natural gas supply pro-
gram. The program cannot continue unless large amounts of new
capital are available. The system's overall financial requirements for
the next 10 years are estimated to be $5.3 billion. A significant portion
of these dollars, 80 percent to 40 percent, will have to come from
external financing. Historic sources of gas no longer will provide the
Nation with the gas supply that it needs. The costly and risky ex-
ploration and development of offshore gas reserves, the extension of
the reach for gas to Alaska and northern Canada, the importation
of LNG from other parts of the world, and the eventual introduction
of synthetic gas through the construction of large coal gasification
plants are introducing more risks into our business and are rapidly
increasing our costs.

These factors are having adverse effects upon the gas industry's
ability to raise the needed capital. Because of inflation, holders of
capital are unwilling to lend except at rates of-interest that will return
something over and above the depreciation on the value of their capital
by reason of inflation.

The market for issues of new capital has become so chaotic as to
border on panic.

As explained in appendix III of the material that I had already
submitted, many bond offers of sound gas and electric utilities could
not be sold unless the terms of the issues were significantly changed
from historic Patterns. The issuance of common stock below book
value by a regulated company makeR it increasingly difficult to main-
tain, much less increase, the level of rer-share earnings.

The current market value of utility stocks reflects a loss of investor
confidence. There are numerous reasons for this.

One, regulatory commissinns' responses tn requests for rate increases
have been slow and generally inadenuatp. Two, in most cases, regula-
tory commissions allow a return on original cost which fails to recog-
nize inflation in any manner. Three, the financial community generally
feels that even those commissions that recognize the financial plight of
utilities are unwilling to approve an adequate level of rates because
of consumer resistance. Four, because of inflation, utility costs will
continue to increase and there is severe concern that rate relief cannot
keep current.

There are some urgently needed actions that should-be taken. Fi.rt,
dealing with inflation, Congress must recognize that inflation is the
fuindamental problem. Until inflation is brought under control and
the investing public sees some economic stabiltiy, we can expect that
new capital will be difficult to obtain and its coit will remain high.

The second item that should be done, a 20-percent investment tax
credit for utilities during this emergency. The most immediate need
for all utilities is to improve earnings and cash flow. One way that
this could be done properly would be to increase the investment tax
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credit for regulated gas and electric utilities to 20 percent for a 5-year
emergency period.

Attached to my prepared statement as appendix V is an outline of
this emergency tax relief.

Three, exempting new gas from the jurisdiction of the Federal
Power Commission. It is impossible to continue exploration and de-
velopment of new gas reserves without relief in producer prices. The
FPC has recently announced a nationwide rate for new gas which
is effectively 43 cents per MCF in 1974. Columbia cannot continue to
raise and invest capital on the basis of these prices. We find ourselves
in a situation where we need additional gas supplies in order not only
to meet our service obligations to the public but in order to attract
investor confidence in gas securities.

Senator BzxTsEN. Are you saying that you would stop the explora-
tion for oil and gas unless new gas is deregulated I

Mr. CoRmL. Columbia cannot continue that effort at those prices.
Senator BENTEsN. At 48 centsI
Mr. CoRmeu. At 43 cents.
Senator Brsmz. You cannot make a profit on exploration?
Mr. CoRNzu[. That is right.
Senator BEmTEN. And you have a history of drilling to prove that?

You have got numbers to back that up ?
Mr. CORNLca. Our cost on new gas is running considerably above

that level.
Senator BEWITszN. Most of your drilling has been out in the Gulf of

Mexico?
Mr. CoRNP. We have drilling-
Snator Bzwrszm. And the Appalachian area f
Mr. Co w. Yes, in the Appalachian area as well.
Senator BEN;TsEN. Those are both relatively high cost areas, are

they
Mr. CoRmxu. Yes, sir. Yes, sir. And, of course, all of our new gasexploration effort is going into the verY deep horizons where itis

extremely expensive to drill. The cost is considerably above the 43
-cents that the-FPC has now come out with.

Senator Bicw=N. Well, the cost of drilling a well in west Texas,
a 5,000 foot well in Texas, has gone up about 450 percent.

Mr. CORNEL. Yes, sir.
Senator BzwTsE.N. And that is part of the problem.
Mr. CORN LL. Yes, sir.
Senator BEwn.sN. I noticed that you are talking about favoring a

change in the offshore leasing provisions to go to an installment-type
payment. I think that would-help. I think one of the problems is that
offshore leasing is pretty well limited to the very major oil companies.
They are about the only ones that can afford to play that game with
the big bonus payment on the front end. Installment leases could help
moderate that some and let some of the medium-size companies in
there and get more competition in it, and I think thereby bring on
some of that protection earlier. But I think there is another way to do
it and I think that is to accept the same kind of offshore leasing deal
that the major companies are giving to 11 foreign countries now and
that is to give the Federal Government the larger percentage of the
production runs above operating costs and after recovery oofdrilling



costs for capital investment in the well and all. That would mean
that you diminish the front-end payments substantially. Economics
would dictate that you get your bonus payment down substantially.
And then if you found that yowuwould pay more to the Federal Gov-
ernment to take some of the risk out, it seems that would bring a lot
of medium-size companies out in there to be able to compete and par-
ticipate. I think it would accelerate the exploration and, again, I cite
the fact they are doing that for 11 foreign countries now.

When you are talking about drilling on public lands or private-
property, it seem s that our taxpayers ought tohave just as good a deal
as theygive foreign taxpayers.

Mr. RNu. Yes, sir.
Senator BEN'rsEN. Take a look at that one.
Mr. CoRwzii.. I will. Yes, sir.
As an example as to the amount of money that Columbia had in off-

shore leasing, just this past year, that is, 1973, Columbia invested some-
thing like $55 million in offshore bonuses and, of course, it is going
to take

Senator BwnrSEN. For Columbia, that is quite a bit of money, is it
not?

Mr. CoRNMJ4. For Columbia, that is quite a bit of money.
Senator BENnSN. I noticed one of the bids offshore off Florida,

$100 million was left on the table, a second bid. I would guess Colum-
bia's chocking point was a little less than $100 million, would it not be I

That is why I say it is limited to the very large companieL
Mr. Conmu. It is that, yes, sir. And of course we have been entering

into these lease bids because of that very thing, with several of the
other major companies, in partnership with them, but even so, our total
amount is substantial.

Going on to-
Senator Bzx-rsr.z. Mr. Cornell, if you would summarize, if you

would, please, sir, because of some other commitments.
Mr. Comi Yes, sir. "
Financing of a transportation system for the Alaskan gas. and this

is one of the major problems facing the gas industry now, the $9 bil-
lion plus project with the gas coming out of Alaska and down through
Canada.

Apart from the problems of prompt rate relief, it is becoming in-
creasingly evident that inflation requires a new look at regulatory
approaches with respect to rate base and depreciation, and it is urgent
that the regulatory commissions allow rates based on a current value
rate base and for rate and tax purposes, depreciation be allowed on the
basis of such current value, and I believe this was touched on just a
little whie ago.

In conclusion, the foregoing types of options are very essential for
gas utilities. Each of the actions would help improve the earnmn and
long-term financial posture of the gas utilities. Without this improve-
ment investor confidence will continue to decline and the financial
problems will become even more difficult.

Thank you. sir.
Senator BzNwszN. Well, gentlemen, you have made a contribution

and we appreciate you sharing your concerns with us in the face of
these very difficult problems



We will look at your tax proposals specifically from this committee's
standpoint to see what we should do and if we should do something,
and some of the members of this committee are on other committees
that would get into some of the other phases of it, and they will be
looking at the record. So we appreciate very much your appearing
before us.

Aftd for your information, the Vice President is meeting with the
President in the Oval Room right now, so you might be here on an
historic day.

Thank you. We will recess.
[The prepared statement with appendices of Mr. Cornell follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN P. CORNEL,0 SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT AND COIum
FINA. CAL OFFI E Or TR COLUMBA GAS SYSTEM, INo.

We are pleased that this Subcommittee is holding hearings with respect to the
financing problems of gas and electric utilities since, in our view, it is vital to
the Nation that Congress understand the increasingly critical difficulties con-
fronting regulated utilities with respect to financing essential energy-supplying
projects.

The problems of financing essential gas procurement programs are similar to
those of the electric utilities which are being presented to the Subcommittee by
representatives from the electric utility industry. However, some special elrcum-
stances confronting gas utilities are worthy of comment because they point clearly
to some essential actions which must be taken if the gas Industry is to fulfill Its
essential and important role of supplying our Nation with an adequate supply
of energy.

A DR= OPTION. 0r TENU OOLUMBIU GAS SYSTEM

The Columbia Gas System serves natural gas directly or Indirectly to over
four million customers in the seven states of Ohio, Pennsylvania, Kentucky,
Virginia, West Virginia, New York, Maryland and the District of COlumbia
It supplies over 95% of the gas used in Maryland and about 85% of the gas
used in Virginia and the District of Columbia.

The System is engaged In all phases of the natural gas business, including
production, tranmaission, storage and distribution. In 198 Its sales of gas
amounted to 1.50 trillion cubic feet.' It is estimated that approximately ten
thousand industrial customers depend directly or indirectly upon the System for
their gas supply.

THU SYSTEM'S VNAxciAL sTucruOnU

Attached to this statement as Appendix 12 is a copy of the System's latest
Prospectus dated July 28, 1974 relating to the sale of 1 million shares of 11f%
Cumulative Preferred Stock, Series A. Reference is made to page-$ of this
Prospectus which sets forth the-capitalisatlon of the System which total as of
March 81, 1974, $,11%000,000. On page 84 of such Prospectus, a breakdown of
such total capitalization as between equity, long-term debentures and bubordi-
nated bank loans are set forth. As of July 81, 1974 an additional $40 millIob of
debentures and 1 million shares of $60 par Cumulative Preferred Stock am oub
standing adding approximately 490 million to the capitalization shown. * . II

It should be noted in connection with the System's lonsterm debt that moast
of the System's outstanding debentures provide for an annual nkWg'fund
commeneing after the fifth year which retires 70% of the issue b the time of Its
maturity In the twenty-fifth year. Thus, the low Interest beartn debt issued
in the years between 1960-19 ts continually being retired. Retentng tr. the
tabulation on Page 8 Series A and B, 8% Debentures are preently outstanding
in an aggregate amount of $5,700,000 These debentures were orlginanilu"A
in 1960 in an aggregate amoun of $200,000,000 and have been reduced to the
present balance through sinking fund redemption. These debentures mature in
19T6and must be retired in full. In succeeding years, in addition to inkink
funds, other debentures will mature and thus Columbia will be faced with a con-
tinuous program of replacing low Interest debt with high Interest debt

SXdtl dition about RI billion eubie fot of Xas was used In OertioUL
. aove mateial Was wafe a pat of the oMelal files of the committeee on Vlnance.



--- 1he= new debt issued since 19605 has significantly higher interest costs which
results in a continuous increase in the embedded cost of the System's total debt
For example, between 1965 and today, the embedded cost of total debt of the
System has increased from 4.27% to 7.18%. This increase in interest rates applied
to presently outstanding debt adds approximately $36,500,000 of annual interest
costs in 1974, or approximately % of such interest costs.

Because of the earnings coverage requirement contained in the Indentures
under which the debt was issued, namely annual earnings before income taxes
must be at least 2% times annual interest costs on debt outstanding and to be
issued, before additional debentures can be Issued, this higher interest cost
makes it increasingly necessary to improve earnings. Unless this occurs, then
additJimt _ at cannot be issued.

- SYSTEM'S GAS SUPPLY

In the Subcommittee's consideration of the financial problems of the gas
industry, it must recognize the worsening natural gas supply shortage. The
Subcommittee's attention is directed to page 10 of the attached Prospectus which
is a General Statement 'Concerning Gas Supply.

As set forth on page 9 of the Prospectus, Columbia has had for several years
restrictions on gas sales. Because of continuing delays in obtaining new supplies
and a decline in the volume of gas available from established sources, Columbia
Gas Transmission Corporation (Columbia Transmission), the System's Appa-
lachian transmission company, in February 1972 advised its affiliated and non-
affiliated wholesale customers that it would be unable to supply any additional
volumes for the 1972-78 contract year above the estimated requirements of the
1971-72 contract year. In compliance with an FPC directive, Columbia Trans-
mission filed a limitation of delivery obligation and curtailment plan. In late
1972, the FPC approved this filing to be In effect through July 1, 1974 and in
June 1974, the FPC approved the motion filed by Columbia Transmission to ex-
tend the plan through April 80, 1975.

\Because of such shortages, utility commissions of the states in which the
System sells gas at retail, either directly or through wholesale customers, have-
issued orders to the System's retail subsidiaries imposing restrictions on new
loads. Also, in such states, the System's retail companies have issued tariff
revisions which establish annual limitations and curtailment procedures appli-
cable to industrial customers.

The System's current estimate is that for the 12 month period ending October
81, 1975 deliveries to the System by non-affliated pipeline suppliers will be cur-
tailed, pursuant to curtailment plans approved by the FPC, by about 64 billion
cubic feet and deliveries from other historic sources will decline approximately
96 billion cubic feet, for a total of 160 billion cubic feet representing approxi-
mately 11.0%, of total gas supply in 1978& These reductions in gas supply may
be partially offset by an estimated 50.4 billion cubic feet of synthetic gas to be
produced by the System's newly constructed Green Springs reforming plant.

If preeent sources of supply are not substantially augmented, there will be
increasing curtailments of Industrial customers.

It should be noted that the System's shortfall of gas supply is fairly typical
and representative of the natural gas industry.

Columbia must plan to meet not only existing requirements, ut growth In
demand as welL To this end, Columbia hKs, during the past several years, for-
mulated and embarked on a major gas supply procurement program. See pages
12-18 of the attached Prospectus. The program cannot continue unless large
amounts of new capital are aavilable. Continuation of the supply procurement
program will mean that the System's overall financial requirements for the
years 1974 through 1988 will be an estimated $5.8 billion, including $875 million
for sinking funds and debt maturities. A significant portion of these dollars-
thirty to forty percent-will-have to come from external financing. Appendix
II, attached hereto, portrays the essentiality of being able to raise this new
capital. The inability to continue with its major financing program would dras-

.tilly affect the economy of the System's service area. Many industries would
either reduce operations or close down.

THE FIRIANOKAL IMPLIOATION1S OF 0X8 SHORTAGES AND GAi FROOMMUh NT

'1he gas supply shortage has curtailed any growth in the System's business.
Without growth, the ability to absorb higher costs of all kinds and maintain a
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satisfactory level of. earnings is not possible without significant rate increases.
Investors are Increasingly concerned whether such increases will be allowed
promptly and will be adequate.

With respect to the System's gas procurement program, with its unusually
large capital requirements, it should be noted that significant and major new

dimensions have been added to the nature of the System's business. Historical
sources of gas no longer will provide the Nation with the gas supply thut It

needs. Costly and risky exploration and development of offshore gas reserves,
the reach for gas to Alaska and northern Canada, the importation of LNG from
other parts of the world and the eventual introduction of synthetic gas through
the construction of large coal gasification plants and related coal mines, are
Introducing more risks into our business and rapidly increasing our costs both In
terms of capital and operations.

All of this is happening at a time of accelerating inflation.
These factors, namely, a gas supply shortage with increasing curtailments of

sales to industry and restrictions on growth, unprecedented capital require-
ments, and an accelerating inflation, are having adverse effects upon the gas
Industry's ability to raise the needed capital

The historical "selling points" of utility stocks have been based In large meas-
ure upon -A predictability of stable earnings with expectation of reasonable
growth in earnings and dividends. These elements are no longer assured. Not
only does the question of the gas industry's existing gas reserves rare questions
in the minds of Investors, but double digit inflation results in investors being
increasingly concerned about the future and reluctant to commit capital to long-
term investments. Moreover, because of Inflation, holders of capital are un-
willing to lend except at rates of interest that cover not only an earning on such
capital but also the depreciation in the value of their capital by reason of inflation.

On June, 1974 Columbia sold $40 Million of 9T% Debentures at a cost to the
company of 10.024% and priced to the public to yield 9.98%. The underwriters
were able to sell only 70% of the issue at the original offering price. The balance
had to be sold at a price to yield approximately 10.25%.

Since that time, the market for issues of new capital has'become so chaotic
as to border on panic. Many bond offers of sound gas and electric utilities could
not be sold unless the terms of the issue were significantly changed from historic
patterns For example, to keep its debt-equity ratio in balance, on July 8, 1974
Columbia offered for sale at competitive bidding 1 million shares of $50 par
value Cumulative Preferred Stock. No valid bids were received. As a result of
this, the S.E.C. granted Columbia an exemption from Its competitive bidding
rule. On July 22, 1974, the Preferred Stock was sold on a negotiated basis with
a dividend rate of 11.25% and a cost to the company of 11.54%. The issue has
been successfully sold by the underwriters.

The reasoti for this was that in the original offering the sinking fund for the
Preferred Stock commenced In the sixth year and would have retired all the
Preferred Stock 25 years from the date of issuance. On the negotiated bi the
Preferred Stock has an annual sinking fund commencing in the sixth year of
10% of the original issue so that the Preferred Stock will be completely retired
at the end of fifteen years and has an average life of about 10.5 years While
the Preferred Stock is considered as "equity", it is obviously limited term
capital and financing of this type would not be done except as an emergency
measure.

Attached as Appendix III is a tabulation of the recent experience by gas com-
panies In issuing long-term securities. Several companies have postponed sales;
others have reduced the term of securities to five to nine years.

Marketing common stock at this time poses even more formidable problems.
Appendix IV sets forth a tabulation of the current market value and the book
value of the common stocks of a number of gas utility companies. It will be noted
that with few exceptions, the common stocks of these companies are selling well
below book value. For example, the current market value of Oolumba's common
stock is about 67% of book value. The sale of common stock under these circum.
stances Is highly undesirable. It merely compounds the financial difficulties of a
company since It may veiy well trigger a "domino" effect that will further erode

&The effect of inflation on construction costs Is reatly amereeslag the epltal neads of all
Industry co ts. Utility construction cost have increased ilmst wice as me as
Consumer Prto Index duri the lastveyrs. ts ha a two-told effect: it Iote-

teasmount ot now ,espi4l acquired, as = borber cos faeoliUe betom. operationIt inereases the coat of service to the consumer.
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the market value of the stock. The Issuance of common stock below book value
by a regulated company makes it Increasingly difficult to maintain, much less
increase, the level of per share earnings.

We believe that the market value of utility stocks today below book value
reflects a loss of investor confidence. There are numerous reasons for this, some
of which, are:

(I) Regulatory commissions' responses to request for rate increases have been
slow and generally Inadequate.

(U1) In most cases, regulatory commissions allow a return to be earned only
on original cost which fails to recognize inflation in any manner. Also, deprecia-
tion is allowed only on such original cost. Thus, the common stock investor has
no protection In terms of earnings and resulting market value against such infla-
tion. During a period of inflation, original cost rate base regulation confiscates
the investors' capital

(Ill) The financial community generally feels that even those commissions
that recognize the financial plight of utilities are unwilling to approve an ade-
quate level of rates because of consumer resistance.

(iv) Because of inflation, utilities' capital requirements and costs will con-
tinue to Increase and there Is severe concern that rate relief cannot keep current.
Thus, instead of maintaining and improving earnings, there is a strong likelihood
of erosion of earnings.

In summary, in an inflationary society, historical regulatory approaches have
resulted in a loss of investor confidence. If such Investor confidence Is to be
restored, so that utilities will be able to finance essential construction, some
drastic things must take plac.---esptcially in the natural gas industry.

SOME URGNLY N I AMONS

While many steps can and should be taken, we will only discuss briefly a
few of these:

1. la1ftlo n congress must recognize that inflation is the fundamental prob-
lem This, of course, is affecting all segments of the American society. This Is
not the forum to present the cures for inflation. It is fair to state, however, that
the poltica Leadership of this nation must address Itself seriously to this prob-
lem In a statesmanlike way. Government spending at all levels can be a most
Important cause of Inflation. Aside from government spending, the high level
of taxation and -governmental deficits, It is not amiss to point out that many of
the actions of government result in Increasing constantly the cost of doing busi-
ness. In the final analysis, these costs must be paid for through price increases.

Until inflation Is brought under control and the investing public sees some
economic stability, we can expect that new capital will be diMcult to obtain and
Its cost will remain high. This, In turn, will Increase the cost of energy to the
public. It will continually add to the cost of the large capital projects in which
utilities must engage. Thus, the gas industry's financial problems revolve In
large part around Inflation.

2. A 20% nveetme Ta. Oredit For USUte& If the investors' conidence
is to be restored, the most immediate need for all utilities is to improve earnings
and cash flow. One important way that this could be done promptly would be
to Increase the Investment tax credit for regulated gas and electric utilities
to 20% for a five year emergeWov period. We estimate that this would supply
to the gas and electric Industry approximately $1 billion annually based on
1978 operations. It would Improve earnings and cash flow and thus should play
a significant role In solving the Immediate diffculties of the utilities.

Attached as Appendix V Is an outline of this emerge"o tax relief. Our sys.
tem, along with other gas companies, is urging tl~e House Ways and Means
Committee to adopt this emergency tax relief In connection with the Commit-
tee's consideration of the current tax reform legislation. It would be helpful If
the Senate Finance Committee indicated to the House Committee support for
this type of teme relief.

It Is pointed out that this is strictly an enm. measure. Columbia does not
believe -that the long term problem of the utilities should be solved by special tax
relief which is not available to all tax payers. However, the importance of
financially sound utilities to our society Is so great and the problems of the utili-
ties'because of regulation are so complex, that time doei not permit that the
problems be solved In conventional manners. Thus, special tax relief must be the
alternative.
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3. Reempting New (as Prom FPO Jurledictimo Because of the delays and un-
certainties of regulation, it is impossible to continue exploration for and develop-
ment of new gas reserves without relief in producer prices. The Columbia. Gas
System has -substantial experience, both in the Appalachian Area (which is
acknowledged to be a high cost area) and in the offshore area of the Gulf pf
Mexico, which is also high cost. As the Subcommittee probably knows, the FedkRa1
Power Commission has recently announced a nationwide area rate which i effec-
tively 48 cents per Mcf in 1974.

Based on our experience, Columbia cannot continue to raise and invest capital
in gas exploration and development activities on the basis of these prices. Thus,
we find ourselves in a situation where we need additional gas supplies in Qrder
not only to meet our service obligations to the public, but in order to attract
investor confidence In gas securities. For this reason, we have embarked on a
major program for expanding domestic gas supply. We have urged and supported
a massive domestic exploration program on the Outer Continental Shelf. But,
OoluMbia state* oategoraU y that the System oamnot oostnue th4s effort beoawae
ol the delays a"d swertatnttea aud iuadequaotes of Produer price regu"ato, by
the Federal Power Oommtisiom

Consequently, while recognizing that this is not in the area of this Subcommit-
tee's responsibility, we state as emphatically as possible that a very significant
reason for the financial problems of the gas industry will continue until Congress
forthrightly faces up to the question of deregulating the price of new gas under
the National Gas Act.

4. Federal Leaslng Poliotes. A very significant financial problem which relates
both to gas supply and inadequate earnings arises from the present bonus system
in awarding leases for exploration and development on Federal lands. In brief,
the present procedures require that a company desiring to explore and develop
new gas reserves must pay on a competitive basis to the Federal government a sig-
nificant bonus for the lease. In most cases where a lease is acquired, It takes 4
years before that lease will produce any revenues. 'This means that vast sums of
capital must be raleed at a significant cost on which the producer will earn no
revenues for a number of years.

The magnitude of this problem can be realized from the following facts: The
Federal government received $2251 billion in bonuses In 1972 from sales of
tracts in the Outer Continental Shelf, $.082 billion in 1978 and to date in 1974p
$2.098 billion. By and large, these vast capital expenditures by private industry
have not to date returned any revenues or earnings to the companies that have
made these expenditures.

This drain on the capital of companies such as Columbia Gas System and Its
adverse effect on our earnings cannot continue. We believe that it is imperative
that the Federal government recognize immediately that It must modify these
procedures In such a manner as to prevent this drain on available capital of the
gas industry. We have proposed a system whereby these bonuses could be paid,
in effect, on an Installment plan. Attached as Exhibit VI hereto is an outline
of such proposal, together with a tabulation illustrating Its operation in what
we believe is a fairly realistic situation In deep water in the Gulf of Mexico.

5. Pinansng A Traportato" System For A kaA Gas. Some of the greatest
potential gas reserves available to the American public are located in Alaska.
In Prudhoe Bay there are 26 trillion cubic feet of proven reserves. The major
problem is how to deliver this gas and the potential gas to be found to the markets
in the lower 48 states.

Columbia Gas Oystem has been a participant with a large group of producers
and Apelines in helping to develop a pipeline delivery system from Alaska, down
through Canada and then. by pipelines from the U.$.-Canada border in Alberta
to the West Coast and to the East Applications have been iled from this project.
It appears that this project will cost, basad upon present estimates, $9 billion.
If the project is delayed, we can expect higher cost

Clearly, in today's financial climate, the raising of $09 billion of new capital
will be a most difficult undertaking. We question whether it can be done without
both the United States and Canadian governments' assistance of some typM We
have no proposal to make at this time but w state to this SubomzIttee that the
U.S. Congress should concern Itself with this project

6. Reform of RouVGdqV Approadhei oii Rate Bae. aud Deietto.ial,
apart from the problem of prompt rate relief to avoid &osIon of existing levels
or earnings, It is becoming increasingly evident thatlnflation requires anew look
at regulatory approaches with respet to rate base and depreciation'.
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For a number of years, this nation has not had a stable price economy. Even
at annual inflation rates of 8 to 5% there is a significant erosion of the investors'
capital over a period of years when rates are based on the use of original cost
rate base and depreciation for long lived facilities based on-original cost. This
erosion has now become exaggerated because of the magnitude of Inflation. In-
vestors will not continue to be satisfied If they can only expect a return on and a
recovery of their investment In terms of the historical dollar cost.

Consequently, it is urgent that the regulatory agencies-especially the Federal
Power Oommission as It relates to the natural gas industry-allow rates based
on a current value rate base and that both for rate and tax purpose deprecia-
tion be allowed on the basis of such current values.

We should state that over the years natural gas has been grossly under priced.
As a premium fuel, it has sold at significantly lower rates than less desirable
fuels. To give the investor protection from inflation by the use of a current value
rate base of depreciation will not raise the cost of gas significantly and it will
still remain a real bargain In the energy field.

The foregoing types of action are essential for gas utilities. F ach of the actions
will help to improve the earnings and long-term financial posture of gas utilltles
Without such Improvement, investor confidence will continue to decline and the
financing problems will become even more difficult.

COLUMBIA OAS SYSTEM-ESTIMATES AND PIOJETIONS OF GAS PROCUREMENT UTOBTE

The following projections represent current estimates of the gas supply which
may be secured under the System's gas procurement programs and plans and of
the capital expenditures associated with such programs and plans. The projec-
tions are obviously subject to many uncertainties and changes, and merely rep-
resent the best present judgments of the-Columbia management.

Case A.-In accordance with our most recent study, which assumes that it will
be possible for Oolumbla to raise the necessary capital, the outlook through 19M
is detailed below under Case A.

Case B.-rf olumbia Is unable to raise new capital, then It must reduce Its
capital expenditures to an absolute minimum. This will entail the cancellation
of all gas procurement projects beyond those for which we have already made
commitments. It will also entail a continued freeze on our market requirements
throughout the period. [Alppend/x II}

(DOF)wt Percet ladys- CONi ezp""W"es

Case
Yw C aeA B1 CauiA Came8 CmA CoeS CalA Case8 Cas A Cas ...

I7..:........ 1, 1,44 .446 41 141.t1,487 1, 487 1,47k 14816 (!0(i (1.3 12.4 540072 16,
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PUBLIC UTILIT FINANCING-A~S COMPANeS

FINANCING DATA FR.M JANV..Y 1 TO JULY 81 10T4
Pebr r t7"--Brooklyn Union Gas Company sold $ 0 million of First Mortage .

Bonds due 1909 to Salomon Brothers, First Boston, Drexel Burnham and LehmanBrothers at competitive bidding with a coupon rate of 8%. The ost to Brooklyn
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was &68% and the security was offered to the public at $101.581 to yield .60%.
It was non-refundable for 6 years. This security was rated A by both Moody'"
and Standard & Poor's. The underwriter's commission was $0.81. This security
was originally to be offered in the amount of $35 million.

On the same date Brooklyn Union also sold 200,O00-lbares of preferred stock
(100 par value) lat competitive bidding. The dividend rate on this security wis

8.92%. It was offered to the public at $10186 to yield 8.80%. The cost to the
company was &91%. The sinking fund on this security begins on March 1, 1979.

March 18-Consolidated Natural Gas Company offered $50 million of deben-
tures due 1990 at competitive bidding. This security is rated Aa by Moody's and
AA by Standard & Poor's. The coupon rate was 8%1o and it was to be sold to
the public at $99.80 to yield &64%. The cost to the company was &72%.

March 26-Texas Gas Transmission Corporation offered $40 million of deben-
tures due April 1, 1984. The security was rated Baa by Moody's and A by Stand-
ard & Poor's. Standard & Poor's raised their rating since the last offering
by this company. This was a negotiated transaction with Dillon, Read & Co. and
the coupon rate was 8%%. It was offered to the public at $99.25 to yield &86%.
The cost to the company was &99%.

March 27-Laclede Gas Company offered $20 million of First Mortgage Bonds
due 1999 at competitive bidding. This security was rated Aa by Moody's and AA
by Standard & Poor's. It was soli to First Boston. White, Weld & Co., Dillon,
Read and E. F. Hutton. The coupon rate was 81% and It was offered to the
public at $101.26 to yield &75%. The cost to the company was &85%. It had a
no call provision for 5 years.

March 28-Lone War Gas offered $50 million of sinking fund debentures due
1909 In a negotiated transaction with Goldman, Sachs and Salomon Brothers The
debentures were rated A by both Moody's and Standard & Poor's. It was sold
with a coupon rate of 8.95% and was offered to the public at $100 to yield &95%.
Cost to the company was 9.04%.

April --Washington Gas Light Company offered $20 million of First Mortgage
Bonds due 1990 at competitive bidding. Security was rated A by both rating
agencies. The successful bidder was Blyth Ehatman Dillon and Salomon Brothers.
It bore a coupon rate of 9%,% and was priced to the public at $101. 2 1 to yield
9.25%. Cost to the company was 9.40%.

April 18-Bay State Gas Company offered $8 million of notes due April 15,
1909-in a negotiated transaction with Merrill Lynch. This was rated Baa by
Moody's and BBB by Standard & Poor's. Coupon rate was 9M% and It was
offered to the public at $100. The cost to the company was 10.01%.

The same company offered 40,000 shares of preferred stock, $100 par value, in
a negotiated transaction with Merrill Lynch. It bore a dividend rate of 9.95% and
was offered to the public at $100. The cost to the company was 10.100.

Bay State also announced an offering of 150,000 shares of common stock with
a par value of $10 which was to be priced at $16 per share in a negotiated trans-
action with Merrill Lynch. The price to the public was subsequently changed to
$15 per share and the number of shares offered was reduced to 100,000. The
Indicated annual dividend rate was $1.44 per share. The price to the public would
yield 9.60%. The price to the company was $1880 per sharm

May2 -Peoples Gas and Coke Company announced an offering of $40 million
for May 28, 1974 at competitive bidding. The security bore a rating by Moody's
of Aa. Prior to the date of issue, the offer was cancelled and a bank loan was
substituted for the required funds.

Juse 8-Michigan-Wisconsin Pipeline Company offered $50 million First Mort-
gage Pipeline Bonds due 1994 at competitive bidding. The issue was rated A by
both Moody's and Standard & Poor's. The successful bidder was Dillon Read,
Drexel Burnham, E. F. Hutton, etc. It bore a coupon rate of 9%% and was offered
to the public at $90.025 to yield 9.67%. It was non-refundable for 5 years and
the cost to the company was 9.762%.

June t--Columbla Gas System offered $40 million of debentures, Series due
June 1999 at competitive bidding. It was rated A by both rating agencies. The
successful bidders were Salomon and Halsey StuarL It bore a coupon rate of
9%ty and was offered to the public at $90 50 to yield 9.98%. The cost to the
company was 10.024% and it was non-refundable for a 5 year period.

JuIy &-.Columbia announced the offer of 1 million shares of cumulative pre-
ferred stock, Series A, $50 pr value at competitive bidding. On July 8 the
offer was unsuccessful as no valid bids were received.

It was reoffered on July 92. 174 in a negotiated deal with Salomon Brothers.
The average life o the preferred stock was reduced to a 10% years. The security
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bore a dividend rate of 11.25% and cost the company 11.54%. It was offered to
the public at $50 per share to yield 11.25%.

July 9--Northern Illinois Gas Company announced an offering of $50 million of
First Mortgage bonds at competitive bidding. Moody's rating was Aa. Prior to the
date of offering, it was announced that it would be re-offered at a later date.

July 30--Michigan Consolidated Gas Company offered $40 million of First
Mortgage bonds due 1999 at competitive bidding. Moody's rating was A. It was
sold to White, Weld & Co. with a coupon rate of 10%%. It was offered to the
public at $100 to yield 10%%. The security was non-callable for 5 years and
the cost to the company was about 10.88%. Prior to the date of offering, the
maturity date of ths security was changed from 1999 to 1988.

July #--American Natural Gas announced an offering of 1,700,000 shares of
common stock at competitive bidding. Prior to the date of offering, it was deferred
to later this year or possibly sometime in 1975.

(Appendix IV)
RELATIONSHIP OF COMMON STOCK MARKET PRICE TO BOOK VALUE (SAMPLE OF GAS UTILITIES)

Market Book valve Percent
price of prs.e mare"

commo Dsomber 31 ri to
Compaqy July 25, m 07fi bocoo~

Iatersted compIesI:Colombia Cm Syftm.................................... 11% .4 67.4
Amerkcn aN ural Gas ................................... 32 It 92.2
C l NI dated Nat a ................................ 134 34. 57.2
Lon Star Gas .......................................... 2 17.91 115.,

adN "olFuel Gas ...................................... I32.01 5&90
Norten Natural Gas .............. ................... 43 114.1
" as Co, ......................................... 4 36 114.
AvWa% liatd 0 ........................................................ 4.0

Dilstubuton coulesW: .|
Atla a Gas l ..................................... 114 4

rooky Uu n ..................................... 14 iL4i f S
Common lth atral G .............................. I 21IR6
Equtble Gas...................................... 24356 69.0
0a ServieCo ......................................... 14. 6L 5Ia ad& onCo................................... 1.1 It 76

A e ,s Gas C...e..c..- --............................. .. 17. 94.3
Noit Gh u ..n ................................. 1 20.65 8.2
Oklahoma Hatral ................................. 17% 42 106

Pw~ft L~d Cot 125.90 1&
wamlkW-- 14 29.55 47.4

Ammig dlsibute cempeuls ............................................. 7 S.0

fAf is Nte" n ..................................... 1i10 78
- Penhanie Eastern PWp Use........................... 254 it 03 f6.4

Southern Hatr Reesurcee............................. 414 33 120.
Team EaIna Tresmila ............................. 11424 101L2
Ten as Turansleambo.............................. Z4 -225 0* 4.1
TransceMuM 4n flaPI"~e 1i2...............54II 6

AveM a p e e ............................................................ 0 I.
Average all coepes........................................................ .0

(Appendix V)

EMA NOr %!AX RUM'0 it5 ELWfMO AND GAIS UTUIrIs
The following temporary modifcations should be made In the Investment

credit allowed regulated electric and gas utilities (regulated companies primarily
engaged in the furnishing or sale of electrical energy, gas kbrotgh a local dis-
trition system, or the transportation of gas by pipeline, anid any 81)percent or
more affiliated companies) :

1 The rate of the investment credit should be increased to 20 percent with
respect to electrical energy, local gas distribution, and gas pipeline regulated
public utility property.
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2. The limitation on the amount of investment tax credit which may be
claimed by these utilities should be increased from 50 percent to 90 percent
of tax liability.

8. The investment credit should be made available in the year capital expendi-
tures are made with respect to section 38 property (which will be electrical en-
ergy, local gas distribution or gas pipeline regulated public utility property when
placed in service) rather than at the time the property is placed in service.

4. The investment credit should be applied in the foregoing manner where
utilities pay bonuses to acquire domestic oil or gas, coal, or uranium leases.

5. The modification should specifically provide that if a regulatory body requires
that the benefits be passed through to consumers, the investment credit is not
available for tax purposes.

These temporary investment credit modifications would apply for a five year
period (1974 through 1978), at the end of which they would be reviewed by
Congress to determine whether economic conditions warrant their continuation.
ELECTRIC AND GAS UTILITY INDUSTRIES-ESTIMATED TAX EFFECT OF INCREASE IN INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT TO

20 PERCENT ON QUALIFIED CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

Pit mNis of ddW4

Electi Gas
uie uUltes Total

1973 und preset a I (estmad) ................................ 3172 82 254
I93 at ZO percent ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $11o 1168

I'On trasumlsslewostution expen4btris 7 percst-dIlstrloto 4 pMCen
I Estimae. Apreadmately% of caedi w a tzd d es is 5-percet linullm
5Preen quawled item plus ease bonuses

[Ap endix VI1

PfoRsuM Lvsnro Pwocm)u
L In connection with competitive bidding for Federal leases, the bidder shall

submit with Its bid a certified check for 10% of the bonus offered for the lease.
The Bureau of Land Management shall award the lease to that bidder offering
the largest bonus. In the event that a bonus bid o $1 million or more is sub-
mitted for a leas, the Bureau of land a ent cannot reject the bid on
the ground of Insufficiency.

2. The purchaser of each tract shall provide within 20 days to the Bureau of
Land Management a bond in form satisfactory to assure purchaser's perform-
ance of his obligations, Including payment of the balance of the bonus, under
the purchase conditions outlined below.

& At the end of each 12 month period from the date of the award of the
lease, a payment of an additional 10%, less expenditures made on the lease
during the preceding 12 months, will be paid. The amount of the payment shall
be credited against the balance of the bonus obligation. Such yearly payments
will cease:

A. On any lease on which commercial production has been established within
5 years from the date of the granting of the lease: The balance of the bonus
shall be paid, commencing with the first date o commercial production in an-
nual amounts equal to the greater of 25% of the annual revenues, after payment
of royalties, from the hydrocarbon reserves produced from the leas, or on an
amount equal to 1/5 of the bonus balance as of the date of the commercial pro.
duetion or the end o the fifth year until the balance is paid In full.

B. On any lease on which commercial production has not been established
within five years from the date of the awarding of the lease: The balance of
the bonus shall be paid In 5 equal annual installmrents commencing on the fAfth
anniversary of the lease award.

0. On any lease on which It Is determined that the lease Is nt-ommardally
productive and the leans I surrendered within lve years from tth date ot the
awarding of the lease: The bonus balance as of the date of the lea is suren-
dered shall be cancelled and no further payments required of the purchaser of the
lease.
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ILLUSTRATIVE COMPARISON OF CAPITAL OUTLAY BY SUCCESSFUL BIDDER UNDER PRESENT AND PROPOSED
LEASE BONUS PAYMENT PROCEDURES

lin thousands of dollars

Under present procedures Under proposed procedures

Cumulative Cumulativecapiw cap
Year Lease bonus E/D cost ou Lease bonus E/ID cot outys

I..................... 20,000 1,300 21,300 2,000 1.300 3,300
2 ............................... 5, 000 2k6300. 700 5000D 9.0003................................... 5,200 31.500 0 5,200 14,2004 ................................... 6000 37500 0 6000 20,20
............................................................... 3,460 .............. 2A660

6.. .............................................. 3, 460 .............. 27,120
7.. ................................................ 3460.............. 3580
8....................................................... 3, 460............... 34,0409 ............................................................... 3,460 .............. 3750

NOTES
1. Asmptions used In develong this comparison: Bonus bld-20.00.O00; Exploratory expnms o S2,50,00 and

development costs of $5 00000 were d on a basIs of a deej ater ( Ot-)0 f tra; Total serves develoed
of 200 Bt produced In 10 yr with pr be.nning In the 5th yr from the date of the awarding of the lease; and the
price rcv for the gas-S cents per thousnd cubic feet.

2. Under both procedures the Government receives 20,000.000 In lease bonus payments. The royalty payments of about
$22,000,000 over te production life of the lease wofd bethe sme under either procedure.

[Whereupon, at
call of the Chair.]

12 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, subject to the
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COMMUNICATIONS REcCF.Iv BY THE COMMI1r E EXPRESSING AN
INTRE IN THE8E HEAmNoS

GENvZAL TzjWHoNi & ELWroNzcs CORoa TIoN,
Stamford, Conn., Auguts 20,1974.

Re: Hearinse on High Interet Rates and Capital Market Weaome#s
Hon. LLOwD BiaTSrN,
Ohairman, Suboomm4ttee on Finawoal Markets, Senate Oomm4ttee on Finasm,

Washngton, D.O.
Dim SzxATo BxiszN : During the second day of your subcommittee's recent

hearings on high interest rates and capital market weakness, a panel of utility
experts addressed the specific problems currently facing the utilities in raising
money in the capital markets.

While that panel focused on the problems faced by the electric and gas Mtill-
ties, these problems are shared by the telephone utilities as well As you are well
aware, the health of our economy as a whole is highly dependent on the ability
of the utilities to provide the basic infrastructure for economic development. If
the utilities are unable to raise sufficient funds to construct additional needed
plant and replace obsolete plant, the economy as a whole will inevitably suffer.
-4 am submitting on behalf of GTE a statement for the record setting forth the

needs of the telephone utilities for legislative and regulatory relief.
As a point of reference, GTE's domestic telephone operating companies con-

* prise the largest independent (non-Bell) telephone system in the United States,
serving over eleven million subscribers in more than 70 communities of about
21 million population in thirty-threetates.

* If, after reading the statement, you should have specd&t questions relative to
the telephone Industry and its capital needs, I should be pleased to respond. You
may find it convenient to transmit these questions through Mr. Malone or Mr.
Neumeyer of GTE's Washington office.

Sincerely yours, Ta~onoma F. BaozI'a.

STATEMENT Or TnviDuOa F. BRoPHY, PREBDVT, GrmAL Tz iONZ AND
ELtoTmROs Cos,.

INTRODUOTION

My name is Theodore F. Brophy and I am President and Chief Operating Offi-
cer of General Telephone & Electronics Corporation ("GTE") with Headquar-
tern in Stamford, Connecticut.

I am a member of the American Bar Association and a past Chairman of the
Public Utility Law Section of that Association.

S GTE is the Parent company of more than 60 communications, manufacturing,
,' research and service subsidiaries with operations in 89 states and 18 countries

abroad.
GTVs domestic telephone operating subsidiaries comb-rise the largest inde-

pendent (non-Bell) telephone system in the United States. The 24 domestic tele-
phone operating companies serve 11I276,000 telephones in more than 7,500 com-
munIties of about 21,0OOOO population In 88 states.

GTE's net Income in 19M8 was $88&4 million, 74.8 pereut of which was derived
from its U.S. telephone operating companies.

As members of the Subcommittee on Financial Markets, you are aware of the
critical problems facing the financial markets today. The primary underlying
causes of these problems are the continued high rate of inflation and the unprece-
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dented demand for capital In relation to the available supply. These problems
have caused high interest rates and have significantly contributed to the weak-
ness in the long-term bond market and a loss of Investor confidence In all secu-
rity markets. While there is no need to discuss the background of these highly
publicized problems in detail, this statement will demonstrate how these condi.
tins are particularly injurious to all utility companies. This statement will alio
recommend specific solutions to these problems in order to insure the availability
and continuity of the vital services provided by all utilities including the tele-
phone industry.

The -energy crisis has focused the attention and concern of the public on
electric utilities, and there Is no doubt that they suffer serious ecxnonde problems
which must be remedied. It must be emphasized, however, that the serious finan-
cial problems associated with capital shortages and the high cost of money are
common to all highly capital intensive utilUties, in uding the telephone Mnduetry.

INVIJ.TION

It Is widely recognized that the unprecedented inflation is the root of the
problem. For example, during the period- 1960 through 1964 Inflation in the
United States as measured In terms of the Gross National Product (GNP)
deflator averaged 1.4% per year, whereas for the period 1970 through 1974
(estimated), the GNP deflator will be approximately 5.7% per annum. This rep-
resents a dramatic four-fold Increase since 1960 (See Exhibit #1). The current
rate of Inflation is In excess of 10%/ per year, and there is little confidence that
we can anticipate a substantial decline In that rate In the foreseeable future.

IMPAOr Or InYLATioN ON INIm T RAT
Interest rates consist of two components. One is a real, somewhat static

rate, and the other component is an Inflation premium which Is added to the real
rate demanded by the Investor to compensate for the expected shrinkage in the
value of the dollar. It can be shown that over time the real Interest rate has
hovered in the area of 8% to 4%. To this real rate must be added an Inflation
expectation. If this expectation Is about 7%, then one can assume that long-term
"A" utility Interest rates will be In the neighborhood of 10% (See Exhibit #2).

Because utilities must sell larte amounts of debt, Interest rates have a mate-
rial effect on their financial well being. Consequently, large Ineresasein Interest
costs are one of the major problems facing the utility Industry today. These costs
have Increased for two reasons: (1) the Increase In rate which Is directly as-
sociated with Inflation, and (2) the Increase In the amount borrowed which is
largely determined by required capital expenditures. Interest expenses for most
public utilities are Increasing at a much greater rate than revenues and thus ad-
versely Impact the profitability of the company. For example, interest expense
for the telephone operations of General Telephone & Electronic Corporation
(GTE) has grown at a compound rate of 18.89 annually for the period 1960
through 197', whereas revenues have grown at a far slower rate of 18.7% per
year. As a result, interest as a percent of revenues have increased substantially
from &,1% In 190 to 10.79 In 1978.

DMuun 1o CAmTAL

.The very nature of the utility business requires continuous large outlays of
capital. Inflation Increases the amount of such outlays and accelerates the cost
thereof as all Industries seek lafger amounts of new capital. During the period
190 through1978, the nvestor-owned electric utility companies sent approxi-
mately $97 billion on construction, whereas during the same period, the telephone
Industry spent approximately $87 billion. The pattern of capital expenditures
for construction In both of these segments of the utility industry hu been quite
similar and the rate of expenditures has been accelerating In recent years (Bee
Exhibit #8).

In the future, It Is anticipated that both of these segments of the publicutility.
Industry win be required to spend far more than they have in the past to meet
expanding service requirements. It Is currently estimated that the capital ex-
penditure requirements of the telephone Industry alone for the six-year period
1974 through 1979 will aggregate more than $96 billion which exceeds the amount
spent during the 14-year period from 190 through 197. The entire Industry is
concerned reading the availability M4 price of these funds. If the United
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States economy Is to expand and compete effectively In the world markets, It is
mandatory that U.8. utilities be able to attract the capital required to make
possible the provision of the vital services demanded by the public. The financial
markets are the mechanism through which this required capital must be raised,
and the utilities must be better equipped than they currently are to compete
effectively in these markets. Also, It is anticipated that the competition for funds
will be more severe in the future.

CAPrrAL Immsrv NATuRE or UTnn-ims

Given unprecedented Inflation and fierce competition for capital, the extreme
degree of-eapital intensity of the utility Industry becomes an acute problem. One
way to Illustrate the capital intensive nature oLthe utility business is to compare
revenues and sales generated per dollar of total assets. Electric, gas and tele-
phone companies on the average generate approximately $5 to $ 5 of revenues
per dollar of total assets, whereas manufacturing companies generally achieve
approximately $1.20 of sales per dollar of total assets employed (See Exhibit #4).
Therefore, telephone and electric 6tilltles are required to invest approximately
four times the amount of capital in order to generate the same revenues as menu-
factoring companies.

CAPIAL GENULArIoN

Capital is obtained from two sources, funds provided from within the business,
known as internally generated funds, and funds obtained from outside the
busines, known as externally generated funds.

iNIUNAJY OLQNLTU) FUDS
A. Retoaise BantWsi

Retained earnings, (L. net income less dividend payments), provide only a
relatively small portion of the total capital requirements for public utilities
There are three reasons for this: (1) the large capital requirement in relation to
Income; (2) inadequate net income because of too low a return currently being
earned on equity investment; (8) the large dividend payments as a percentage
of net Income required by the investors In this Industry.

The capital requirements of GTB telephone operations for 19M8 were 4.4 times
the net Income from telephone operations. Rate of return on equity has declined
largely because inflation and high interest rates have not been sufficiently offet
by the rate increase granted by the regulatory authorities, thus reducing net
income and cash flow.

Generally, return on utility equity has declined since 1966 while interest rates
skyrocketed and regulatory commissions have historically allowed the telephone
utilities a lower rate of return on equity than they have allowed most electric
utilities (See Exhibit #5). These conditions must both be remedied. In the
future, utilities must receive a higher rate of return on equity than previously
allowed or many will be effectively excluded from the financial markets. For
example, in order to preserve the integrity of the existing capital and to attract
new sources of capital, the need for a current return on equity for GTW te1e
phone operations of at least 15% is clearly indicated.

Retained earning are reduced as dividends are increased. The shareholder's
concern with inflation and alternative investment opportunities, afforded by debt
securities and preferred stock, has increased his expectation as to dividend pay.
ments. As dividends have been Increased to meet the inflation concerns of share.
holder, the cash-flow of most companies in the industry has been reduced. Thi
in turn, has resulted in an increased demand on the capital markets Because
of inadequate cash flow, dividend payments currently required will place severe
financial burdens on many utilities. Evidence of this fact was the omission of
Its common stock dividend by Consolidated Edison in the fAit quarter of 1974.

Another major-depressant on retained earnings is the regulatory lag, Le., the
length of time between the application by a utility for rate relief and the grant-
ing of such relief. Faced with high capital demands, a double digit rate of-
inflation and record high interest rates, the response of most of the regulatory
commissions to rate applications has been one of procrastination and delay. For
example during the period January, 1972, through June, 1974, the time span
between the date of filing for rate relief and the date of the order granting rate
relief for GTI averaged approximately eleven months and ranged from a low
of three months to a high of twenty-five months (See Exhibit f8). This only
covers applications wherein orders have already been received, and there are
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numerous other applications still awaiting decision. It should also be noted that
in the case of the shortest time between filing and order, i.e., three months, GTE's
application was denied and no relief whatsoever granted. Even when rate orders
are finally issued, the rate of return allowed is generally woefully inadequate,
and the rate specified is rarely earned because the rates have generally been
based on historic test periods which have already been invalidated by the upward
forces of inflation.
B. Depreofation

Depreciation is a very important factor relevant to internally generated funds.
Current depreciation rates for both rate-making purposes and tax purposes are
clearly not adequate to recover tWe replacement cost of utility, plant and equip-
ment in the face of inflation. The inadequacy of depreciation rates is particularly
injurious to cash flow and thereby puts a further and unjustifiable burden on
capital markets.
0. Intveetmeut To Oredit

To further compound the cash flow problems, the utility industry is allowed
an investment tax credit of only 4% as compared with the 7% allowed other
industries. This discriminatory action has saddled utilities with a built-in dis-
advantage when compared to other companies competing in the same capital
markets. Utilities require much more, not e8e capital than Industrial firms,
and they do not have the flexibility to defer or time their construction programs
to offset reductions in cash flow or poor market conditions.

In summary, because internally generated funds fall far short of meeting
capital requirements, utilities must place ,a far greater dependence on ex-
ternal financing than other companies.

EXTMENALLY GZNF&TW FUNDS
A. Long-Term Debt

The major external source of long-term finance for utilities is the sale of
securities. The utility industry Is characteristically a high-leveraged industry,
but the economic problems of recent years have required an increase in the
degree of leverage to the point where many companies have now exhausted their
flexibility with regard to additional sale of debt In addition, the declining
financial health of the industry has created a widespread reluctance on the
part of investors to purchase further amounts of long-term debt securities
of public utilities.

This disenchantment is evident by the recent increase in the number of nego-
tiated, as opposed to competitive, offerings. The Securities and Exchange Com-
mission recently recognized this problem and is currently allowing utility
holding companies to sell their securities in negotiated public offerings as
opposed to competitive offerings. In addition, more restrictive Investor imposed
terms and conditions of utility debt offerings have sharply increased the cost of
servicing the securities. Furthermore, many utilities have reached, or are ap-
proaching, the point where the sale of additional debt securities Is blocked by
the legal provisions contained in indentures under which existing debt was
issued. These factors have combined to limit severely the use of the long-term
debt market for many public utilities.

A major requirement of an Investor in corporate debt securities Is the interest
coverage provided by Its earnings-the ratio of pre-tax net Income to interest
expense. Interest coverage for utilities has precipitously declined since 1988.
For example, the interest coverage of electric companies has declined about 80%
from 4.4 times earnings in 1968, to 8.1 times earnings in 1Q73. For approximately
1,700 companies, comprising the United States Independent Telephone Associa.
ton (USITA), the coverage has declined from 8.6 times in 1968 to only 8.1 times
in 1978, the same as the coverage for electric utilities. The decline in coverage
has been even more dramatic for American Telephone & Telegraph Company
(AT&T), falling from 7.8 times in 1968 to less than half of that coverage in
coverage, there have been many downgrading in the ratings of public utility
1978 (See Exhibit #7). Largely as a result of this precipitous decline In interest
debt issues during the past several years. For example: since 1970, Standard &
Poor's has downgraded the bond ratings of ixt-two (62) electric and tele.
phone utilities, and during the same time frame, they have raised the ratings
on only seven (7) companies. The downgrading of a corporation's securities
not only results In a substantial increase in interest cost on new issues, but
also causes a contraction in the number of potential investors. These factors,
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unless corrected, can lead to a further downgrading In rating. For example, since
1970, the ratings on the debt securities of the Boston Edison Company have been
downgraded from "AAA" to "'BBB" by Standard & Poo's Corporation.
B. Common iquity

Common stocks of utility companies are selling at historically low price/earn-
ings multiplies. For example the P/19 ratios of AT&T, GTE and Moody's twenty-
four electrics, have declined more than 50% since 1966 (See Exhibit #8).

Most utility stocks are selling below book value, and as a result, each sale
of additional common stock dilutes the existing shareholders' equity. Because
regulatory commissions establish utility rates on the basis of return on invest-
ment, earning power of each existing share is also reduced. Perceiving this
dilution in earning power, Investors revise downward the value they place on
the stock. This action causes further erosion in the market price of the stock,
with the result that subsequent issues must be sold at even a greater discount
from book value.

On July 12, 1974, of 106 utilities listed on the New York Stock Exchange, ap-
proximately 80% were selling below book value, and the median company was
selling at approximately 75% of book value"' (See Exhibit #9). Even further de-
terioration has taken place since July 12, 1974, and now most of the leading
telephone utilities stock, e.g., AT&T, GT]I, United Telecommunications, Southern
New England Telephone & Telegraph.-Rochester Telephone, Pacific Telephone &
Telegraph, New England Telephone & Telegraph, Mountain States Telephone &
Telegraph, Cincinnati Bell and Continental Telephone, ire presently selling for
less than book value.

Studies have shown that the inadequate return on equity is an Important, if
not the most Important, problem that faces the utility industry and directly affects
the relationship of market to book value. In order to have a viable utility industry,
able to serve the long-term needs of the public, It Is mandatory that utility
companies sell at a reasonable premium above book value. Under current economic
conditions, a return on equity of approximately- 15% is generally required itf a
utility's common stock is to sell at or above book value, assuming current debt to
equity ratios.
0. Preferred Stock

Because of the poor, current market for common equities and the continuing
need for funds, many utilities bave turned to the issuance of preferred stock to
satisfy their need for equity funds While preferred stock equity financing may
sometimes be an acceptable substitute for common stock equity financing, the
source of such funds is limited. Unlike bond Interest, preferred stock dividends
are not deductible for tax purposes and therefore reduces cash flow to the full
extent of the dividend paid. Many utilities are forced to market preferred stock,
despite the high cost, because of limitations on the amount of debt they can sell
and the higher cost of selling common stock.
D. Short-Term Debt

Another potential source of externally generated funds is short-term debt;
however, this source s not a satisfactory long-range soluton to the financing
of the capital requirements of the utility Industry. Under current market con-
ditions, the cost of short-term debt Is not only extraordinarily high, but the
liquidity position of utilities Is also of great concern to all and a threat to the
long-term health of the industry. Anything but the highest grade of commercial
paper is extremely difficult to market In fact, A. G. Becker, a leading commer-
cial paper dealer, Indicates that the sale of commercial paper, Grade 2, Le.,
Median Grade, is down approximately 80% since the first of the year, whereas
sales of Grade 8 paper, below Median Grade, s off 60% or more. IntensIifing this
problem, some commercial banks have reached the limit of theirability to
extend lines of credit, and short-term money Is extremely difficult to obtain.

CoNsmtarrxow OumAcKs
In order to reduce some of the pressure for external funds, many utilities

have found it necessary to cut back construction programs. For example, Michi.
gan Bell has already launched an austerity program to cut approximately $2
million a month from its construction budget. Because of high interest costs
and a regulatory lag. General Telephone Company of Ohio has also found It
necessary to severely curtail its construction program so that construction ex-
penditures will not exceed the amount of cash generated internally. TM Neo
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YQrk Timn, of August 11, 1974, reported that approximately $2 billion of capital
expenditure cutbacks were also contemplated by electric and gas utility com-
panies. Although a necessary expedient, it must be recognized that, in the long
run, these cutbacks are not an acceptable alternative to adequate earnings and
will adversely impact service.

Capital conservation programs, based on the cutback of construction programs,
will, of necessity, require an extension of facility and productivity margins;
will curtail essential upgrade programs; and will cause an undesirable reduc-
tion In the labor force.

PROPOsED SOLUTIONS

The utilities are faced, then, with two major problems, both of which demand
immediate solution. The first is Inadequate cash flow, and the second is inadequate
return on equity. Both of these major problems must be remedied soon In order
to enable all utilities, including telephone, to continue the provision of adequate
public service.

Rarm CoNsIDERATIoNs

To mitigate the formidable problems faced by the utility Industry, we recom-
mend changes In three areas:

(A) Reform in the Federal tax laws.
(B) Reform In rate-making procedures.
(C) Reform in accounting practices, particularly for rate-making pdr-

pose.
A. Federal Tax Reform

The following tax amendments are recommended:
(1) The first and most Important reform is the elimination of the discrimi.

nation against electric and telephone utilities in the current law represented by
the Investment tax credit of only 4% as against 7% for other industries. As we
urged at the time the investment tax credit was enacted, and more recently
In a presentation before the Department of Treasury, equitable treatment of
the utilities Is necessary, and It Is entirely proper that they receive the same
Investment tax credit that is made available to other industries. This action
should be taken promptly and made effective at the earliest possible date, and
no later than January 1, 1914. Mh urgency of this proposal is supported by
Arthur F, Burns, Chairman, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
who, In testifying before the Joint economic Committee urged that, "The Admin-
Istration must move more swiftly to aid the troubled utilities Industry by boosting
the investment tax credit for utilities to 7% from 4%."

The elimination of the existing investment tax discrimination, I.e., the increase
of the investment tax credit from 4% to 7% for the utility Industry, would add
significantly to the Industry's cash flow. In the case of GT, this would improve
the cash flow by approximately $150 million for the years 1974 through 1978.

(2) Not only should the investment tax credit for utilities be raised to the cur-
rent rate for Industrial companies but, the investment tax credit for all corpo-
rations should be Increased to 10%.

(8) Related to these two recommendations Is the need to eliminate the 40%
limitation on the use of the investment tax credit Insofar as public utilities
are concerned. The 50% limitation permits the use of the Investment tax credit
only to hext _nt of W% of tax liability. This penalizes the capital intensive
companywItthe lowest ratio of earnings to capital requirements. Such a penalty,
particularly In the case of utilities, is clearly counterproductive. An Increase In
the Investment tax credit to 100 for all corporations, with the elimination of the
560 limitation with respect to public utilities, would provide . much needed
relief for the utility Industry. For 0Th, an Increase in the investment tax credit
from 4%l to 10%, and elimination of the 50% limitation, would increaswthe In-
ternally generated cash by $300 million over the next 5 years. Not only would
It do this, but It would decrease the dividend or interest requirements, since ex-
ternal financing to the extent of $800 million would be eliminated. This in turn
would improve the return on equity and interest coverage.

(4) In order to encourage savings, capital accumulation and Investment, and
simultaneously reduce discretionary funds available for -consumption, it is
recommended that consideration be given to permitting automatic dividend
reinvestment by shareholders without a tax on the dividends until the stock
is sold, at whicir time a -capital gains tax would be paid. An alternative would.
be to permit the establishment of two classes of stock, along the lines of the
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Citizens' Utilities Plan. Under'this Plan, stock dividends may be paid exempt
from taxation as ordinary income on one class of stock and cash dividends on
the other class of stock, with convertibility of one class into the other,

The automatic reinvestment of dividends would open up the market for utility
stocks to those stockholders more interested in capital accumulation than in
the receipt of cash dividends, while not losing the investment interest of those
people interested in cash dividends. While it is not possible to estimate the per-
centage of cash dividends which would be retained rather than distributed, the
cumulative effect would become an important source of internally generated
funds.

Permitting dividend reinvestment by shareholders without tax consequence at
the time of reinvestment would serve to broaden the participation of share-
holders in the reinvestment plans of American Telephone & Telegraph, General
Telephone, United Telecommunications and Oontnental Telephone, each of
which companies now have authorized dividend reinvestment plans.

(5) Dividends paid on new issues of preferred stock of public utilities should
be deductible for tax purposes. Allowing a corporate tax deduction for dividends
paid on new issues of preferred stock would significantly improve the cash flow
of many utilities and improve their return on equity. It would also supply required
equity at a reasonable cost.

(6) FInally, there must be a comprehensive tax program to encourage the
movement of funds from consumption to investment. Such a program will help
all U.S. industry to finance the growth in production capacity that is required
to reverse the current inflationary trend in the United States (See Exhibit No. 10).
B. ReVatory Reform

(1) The primary thrust of regulatory reform must be to obtain a evbetaMtiaUy
higher return on equity. The restoration of a reasonable differential between
return on equity and long-term interest rates that will compensate for the added
risk element in equity investment is necessary.

(2) In addition to making it possible for'the utility industry to earn a rea-
sonable return on equity, it is imperative that steps be taken immediately to
eliminate the excessive regulatory lag. There are a number of different mecha-
nisms which might accomplish this objective. For example:

(a) Rate increases should be authorized to go Into effect immediately upon
the filing of new rates, with a refund bond to protect the customer. Such
increases could be limited to a maximum of 15% of existing rates in any
12-month period.

(b) Utilities should be permitted to use a forecasted test period in fing
rate applications. Presently, in most jurisdictions, rates are based upon a
company's revenue needs as determined by historical operating or earnings
results. Consequently, by the time rates are approved and made effective,
the effects of inflation have further eroded earnings and the utility fails
to earn the rate of return on equity determined to be fair by the regular.
tory authority. The use of forecasted test period results would facilitate
the determination of revenue requirements more in line with current costs
of providing service.

(c) Regulatory authorities should be required to issue final decisions
with regard to applications for rate adjustments within a reasonable finite
period of time after the applicant files an application. This would greatly
assist companies in their short and long-range financing plans which must
be geared to meet demands for service.

(d) A comprehensive program of automatic rate adjustment procedures
- should be adopted. Such -automatic adjustments should include:

i. Changes in Interest rates;
it. Increases in wages;
Iii. Increases In taxes, both income and property;
Iv. Increases In approved depreciation rates; and
v. Increases In other specified expense Items. (See exhibit #11.) .

Some steps are being taken in certain states in regard to the above. These
efforts must be expanded as soon as possible, In order to counteract the dam.
aging effects of Inflation.

The effects of regulatory lag were recognized by Dr. Burns before the Joint
Economic Committee when he indicated that the Administration must move
quickly In urging regulators to speed up decisions on rate increase application&



0. Aooounting Refon
Recommended changes in accounting practices for ratemaking purposes must

include consideration of the following:
(1t) Consideration of the proposal before the FOO for adoption of Equal

Life Group (E)LG) depreciation should be expedited. This change in accounting
should be adopted by all regulatory bodies.

EI[O Is a refinement of the present vintage group depreciation which sub-
divides the vintage group (plant placed in service in a single year) into groups
consisting of units, each of which are expected to have an equal useful life.
This method more nearly matches depreciation expense to the actual useful
life of the plant.

(2) The Inclusion of construction work in progress In the rate base should
be considered. While the allowance of interest during construction increases cur-
rent earnings, it does not provide any current cash flow. The inclusion of con-
struction work in progress in the rate -base for rate purposes would Increase
the current cash flow. (See Exhiblt #120).

CONCLUSION'

I cannot emphasize too strongly the fact that the proposed changes In the
tax law, regulatory and accounting matters, will only be effective if the benefits
are retained by the utilities to strengthen their financial structure and ability
to serve the public and if the regulatory commissions are precluded from flow-
ing through the effect to the rate payers in terms of immediate rate reductions.
This is also Important from the standpoint of protecting the Federal tax revenues
and to minimize the revenue loss from the foregoing tax proposals.

The entire utility industry, ,Wluding the telephone sector, is committed to
providing required public service. We share with the Congress this responsibility
to the American public. We need your enthusiastic endorsement and active sup-
port to accomplish the essential reforms discussed in this statement.

LIsT OF ExHmrrS
1-Inflation 1960-1974.
2-The "Inflation Premium" in Utility Bond Rates.
3-Construction Expenditures,
4---Oomparison of Revenues and Sales Generated per $1.00 of Total Assets.
t--Comparison of Return on Equity-Electrics vs Telephone.
6-OTE Regulatory Lag.
7-Comparison of Pre-Tax Interest Coverage.
8-Comparison of Price Earnings Ratios.
9-Comparison of Market/Book and ROE of 106 N.Y.S.E. Listed Utlities
10-Recommended Changes in Federal Tax Laws.
11-Recommended Ohanges in Rate Making.
12-Recommended Ohanges in Accounting Practices for Rate Making Purposes.
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INFLATION
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f1Hiam 2

THE "INFLATION PREMIUM"
IN UTILITY BOND RATES
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CONSTRUCTION EXPENDITURES

($ Millions)

Year Electrics* Telephone Industry*

1973 $14,600 (Estimated) $11,687

1972 13,385 10,314

1971 11,894 9,438

1970 10,145 8,737

1969 8,294 7,213

1968 7,140 6,033

1967 6,120 5,469

1966 4,932 5,237

1965 4,027 4,769

1964 3,551 4,231
1963 3,319 3,759

1962 3,154 3,557

1961 3,256 3,221

1960 3,331 3,168

TOTAL $ $88,733

Average Annual

Growth Rates

1968.1973 15.4% 13.9%

1960-1968 10.0% 8.4%

Investor-owned Electrics
Smith, Barney & Co., Incorporated (Using Edison Electric Institute
figures)

Includes companies reporting to the United State Independent Telephone
Association (USITA) and AT&T
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COMPARISON OF REVENUES AND SALES
GENERATED PER $1.00 OF 'tOTAL ASSETS

$1.20

$0.30 $025

All Mfg. AT&T**
Cos*

Power
CoO!*

GTE TeL Indep Tel.
Other Than GTE****

*Fortune's 500 May 1974 * * Without Western Electric
* 30 LrstO Combinotion Electric a Gos Cos..Fortune July i974 ""U.S.I.T.A.
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EXH3IBT 5

Comparison of Return on Equity
Electrics vs. Telephone

1966 '67 '68 '69 '70 071 '72 '73
SOURCES: U.S.I.T.A. STATISTICS, AT&T STATISTICAL REPORT

#PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC'S 29 LARGEST STRAIGHT ELECTRICS IN
FINANCIAL DATA: FIFTY LARGEST UTILITY COMPANIES
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NtiHIIr 6

GTE
Regulatory Lag

Orders Received 1/72-6/74

Months From
Date of Filing to

Oate of Order

30[

. 25
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11 MONTHS
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]IEKImry 7

Comparison of Pro-Tax
Interest Coverage

Electrics vs. Telephone

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

SOURCES: U.SI.TA. STATISTICS, AT&T STATISTICAL REPORT
*PACIFIC GAS 1 ELECTRICS 29 LARGEST STRAIGHT ELECTAICS IN MARAIVL
FINANCIAL DATA: FIFTY LARGEST UTILITY CMANIES
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Comparison of
Price Earnings Ratios

P/E Ratio
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24

22

20

18

16

14

12

15.3x
AT&T

MOODY'S 241
UTILITIES P/E

I I I I I I I 1

1966 '67 '68 '69 '70 '71 '72 '73 '74
JULY

SOURCE: MOODY'S INVESTORS SERVICE; AT&T STATISTICAL REPORT

GTE P/E

101F

8

6

4

7.5x
7.3x
6.2x
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fx Hrrr 9

COMPARISON OF MARKET/BOOK AND ROE
OF 106 N.Y. S. E. LISTED UTILITIES

AS OF JULY 12, 1974
market to

2% 4 6 8 10 12 14 15 16
return on equity

SOURCES: Media General Financial Weely, Tne Shoring Resouces

40-544 0 - 74 - 8

18%'
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BxHIrrt 10

RECOMMENDED CHANGES IN FEDERAL TAX LAWS

" ELIMINATE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT DISCRIMINATION WHICH FAVORS
INDUSTRIAL CORPORATIONS

* INCREASE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT TO 10%
- ELIMINATE 50% LIMITATION WITH RESPECT TO PUBLIC UTILITIES

* ALLOW CORPORATE TAX DEDUCTION FOR DIVIDENDS PAID ON NEW
ISSUES OF PREFERRED STOCK OF PUBLIC UTILITIES

• PERMIT AUTOMATIC DIVIDEND REINVESTMENT BY SHAREHOLDERS
WITHOUT TAX ON DIVIDENDS

* ASSET DEPRECIATION RANGE SYSTEM (ADR)-REVISE TO ALLOW GREATER
VARIANCE FROM GUIDELINES (IN EXCESS OF PRESENT 20%)-PROVISIONS
SHOULD BE EXTENDED .TO CERTAIN ASSETS NOW EXCLUDED

* OTHER CHANGES WHICH WOULD ENCOURAGE PRIVATE INVESTMENT
- REDUCE CAPITAL GAINS TAXES FOR INDIVIDUALS AND CORPORATIONS o
- RELIEVE CORPORATIONS FROM MINIMUM TAX, AND ELIMINATE

CAPITAL GAINS OF INDIVIDUALS FROM INCOME'SUBJECT TO MINIMUM
TAX

- SET MAXIMUM TAX ON DIVIDENDS RECEIVED BY INDIVIDUALS
(e.g. 50%) TO REDUCE DOUBLE TAXATION OF DIVIDENDS

- ELIMINATE FROM U.S. INCOME TAX INTEREST AND DIVIDENDS PAID TO
FOREIGN INVESTORS
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Uftnur 11

RECOMMENDED
CHANGES IN RATE MAKING

.* Substantially Higher Return on Equity

* Differential Over Current tong-term Interest Rates

* Elimination of Regulatory Lag

* Immediate Increases Under Bond

*Forecasted Test Period

* Time Limit After Filing

* Automatic Adjustment Clauses
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ftHIT 12

RECOMMENDED
CHANGES IN ACCOUNTING PRACTICES

FOR RATE MAKING PURPOSES

* Equal Life Group Depreciation

* Include Construction Work in Process in Rate Base and
Eliminate Interest During Construction
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STATEMENT or WxuLIAM 0. BuaNs, AsSISTANT TuhAURIU AMEaICAN TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH Co., TO THE S UBoom.MITT'E ON FNANCIAL MAaKxET

My name Is William 0. Burns. This statement is submitted in my capacity
as Assistant Treasurer of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company on
behalf of the 22 Bell System Companies, the names of which are listed on Attach-
ment A to this statement. In connection with the Subcommittee's hearings and
Investigation of the growing threat of domestic financial crisis, I would like to
address my comments particularly to the problems of capital formation and
attraction, specifically as those problems relate to public utilities. References
to "Tables" contained In my statement are to the tables of statistical data at-
tached and made a part of it.

THz RoLz or INVaABTIUOTUR INDUSTRIES

Public and private sector studies -Indicate that the U.S. economy in general
and the utility sector In particular will need substantial increases in production
capacity over the next decade to meet the needs of an expanding economy. One
study, for example, indicates that a tripling of investment over that of the past
decade may be necessary If we are to meet our national economic goals. It is
especially vital that the infrastructure industries-those capital intensive sup-
pliers of base components like energy and communications--be able to success-
fully finance. The growth capacity of all industry will be seriously impaired if
energy and communications capabilities are lacking or inadequate.

The telephone utilities of this country share with its electric utilities the role
of a capital Intensive infrastructure Industry. Both exhibit similar
characteristics:

The need for a high level of capital investment to meet service needs.
(Table 1).

The inability to meet capital requirements solely, from internal sources.
(Table 2).

The concurrent need for regular ongoing infusions of external capitaL
(Table 8).

Government regulation of most aspects of their business.
Both communications and electric energy availability Is a necessary predicate
to sound economic growth. Plant construction must be anticipatory and precede
that of other segments of the economy. As a result, our required growth rate
necessarily has been greater over the postwar period than that of the economy
as a whole. The Bell System, for example, has grown about 8% annually, or
twice as fast as the general economy. Electric companies have experienced
similar growth patterns. The result ofhlgh levels of sustained growth in demand
has been reflected in the construction programs outlined above. We have seen
no evidence that the rate of growth, and hence the need for very large con-
struction programs, is diminishing. The emergence of energy problems com-
plicates the picture for the electric companies, but the need for national energy
self-sufficiency and pollution control seem likely to keep their capital require-

-ments high as well.
We are acutely aware of the growing competition for a limited supply of

Investment capital Winder high Inflationary conditions. Consequently the Bell
System 14ully supports both the concern and the remedial policy objectives of
the government in regard to capital formation.

Inflation affects utilities more adversely than many Industries. Table 4, for
example, shows the cumulative impact of inflation on Bell System construction
expenditures since 1966. Further, investors are increasingly wary of "interest
sensitive" utility stocks, recognizing that regulatory lag and attrition accelerate
equity earnings erosion, particularly In highly inflationary periods. This com-
bination causes a depression of equity markets for utilities, and results In
extreme difficulty, or an actual impossibility, in their raising new equity
capital

The essential nature of utility services precludes their cutting or delaying
construction programs In order to "wait out" high capital costs. Recently some
electric companies have been forced by dire financial circumstances to make such
cuts, but this will undoubtedly pose the serious threat of future capacity
shortages. To further aggravate the situation, postwar debt Issues are beginning
to mature. Refunding these Issues will Increase external financing needs even
further.
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THz BELL SYSTEM'S PSUZNT F2NANOJAL POSTUR

The Bell System is not currently In extreme financial difficulty. By not
pushing Its debt ratio as high as the levels reached by the electric companies
(Table 5), It has maintained some borrowing margin. Thus far the Bell System
companies have been largely successful in holding their Triple A credit ratings.
There has been ample evidence in recent weeks of the value of a top quality
rating In today's difficult markets. We feel strongly that a target debt ratio
of 45% for the Bell System is appropriate for today's circumstances. While
we are somewhat above that level currently, the situation is manageable for
the moment. It should be borne in mind, however, that our options are fast
running out. Should that occur, we would face problems similar to those currently
confronting many of the electric utilities. The electric companies would un-
doubtedly like to reduce their debt ratios, but poor earnings and dismal equity
markets preclude any hope of success at the present time.

The quality of Bell System earnings is also better than that of many other
utilities. For Instance, we have resisted flow-through accounting. Similarly,
because of the shorter lead time required In our construction projects, "interest
during construction" makes up less than 10% of reported earnings, in contrast
to about 25% of reported earnings for the average electric company. In some

cases non-cash earnings of electric companies have accounted for much or all
of reported earnings. Both Investors and rating agencies are quick-to recognize
the hazards of such non-cash figures.

Continued efforts to use debt capital prudently have enabled us to avoid, by
and large, the wholesale downgradings that have occurred In the electric utllty
industry. Table 6 indicates utility downgradings since 1968. We have not escaped
completely unscathed, as Pacific Telephone, New England Tel. & Tel. and the
Southern New England Tel. Co. have been downgraded to Double A. Rating
agencies have evidenced considerable concern about our declining Interest cover-
age (Table 7). We've arrested the decline, bt improvement Is essential if we're
to maintain our ratings.

Most Important, we've been able to generate substantial growth in earnings
per share since 1971 through rigorous expense control and vigorous pursuit of
rate Increases. Our operating ratio, for example, peaked in 1971 and has con-
tinued to improve since that time (Table 8). In contrast, the electric companies
generally have been unable to stem the adverse trend.

This improvement has permitted us to increase the dividend on AT&T stock
in 1972, 1978 and again in 1974, and thus to maintain some modicum of Investor
support. Our market price remains depressed, however, and we suffer the com-
mon Inability to sell new equity. This Is a clear indication that dramatic Im-
provement In both the extant economic and financial environment and our own
earnings level is essential if we are to avoid the financial problems which already
confront a substantial portion of the electric utility industry. We need improved
earnings to avoid financial difficulty, while many other utilities need improved
earnings to overcome their present financial difficulties.

BROAD EkOOoMo PoLler
The fundamental needs of the country, like the need for improved housing, new

systems of urban transportation, cleaner environment, and expansion of our
basic Industries will require an Immense volume of new Investment capital well
above historic requirements. To meet these total capital requirements, the na-
tion's economy will need to allocate a larger proportion of Its butput to capital
formation than It has in the past, as reflected by the historic average. From a
broad policy viewpoint, concentration should be focused on:

1. Regaining control of inflation,
2. Improving both the level of profits generally and public awareness of

the Importance of adequate earning power in our economic system, and
8. Shifting economic output from consumption and government deficit

spending to private savings and Investment
Theprimary role in eseh of these areas must of necessity be taken by the

Federal government. Sound and consistent fiscal and monetary policy Is a neces-
sary predicate to achieving the capital supply and demand balance required if
we are to meet our national economic goal&

Restoration of financial vitality for troubled utilities -and perpetuation of the
financial soundness of those who have to date avoided such difficulties, are like-
wise essential.
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This must include:
L Recognition of the essential role of utilities in our economy,
2. Recognition by regulatory bodies that earnings must reflect the higher

capital costs in today's economic environment, and the adoption of a rate
making philosophy that allows such earnings to be achieved, and

3. Concerted efforts to enhance the internal financing capacity of utilities
generally.

UTILrrIFs AND INFLATION
'The problems resulting from rapid inflation and inadequate capital formation

are pervasive. "hey will not be easily resolved, and certainly regulatory commis-
sions, as well as consumers generally, need to recognize that "holding the line"
on utility rates will only tend to exacerbate th6 situation. Utilities are victims of
inflation, not Its cause. Mofit importantly, the role of public utilities as infra-
structure industries means that any reduction In the general availability of serv-
ice provided by them would seriously retard other industrial growth. This, in
turn, could diminish efforts to Increase the supply of goods, and thwart the cur-
rent efforts to moderate Inflation.

Sound financial health for most utilities can be achieved at a reasonable cost to
the consumer. The required increase in rates for the Bell System and for the
average electric company would be less than 10% of current revenues, assuming
a full and timely recovery of 'other unavoidable increases In expense. This is a
small price to pay when the sobering alternatives are considered.

'At the same time, utility managers cannot, and should not, expect to solve all
their financial problems through rate increases. Effective management of ex-
penses Is an absolute necessity. Productivity improvements must be pursued.
Increased emphasis must be placed on both basic and applied research and devel-
opment which can yield enormous dividends. The Bell System's own Integrated
structure, with Western Electric Company and the Bell Telephone Laboratories
working together with AT&T and the telephone operating companies on the basic
problems of developing and applying emerging technology to communications, has
enabled us to improve productivity at rates well above tbe national average.
Similar efforts on the part of the electric Industry have been more fragmented.
While the multiplicity of electric companies complicates the problem, a broadly
based research and development effort by the electric utility Industry seems vital
to any attempt at meeting their long run objectives.

CAPrrAL FOsUATION AqD UTILITY RoGULATION-

'There is little that utilities can do to stimulate the formation of external capi-
tal for Investment. Certainly we should make every effort to insure adequate
earnings capacity so that we will be able to compete successfully for the supply of
capital that Is available. Increasing the sie of the total investment supply Is
beyond the scope of our operations and abilities. Consequently, we can only give
full support to the government efforts to stimulate savings generally, and thereby
to ultimately Increase the supply of investment funds available to all industry.

'There are substantial areas, however, where utilities, regulators, and the Fed-
eral government can work together to enhance the Internal financing capability of
the public utility sector. Insofar as specific proposals are concerned, we generally
support all well reasoned approaches aimed at stimulating the generation of
funds from Internal sources, and thus mitigating the need to draw on external
financing. It Is imperative, however, that the benefits of any such proposals in
fact be allowed to enhance capital generation and not be "flowed through" to
ratepayers in the form of lower rates to current users. While adequate transition
procedures must, of coursi, accompany any changes, the basic thrust of legislation
to enhance capital formation should not be deflected.

-With this thought In mind, I would now like to touch briefly on a number of
proposals and ireas of possible legislative and/or regulatory changes which could
be Important assurances of the long run financial stability of this country's public
utilitia

1. We completely support proposals to provide to all utilities full parity with
other industry with respect to the availability of the Investment tax credit.
The current 4% level available to utilities has helped them to finance an in-
creased portion of their needed construction expenditures from internal sources.
Any acceleration of that trend would benefit both telephone and energy users
as well as other essential users of capital. An Increase In internal financing
capability would also permit a better assimilation of necessary but non-produe-
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tivity improving investments (pollution control, fuel conversion, etc.) and a
more rapid implementation of modernization investment resulting from im-
proved technology. To make the credit meaningful to many of the most troubled
utilities, the increase in the credit should be accompanied by the removal, or at
least a liberalization of the limitations on its availability.

2. The allowance of adequate depreciation rates for tax and regulatory pur-
poses is likewise imperative if utilities are to restore financial vitality. The
Bell System is currently proposing to the Federal Communcations Commis-
sion the adoption of an Equal Life Group accounting system which would
more closely match the allowable depreciation expense to the life of the plant.
The adoption of more rapid depreciation could offer the potential for substantial
increases in our ability to finance internally. The desirability of any such
change is inextricably linked to the simultaneous provision of the revenues
associated with the change, to assure that further equity earnings erosion will
not occur.

& Recently there have been legislative proposals to eliminate the Asset De-
preciation Range (ADR) system. Since Its adoption, ADR has been an important
source of internally generated funds for utilities in general and the Bell System
in particular. Its repeal at this time would not only be unrealistic in terms of
actual capital recovery, but unfair in the face of rampant Inflation. Rather,
current economic conditions require that we should consider revisions in the
present system to allow greater variance from guidelines (in excess of the
current 20%) and extension of ADR to certain assets now excluded. We support
these changes, and strongly oppose those efforts aimed at the elimination or
reduction of the current ADR provisions.

4. The present tax law (through amendments added in 1969) contains strict
provisions taxing distributions of stock and stock rights where shareofners
have options to receive cash or Increase their proportionate interest in a
corporation. Changes to lberalize these provisions in terms of tax relief for
distributions of stock or stock rights, I.e., establishing two classes of com-
mon stock, could be beneficial. More specifically, a dividend reinvestment plan
wherein the immediate tax liability for dividends reinvested In new com-
mon stock is eliminated or deferred would be most helpful in attracting addi-
tional equity capital. In our own case, such a provision could substantially
augment the $200 million of new capital we'are annually raising through the
AT&T dividend reinvestment plan.

5. The inclusion of plant under construction in the utility rate base, and the
allowance of a full return on that investment, would eliminate the need for
deductions for Interest charges during construction. This change In regulatory
practice would Improve the overall quality of utility earnings. The greatest
beneficiaries of such a change would be the electric utilities, since larger single
construction projects with longer completion periods cause interest during
construction to be a much larger portion of their reported earnings than that
of other utilities

6. Regulatory permission to expense certain items currently capitalized, such
as station connection charges, would be helpful i the revenue requirements asso-
ciated with stleh a change were authorized concurrently. "Oustomei' Movement"
necessitated a $1.4 Billion investment in the Bell System during 1978. Some sort
of gradual phase-in, on a prospective basis, would probably be essential to any
shift towards expensing items of this magnitude.

7. There are a number -of procedural areas In the regulatory process which
should be changed and which would markedly improve the internal financial
capacity of utilities.

Capital costs, revenue-expense relationships, and rate base Items must all
be computed on a timely basis. The most effective way to recognize increas-
ing costs is to adopt a future test period for use in computing revenue
requirements in the rate making process.

The lag period between the time necessary rate increases are requested
and the time they are granted must be shortened. The most effective solu-
tion to regulatory delay Is regulatory permission to institute interim rates
under bond while the rate case Is in progress. Establishing limits on the
length of periods during which proposed rates may be suspended Is also
helpful.

The problem of attrition needs wider recognition. The primary cause of
attrition is embedded paet inflation. The result of attrition, when coupled
with regulatory lag and inflation, Is that the utility is unable to earn the
allowed rate of return.
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The financing job that needs to be done over the next decade is massive. In-
flation must be brought under control. But while that is being accomplished, ira
plementation of the above recommendations would help assure the continued
financial stability of public utilities in this country, and enable the Bell System
to continue to provide the top quality communications service this country has
come to expect. However, I mentioned earlier, these proposals are only a part of
the answer. Substantially higher levels of earnings and a more responsive regula-
tory attitude are also necessary.

UTILTIrS AND CAPrTAL COSTS

As a regulated business the Bell System is continually faced with the problem
of explaining to a skeptical public how good earnings are the wherewithal for
quality telephone service. That same public's continuing demand for communi-
cations service means that the telephone industry mut be able constantly to at-
tract large amounts of new capital. The most important and fundamental ele-
ment in maintaining or restoring the financial vitality of public utilities is their
achievement of earnings levels full in keeping with contemporary economic and
financial circumstances.

The current level of inflation means earnings levels well above levels that were
adequate in the past and well above the current earnings levels of nearly all
utilities. Yesterday's rates cannot cope with today's level of inflation. Moreover,
financial "gimmicks" are not a substitute for earnings. Faculty leasing and other

"off balance sheets" forms of financing, floating rates, Federal guarantee of utility
debt, and other so-called novel or innovative approaches are designed to treat
the symptoms rather than the root cause of utility financial problems-inade-
quate earnings. These symptomatic remedies are not constructive long range
cures for the ills that beset our utilities. but are merely fiscal palliatives.

A principal source of capital for utilities is the debt market. Inflation has
caused a marked escalation of new debt costs and hence a dramatic increase in
the embedded cost of debt. Table 9 siiws the average new debt cost for the Bell
System since 19f4. New rates have more than doubled, and the estimated em-
bedded cost of debt at the end of this year is greater than the new debt cost as
recently as 1968& The rapid rise in the embedded cost reflects both higher costs
and our heavy reliance on debt.

This heavy reliance on debt financing over the past few years has been required
because of the continuing inability of utilities in general, and the Bell System
In particular, to raise new common equity capital. Table 10 indicates the changes
which have occurred in the capital structure of the Bell System since 1964. The
continued inability to raise common equity capital on reasonable terms since 198-
69 necessitated use of preferred and convertible preferred stock. The size of this
market is quite limited, however, and it will, at best, only accommodate a small
portion of our equity needs. So we must soon be able to return to common equity
financing.

The extent of the deterioration in the equity markets for utility stocks is evi-
dent in Tables 11, 1A and 13. Although the market in general has been depressed
since late 1972, because of severely depressed earnings, the utility sector has fared
far worse than most others. The investor In utility common stocks has seen his
position substantially weakened, Table 14 shows the erosion of the utility equity
owners' claim on total return that has taken place since 196. Investors are not
likely to advance additional funds unless they feel that this pattern is likely to
be reversed. The competition for available funds is likely to be fierce as utilities
increasingly vie with others for available funds. The external capital needs of the
petroleum, paper, aluminum, and steel industries, for example, are likely to be
much larger than in the past. Utilities will only be able to attract required equity
capital If their earnings are competitive with those afforded by alternative invest-
ment opportunities.

The old "rules of thumb" as to what is reasonable for utility earnings must be
re-evaluated in the light of today's economic environment. 'Tble 15 indicates
the changes which have occurred over the past several years. Both a broad cro-
section of the market and, more Importantly, the firms which offer prime com-
petition for equity capital, are able to offer substantially higher book returns to
investors. There is substantial evidence that the higher book returns do produce
higher realized returns In the market place. The conclusion seems inescapable:
utility earnings must increase if utilities are to compete successfully for their
portion of a limited supply of capital
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Rate relief, adequate and timely, will be required. Our studies indicate that our
own return requirements will be In the range of 18% to 14% percent on com.
mon equity i inflation subsides to the 6%-7% range. While this is about in line
with what a broad cross-section of American industry has earned in the past, it
i well above anything the Bell System has achieved to date. Similar, or even
greater, increases in earnings may be required by other telephone and power
utilities.

In summary, we are convinced that the hope of preserving the financial integrity
of our nation's public utilities lies in the combined efforts of utility managers,
regulatory bodies, and the Federal government. Managers exercising responsible
judgment and planning can minimize costs, Increase productivity and Improve
services. Regulators can assure full recovery of invested capital and authorize
earnings attractive enough to generate continued Investment. The Federal gov-
ernment, and the Subcommittee, can act to stimulate an increase in internally
generated funds and provide important incentives to capital Investment. To
gether we can guarantee that the United States will continue to have an adequate
level of high quality utility services available when needed.

TABLE I.-CONSTRUCTION IXIPNOITURW

(OWdrs in mOW

Invm1-omwwd
Bell system ge ri 1

1964 ..................................................... 9$19 A3551
IM . ..................................................... . 3,91 4,.027
1966.............................................................. 4, 1" 4
1961.......... ............................................... 4.310 0
19 ..................................................................... 4. 742 140

1971 ....................................................................... 7 564 11,894
1972 ...... ................................................ 1 385
1973.......................................................... 14,It600
1974 pr........ .............. .: ........ : : .4. : ::.: . :.":: . I a IA 300

IV S.. .. ... .... . . .. ... .. ... ... ... . . .. 10400 14.400

So.r": SmIIt. Barny & Commy

TABLE 2.-INTRNAL FINANCING AS A PIERCE T OF CONSTRUCTION EXPENDITURES

AT. & T. ulles

1964 ..................................................................... 66.2. 0
1965 ...................................................................... 64. 8 . I
196 ....................................................................... 62.3 44.9
1,6 ....................................................................... 6&44,.,1W ...... ... .................................... ..................... 62.7 : 1
191 ...................................................................... 5 .6 41.6

Ila ....................................................................... 4L .3Z 32.191 .... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. 3L 6 25.2192................................................... 57.4 35.2
1974 st e............................................................. 65.0 3 .0

' oarwe: Smith Barmy & Co.
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TABLE 3.-A.T. A T. CONSTRUCTION EXPENDITURES AND NEW MONEY REQUIREMENT

potters In milloHI

Inlmal sources

Cestnidlo Now mame Rotainod Do4erred
Pdtres requiroment omIlpr Deprediation taxes

19664 ....................... $ 1 $1,314 $-6n $1,494 $196
3,918 1,482 72 1,654 162.. '.:.4,1"3 t 66 666 1,825 1231967 ....................... 4,310 1,669 560 1,971 200

1968 ...................... 4,742 2,040 609 2,146 216
19 . . 5,731 2 413 837 2 316 266
19 ....................... 7,15 4173 765 463 247

7,564 3,931 929 2,4654
1k7 306 3,67 1 :014 2936 87r e ....................... .020 3,52 1 111 312 1,6,70 00l , ............. , o 1,300 3, 1500

TABLE 4.--CUMULATIVE IMPACT OF INFLATION ON BELL SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION EXPENDITURES

ain thousands

constuow C4svo combtrum

,axopendktie edture wooedbwre
Iacrrntdllrs ulSdollas dw e fh

1" ........................................................ $11 7 . .. o~.... o.... o........ o.............. .. o..o. o... 439 , r 99..........::............................................. 495 4,, 57,,1.9
1971 ....................................................... 7,564,107 5 VA,8"IIw

.......................................... 16. 5,$49W061
1974 pmot ...............

TABLE 5.--EST RATIO
II. perceet

BIN Systm Asn edecbic BOeNOi
1164 32.3 4840
196 ...................................................... 31. 3 47.0
196 ...................................................... 31.2 48.4
19. ............................................ 33.8 49.2
1970............................................. 4230 53.4
1971 .... 2........................................... .5 53,85K.

17 ............................................ 4. 53.5
.....73 .......................................... 47.5 51LISK
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TABLE 6.-UTILITY DOWNGRADINGS SINCE JAN. 1, 1968

TRIPLE A TO DOUBLE A

Connecticut Utht & Power. South Now England Telephone.
Philadelphia Electric. Consumers Power.
Wisconsin Electric Power. New England Telephone & Telegraph.
Duquesne Ught Baltimore Gas & Eltctrc.
Boston Edison. Commonwealth Edison.
Duke Power. Pacific Telephone & Telegraph.
Kansas City Power & Uight. Cleveland Electric Illumination.
Ohio Edison.

DOUBLE A TO SINGLE A

National Fuel Gas. Iowa Power & LighL
Niagara Mohawk Power. Central Hudson Gas & Electric.
Metropolitan Edison. Columbus & South Ohio Electric.
Potomac Electric Power. Iowa-Illinois Gas & Electric.
Wisconsin Public Servte. Pennsylvania Power.
Bell Canada. Cambridge Electric Ught.
Bocton Edison. Duke Power.
Indiana & Michian Electric. Qa Power.
Madison Gas & Electric. Canal Electric.
Pennsylvania Electric. Boston Edison.
Rocheiter Gas & Electric. Atlantic CIty Electric.
Appalachian Power. National Gas Pipeline of America.
Monophela Power. San Diego Gas & Electric.
Elizabethtown Gas. Union Electric.
Carolina Telephone & Telegraph. Wisconsin Power & Light
New England Power. Connecticut Light & Power.
Iowa E Lctic Ught & Power. Hartford Electric Light.
New Bedford Gas & Edison UghL Western Massachusetts Electric.
Ohio Power. Detroit Edison.
Florida Power & Ught. Central Illinois Ught.
Pennsyvan a Power & UxhL Delmarva Power & Light.
Hai l Virginia Electric & Power.
Cali Consumers Power.
Toledo Edison. Long Island Lighting.

Moody's as of July 15, 1974, S. & P. as of July 12,1974.

TABLE 7.-INTEREST COVERAGE POST.TAX
[in percent

Bell System Ass electrics H tighga

1964 ...................................................... 6.18 4.8 4.2
1965 ...................................................... 6.39 -. 1 4.
1966 ............................................ 6.29 4.9 4.
1967 ..................................................... 5.52 4.7 3.9
1968 ............................................ 4.84 4.3 3.5
1969 ................................. ..... 4.25 3.9 3.2
1970 ...................................................... 3.27 3.4 2.9
1971 .................................................... . 2.80 3.0 2.7
1972 ...................................................... 2.77 2.9 2.7
1973 ...................................................... 2.76 2. 9 2 6

TABLE &-OPERATING RATIO
(In percent]

Manufacturing
Bell System Electric utilities Industry

1964 ...................................................... 59.4 53.4 92.7
1965 ..................................................... 60.3 53.6 92.0
1966 ...................................................... 59.8 53.5 92.2
1967 ...................................................... 60.1 54.0 93.2
1968 ...................................................... - 59.9 54.2 93,1
1969 ...................................................... 61.3 55.1 94.3
1970 ...................................................... 64.1 57.9 95. 7
1971 ...................................................... 65.2 59.2 95.2
172 ...................................................... 64.7 59.4 94.8
1973 ...................................................... 63.8 NA NA
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TABLE 9.-BELL SYSTEM DEBT COSTS

fpn percent]

Now debt costs Embedded cost

1964 ....................................................................... 4.54 3.81
1965 ....................................................................... 4.62 3.86
1966 ..................................................................... 5.49 4.07
1967 ....................................................................... 5.86 4.27
1968 ....................................................................... 6.61 4.54
1969 ..................................................................... 8.02 5.20
1970 ...................................................................... & 73 5.78
1971 ....................................................................... 7.57 .94
1972 ....................................................................... 7.37 6.11
1973 ....................................................................... 7.92 6.54

TABLE 10.-BELL SYSTEM CAPITAL STRUCTURE RATIOS

pn percent

Debt Preferred Common

1964 ....................................................... 31.5 0.1 68 4
1965 ................... . 31.5 .1 68. 4
1966 ........................................................ 32.9 .1 67.0
1967 ....................................................... 34.5 .1 65.4
1968 ....................................................... 36.4 .1 63.5
1969 ....................................................... 39.5 0 60.5
1970 ....................................................... 44.9 0 55.1
1971 ....................................................... 45.5 2.8 51.7
1972 ....................................................... 47.4 3.7 48. 9
1973 ....................................................... 47.6 5.0 47.4

TABLE 1.-MARKET PRICE

11964-1001

Moody's 24 MOdy's 125
A.T. & T. unities Industa

1964 .............................. 100.00 100.00 100.00
1965 ....................................................... 95.61 107.65 109.97
1966 ....................................................... 80.00 94.61 103.18
1967 ..................................................... 78.50 93.67 112.18
1958 ...................................................... 74.21 90.45 122.17
1969 ....................................................... 75.71 !P.93 121.12
1970 ....................................................... 66.88 i.69 104.75
1971 ....................................................... 65.87 77.38 123. 28
1972 ....................................................... 64.75 73.74 140.18
1973 ......................................... ............. 72.33 65.47 137.79

TABLE 12.-PIE RATIO

Mood's 24 S. &P. 425 Top 50
A.T. & T. utilites Industrials hodInp '

1964 .............................................. 21.55 20.12 17.63 22.6
1965 ............................................... 19.61 19.76 16. 82 23.4
1966 .............................................. 15.15 16.34 15.21 21.9
1967 ............................................... 14.47 15.27 17.04 26.8
1968 ............................................... 13. 83 14.75 -17.30 26. 3
1969 ............................................... 13.23 13. 66 17.46 26.6
1970 ............................................... 11.72 11.48 16.49 23. 4
1971 ............................................... 11.53 11.79 18. 02 26. 2
1972 .............................................. 10.43 10.37 18. 03 29.7
1973 ............................................... 9.99 9.43 13.52 2. 8

I Source: Bell System penon fund holdings ranked by percent of market value of the total portfmio.
I Preliminary.
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TABLE 3.-M/D RATIO

Mood'24 S. & P. 425 Top50
A.T. & T. Industras holdings

1 2.05 2.28 2.20 4.40
:""::::::::'':::::'::::: L07 2.35 2.23 5.04

.............................................. L 1.74 21 5.4
............................................. 1 . 1. 0 2.10 5.37

172L ..................................... . L 07 2.14 5.55
173 ........................................... . LOS .00 2.0 5.12

I Source: Bell System pension fund holding ranked by percent of market value of th total pormfolIo.

Estimated.

TABLE 14.-EROSION OF EQUITY OWNER'S POSITION

pn percetl

1965 1973

Capital Cost Capital Cost I

1.16 I. rturn On IYUllU WlpIUIaWelabtad commoents:
Deb- ..L....L............................................. 31.3 x 3.8-1.1I 47.5 x 6.3-2.99
Preferred .................................................. 0.1 x 6.5- .01 4.2 x 7.8- .33
Common ................................................... 6.6 x 9.5-6.52 48.3 x 10.5-5.07

After tax earnngs on total capital ............................................... 7. ............
Clim onunls: l ,, *p , :.

.Il "1 . UI
Fixed chwe claim .......................................... . -15.5

7.72
- 39.6

.39

Equity owner's dlm ........................................
6.52

7.72
-4.5

High Grade Electics return on Invested capit:2 Wighed components:
petb. ...................................................... 49.8 x 3.7-1.84
Preferred .................................................. 10.1 x 4.6m..46
Common ................................................... 40.1 x 13.8-5.53

After tax eaWr on total capital .......... ........ . . . . . . .......
Claim on earns: 1.84+.46

Fixed charge ddm .......................................... 7.3 -29. 4

Eqity owner's da ............cl........................
5.53
7.83

-70.6

&07

8.39
-60.4

z=

53.7 x .7- 3.06
11.6 x .9- .68
34.7 x 12.4- 4.30

&.04

8.06 + .68 -
&.04

4.30

8.04
-53. 5

'Earned Rat for Common Equity.

TABLE I.--A.T. & T. VERSUS COMPETITIVE RETURFI
(in perceul

A.T. & T. Return on equity

Current Embedded RtuM T
debt debt on S.AP. 5

Year Inflation co cost capital A.T. A T. 425 hdlgs,

196 .................. 4 8.02 & 7.73 9.51 14.6 19.1
1170 .6 .72 L 7.62 9.16 12.3 18.0
1071 ................... 41.7 17.

3 6.11 7.7 2. 37 12 .7
5 L:9 654 L.30 10.47 14.3 1

1#74 projection ..... 10 9.56 6.8 '9.6 '10.7 NA NA

' Somrce: BollSyste, pension, fuod holdiup ranked bypertent of market value of the total portoo
' Consensus foras o0 Market letters.
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ATTACHMENT A

BELL SYSTEM COMPANIES

American Telephone and Telegraph Company.
The Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania.
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated.
The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Companies.
Cincinnati bc1. !nc.
Illinois Bell Telphone Company.
Indiana Bell Telephone Company, Incorporated.
Michigan Bell Telephone Company.
The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Comphny.
New England Telephone and Telegraph Company.
New Jersey Bell Telephone Company.
New York Telephone Company.
Northwestern Bell Telephone Company.
The Ohio Bell Telephone Company.
Pacific Northwest Bell Telephone Company.
The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company.
South Central Bell Telephone Company.
Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company.
The Southern New England Telephone Company.
Southwestern Bell Telephone Company.
Western Electric Company, Incorporated.
Wisconsin Telephone Company.

U.S. INDEPENDENT ITLEPHONE ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D.O., August 14, 1974.

Senator LLOYD BENTSEN,
Chairma% Subcommittce on Finanolal Markets, Comtittee on Finance, Wash-

ington D.C.
DzA M& CHAIMAN: In reference to the hearings held by your Subcommittee

August 7 and 8, 1974 on "The Growing Threat of a Domestic Financial Crisis/'
the United States Independent Telephone Association was invited to submit a
statement for the record.

Accordingly, we are enclosing an original and five copies of our statement
and, in behalf of the Independent telephone industry, we thank you for allowing
us to Iubmit our view for the record.

Sincerely yours,
THOMAS HOWAUTH,

Director of Government Relations.

STATEMENT OF THE UNITED STATES INDEPENDENT 'ELEiPHON AssocuTri

The United States Independent Telephone Association (USITA) is the national
trade association of the Independent (non.Bell) segment of the telephone
industry in the United States. -The Independent telephone industry consists of
1,705 operating telephone companies serving over 25 million telephones through
11,100 exchanges in over one.half of the served geographical areas of the nation.
These companies, together with the operating companies of the Bell System, pro-
vide exchange and Inter-exchange telecommunications services through the inte-
grated facilities of the telephone network.

We would like to bring to the attention of the Senate Subcommittee on Finan-
cial Markets. some badly needed changes which are required in the tax and
regulatory rules for utilities. Changes are needed to attract the massive amount
of capital for the expansion and modernization required In the telephone
industry as well as in other segments of the utility industry. Although our
member companies have not experienced the extreme financial trauma of Con-
solidated Edison, great difficlties exist in, attracting capital of a quantity and
at a rate which Is necessary to the financial health of the industry as well aX.to
give the service our customers require and regulatory agencies demand.

Utility stock prices have suffered a much greater decline than indtustry in
general. Utility equity investments were formerly considered to be a good hedgi
against inflation and a rather stable investment. The public's confidence in, thee
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long-standing concepts has been greatly damaged. Accordingly, the telephone
industry has shared with the utility industry in general a very poor market show-
Ing, which makes new debt Issues very difficult to market and equity issues
nearly impossible.

Attached hereto and made a part of this statement are exhibits covering the
following areas: -

Ewhibit .- Tax changes needed to be considered by the Congress.
Exhibit 11.-Regulatory changes needed to be implemented by the Federal

and State regulatory agencies.
B hlbit III.-Information bearing on capital needs, capital sources, the In-

crelng debt-equity ratio and the high cost of raising capital today for the
independent telephone industry.

_- EMxHmT I

TAX OHANOGS NHKED
1. Investment Credit

The Investment credit rate should be increased from 4% to at least the 7%
which is granted to non-regulated companies. A rate of 10% would be more
appropriate. The investment credit limitation should be eliminated. Normaliza-
tion accounting should be required for additional Investment credit benefits
resulting. Consideration should also be given to requiring normalization on the
full-amount including the 4%.

Originally the investment credit for regulated companies In general was 3%
A few years ago this was changed to 4%. It has become more evident that the
real competitive factors are source of funds rather than business-type competi.
tion. Therefore, this discrimination should be eliminated. Furthermore, utilities
are suffering from lack of investor Interest to an even greater extent than other
industries.

As to the elimination of the 50% limitation on the investment credit, there
has never been any logical basis for this limitation except protection of the
revenue. The 50% limitation discriminates against those companies which do
most to carry out the objectives of the Congress in making the investment tax

credit available. Carryover provisions cannot permit full use of the investment
credit entitlement for many rapidly expanding companies.

A normalization requirement for additional benefits might be granted under
the investment credit, either through increasing the rate or as to the elimination
of the limitations, should be proposed on a similar basis as provided by Congress
in recent years The logical basis of this action is well understood and will not be
developed further here. Furthermore, the benefits that are granted under present
law for "ihe Investment credit should be required to be normalized for regulated
compa,les. The problems that "flow through" rate making creates are becoming
better, known to the companies and to the regulators as well as time goes on.
S. Two classes of Common Stock-Dividend Reinvestment

The 1969 law prohibits common stock which permits certain taxpayers to
choose dividend income while other taxpayers are allowed in effect to plow back
their dividends tax free and realize them, if at all, at a later time through
capital gains. Under this post-1969 rule, utilities are forced to choose between
appealing to the widows' market that requires high dividends rather than to
appeal to more wealthy individual Investors who are looking for capital gain
opportunities. It is most unfortunate that this latter group is essentially barred
from investing through the restrictions that the tax law places on the investment
marketing mechanisms.

There may have been some opportunity for abuse under pre-1969 law in closely
held corporate situations, but to our knowledge none occurred with respect
to utilities. Therefore, while the 1969 law cured no abuses with regard to util-
ities, it does inhibit a more broad marketing of sFLock of utilities and practically
inhibits corporate level earning retention for internal growth. Therefore, the
1969 prohibition should be repealed for stock in utilities and utility holding
companies.

Allowing a tax free reinvestment of dividends by stockholders of utilities or
utility holding companies would be an alternative to the two classes of common
stock which might serve the same objective.
8. TPa Deduotion for New Preferred Stock Is sue

The dividends paid on new issues of preferred stock should be deductible by
public utilities. There is a precedent for this treatment as to pre-1941 Issues. The
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thought in that prior action is still relevant: preferred stock dividends have
many of the characteristics of debt securities on which interest is deductible.
Such a change would be beneficial in permitting a more favorable debt-equity
ratio to develop and to expand the market for preferred beyond corporate and
fund holders.

This in part works toward an integration of the individual and corporate
income taxes (to eliminate double taxation) which Is taking place In many Eu-
ropean countries and which Is a desirable movement.
4. Reduce Oapital Gain to Sharehokder_

We were gratified to see the recent tentative decision of the Ways and Means
Committee to give some modest recognition for the effect of Inflation on the
tax cost of securities. This concept should be expanded so that a more direct
and full recognition of the true cost of an asset could be given by adjusting the
basis of the asset sold by an inflation factor. An adjustment of the basis of an
asset for price level increase is preferable in concept to the sliding scale not
only in principle but also in the manner In which losses are treated. Still any
technique which rewards and attracts capital is worth considering.

The effect of the minimum tax to date has been principally to impose an
additional tax on investors. If any minimum tax concept is to be continued to
apply to shareholders, the concept should be a true minimum tax rather than an
additional tax as it presently Is.
S. Increased Dividend exemption

Individuals have been entitled to a $100 to $200 exclusion of dividend income
for many years. Treasury has recently suggested that this minor benefit be
eliminated.

If it Is to stay at Its present level, the amounts are perhaps so Insignificant
that the benefits of simplification may outweigh the benefits to the contrary.
However, this Is an appropriate time to take a modest additional step toward
corporate and individual tax integration in the manner that Is taking place in
European countries.

Accordingly, the exclusion should be increased to some more significant
amount, such as $1,000, rather-than to eliminate It. Incentives which encourage
small investors are very much in the national interest Spending would be re-
duced and savings increased. This in turn would reduce inflation and Increase
productivity.

ExHIrIT II

UBOUIATOBY OHANOES NKEW

1. AUow Higher Rantings on Rquqvi
Some companies in the Independent telephone industry are quite highly

leveraged in -comparison to the Bell System companies and have debt-equity
ratios that range from 56%-70%. Due to inadequate earnings and soaring in-
terest rates, interest coverage ratios for many companies have fallen to the point
where the companies are all but precluded from issuing additional debt. Similar
factors and market conditions have also restricted the use of equity financing.
At the same time, customer demand and construction expenditures have con-
tinued to rise. Other capital intensive industries are facing similar problems,
placing a severe drain on the capital market. Regulators must acknowledge the
need to provide higher rates of return on equity to compensate the investor
for the additional risk he assumes.
2. Authorize Automatio Adjustment Olause*

A problem that faces all telephone companies today Is their Inability to recover
costs of operation on a current basis. Gas and electric companies have been given
the opportunity to recover Increased costs on a more current basis by means of
purchased gas and fuel adjustment clauses. The telephone industry could be
helped significantly if automatic adjustment clauses for payroll, Interest and
other costs were permitted.
8. consider Depreoation Ohanges, Suoh as Rqual idfe Group Method

Current depreciation practices should be thoroughly studied to assure that
capital Is recovered on a timely basis. One depreciation method currently being
considered is the Equal Life Group Method. This method attempts to approximate
more closely than vintage group accounting the amount of depreciation that would
be recorded If each unit of property were Individually depreciated over Its life.

40-544 0 - T4 - 9
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More timely recovery of capital through currently Increased depreciation provi.
sions would increase funds provided internally and would help to offset the
ravages of Inflation.
4. Reduce Rvguato Lo by HetabUe1mg Soheduv for Ommfonm Act"

Changes in today's regulatory techniques and methods are necessary to assure
telephone companies that they are able to actually earn at least the allowed rates
of return. Considering the effects of inflation, It is not acceptable to allow rate
increases to eme effective six months to a year after the need for increased
revenues has occurred.

There are several means at hand that could decrease regulatory lag and provide
for a quicker recovery of current costs:

1. Allow use of forward test period.
2. Allow increased rates to become effective, subject to refund, with minimal

suspension periods.
. Attrition factors could be used to offset the effect of embedded Inflation in

rate base.
5. Include Oomtruooti Work in Progreus in Rate Roe

In order to Increase cash flow and the quality of public utilities earnings,
construction work in progress (CWIP) should be Included in rate base and
allowed to earn a full rate of return. Most Jurisdictions now provide that carrying
coats for OWIP be added to the cost of the facilities and credited to income as an
allowaxce for funds used in construction (AFC). Weis practice does not provide
the cash currently that Is required to pay the carrying costs and therefore in-
creases the amount of capital the utility is required to raise. Also, the investing
community is becoming increasingly concerned with the lack of quality of earnings
of utilities which include large credits for AFC.
6. Prioe-Level Aocouxt1g

Rate making techniques should give effect to price-level accounting in deter-
mining rate base and cost of service. Historical cost rate regulation impairs the
real economic return of utilities on a price-level basis. The Financial Accounting
Standards Board is presently studying the issues related to reporting the effects
of general price level changes in financial statements but price-level changes
must be recognized for rate making purposes if the utility investor Is to be
protected from inflation.

ExHiBrr III

LISTInG OF SCHDUL=

schedule
1----------------
28---------------
4 ----------------

5-------------
-----------------

8 ---------------
9 ----------------

10 ----------------
11 ----------------

12 ----------------
18-----------------

Do"P90e0
Composition of the telephone industry.
Relevant Independent Telephone Co. information.
Independent telephones In service.
Independent Telephone gross additions to plant
Cumulative impact of inflation on Independent Tele-

phone construction expenditures..
Independent Telephone plant Investment per telephone.
Independent Telephone construction expenditures and

debt redemption.
Capitalization of the Independent telephone industry.
Independent Telephone debt Oosts.
Independent Telephone revenues.
Independent Telephone comparison of interest and

dividends with total revenues.
Independent Telephone return on equity.
Independent Telephone sources of internal and external

fund&
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COMPOSITION OF THE TELEPHONE INDUSTRY (DEC. 31,1973)

indopmdue BON TOW lospeson"

Opuse"Aw ...................... I,07 25 1,7225s i 84" d c ft m ':"'):...... """... :......... $1, 35 -00
JtZZ "vmm t.a) ........................ 1 s

RELEVANT INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE COMPANY INFORMATION

I= Io 1970 1973

Cempoeml ...................................... 3,301 2423 1,843 1,697
ExchaM ...................................... 10 717 10.! 1 11

OW (Usads)---------------------------100 11 I~ t h u u a d ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 , 4 3 5 $52 3 0 , 5 2 4 , 7 8 2Tbd6,oO-osf ) ....................... 11,435 1%23 W, 24,M
OPa"V h~e 040261r' 4.  $2,333 $17,00

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONES IN SERVICE

Net ii-
cram ovW Peet In-

(tousands) (Touads prfor a

I . , ". ......................... .= ......................... 11,435 644 . 97
165 .......................................................... 1 233 916 640
1970 ............................................................. 20660 1091 56819 ................ 21,807 1,1517 5. 60

1973 --------------------------------------------------- 21,872 1505 L60197n .............................. ........ 24 721 s.... ............................................... AI, 38

Independet telophome gro addition to plant
I [In thousands] Amom

194 ----------------- ----------- ------ ------ $24s000
1ow0----------- - -------- 194000

l ---------------------------- 86,000
1960 ---- -------------- ---------------------------- 5K0,000
196 - 940000
1970 ---- ------------------------ 1, 688 000

S------- - ---------- -- ---------------------------- oo9ooo
I12 -.---------------------------- :---------- :----------- -- 21000,000
178 ----------------- ------------------------------- A 8,000
19I4 (projected) ------------------ ,--,---------------2,W 000
1975 (projected) --------- ---------- ------------------ 88000

$32OM-Durin? the next 10 years the Independents ae projecting eenditure of
$32,000,000,000for new phatuL

CUMULATIVE IMPACT OF INFLATION ON INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION EXPENDITURES

dollar: In INS dooer doe W"ado

,14ooo 11;Ioo........................................ "t, 0 :7
.............................. ............... 111 ,

10....................................... "o'
....... ......................................... ::
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INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE PLANT INVESTMENT PER TELEPHONE

12 ............................................ ........................ , ,
M45-

612 14
..... :............... ...... .... 6"6 1:72S

107 .................... 01

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION EXPENDITURES AND DEBT REDEMPTIONS

P. timewod of ddir

Costructm DeDO
zpmdl m rdo" Total

1 9 60.......................... 5 M--000 100 616,100
1m9.....................5...... 94.000 6t 300 0019 N

1977 ........................................................ 1.6_ -00 520 0.740" II
54.20 2-0. 01.0000 IV1973 .......... ......... .................................. K 00 41. 00

CAPITALIZATION OF THE INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE INDUSTRY

Po imb au Is tho sNl
Le-tP Comma

yd slockholders
Percent dock Pemt "oily Percent TOta

1- .............. S16,14,200 5.07 ,, 10.2 00 3.1 3-22
is ................... O O60 3.45 53-40i9 ........... 25 $36 33 4178 G60

1071 * .... 3421 46009 L74 11,93000
1972 o451 7 28 4K'00 42.50 11973 ................... 1 4.02 500 42.28

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE DEBT COSTS

(ODla suoust In thowmads

LW sod Embedded'

debt ewpaw -pl
5...................................................... $27200

........................................... ,1 64, 50
172 ...................................................... . 3% loo 501171............................................. 8 7;10L0

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE OPERATING REVENUES

TOW
"Mum Total
re"am Wellsn ow rev=

1..............................$ 2 , f 1.e,.............. ..............................

197................................................. 40;11
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INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE COMPARISON OF INTEREST AND DIVIDENDS WITH TOTAL REVENUES

IDbr a"ut in 04sud

Tllm

TdW eve - Percent o
Tdd rm ...

1W7

Pecent of
TOu mmm i

191

Perot of
Tol f-sp

Percent 0Tota rmum

1973

psi of'
Tota res-

TOW spin* nmsmm --------- $1, 100
WNtsON' dsbL............

%wnpw- -------------
579200

17, 10
74=0

5.6 10W0
.71 a0- =

1.67 l300
7.26 11,m=

6.08 24Z 800
L.24 8%00
L.0 10400
7.0 241,100

8.21 M90,0
2.71 61.500
.56 17,800

& 16 268 200

L.67 34W600
L 81 56,800
.52 20;00

7.91 30, 100

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE RETURN ON EQUITY

polar smouur in tsoumndsl

IR Incom Net Income
Is mfe COAM o ck 1m -rtfe Common dtock

equity so* urn on eqity dividends eqit Return on equity

-0 .... ..--------------------------- $114 00 12W900 2.0 i ................................... 437,50 4,A60 145
,--227.100 2106, 10.79 1972 ----------------------------- 5,0S3k000 9.78

1.360,400 3.U%300 2.03 11 73...... ----------- 5758000 560%500 01

100 $1,6"k,700 100 A 39k 000 10o $3,8W, 000 100

8.97
LO
. W.

8.00

37500
1%100
26,400

32Z;500

LK8
L 93
.40

7.33 -8



INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SOURCES OF INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL FUNDS

pollor amoab in tbouftnds

1960 1965 1970
Total Perce Tolsi PerNt Total Percent

1971 1972 1973
TOWl Percent Total Pollend TOta W~
Total Prcent Total Percent Total Percent

NotM - - ------------------ $131,700 ........ . 376,800 - - $455,300 $- $516 , 9 00 ....... $602,200 --------
I on 162,500 00 546300 -------- 624,500 -------- 705,.00 ----- 804,200

t= Mori ta es 1 -- ---------------------------------------- (1) . () ........ 130,500 -------- 217,600 --------
Cre t --------------------------------------------------------------- ( ) ...... 44100 ..... 19,600 .... ---- 52.200 ------ ,,' 00 --------

S tL ----------------------
LeS: MaUM deft comtrubon------------

To intmd fead (cob am) ....................
7.O-

2K X0 4L 79

00-------- ....900 . 1 , 1,o w -405,100 ----- I.. . 6 goo -----4,900 - 65,000 - - 653 0 7100
53,400 46.18 877,000 43.71 1,034,400 45.48 1,339,800 53.60 1,592,800 59.06

t - 10 .... 2 3 - 477,700 ------ 541,800--...... 44800 --- - 41 ODsb ubt e Sa 0011t)-------------------- 74,200 ---- 10.60---- 279,800----- 375,900 --- 272400 --- 344000 ----shot-tmmas, -,, - .'-"-'."- .......... 0 ........ 131.10 ........ 90,80. . (159,200) 13.200 - - 4.P e OL---- .......- 20,900- ...... . 15,700 --------- 4,100 --------- 29,300 --------- 1000 ----- -17,600COMM uCL 1(9700 -2,200 ------ 452,3OO -- - 2 ,800 ........ 158,700-
Tot 4l, s m- ---b-cl............................ 339,000 5 421 620,400 53.82 1,12,600 56.29 1,240,100 54.52 1,159,300 46.40 1,104,100 40.94

T.talInteraladenaisooceoftun& 6-- ,300 100.00 1,15230 100. 00 2,006.600 100.00 2,274,500 100.-00 " 499,100 100."00 ' '6900 10 00
Bw~mdsrqu eei 5-----------0--------- U 000 .--- % 000.-- 1.68,000 --- 1, 99 000 --- 2.100,000 .... 2,390 000.--

'uhbwasp P1, 5664 , 51 -,., 4, 36 ..95 51.72 6 78 666-.4
Idhud tquirtmmilfs:

comol-------------------------------------- V4, 000 -.------
17,100 -

$131,0.--------
It30 ----

$241, I00 - -------
16,400 ........

$62 00-
17,800 ----

$309,100 ........2 O --- ---

I Idnrueio adt avaiewhe
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OONtIIrTAL TH oNs COw.,
Ast U p1, 1974.Hon. LLTDI BzzqszN,

Chairman, Suboommittee on Ftianoial Markets,
Senate Oomm"ttee on inance,
OW7 Dirkeen Senate Offloe Buvli gt,
Washington, D.O.

Dan SzNAToz BXNTSXN: The Subcommittee hearings on the capital market
problems being encountered by the utilities seem to have been focused on the
electric power and gas utility groups.

Since the telephone utilities are In deep trouble by reason of the capital market
weakness and the extraordinarily high Interest rates, I am hopeful that such
relief as is contemplated, will apply to the telephone utilities as well.

I need not underline the fact that the telephone network is one of the most
important components of our economic health and the general economy is enor-
mously Influenced by the communications service provided by the national
switched network. Unless this economy Is provided with an adequate telephone
system, it will certainly affect our ability to emerge from the current recession.

Almost all of the Independent telephone companies are selling in the market
place below book.value and, hence, do not provide an attractive investment
vehicle for people who have historically depended upon utilities as a stable in-
come source for themselves or their estates. Moreover, the demand for plant
remains unabated and serves to exacerbate the-problem.

Continental Telephone is the third largest of the independent telephone com-
panies; we serve over two million subscribers in 1930 communities These com;
munities are principally rural and suburban in 41 states.

The loss of our Individual investor public coupled with the wholesale flight
of institutional investors from utilities has created a condition of extreme peril
for the telephone utilities. I believe that legislative and regulatory relief on a
timely basis is an urgent requirement if we are to avoid a serious deterioration
of service in this country.

I am attaching herewith some suggested forms of relief for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Camzus WonLslrm3.

WUOOMET ZGISLATIV Z5W

1. The investment tax credit should be increased to 10% If possible, but in no
circumstance lower than 7%.

2. This must be coupled with either the elimination of the limitation on utiliza-
tion or, at least, the limitation should be raised to 75%. In order to put this in its
proper framework for you, I am summarizing herewith what the effect on my
company would be in 1974:

SUMMARY OF INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT GENERATION AND UTILIZATION-1974
[in .illlon of doflr

Rat d1 laveetm ta credit
4 P 7 pite 10 Ip, rW

lvetmemt tax credit g"eMmetd- ----------- 7.3 1L7 18.1
INvemet tax credit tiMIati..:

wlt, I, ................................. 2.- - - -

8. I believe serious consideration should be given to the establishment of some
agency similar to the FDIC. In my view, in the ultimate this would cost the
government nothing since it would be self-funding and would permit the utilities
to do their long-term financing perhaps 200 bases points below their present cost,
and I underline, that long'-term financing is one of the most difficult problems
facing us today. There are very few of us who would have expected t)see the
bond ratings of so great a utility as Pacific Telephone reduced by the rating
agency, but we have Indeed seen just that, and the problem is one which I have
outlined In my letter.
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4. I believe a very useful device for encouraging investment in utilities as
opposed to some of these less productive places In the economy, would be to estab-
lish a date of September 1, 1974, and declare that all purchases of utilities shares
after that date be exempt from capital gains tax. The suggestion made by Ted
Brophy on automatic dividend reimbursement, I believe, has a great deal of merit.

Finally, America is almost unique In the world In the area of double taxation,
and I believe some attention should be given to the deductability on dividends on
preferred stocks There is a destination between dividends on preferred instru-
mafts and the Interest paid on debt securities that does not answer any common
sense analysis.

If these changes can be implemented quickly and if the government could take
the lead In Introducing state regulators to the economic facts of life, I believe our
situation will be greatly improved.

OCiwz, WonLSTrrE,
0hairmn of the Board,
Obsmtental Tepho Corp.

tATEmENT sy M[AK H. FEEMAN, ExzotrmVc Diat~rom OF TMe LEAGUE Or NEw
COMmmNTY DxvELPEs

THE DOMUTIC FINANCIAL CRISIS AND NEW OOMMUWNITXM

Intro iuton

These hearings are Indeed timely. The full Impact of the serious economic
situation faced by this country can, best be measured at the local level of govern-
ment.

New community development has been particularly hard hit by the downturn
in the economy and the failure of the Nixon Administration to Implement many
of the provisions of Title VII of the 17O Housing and Urban Development Act

Title VII created an expanded Federal program promoting the development of
high quality new communities that meet a stringent set of economic, socal, en-
vironmental and technological goals. In passing Title VII, Congress envisioned
new-towns-n-tOwn to help revitalize the central city, 'suburban satellite new
communities to rationalize growth at the periphery of metropolitan areas, rural
growth centers Involving expansions of small communities with the potential for
growth and completely new "free-standing" cities. These various new towns were
viewed as part of a national &bwth policy that would improve the structure and
distribution of regional growth and that would Improve the quality of com-
munity development.

Th6 Title VII new eolnmunitlei were intended to contribute to national goals
at both regional and community scales in the following ways:
14009W Scale

Regional impact on the form of growth due to their large sie.
Locations in accordance with national environmental and economic goals

Commsitv Soye
]Vonomies of seale, which decrease the per unit cost of developing land,

constructing housing and providing services.
Rigorous planning and high standards which Insure that the best of our

planning knowledge goes into the creation of the new community.
Coordination of Federal, State and local programs to ensure maximum benefits

from governmental programs and to eliminate wasteful duplication and Incon-
sistency. I

Balance among various land uses (residential, industrial, commercial, reerea-
tional, institutional) to achieve positive fiscal Impact, racial and class Integra-
tion, reduced commuting and transportation costs and minimize adverse environ-
mental Impact.

The development of a new public-private partnership devoted to higher quality
development.,

Preserviono of development to ensure that residents enjoy a full. range of

S -for Innp ation at community scale.
T~srheiiumY b6 Other ways to achieve some of these goal, but for new develop-

knent, new eommunitles offer imbstantial advantages compared to other methods
and they offer a way of achieving all of these goals in a coordinated fashion.



Title VII Is an ambitious piece of legislation. However, It teognsm the
dWculty of achieving, these goals, and It provides a broad array of tools for
encouraging public and private developers In the development of new communi-
ties. Unfortunately, most of these tools have not been funded or utilised by the
Administrationi Only the loan guarantee has been used to any substantial extent.
These problems have now been compounded by rising labor and materials costs,
energy shortages, Increased costs for financing, and a slump In the housing
market. The result has been difficulties for the prograni and fears that its
original purposes will not be met.,

Nevertheless, if properly used, Title VII I flexible enough to provide solutions
for even this most luckless succession of events. -

Ann 5TL vi'e OALS *Ti vAm

Of course, it may not be worth the trouble to keep new communities alive.
Maybe the goals of Title VII are no longer valid.

At regional scale, some critics claim that free-standing new cities, rural
growth centers and new-towns-In-town yield too small a payoff In comparison
to the risk and difficulty. The emphasis, say these critics, should be on suburban
new towns. Certainly non-suburban efforts are dimult and risky. Yet, the needs
of rural and urban America require that some risks be taken. More importantly,
numerous cities have proposed new-towns-in-town; many rural communities
have the will to grow and the prospects of growth If concerted action Is taken;
and many areas are being impacted by large energy related Installations (eg.,
deep water ports, refineries or power plants) or resource extraction industries
and will face difficult problems of growth. For all of these situations, new com-
munities offer the possibilities of catalyzing and structuring growth. The expe-
rience of foreign countries, especially England and Sweden, indicate some of the
possibilities and limitations o these approaches. The evidence seems to suggest
that the risks of not acting are much greater than the risks of using Title VII
as a tool to shape growth. Certainly, at the very least, we must experiment with
solutions to the problems of rural areas and central cities.

At community scale, some critics have questioned the importance of the tech.
nological, environmental, economic, governmental and social goals of Title VI.
But, f anything, these goals are even more relevant today than they were when
Title VII was approved by Congress. The Task Force on Land Use and Urban

-Growth of the President's Citizens' Advisory Committee on Environmental
Quality recently referred to the "new mood in America" based on concerns about
the shape and character of urban growth. The Task Force report (The, Ue oe
LaA) stated the problem as:

"How shall we organize, control and coordinate the ,process of urban develop-
ment so as to protect what we most value in the environment, cultural and
aesthetic characteristics of the land while meeting the essential needs of the
changing U.S. population for new housing, roads, power plants, shopping centers,
parks, businesses, and industrial facllitles?'

Other-critics admit the importance of Title VII's goals, but they question
whether new communities can help to achieve them and to solve the problems
Identified by The Ufe of Lan& The Task Force's answer to these doubts is an
unequivocal emphasis upon larger scale development: .

... the scale of most development Is still far smaller than optimum. And
that small scale, we believe, remains a major obstacle to quality development."

The Task Force Report goes on to note that:
"Although an Increase In scale does not guarantee higher quality, It doeo

slgniantly Increase the developer's opp6rtunty to achieve qUality. New comn-
munltisw wth the fullest range of funtotih and the most maneuverng r"%'
appear to offer the greatest chan e% but d nerease Inscale Is likely to b**
Increased opportunity " In

Other reports And recent events Oav borne out these cohtentions about the
possibilities fbr higher 4juillty devel6e1= in ne co4u~~e. Teepqbilitles relate to the environmental, economic, social, gov"n.enta and tech-
liological goals of Title V1I new comi tieun tle.

Teokstoporoa Iskovaa --The enerp cris has bIad. It apparent once ain
that community scale research' Isj~et4adIaeUat4 ~pot~ h
current emphasis Is on energy coltation tmm better mmu tn l vlop-
ment patterns and through deimonetstlonsS t W*r ey$ o . 4,r
heating and cOoling. Tomoio* the emp s b. ,nqnt,
and the next day on better security or edu tl 1j W -Uartbeb. sie
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have always been attacked op an ad hoc, crisis basis. It seems much more
rational and realistic to start addressing all of these important areas today
through a comprehensive Research, Development, Demonstration and Evalua-
tion (RDD&E) program. New communities can be an Important part of this
program. As numerous people have observed (including Jerome Wiesner, Science
Advisor to President Kennedy), new communities provide excellent locations
for Innovation at community scale. The Title VII program recognizes this and
has fostered Innovations in the use of cable television, educational systems,
sewage treatment systems, Industrialized housing and other areas.

,nvironmental Protecliox.--A recent report prepared by the International
City Management Association for the Environmental Protection Agency noted
the Increasing Inportance of environmental management In local government
Another study by Real Estate Research Corporation (RERC) for the Council on
Environmental Quality calculated significant environmental benefits for new
community development over low density sprawl. go new communities can
contribute-to this important local concern.

RBonomio Due to Better Planxg and Lorger Soale.--The same HER study
showed, that new community development provides significant financial savings
over sprawled development.

Po#eftiv PAucel IWat.-In many areas local governments have rejected
growth due to fears about unfavorable impact on the area's tax base resulting
from the high costs of Infrastructure for new developments and the lack of off-
setting tax revenues. A recent study by Barton-Aschmann Associates, Inc., of
the St. Charles new community In Maryland found that it would have a very
positive impact on both Charles County and the State of Maryland. Another
study by Boos, Allen, Hamilton of Reston, Virginia (a non-Title VII new com-
munity), revealed similar results. Consequently, new communities seem to be
a realistic way to deal with the legitimate fears of local governments concerning
environmental degradation and unfavorable fiscal Impact.

Sooka GoaU.--Suburban development often suffers from a woeful lack of basic
commercial, retail and social services, and it often excludes many Income groups
due to the high price of its housing and "snob" zoning which requires large lots
and large homes. There is certainly a need for "pre-servicing" new development
to Insure an adequate level of services. Furthermore, with the increasing concern
with the problems of low and, moderate income housing, and with the possible
advent of a housing allowance, there is a real need for efforts which provide this
housing In a high quality environment. Title VII was designed to deal with both
pre-servicing and with providing a wider range of housing choice. Achieving these
goals has proved to be difficult because the most important aspects of Title VII
(public service grants and supplemental grants and housing assistance) have
either never been funded or poorly supported. But, even without this necessary
support, new communities have provided a better living environment. A recent
study by the University of North Carolina found that new communities have
provided significantly bettor recreational and open space facilities.

Governmetal Goals.--One of the goals of the New Federalism has been to
coordinate the efforts of Federal, State and local governments and to ensure more
consistency among various efforts. Title VII provides a variety of methods (eg.,
the creation of the Community Development Corporation, the post of General
Manager for New Communities. the suplementary grant program, DrOvisions for
Joint funding. special planning assistance, the judicious use of "701" planning
funds) for facilitating this coordination and consistency at all levels of
government.

At the locRl level, TI.. Ue of Land notes that:
"Yet another advantage bf larxe scale is that It allows local governments to

apply more sophisticated regulatory techniques to achieve public objectives
without the constricton that Is almost unavoidable when projects are small."

Thus new communities can facilitate the develoDment of a new regulatory
framework (which Imnlls a n~w kind of publIc-Drivate relationship) and they
can heln to ratl0nalloe the existing melange of regilatorv requirements. This
ltte nosmtbility In 'esecially Important in Rieht of a recent study completed for
the Plnvironmental Protection Aaency which stresses that "a need exists to
coordinate Vaiious environmental plans and reimlations affecting land use."

All this evidence ouet that the woals of Title VII- are still valld--especlallv
In lIlet of the cr1tt(al national need to develop a far more disciplined approach
to community buldlnw. It aiearse that an era of acute shortages and uncertain
economic trends is unon up. New commuqIW development provides a powerful
tool to bIbld more efficiently and effectively.
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The basic Issue now facing the Title VII program is whether it can be success-
ful considering the constraints it must overcome. It Is almost becoming a cliche
to say that domestic programs have not been implemented along the lines set out
by the Congress. The new communities program has been a major casualty of
this general problem. For example:

Most of the grant provisions of the Act were never funded.
Suplemental grant support was terminated.
Subsidized housing allocations have not been provided in a timely man-

ner or in the quantity called for In the Project Agreements entered Into be-
tween the Department of Housing and Urban Development and the developer.

The progfa has not been effectively coordinated within BUD.
No formal interagency arrangements have been entered Into with other

Federal Departments or agencies. These arrangements are critical to the
success of the program If the range of new town types called for in the leg-
Islation is to be achieved and the contemplated level of community services
provided.

Federal Regional Councils have been of little assistance in helping work
out the many problems encountered by public and private developers.

Formal standards- and procedures have yet to be published by the Depart-
ment in clear contravention of The Administrative Procedure Act. --

Direct technical assistance to developers as called for under Section 719
has not been made available. This Is particularly crucial since-this new field
Is a most complex one.

THE DOESTIO FNAN(IA CRISIS As TM COUP D GR&C

All of these difficulties would be enough to stymie almost any Federal program.
But in addition to these problems, Title VII new communities have just started
out at a time when economic conditions have gotten progressively worse. The
new community developer requires enormous amounts of capital to undertake ft
pject. For example, one recent estimate determined that a community of 70,-

people requires a minimum of $700 million in mortgage loans for 20,000
dwelling units; another $400 million Is required for capital outlay, public services
and buildings; and about $40 million is needed for industrial and commercial
development. Thus the total is about $1.5 billion.

This whole process is sensitive to economic conditions from a variety of
directions. First of all, Increased materials, energy and labor costs have hit the
construction industry especially hard. New community developments use great
amounts of diesel oil (averaging about 50,000 gallons per. month). They use large
amounts of asphalt, plastic products and other basic construction materials.
Costs for these fuels and materials have inereaied greatly In just the last year,
and in some cases there are delays In delivery due to rationing. As for labor costs,
the removal of Construction Industry Stabilization Committee Controls, on
April 80 of thIs year, has led to great pressure for large Increases In wages and
to an unstable "leapfrogging" as each group tries to stay ahead of inflation and
each other. The result of all this is spiraling Inflation that could cause developers
to run out of money (borrowed through the loan guarantee process) before they
have a sufficient cash flow to allow them to start paying back principal as well
as Interest on their bonds. Initial projections simply did not consider such runo
away inflation as a likely possibility, and developers now find that their projects
are undercapitalized even though their ultimate financial prospects may be very
bright. This problem is exacerbated by Infrequent reappraisals of the land used
as security- for their debentures. Consequently, increased land prices due to In-
flation are not taken into account and excessive amounts of money are tied up
in escrow accounts.

Secondly, Increased mortgage costs and building costs have made it difficult for
builders to build housing and for homebuyers to buy homes There is a slacken-
Ing demand for homesites and a resultant reduction In the developer's cash flow.
Some of the most recent estimates of housing activity for 1974 predict that hous-
ing starts will be off more than 80% from 1973. Construction and home mortgages
have increased by many percentage points In the last few years, and the amount

,v of credit for home mortgages may be dwindling as disintermediatlon occurs and
- as other investment opportunities such as Treasury Bonds and floating rate debt

offerings attract savings. As a result of all this, the cost of housing Is rising from
16f% to 20W% (or even more) this year. Last year. exclusive of lot, the median
sales price of a square foot of new home rose 11.A .
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Thirdly, the financing not covered by Title VII must be found In an extremely
tight market. New equity financing Is almost unobtainable. Debt capital for the
industrial and commercial development which Is a fundamental (and profitable)
part of new community development can only be obtained at very high Interest
rates (if at all). One promising source of this type of money, the Real Estate
Investment Trust, has been experiencing real trouble as money has tightened.

Finally, local governments which provide vital public services in many new
communities are facing extremely high rates on their tax exempt municipal
securities.

To a large extent, these difficulties are a result of 1Federal credit policies
which have hit the housing and construction Industry especially hard. The Chair-
man of the Federal Reserve Board, Arthur Burns, has ruled out a general eas-
ing of credit, but he has indicated that there may be Justification "for assistance
to particular Industries-such as housing-that are especially hard hit by a
policy of monetary restraint."

WHAT CAN M DONE?

In the long-run the solution to the current problems of new communities Is a
healthy economy and full implementation of Title VII. Neither possibility seems
to be at hand. In the interim, Title VII does provide for some relief, and It should
now be possible to review programs like new communities and provide the help
they need. Congress recognized that cash flow problems might occur at the early
stages of even the best new communities, and It authorized interest payment
loans under Title VII. The House Committee Report asserted that "this form of
aid Is essential In order to help solve the problem of delayed cash returns which
has prevented significant new community developments." In addition, Title VII
provides that the loan guarantee (in the case of a private developer) may cover
the sum of 80% of land costs before development plus 90% of land development
costs. As a result of Inflation and other factors, many approved Title VII new
communities could qualify for an additional guarantee which could help them to
deal with their cash flow problems.

These two approaches, interest payment loans and additional loan guarantees,
would have no Impact on the budget totals In this year of budgetary stringency.
The interest payment loans can be funded out of the revolving fund set up by
Title VII. This fund contained almost $10 million as of December 31, 1978 and
it has increased by several million dollars since then. The loan guarantees are
excluded from the budgetary totals so that they will not affect the budget. And,
of course, under Title VII, both approaches can only be used for a new com-
munity project when Its long-term prospects are good. As a result, lenders will
be repaid in full with interest.

SPECIr STEPS

HUD should proceed immediately to utilize these provisions of Title VII to
help the fourteen approved new communities which have received initial loan
guarantees. HUD should base its actions on some very simple facts:

1. The Federal government has decided upon a policy of monetary and fiscal
restraint which hits hardest at housing (and especially hard at new communities
where development pace Is vital).

2. The Administration Itself has failed to provide leadership; it has not fully
implemented Title VII; and It has allowed the program to become mired In red
tape.

Some efforts to clear up the red tape now seem to be underway at HUD. But
this is a little late for those new communities which have seen time and money
eaten up by protracted negotiations. And solving the red tape problem still leaves
the more Important Issue of leadership and full implementation unresolved.
Something more must be done. Of course, HUD should not overstep the Con-
gressional mandate for new communities In an effort to save projects at any
cost. But going beyond Congressional Intent Is not necessary. Interest -payment
loans and additional guarantees are both authorized by Title VII, and they are
a natural approach to the current financial crisis which has been especially diffi-
cult for new communities
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Since HUD has already approved these fourteen new communities, It should be
able to expedite applications for interest payment loans and additional guaran-
tee authority. Even in cases where changes must be made in the Project Agree-
ments, HUD's knowledge of the new community and its increasing expertise
should speed things along. Mr. Trevino, General Manager of the new communities
program, has emphasized a reduction in red tape so -that this exercise should be
a vast Improvement over the past performance of the New Communities
Administration.

Specifically, BUD should not have to go through a pre-application stage. It
should be able to move Immediately to a "full application". In most Instances,
this should Involve no more than a slight expansion of the voluminous financial
and economic data which HUD already requires. The major criteria should be
the protection of the security interests ofthe United States through proof of
ability to meet payments on both Interest and principal and conformance with
the limitations in Title VII. Where developers wish to make changes in develop-
ment plans, HUD should create teams to quickly review and negotiate the
changes.

CONCLUSION

New community development In this country can play a vital role as this
country grapples with an uncertain economic future and the crushing problems of
growth and development. The Congress has been unflagging In its support of the
new communities program. We only hope that the Administration will provide the
vigorous leadership necessary to implement this program. New town development
has been successfully undertaken In numerous countries around the World. There
is no reason why this program can't work equally well here.

Nzw Yoax, N.Y., August 15,1974.
Senator LLoYD BENTSEN,
Chairman of the Suboommittee on Financial Markets,
U.S. Senate.

Dm MR. CHAIMAN: First of all, I want to thank you for the unusual honor
and timely opportunity afforded me to express my views in these turbulent
times on such pertinent topics. A series of financial problems of great magni-
tude now faces the world. Monetary crisis and a persistent balance of payments
problem exist all through the developed, as well as in most developing coun-
tries. A sharply deteriorating international monetary system is being caused by
a flow of capital from Western Europe and America, into a handful of coun-
tries. There Is no doubt In my mind that the current unique financial develop-
ment has started with the quadrupling of oil prices. An extraordinary situa-
tion has been created with far-reaching Implications. It is the most important
issue facing financial as well as political leaders all over the world today!

When we speak of inflation or impending recession we are only talking about
the .symptoms of the current malaise. When we talk about the banking crisis,
we are speaking in terms of sensational headlines. When we speak of shortages
and commodity price increases, we are still not getting at the root of the
problem. In order to-present a proper perspective, may I start by summarizing
some salient financial figures in order to illustrate the current state of affairs
in the international monetary system.

Since the beginning of the Middle East war in October 1978, due to the quad-
rupling of oil prices, a balance of payments deficit has been created in virtually
all industrialized countries which is absolutely unsustainable at its current rate.
As the table below Illustrates, as of Tune 80, 1974, the 10 wealthiest nations of
the world, which now include Saudi Arabia and Iran, have combined currency
reserves of $71.7. billion, excluding the currency reserves of the-United States,
and approximately $88 billion if we include the United States into the total
system. (The dollar holdings of the United States government are, of course,
excluded.) The combined gold holdings of the above nations, excluding Saudi
Arabia and Iran, amount to approximately $80.6 billion, calculated at the price
of $42.22 per ounce. See Table I.

40-544 0 - 74 - 10
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TABLE I.-THE BIG LEAGUE IN OFFICIAL RESERVES

Pn billions of dollars

Sa , Fordsn

Goia rWves I positos

United Sta..t ....................... 31.5S()0
Germany ............................................................. 5.0
Japan .................................................................. 1. 0
Saudi Arabia ......................................................... 3 5.5
Britain .................................................................. 1.5 _525
Australia ................................................................... 1.0 5 0
Canada ................................................................... L3 5.0
France .................................................................... 4.8 4.5
Switzerland ................................................................ 4.5 4.5
Iran ....................................................................... .3 4.0

'Gold is being calculated at the offcl&W $42.22 per ounce.
'Calculated In dollars.
'Not comparable.
Source: "The Economist" (London, United Kingdom).

For the purpose of completing the overall evaluation, the total gold reserves
of the 20 leading Industrialized nations amounted to approximately $88.8 billion
In December 1978. See Table II.

TABLE II.-OFFICIAL GOLD HOLDINGS OF OECO COUNTRIES

1973,

Volume
Value Ounces Metric-

(millions) (millions) tons

United States ..................................................... $11,652 275. 98 7,822
11nited Kinsdom I ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  806 20.99 5Austria.. ............................................ 881 20.87 592
Denmark ......................................................... 77 .82 12

France .......................................................... 4261 100. P 2M
Germay ............................................ 4,66 117. 333
Italy ......................................... 3483 2.50 233
Netherlands .......................................... 2,294 54.33 1,540
Norway .......................................................... 41 .97 27
Sweden .............................................. 244 5.81Switzerland .................................................... .. 3,513 .21 -
Canada........... .............. ................ 927 .96 6
Japan ............................................... 891 21.10 598
Finland ............................................... 35 .83 24
Greece ........................................................... 148 & 51 99
Iceland .......................................................... 1 .02 1
Ireland .......................................................... 18 .43 12ugl...................................................... 1,160 27., 779
Spain ......................................................... 602 3. 404
Turkey ....................................... 151 & 5 101
Australia ............................................. 311 7.37 20

Total OECD ................................................ 38,3,331 907.89 '25,733

'December 1973.
'September 1973.
a Includes United Kinsdom to September.
Note: Converted at $42.22 per ounce of gold. Converted at 35,281 ounces equals I metric ton.
Source: International Financial StUstics.
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Since gold has not been used in the past to settle international obligations,
the entire flow of international trade, including the oil trade, was financed by
the above mentioned $8 billion, supplemented by loan capital created by in-
dividual central banks or by the Euro-dollar market, which by current estimates
amounts to approximately $170 billion in various currency denominations. In
view of the enormous rise in the price of oil, which has quadrupled since last
October, most of the nations in the world face simultaneous trade deficit prob-
lems. According to an estimate by Morgan Guaranty Trust, the Common
Market countries will face a $25 billion trade deficit in 1974, and the developed
countries combined approximately $40 billion in the current year. See Table III.

T siz III.--sttmated Balanoe of Payments for 1974
[Based on current accounts: net trade in goods and services plus the net flow of

remittanem and foreign ald]

Great Britain ---------------------------------------- $8.5 def.
Italy .----------------------------------------------- 0 def.
Japan ---------------------------------------------- 0.0 def.
France ------------------------------------------ 0.0 def.
U. ---------------------------- ------------- 2.def.
Canada --------------------------------------------- 0.5 def.
WestGermany ----------------------------------------- 6.0 surplus.
Estimated trade deficits for Western countries ---------------- 25.0.
For al developed countries ---------------------------- 40.0.

Source: Morgan-Guaranty Bank.

The most obvious and plausible result of this huge oil bill and subsequent
tria ie deficit by all major countries is a transfer of the currency reserves of thp
western world to the so-called OPEC countries, which since October 1978 have
accumulated enormous dollar and other currency reserves. As reported in The
Yew York Times on August 8, 1974:

"The reserves of 10 oil producing countries rose 16.12% in June to $29.90
billion following a gain of 15.7% in May as calculated by the International Mone-
tary Fund. Since October 1978, the reserves of the OPEC countries have jumped
from $12.88 billion to $29.96 billion. The members of OPEC include Algeria,
Ecuador, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia ano
Venezuela. According to the estimates of the IMF, in June the 10 oil producerM
had reserves amounting to 29.9% of the reserves of the group of 10 leading nations.
In May, the percentage was 25.4%."

This statement means that the 10 oil produo g countries acquired 4.5% of the
ourrenov reserve of the 10 leading induetrialized nations in one month. At this
rate, over a period of twelve months the OPEC countries could acquire anddl-
tional $50 billion in currency reserves from the West. With their already sub-
stantial $80 billion currency holdings, the OPEC nations would then possess ap-
proximately four times as great total currency holdings as the entire industrial-
ized world, excluding the gold holdings of the various central banks. Naturally,
this state of affairs cannot persist, unless we are willing to live in a world that
is entirely different from the one We know today.

As time goes by, the disappearing liquidity of the western system is creatinS
dislocations and deterioration In the economic structure of the western world.
According to'the latest estimate of the Lond6n Boonomi#t on August 10, 197v the
collective deficit of the 9 CommOn Market countries could amount to $40 billion
In 1974. The same source estimates that had all prices remained static in 1974,
the Common Market countries would have showed a surplus of $10 billion. In
other words, the collective oil bill for the Common Market may amount to roughly
$45-O billion for one year alone.

The immediate economic implications are obvious. Apart from the much-publi-
cized double-digit inflation, which the press seems to have picked up as the single
indicator of the current monetary woes, the results have been a market decline
in the growth of industrial production, a pickup in unemployment, and more than
double-digit Increases in the money supply of virtually all of the 9 Common
Market countries plus the U.S. and Japan. See Table IV.
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TABLE IV.-KEY INDICATORS-THE NINE-OUTPUT, JOBS AND MONEY

Industrial production Unemploymt Moey supply
Percent change Percent change Percent change

Im Pro*s 1970 PreIovM 1970 Previus
-100 3S0 1 yr -100 3 mo I yr -100 3 mo I yr

Gran----------12 '1.5 NU' 05 +110.0 159 25 I1.0Franc*........ 124 15 0 0 4.0 '173 1.'
Britain- - --... 107 4.0 -3.0 -l +3. 0 4.0 170 1.0

S.........5 +17.5 6 -10.5 -19.5 '168 .5.5
131 +2.5 +7.5 267 +19.5 0 8155 . 5. 0 +16 0Belgium ....... 4125 +0 .5 132 +1.5 0 145 2.0 +10.5Denmark ......... NA NA NA 65 -25. 0 3 145 -2. +25Ireland......... .NA NA NA 105 +.0 - 166 +3&5 +4.5

United States '.. 117 Nil +L.5 '114 -1.0 +7.0 3158 U4.5 +12.0
Japl_ ... 131 -3 0 +5. 105 +35 -3. 0 '185 +30 1% 0

1 Index numbers (seasonally adjusted) refer to the 3 months to April orJMey, 1974. Industrial production excludes
construction. Unemployment Indices based on actual number Money supply Includes time deposits.

I Early 1974 late 1973.
I June and uly.'arch.
Note: industrial production figures for the EEC now look pretty sick. Even Germany can only show a small Increase on

a year ago and its Jobless figure Is already rising at a fast rate, having doubled over the past year.
Source: The Economst (London, United Kingdom).

Furthermore, if we re-examine the previous tables, It is obvious that the---- Industrialized nations _hve sufficient reserves to last through 1074 and, per-
haps, into the first part of 1975. However, they clearly do not have sufficient
amounts of money in the central banks to complete even a three-year plan
under the current price structure of the world's commodity markets. The
only asset which has not as yet come into force in settling international obliga-
tions Is the gold reserves of the western nations. At the current market-price
of $156 per ounce, the developed world has sufficient amounts of gold to support
Its trade deficit for 8 or 4 years. This period, on the surface, would give us
sufficient time to re-arrange our entire style of living and, perhaps, develop some
alternative source of energy rather than foreign oil. Regretfully, however, It
should be noted that in the period since the Inauguration of Project Independence,
very few constructive steps have been taken to solve our energy problems. Simul-
taneously, on the financial front, governments have not been eager to utilize gold
as a reserve asset to postpone the growing problems of the International banking
world.

About two months ago, when the first two countries, Italy and Great Britain,
started to accrue substantial-foreign debt obligations, the Group of 20 in.
dustrialised nations met In Washington to authorize the government of Italy to
obtain a multi-billion dollar International loan, using gold as collateral. This
step came as a necessity since it was obvious that the government of Italy, with
debts of over $10.5 billion In the Euro-currency nmgrket and a persistent payments
deficit of an additional $500-700" million a month, simply could not sustain
itself as a viable, financial entity or borrow without gold-collateral. Table V
will illustrate the huge liabilities that are currently being sustained by individual
countries in the Euro-currency market. See Table V.
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TABLE V.-LONDON EURO-CURRENCY MARKET (LONDON BANKS POSITION IN FOREIGN CURRENCIES)

[Doler amounts In blIllosi

Outst01ftn Outstading
flabtluclm(l.e. depo t) (I.*. depot)

Jaan ............................................... 3.62 $10L.8
Ita ......................................... 62. .unfw a t" ............................................................::3: S.
France .................................................................... 7.58 &
Gea ny ................................................................. 3.96 6.

erlnd...............................15.14 3.00
Cana ... ............... ............................................. 4.7 2.
Netherlas-------------------------4.302.Brazil ....... 1.94 2.42U. R ................................................. ................ 1.3Mexico ................................................................. 1.27
N 8orw ..... ....................................................... 1 13 1.25
Dmrk. ..... ......................................... .60 L 18
G .e............................................. 1.20 1.13
Australia .................................................................... 14 .91=MiddleEao=proce=........... ............................ 4.15 .84
SP................................................... 4.32 9.84

Note: Figum for main Industrial countries are and.March 1974; others ond 1173
Soue: The Wal Street Trancdpt

This step will have many implication& My colleague, Mr. James Sinclair, 0
partner In the brokerage firm of Vilas & Hickey, aptly stated in an Interview th
following salient features of thisibistoric decision:

1. The utilization of gold in the above fomnat is a milestone because this is thp
first time since 1984 that the government of the United States clearly admitted
that gold is a reserve currency of lest resort.

2. In utilizing gold as collateral, no problem has been solved. In fact, it may be
construed as a license to inflate currencies even further, but it is, at leas a tem-
porary solution to save a major industrialized nation such as Italy from default
on previous debt obligation&

& The utilization of gold in international banking cireles may lead to a new
mone"ry system which will use gold in a more complex fashion. However, by re-
introducing go1d into the international monetary systems, the actual money
growth of individual countries has to be monitored as well as restricted, and
thereby greater responsibility in, the international banking world would be
attained.

This decision, in my opinion, has another psychological meaning. If we as-
sume that, in the future, deficit countries will refrain from selling gold In the
open market, which was not completely avoided by Italy and Great lBritain in
the last few months, and retain their gold holdings for the purpose of collateral.
izing international debt obligations, a question arises as to the treatment of loans
that are gold collateralized versus those which are not. Should there be a great
difference In terms of interest rates between -the two different kinds of interna-
tional obligations? These are major questions to which no answer has, as yet,
emerxed.

There Is a possibility that by using gold both in settling international trade
obligations and in strengthening various international debts, a new monetary sys-
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tem could emerge-almost by default Certainly, the integrity of the banking
world bas been serously questioned since a few major banking failures have
occurred during the last few months. In the United States, the Federal Reserve
decided to save the Franklin Nhtioual Bank and pumped approximately $1.2 bil-
lion into this $8 billion, major New York Oity bank. In Germany, the Bundeebank
allowed the private bank Herstadt to go under, and thereby opened itself up to
speculation as to whether the Bundesbank Is or ts not guaranteeing the Integrity
of the German banking system. The leading question, of course, which applies to
every country, Is whether the International banking fraternity as such can be
considered totally secure and backed by each central bank. As an even more pro.
found question, can the integrity of the Lhoo lar market be underwritten at
all?

Let us look at a few figures here in the United States. See Table VI.

TABLE VI
II peree~t

50 maso banking orsmizaos
acrmem of Increase of Inrase of

depots loans not worth Top 10 U.S. banks

1 / .............................. le 241 116 ............................

1964 1973 1964 1973

RAWoof m to dpo ............................ 6 72 .........C to .ts'..................
OOW PrauaapMargins.................... I.3 L9 2

Nott: The i rosate amount of shod-tarn borrowing by the 12 latest banking orpolsadions dimbtt-between 1968
and 1973 frm ,X00M00 to 130,OAOA

fone: First Albany Corp.

The deteriorating structure of the banking giants Is obvious. Even among the
10 leading banks, profit margins have dropped from 20% in 1964 to 8% in 1978.
The increase in loans (241%) compared to the growth of net worth (116%)
among the 50 major banking organizations has caused alarm. However, nothing
is more questionable than the fact that the 12 largest banking organizations in
the U.S. have Increased their short-term borrowing from $5.8 billion in 1968 to
$80.8 billion in 1978. Since, in the International banking world, most debts are
medium to long-term, matching these loans against short-term borrowing is a
clear departure from what has been generally regarded as sound banking
practices.

The problem, of course, Is even worse In Europe where the central banks do
not have the financial muscle that the Federal Reserve has in the U.S. According
to Mr. Sinclair, the Arab nations with approximately $80 billion in reserves,
are differentiating, not by choice but by necessity, In lending mainly short-term
and only to the largest financial institutions in Xurope Until the western world
presents a more comprehensive plan to cope with the current monetary dificul-
ties, we cannot expet anything different,

The fact that there is a banking crisis in Europe today should be neither
forgotten nor overlooked. This crisis emerged when the Bundesbank decided to
let Herstadt collapse, although the Bank of England and several other European
central banks made statements that they would spare no effort to save the largest
banks in their respective countries. Oorrespondingly, most depositors are pulling
their money out of smaller banks and placing it with the larger banks. rankly,
this Is a state of affairs that responsible central bankers should like to avoid.
According to my readings, only 40 or 50 of the largest banks In Western Europe
can obtain loans In the already overstrained Euro-dollar markets. The distortion
of this state of affairs Is almost too obvious as medium-sized banks find it
difficult to obtain loans from other banks at almost any interest cost

The crisis is further accentuated by the desire of the Arab countries to have
the so-called buy-back oil payments to be made universally in dollars and not
in any other currency, Since this statement was made unofficially, the d6llar
has risen very-sharply in all major European currency markets. With the
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pending Mlllquidity ct the international banking world and the jittery effect
of banking failures, defaults have brought forward currency trading down
50-0 during the last few months. Banks are unwilling to accept future con-
tracts, except from their largest competitors. In addition, the effect of caution
and slowdown in currency trading is, of course, a negative factor in International
trade, This occurs at a time when the smooth financial transactions that ac-
compiny the exchange of goods between various nations are needed more than
ever to mlmmrese exports of individual countries and thereby enable them to
pay the oil bills. In other words a vicious cycle Is getting even more vicious.

Needless to say, the state of affairs in the financial world has nothing but
negative effects on the stock markets of various countries. Almost exclusively,
the world's market averages are hitting new ten-year lows as Illustrated in
Table VIZ.

TABLE VII--KEY INDICATORS, WORLD COURSES

Stock 1974 P*cus chngP o.-

AVP High Low 1 lmoeth 10" YW

,d............... _USi+.'-55 -A.
At"r ............... 11 3:,.,_ .................. 34

ow . . . . . . .. 4 _ . -

•"-:L: . 1. - ,

Sfeci: Tha Ewomst (Lek UAld Kim).

In this environment, of course, It was not a total surprise when, in July, It
was announced that the government of Iran had acquired a 25.4% equity Inter-
eat in the Krupp Steel combine in West, Germany. What does this mean?

The acquisition of this major interest in ope of the oldest European corpora-
tions ftuld be considered a milestone for petro-dollars acquiring direct owner-
sdp in the economies of the Western c6unitrlea Apart from potential finu:Oal
beneta, the ndt intangible dividend is the technoloical expertise to modernize
Iran's own steel industry.

It has also been rumored that the government of Italy has obtained a yet
unspecified type of $L8 billion loan from the governments of the commoa
markets and perniedon to draw an additional $8 billion loan from the Govern-
ment of the United States and a $l billion loan from the IMF. 7 loan wll
temporarily solve the problems of Italy and, consequently, it can be assumed
that Its central bank would cease to be a net seller of gold as. It had been In
the past two months.

We presume that the common market countries will continue to search for a
17-8 billion euito4ollar loan either from a syndicate of International banks or,
more likely, from -the Arab oil producing countries direct. In view of the shaky
conditions of the eurodollar market we presmne that any 8tih loan will be
coateralized by gold in whatever denomination the loan would take shape.

These events, as well as the possible success of Secietary Simon's u4slmi to
the Middle East to obtain a direct $-10 billion investment from Saudi Arabia
In U.B. government securities, Indicate to us that the power of the Arab money
Is now showing itself. There is every indication that we have not a yet seen
the final shape in which the petro-dollars will assert their influence over the
Western world but It is highly unlikely that charity, as opposed to busine-
like amoclations will remain prominent In their considerations.

Today, there are rumors in Switmerland and Lebanon that the Shah of Iran
is also considering the purchasing of 28% of Bayer.A.G., the lmrot Chemical
company in Europe The transaction, based on current market pries, would
amount to somewhere between $450-M million.

Every politician would like to see some of the Arab money r n in one
form or audther to the West. However, we cannot help but question te Ira
tions of the O1'M oil money, whtch Is being acquired at the rate of W1bIl-
It" a month, returning to severely depressed stockmarketL-
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Needless to say, those of us who know a little about corporate takeovers under-
stand fully the economic and political implications if such transactions do, in
fact, take place.

Another of my colleagues, Mr. Meyer Berman, one of Wall Street's leading
security analysts, spoke on July 22, 194 to the New York Society of Security
Analysts In his speech, he quoted an imaginary headline from The New York

Times for August 15, 19M :
"Oil Producing Countries Unite and Tender United States New York Stock
Exchange"

Let there be no mistake-this is a theoretical possibility! Accordingly, we have
to question the political strengths, the military strengths and the financial in-
tegrity of the western world to avoid such a development.

This brings us to the isue of reoVoling. Let me explain what recycling means,
how it helps our payment problems, and how it helps the current predicament
of both the United States and other industrialized nations.

During the last six months since the increased oil bill has changed the finan-
cial structure of the Industralized world, much attention has been paid in trying
to attract the OPEC billions back into the international banking system. Miracles
have been attached to the words "recycling of OPEC money". A new economic
boom ending the major 5%-year bear market is expected once the surplus capital
of the OPEC countries, particularly that of Iran, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia,
is gainfully utilized In the western world. Undoubtedly, economic partnerships
have usually been profitable, particularly if they serve the purpose of both
parties concerned.

During the last few years, the word Detente has been construed to mean the
ending of the Vietnam war and the creation of a better working relationship
between the U.S. on one side, and the Soviet Union and the Peoples Republic of
China on the other. The state of affairs known as Detente may become more
popular because the word is pronounced usually with a charming foreign accent.
As I see It, recycling is not Detente. Recycling Is not even equity financing, it ts
the equivalent of a "bridge-loan", a financial term which has never gained the
respect of the banking world. What such transaction amounts to is that Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait or other wealthy OPEC countries place billions ol dollars of loan
capital Into U.S. government securities or long-teir bank notes of the largest
international banks who, In turn, reloan them to other banking institution&
Then, as the cycle goep further and the liquidity of the banking system Increases.
this money would be allocated to large, creditworthy international corporation
In turn, these corporations would create business opportunities not only fov
their own employees but also for their supplier FinalUy, the increased liquidity
of the industrial and banking worlds would recreate the conditions that existed
In 197& or before.

While all this is true, it is not the entire story. Detente t possible and can be
negotiated due to the mutual permanent capital. It depends on the terms upon
which the U.S. or other countries can obtain 5-10 year loan capital. It is the
very loan capital that is currently in shorter money market instruments of the
Euro-dollar market or In the U.S., made somewhat more permanent by the terms
upon which it Is given and accepted. However, on the ultimate level, these loans
replace our own reserves, our own equity. To put it another way, our reserves
are now being removed from our free use and being passed over to the OPEC
countries. They, In turn, will set the terms upon which these newly acquired
assets, as medium-term mortgage, long-term mortgage, or secondary mortgage
money are redeposited in our banking system. However desirable this may be,
it must be pointed out that this equity does not belong to the industrialised
nations but to the OPEC countries. We will not have jurisdiction as to the ulti.
mate movement of this capital beyond Its temporary return for a few years to
our own banking world.

Moreover, in the owrren* state of affairs, ti we eeamine not only the -Wide
defltO Apure# for 1974 but aleo for 1975 and 1976, oe w ee more and more of
our equity disappearing and being replaced, if it repla at aUg by several
layers of mortgage capital under the label of reoyoled ourre4os. It is better
than nothing, but it is certainly not a base upon whioh to build a future.

Obviously, the U.S. and West Germany are probably the two countries whose
respective treasuries are most likely to obtain the recycled-OPEC money because
of the powerful economies that their monetary system represents. Apart from
lending it back to the U.S. banks, the U.S. Treasury has in lending some of these
recycled OPEC dollars to the Euro-dollar markets or to other countries as well. A
few days ago In a press conference in London, Secretary Simon, on his way back
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from his commendable mission to the Middle East, heroically announced that
the U.S. would supply liquidity to prevent a chain reaction of failures in the
Euro-dollar market

Needless to say, the U.S. today does not have the reserves to underwrite the
$160 billion Euro-dollar market, without a huge influx of capital during the next
few years from the oil producing countries. It is questionable whether our banking
system is sound enough or whether our government is liquid enough with long-
term recycled OPEC loans to stand by every economic dislocation in the indus-
trialized world. Secretary Simon's statement is obviously a commendable boost
to the international banking world, but we do not escape the problem by making
this obligation. Accepting the responsibility for patching up the imminent prob-
lems in the international banking fraternity is commendable but it is more our
duty to get to the root of the matter itself. With the experience of Vietnam
behind us-are we going to become the financial policeman of the world?

Under the new administration a number of practical steps have to be taken
immediately to face up to the pending crisis that is facing the entire civilized
world. If we recognise that the roots of inflation lie in the current energy crisis
and, if we recognize that the present problems of the financial world are due
to the trade deficits of today, and tomorrow, then, obviously, this is the problem
that we must solve, putting aside all other considerations.

I would like to make a few recommendations which, in my opinion, are
absolutely essential if we want to avoid what could potentially occur on August
5, 19M. On this date, the OPEC countries could tender, if not for 1,600 com-

panies presently listed on the New York Stock Exchange, then for the remaining
800 or 900 companies that will still be listed at that time. My suggestions aro
as follows:

1. Ask Congress to examine all laws of the Environmental Protection Agency
declare a national emergency and modify those that hinder the production oi
energy.

2. Urge Congress to remove every restriction on coal mining, including strip
mining, unless serious and immediate hazards to health 'can be Justified.Th
objections of various environmental groups should be brushed aside until thio
country, as well as our major trading partners, are energy independent or, at
least, on their way to independence in a meaningful fashion.

8. Urge members of Congress to stop at all levels of Government, the senseles
witch-hunting of oil companies. Almost all oil companies invest over 100% o
their casih flow in oil exploration every year. Now there is no question that it
we want to explore for oil and natural gas, a lot of companies will make his
profits and a lot of people become rich. At the same time, I would rather eg
big and small oil companies double or triple their profits--by finding and pro-
ducing more oil and gas to sell at free market prices-than to see lower domestic
energy exploration programs and to have our financial destiny In- the hands
of the OPEC 'ountries. Most Americans can buy a share in any of the oil com-
panies or oil service companies that search for American or Western energy.
This is a subject which, I believe, should be explained properly to the American
people.

4. In discussing energy, I think it is a good Illustration to recall the Alaska
Pipeline situation. There is oil in Alaska, there Is natural gas in Alaska, there
is no excuse for not having 8 or 4 oil and gas pipelines to tap the natural resources
of Alaska. What hindered the economic development of Alaska was short-
sightedness for which we are now paying a very heavy price. In April 1971,
I first went to Alaska to study the economic and environmental issues that,
at that time, were blocking the final permit to build the Trans-Alaska Pipeline,
System. I was given the honor of writing an article for the Anchorage Daily
News. In this article, I said the following:

"There is no doubt that some of our liberal politicians have done a great
deal for our country. At the same time, it would not hurt them to read somo
elementary booked on economics and to understand that which can be clearly

.understood, that the ecological problems of Manhattan, where my. 2% year old
boy has to grow uP, are far worse than the ecological problems of the uninhabited
Northern part of Alaska."

I received approximately 1,000 letters from citizens of Anchorage, thanking
me for that article. The only thing that has changed since that article was
written Is that my son Is now 5% years old. The people of the U.S. are still
no closer to receiving oil from Alaska.

I do not wish tO dwell on the subject, but the Middle Eastern oil crisis Was
clearly predicted in 19K I quote below, A letter from Sir Winston Churchill
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to the late President Eisenhower, written during the Sues crisis. Its words
are well fitting to the hearings of this Committee than, perhaps, at any time
since the letter was written.

"There is not much left for me to do in this world and I have neither the
wish nor the strength to involve myself in the present political stress and
turmoil ... there seems to'be a growing misunderstanding and frustration on
both sides of the Atlantic. If they be allowed to develop, the skies will darken
and it is the -Soviet Union that will ride the storm. We should leave it to
the historians to argue the rights and wrongs of all that has happened during
the past years. What we must face is that at present these events have left
a situation in the Middle East in which spite, envy and malice prevail on every
hand and our friends are beset by bewilderment and uncertainty over the future.
The Soviet Union is attempting to move into this dangerous vacuum, for you
must have no doubt that the time for Nasser could be an even greater time for
them."

"The very survival of all we believe in may depend on our setting our minds
to forestalling them. If we do not take immediate action in harmony, it Is no
exaggeration to say that we must expect to see the Middle East and North Africa
coast line under Soviet control and Western Europe placed at the mercy of the
Russians. If at this juncture we fail in our responsibility to act positively and
fearlessly, we shall no longer be worthy of the leadership with which we areentrusted...

"Wuisroz a. OBUNMoRnI"
HIAow MoKn.L":

RXIdl the #tom 1956-1959.

Since this hearing deals with the problems of the financial markets, let us face
the facts. The current state of the stock exchanges, the current state of the cap-
ital markets, the current state of the brokerage industry is so shaky that they
are incapable of channeling the savings of the American people into fruitful
vehicles to solve our energy problems. There are three major issues that I would
like to discuss.

1. With the atmosphere in Wall Street gloomier that at any time.since the
Depression, and with the losses sustained by the brokerage industry higher than
at any other time In the history of the U.A, I do not think it is time for experi-
mentation with a new system whose implications cannot be correctly foreseen
during the next 12-24 months. This is the time to strengthen our financial Insti-
tutions, strengthen the brokerage industry and bring back the confidence of the
investors in the Integrity of our financial systems Many experts have said, and
I would like to reaffirm, that fully negotiated commission rates may lead to a
better financial system. But for the short-term, when our problems are so serious,
any untried experimentation can be very dangerous Indeed.

Congress must recognize that the private investors over the last 6 years have
consistently lost money on its investments. The investor lost money, his com-
pany or union pension fund lost money, he has no faith in returning to the stock
market, and-he cannot be blamed for feeling this way. The average investor is
not upset because of the high brokerage commission rate he has to pay, he is
upset because he lost money. It has been calculated that, if you take inflation into
account, during the last six years the average stock has declined approximately
80 on most listed exchanges I believe it was first proposed by Mr. Rom Perot
and then by some other leading economists that a new set of laws should be
enacted enabling every American to accumulate 0-100,000 in tax-free capital
gains during his or her lifetime. This would be a true incentive to Investors. As
a security analyst, let me reiterat, we need the savings and the daring of every
potential investor in this country to receate a prospru stock market, a pros-
perous and functioning money-mining mechanism in the U.S.

. Lastly, let me discuss a technical issue. This sub-committee has spent a
year investigating the prospects and problems of the two-tier market. Them
were many abuses but there weremany good reasons for that system. Let me
quote one virtually unspoken issue that is more responsible than any other in
eliminating the majority of publicly-owned companies from large scale private
or institutional ownership. I am referring to Rule 144 that became effective
in April, 1971 when the Downones Industrial hit 970. This &R.O. Rule permits
non-registered securities to be sold after 2 years of holding, subject to certain
volume considerations. In effect, tt has been disastrous for the majority of
securities, Every 6 months a torrent of selling can hit a-particular security
when the, various option holders, letter stockholders, or original founders o-
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the company, can unload previously unlisted securities on the open market.
Everybody knows that because of that net selling it is very difficult for most
securities to gather strength. As my colleague, Mr. Meyer Berman, emphasized
in a speech to the New York Society of Security Analysts, the abuse of Rule
144 has created a great many new residents on the North Shore of Long
Island, In Westchester County, and In Palm Beach. It has also rendered vir-
tually impossible for over 60% of the publiely-owned companies to achieve a
decent price/earnings multiple. I hereby call on Oongress to re-examine Rule
144 and, If possible, modify It and, if practical, to revoke It.

President Ford ti probably facing a more complex set of economic and
political Issues than any other president since Franklin Roosevelt. For the
first time In our history, the U.S. is not economically strong enough to cope
with the financial might of countries which, up to the last 4 years, It did not
even take seriously. Yet, we live In a civilized world and our problems can
only be solved through negotiation. Former President Nixon embarked on this
course calling his Administration an Era of Negotiation, and I trust Presi-
dent Ford will continue along this road.

The U.S. needs all forms of fossil fuel created In this country- does the
Western world. This is not the time for Norway to hold back Its production
of oil. This is not the time to have disagreement among the Industrialized
nations whose banking systems are inter-dependent. The liquidity crisis, the
banking crisis, and the Inflationary crisis will end or will see a road to Improve.
ment once the OPEC countries see that:

a. The Western world produces more and, therefore, requires less oil from
them.

b. Our capital raising mechanism functions properly so that we can raise
the necessary amount of capital to accelate the exploration of our ol reserves,
our natural gas reserves, devetop our oil shale deposits and obtain energy from
nuclear sources.

If they see this happen, th6v will join us In oider not to miss the buat. If they
see that, year by year, we are able to cut back our oil Imports, then they will
cooperate with us today. If they see that our stock markets are not sinking but
rising, they will be looking for ways to participate in our newly borb prosperity.

In summary, let us clearly state that the quadrupling of oil prices has taken
place because certain countries believed that the U.B. was weakened by internal
strife; the "oil bill" upset the entire financial mechanism of the Western world.
However, we do have the staying power, we do have the energy to improve our
own Internal situation. When this happens slowly but Inevitably every country
In the world will join us and the U.. will re-emerge with stronger financial
markets and greater energy forces than ever before.

Respectfully submitted.
\ ANDrsw 0. RACs.

A STA&Tm T ox FnAoxuL MANwW sY AsMCo 8TL CoRP., MDLEToWN, O0o
- We fully ooscr wifth Heator Bextsee' 8#atement: "Our economy is currently

not generating sufficient money to meet the capital needs of American business,
as well as the capital needs of our states, counties a -d municipalities. As a result,
new job opportunities that require capital Investment are not being created.'

Fiscal and monetary policies which prevailed in the early 1970s have contrib-
uted to a great eftnt toward the so- called "d b1e-44p" 4stUon 4 our econ-
omy. During the Infltionary. period, the cost- of money, like the-costs of other
commodities, has goqe up to an dllprecedented level In the Unite4 Statei. Besides
the high borrowing oous which a borrower is faced with In money market
(short-term funds), as well as in capital. markets (long-term funls), there are
occasions when a borrower has no access to these.financial npkets Business
firms with bond ratings of less than single A confront serious pt9hleq in risln4
funds in today's financial markets.

Fortunately, at Anmoo, we do not have to raise lon-term or short-term funds
at the present time. However, our debt rato has been the highest among major
steel producers in the United States since the late 19 0's due to major capital
Investments In our steel facilities. As a result, our bond rating has deteriorated
and our borrowing cost has increased over the past several years. Debt financing,
therefore, Is not a major source that a: corporation of Armeo's sime and financial
background could depend upon for vitally needed capital expenditures.
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An alternative to debt financing is eqvitV $newtng. As the cost of debt embt
UP, so does the cost of equity. A simplified expression of the cost of equity is
the reciprocal of the widely publicized price/earnings ratio (P/B ratio). The
lower the P/D ratio, the higher the cost of equity, In the recent past, the P/IN
rto A" deodfed substantially for most of the corporation& For example, the
,&atio for Armo used to be around 10 In the 19's and the early 970', but It Is
now only 5. This means that an investor Is now willing to pay only $5 for a
common stock earning $1 per year, while he would have paid $10 per share only
a few years back. Low price/earnings ratios have driven away many corpora-
tions-in need of capital from using equity financing in the present day business
environment.

Textbooks on nvestmentsgenerally emphasise that an invuement in ommon
stocks is a Woe against infatio However, this has not been true for the last
several years for common stocks of many companies. As a result, funds In the
equity market have dried up.

For a given business firm, Its sarnis%# in terms of quantity and quality deter-
mine its capability to raise funds externally. Higher earnings in relation to
investment enable the firm to attract equity capital at reasonable cost. Higher
earnings also permit the firm to reinvest more dollars in the business which
expands the Arm's equity base, and the expanded equity base enables, the firm
to raise additional debt. The Steel I4uefrW In general and Armoo in particular
has not been able to 4arn a reasonable return on investments because of goverii-
ment regulations and competition from foreign steel producers aided by their
governments As can be seen iA the enclosed chart, Armco's return on total assets
has been substantially below the average for FORTUNE 500 industrial firms
during 1968-198 period. It should be kept In view that Armco Is one of the
three best performed In the U.S. Steel Industry. With such financial plight,
firms like Armco do, not have enough funds from internal sources (i.e., net
profit and depreciation) and are not very competitive in financial markets. As a
result, these firms must limit their season and modernization programs
resulting in shortages of basic commodities n the economy over the long run.

7he problem of raising funds was eased to some extent with the usage of
tat-emempt $inanct'g for pollution abatement facilities. With Inflation, the
cost of such financing has also Increased in the recent past This source- of
financing could be more helpful t6 the business community if speedy procedures
used by various governmental agencies approving such financing could be
developed, and If the Interpretations of pollution abatement facilities were
not so narrowly defined.

WHAT TWO OvmMs OAS DO

The government, through its policies, must bring the rate of Inflation and
Interest rates down to a reasonable level on a relatively permanent basis.
Additionally, the government must enact those legislations which will enable
businesses to earn a reasonable rate of return on the investors' capital and
generate adequate cash flow to finance needed capital Investment& This could
be acecown' .'d possibly by tax reduction and faster depreciation wrlte-off
regulatiG -- ,tthout repealing the present Investment Ttx Oredit. If busi-
ness firms old generate more cash flow from Internal sources, their demand
for capital Leom financial markets would ease of

A reduction In government spending would take some of the pressure for
capital demand from finanelal markets and probably bring down the borrowing
cost Finally, some type of the government guarantee of loans needed by the
corporations which do not have any access to financial markets would help
avoid any threat of a domestic financial crisis.

We appreciate the opportunity to share our views with the Subcommittee
on Financial Markets. We will be happy to provide additional information to
the Subcommittee on the subject If necessary.
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DrAz SENATOR BzNrsvr: The Municipal Finance Officers Asocxiation, repre
seating over 6,000 fiscal offcers and experts in State and local government, ha
great interest and operational responsibility in the behavior of the financial
markets., The nation's capital and money markets are constantly called upon to
supply approximately $50 billion In new long-term and short-term loans to
States and localities each year in the process of helping to finance their $185
billion of annual direct expenditures. Thus unstable or deteriorating conditions
In the financial markets can have a profound effect on the cost and availability of
governmental credit and, consequently, the provision of publlcigoods aind services.,

Recent history has shown that the municipal bond market along with the
mortgage market and perhaps sman business finanMe shows the greatest sensi-
tivity to changing monetary conditions. This volatility In the cost and volume
of borrowing to due to several factors% foremost of which are the unique role
played by commercial banks as denanders of municipal bonds% the existence of
certain Institutional limitations such as interst rate ceilings, and the demon-
strated need- or willingness of States and localities to postpone borrowing plans
In the face of high Interest rate situations. While actual expenditures on project
to be debt-financed often can be insulated from temporary Interruptions In bond
sales, the degree-of such Insulation varies greatly among Individual units and
inversely with the duration of the credit tlghtneso

A series of surveys conducted by the Federal Reserve Board throughout the.
late WOs and early We' were designed to measure the Impact of changing credit
conditions on State and local governments.l Thes grovlde the most detailed

'A detailed analysis of the surovey- results to contained itL the articles by Paul X.
McGouldrick and John D. Peterst "Monetary Restraint and Borrowing and Spending byLare Sateand LoalI Government In 1988 'F ederal Remoe Bulletitn. (July 1988) and1e .Restraint, Band S b Smal Local Governments. and

State I em In 196 ..1 ., .~~oJ~ -:1 1 ......... . 1.,..).

John Z.-tersen, "Response of State an Local Governments to Varying Credit Condi
tions" Pederal Re~ervo BwUft* (March f.07 11 o"n' Po'ul Schneiderman "Planned and

AculLone-term Borrowing by State and Local Governments," edeai Rerve BulletO

B3EST COPY AVA LA*PID
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evidence of the sector's reaction to credit market conditions. The studies found
that high and rising Interest rates In the credit crunch periods of 1966 and
1969-70 lead to massive reductions in State and local borrowings (about 10 to
25 per cent below the intended levels) and, In turn, that the borrowing post-
ponements led to capital spending reductions equal to about 25 to 30 per cent of
the dollar volume that -was planned, but was not borrowed. Of course, these
reductions In spending took quite some time to materialize and were transitory
If the borrowing delay were temporary. Most projects were kept on track In
the face of long-term borrowing delays by use of short-term borrowing, or to a
lesser extent, by the use of liquid assets.

Several important findings stand r:t:
First, small units were the moit likely not to alter their borrowing plans

voluntarily mainly because If they did not borrow long-term, they had limited
alternative means of financing. Thus, when smaller governments are forced to
postpone, It signals real problems for spending plane.

Second, large units frequently would voluntarily postpone long-term borrow-
ings, especially If they had alternative means of temporarily financing projects.
Thus, the liquid asset position of governments and their access to short-term
loans are of critical spending problems In credit restraint periods

Third, State-imposed interest rate ceilings were of great importance In the
1969 and 1970 shortfalls In borrowing, but revisions and suspensions have less-
ened their Impact today. Long-term borrowing postponements are most likely to
be made o&i a voluntary basis either because the project became Infeasible atvery high rates or because it Is felt worthwhile to anticipate a decline In rates.
The much greater amplitude In municipal bond rates over the past five years
probably encourages an attitude of voluntarily- holding up definitive financings
until rates turn down, as well as greater use of call provisions on bonds and
partial borrowings.

Fourth, ultimate Impacts on spending and other financial dislocations de-
pend on both the size of the rise in Interest rates and the duration of the
squeeze. Governments evidently are able to cope with sharp-+ut temporary-In-
creases and gradual upward moves In borrowing costs, but rapid moves to pro-
longed higher levels of interest costs will spell the greatest problems, especially
for those who have stalled definitive funding in hopes of a future relaxation of
rates.

Since the credit crunch of 1909-70, the municipal bond market has maintained
a farily even keel, albeit at higher levels. Interest cost on twenty-year municipal
bonds have generally fluctuated between 5.0 and 5.5 per cent. However, In March
of this year interest rates began a shar "upward climb. Rates by mid-August
were about 150 basis points (or S0 per cent) higher than four months earlier.
Upsurging rates have lead to several large, well-publicized postponements. From
Anril 1 to June28 (the latest data for which postponements are available from
The Bond Buyer), a total of 51 State and local issues were held back from the
market, totalling about $660 million. Subsequently. the months of July and
August have experienced large displacements. Whether these will materialize
Into permqn4nt reductions remains to be seen.

It should be pointed out that postponements a tabulated by The Bond Buuer
represented the last decision point on borrowing postponements. Studies have
shown that In prolonged periods of high Interest costs. borrowers simply will not
bother to advertise sales that they know will b too costly, thus publls! ed post.
nonements represent only a portion 'of delayed or abandoned financings. The
longer that rates- stay around hitoric hihs-or advance to new ones--the
larger will be the volume of unpublicized shortfalls in bond sales.' "

It is our opinion It is perhaps too early to attempt a measurement of the
Imnact of recent tichtenings on State and local finances. But it is undeniable
that careful watching and a cautionary attitude are definitely In order.

Certain key areas suggt themselves as Particnlarly worthy of surveillance:
Shnrt-term borrowing, the preferred alternative source of capital funds,

haq become Increasingly expensive and Its rsald growth must be watched care-
fully. The r4ling u of large short-term liabilities, often borrowing under cell-
Insm on interest notes thatt are only temporarily suspended, can transmit bor
row1i nrefourps to later dates and thus auger a prolongation of tightness inthe munlclpml bond market

The Advent of general revenue sharing has provided an influx of funds that
hus reduced somewhat State and locol government borrowing demands. ThIs
hafi relieved some credit market urewsures over the paOt two yeers. However, as
revenue sharing finds become built Into operating budgets to help meet spiraling

I
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operating costs, they will become leas available for capital items. Obviously, a
sudden withdrawal of revenue sharing money would not only intensify capital
market needs, but will also mean that more tax dollars will be needed to keep
up service levels. Iw both cases, loss of revenue sharing would intensify the
borrowing demands of State and local governments.

Bank demand remains of primary importance to the demand for municipal
bonds. In periods of tight money the loan demands of business have first claim
on bank credit and this heightens municipal market problems. Efforts, therefore,
to attract more of the banking system's lendable funds to other sectors-such as
the housing market which, unlike the municipal bond market, already received
extensive Federal assistance-will weaken bank support of the public bond
market. Therefore, such proposals as full Insurance of public d"posits, which seekto divert more of the supply of savings to other sectors, can have a disastrouseffect on the State and local bond market. Further erosion of bank demand for
municipals must be avoided.

Tax-exemption of the interest income of municipal bonds is the primary de-terminant of borrowing costs and continued public confidence in this exemptionfor municipal bonds is of key Importance in maintaining reasonable rates.This Is especially so when the retardation of commercial bank investments inmunicipals necessitates greater purchases by individual Investors. Therefore,* any expansion of credit sources beyond the use of conventional tax-exemptionwould only be of benefit to the extent It provides an additional, rather thanexclusive, source of funds and leaves the tax-exempt market as a feasible andunfettered alternative. Mixing notions of market expansion with those of erosionof the present exemption of State and local securities is both distracting and veryexpensive for borrowers when It undermines investor confidence In existln tax,
exempt bonds.

Over a longer perspective, there is no doubt that the most critical factor inaverting financial chaos in the municipal bond market (and everywhere else) I*-a stemming of inflation. Today's high interest costs will be absorbed permanentlyInto the governmental cost structure to be financed by higher future taxes. At thqsame time, spiraling construction costs can force Issuers to raise money and letcontracts before prices ratchet up, thus forcing panic borrowing and buying deci. -s/ous. Other destructive consequences of rampant Inflation on the State and localsector are too numerous to review here, but those evidenced now in the capitalmarkets are merely straws In the wind for a sector that employs one out of everyseven wage earners and which collects taxes from us all.We respectively request that this letter be made a part of the permanent
record of the hearings on this subject.

Sincerely,
JOHN Pg'rm~ter,

_Wohington Diretor.

STIATVEET OF JOHNi Wfl1THaopWaGHT-
UUMMARY OF PaopoSALs FOR LEGISLATIVE AND UGlTATORY FORM OF AMERICAN

ECNOMXO AND MONMARY MAXAGZEMNT
X ePqeure by Resolution, U.8. International Negotiation to Create an Infla.tion-proof Standard of Value in the International Monetary System.T/. Require by Resolution, U.S. International Negotiation of An Agreement toRegulate the Creation of "Eurodollar" and Other Foreign Currency De.

posits in Non-domiciled Banks.XX. Enact Legislation to Insulate Domestic U.S. Monetary and Oredit Policiesfrom the Influence of Excessive Foreign Captal requirements and Interest
Rates.

IV. Expand by Legislation, the Federal Reserve Board's-Regulatory powersto Include Vaiable Reserve Requlrementp Depending on the Proportionof Each Bank's Loan Portfolio Allocated to National Economic Purposes
and Priorities.

V. Establish by Legislation, More Precise Requirements and Procedures forNational Economic and Financial Policies.VI. Expand and Revise by Legislation, the Requirements for and Terms ofOffice of Membership of the Federal Reserve Board so as to Provide forBroader Representation of Public and National Interests.
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VII. Limit by Legislation, Interest Rates on all Deposits including Negotiable
Certificates of Deposit to a Maximum of 1% Less than the Prime Bank
Lending Rate or 50%. whichever is Higher.

VIII. Repeal the One-Bank Holding Company Legislation and Limit Banks and
Banking Corporations Strictly to Banking Functions with No Involvement
in Investments, Insurance or Other Non-banking Activities.

IX. Establish by Legislation, a "Citizen's Capital Investment Tax Credit" to
Encourage Savings and Capital Formation by Individual Citizens and
thus Reduce Infilationary Spending Demand while Increasing the Supply
of Productive Capital,

OUTLINE OF TESTIMONY

(By John Winthrop Wright)

A. BACKGROUND AND QUALIFICATIONS OF JOHN WINTHROP WRIGHT

(1) Born Bridgeport, Connecticut, June 27, 1912.
(2) Education: Phillips Exeter Academy 1929, Amherst College 1933, Teacher

of Economics St, John's College 1989-40.
(3) Experience: Accountant, Home Owners' Loan Corporation, Washington,

D.C. 198836; Special Representative, Mortgage and Trust Departments, First
National Bank, Bridgeport, Connecticut 1937-38; Fraternity Business Manager,
Amherst College 19849; Treasurer, St. John's College, Annapolis, Maryland
1939-40; Commander, active duty, U.S. Naval Reserve 1940-47; Executive
Vice President, Standard Air Service 1947-48s Founder and President, Wright
Power Saw and Tool Corporation 1947-54; Sr. Partner, Andres Trubee and
Company, Financial Consultants 1955-59; Chairman, Rototiller, Incorporated
1958-59; President, Wright Investors' Service, Bridgeport, Connecticut, 1960 to
date. Wright Investors' Service Is an investment management and advisory orga-
nization, registered with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission
since 1961, presently consisting of 120 officers and employees, managing directly
about one quarter of a billion dollars of investments of corporate and union
pension and profit sharing funds, eleemosynary institutions and other organiza-
tions and individuals, an# serving as investment adviser to 17 NYSE member
brokerage firms and about 500 banks and Institutional Investors.

(4) Author: "Q.V.T., Three Keys To Stock Market Success," published by
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970. Also numerous articles on investment and economic
subjects in most leading financial journals.

(5) Address: John Winthrop Wright, Wright Building, 500 State Street,
Bridgeport, Connecticut 06603. Telephone: 203-877-9444.

B. THE PURPOSE OF THIS TESTIMONY

(1) As a citizen, to protest the Ill-conceived legislation and the misguided
governmental policies and management which in six years have drastically
damaged and are now destroying the American free enterprise system as we
have known It.

(2) As an investment counselor and manager, to ask for relief from the
unrelenting pressure by which the Federal Reserve Board has caused the great-
est shrinkage of American security values since the great depression of the
nineteen thirties, virtually destroyed our equity markets, forced the liquida-
tion of individual ownership of publicly held corporate equity securities and
of most of the securities industry, caused the transfer of ownership of American
industry from Individual to institutional Investors, and transformed us from
a nation of investors Into a nation of lenders and borrowers.

(8) As both a lifelong student of finance and economics and a practical busi-
nessman of thirty years experience, to point out the dogmatic, pedagogical mis-
conceptions and the Obvious lackof objective, constructive thought which have
caused thesd ill-conceived governmental policies and brought us to this sorry
state, and to present to this committee some remedial and constructive pro-
posals which, I believe, bavv at least the merit of objective logic and common
sense.



0. THZ CURRENT MXSCONCWTONS Or UR ZOONOMISTS AND NATIONAL ECONOMXC
AND MONETARY MANAGER VS TZ TRUE CAUAS or AND RuMEDIES roa xIFLATrON

Misconception Number One... that the cause of today's inflation is excessive
growth of the nation's domestic money supply, and that this has been an un-
avoidable result of excessive government spending.

I submit that this is a gross over-aimplification and distortion of the facts.
The inflation of 1968-70 which reached a 5.8% annual rate (GNP deflator) was
a result of financing the escalated costs of the Viet Nam War without either
raising taxes or imposing controls, but the double digit inflation of 1978-74 Is
a result of a confluence of factors, none of which may be laid at the door to ex-
cessive government spending per se. Here Is a list of the true cause.

(1) The accumulated Federal deficits of 1970-78 were a contributing factor
to, but by no means the principal cause of today's Inflation. These deficits, in
fact, resulted primarily from a decline of more than -10% in federal tax receipts
per capita (in constant dollars) from 1969 through 1971, and an expan-
sion of nearly +20% in expenditures (in constant dollars) from 1970 through
1972, both of which were a direct result of the until then unprecedented contrac-
tion In 1969-70 of our money supply by the Federal Reserve Board and the con-
sequent decline In national product, corporate and personal Incomes, andthe
government's tax revenues thereon. Neither the decline in tax revenues nor the
"eoonomioally stimulative" expansion of federal expenditures would have oc-
ourred if the Federal Reserve Board had iot taken it upon itself to plunge the
nation into a recession in 1969-70. -

(2) The Administration's decision in 1971 to suspend the convertibility of the
U.S. dollar Into gold although necessary to correct a long term accumulated
imbalance of international payments, cast practically all of the world's cur-
rencies, as well as the dollar to which they had been tied, afloat upon a confused
and angry international sea. The result was a worldwide loe of confidence iq
the stability of practically all governmental currencies and tn unprecedented,
excessively stimulative demand for every kind of tangible store of value which
caused world commodity prices to more than double within one year, and created
material shortges which substantially impaired production in the Unlte]
States and caused severe imbalances between supply and demand for practically
all products.

(8) The devaluation of the US. dollar, although necessary to restore the in-
temational competitiveness of U.S. dollar priced exports, was also a direct re-
suit of the long term mismanagement of our international trade and. finance, our
subsidy "of foreign nations, and the export of American capital to increase pro-
duction overseas Instead of in the United ,States. The resulting cumulative decline
of -17.4% in the U.8. dollar's international purchasing power was In effect a
de facto recognition of the U.S. dollar Inflation which had already occurred in-
ternationally, and which has subsequently been reflected In the Increase of
domestic prices. Please note that a -- 17.4% dollar devaluation is equivalent to a
+21% price rise, and that this alone is equivalent to two years of double digit
Inflation at annual rates.

(4) The foreign-controlled increase in the cost of energy, has, of course, been
an inescapable and major factor In our current Inflation. Certainly, this was not
and is not subject to correction by reducing the domestic money supply, or by
any other domestic measures, except for the long term development of alternate
sources of energy which, Incidentally cannot possibly be successfully financed if
today's usurious level of interest rates is permitted to continue. -The energy
price rise, although more than double for foreign oil, averages out, according
to our calculations, to close to a +5% overall average price rise In all U.S.
energy costs, foreign and domestic. Although this Is still in the process of per-
meating the price structure of practically all U.S. goods and services, the process
Is now nearing completion and this major cause of domestic inflation will soon
become an historical fact as distinguished from a continuing factor.

(5) The unregulated increase in the supply of "Eurodollars" has been equiva-
lent to a +115% Increase in the total supply of current U.S. dollars (MI) since
1968, +956% of the total current money supply of $241 billion at the beginning
of the period ($200 billion in domestic funds [M1] plus $41 billion In Eurodollars

40-544 0 - 74 - II
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already on deposit in foreign banks). The Eurodollar increase was also equiva-
lent to +57% of all dollar deposits inside the U.S.A. including all time deposits.
The FRB regulated domestic U.S. money supply (Ml) Increased by only +40%
during the same period (or 88% of all current dollars including Eurodollars at
the beginning of the period). The unregulated massive increase of EurodoUars
has been and still is unquestionably a major domestic as well as a worldwide
cause of Inflation. Believe it or not, the supply of '"urodollars", which are
essentially deposits in foreign banks abroad payable in U.S. dollars, is now
almost as great as the entire U.S. domestic money supply of about $279 billion
in currency and demand deposits In U.S. banks (Mi). These dollars, have in
part been simply created by foreign bank dollar loans and are not backed, directly
or it/directly, by reserves in U.S. Federal Reserve banks. Here Is the major villain

-- of the Inflationary piece, for these dollars, "fictitious" or not, do represent actual
dollar buying power demand and are therefore a very powerful factor In thke
demand/supply imbalance which has created today's Inflation. This unregulated
creation of U.S. dollars by foreign banks Is a continuing inflationary factor
which can and should be brought under strict U.S. control. Is It not incredible
that our government's monetary authorities are now drastically restricting the
U.S. domestic money supply and our domestic economic growth, while completely
neglecting to take any measures to reduce or even to bring under control this
enormous, unregulated foreign-made expansion of U.S. dollars?

(6)-The suspension of ceilings on negotiable bank certificates of deposits in
June 1970, while essential at the time to avoid a nationwide financial panic of
the first magnitude which then threatened to result from the FRB's excessive
and prolonged "credit crunch" of 1969-70, has since turned out to be a financial
Frankenstein of previously unimaginable power. Herein Is the cause of the
apparent paradox of unprecedentedly usurious Interest rates and an "adequate"
supply of bank lendable funds-that Is by big banks to big borrowers. For while
the conventional "current money supply" of currency and demand deposits (Ml)
has been growing at an average +6.% annual rate during the last 51, years
(+88% during the last eighteen months), large certificates of deposit have
averaged a +26% compound annual rate since 198, have skyrocketed to .+54
annual growth rate since 1972, and have caused the total money supply including
all demand and time deposits to rise at a +12.1% annual rate during the same
period.

The adverse effects upon the American free enterprise capitalistic system of
this suspension of regulation of large negotiable bank certificates of deposit
can scarcely be exaggerated. This one terrible mistake, which benefits no one
except the large banks, has caused:

(a) The escalation of interest rates to levels which are unprecedented In our
history, were inconceivable a few years ago, are nearly double the rate which
centuries of civilization have considered "usurious", and are unsustainable by
a productive society. It is interesting, if somewhat disconcerting to note that
In the early vigorous days of the Roman Republic 81,6% was the maximum legal
rate of interest; this was raised to 12% In 87 AD as the empire began to decline.

(b) The demoralization, disintegration and forced liquidation of our securities
markets for common stocks, bonds and commercial paper alike.

() The concentration of financial and economic power in the major banks,
interposing big bankers between'the owners and the users of capital and causing
the transformation of equity capital into debt, investors Into lenders and busi-
nessmen Into borrowers instead of partners.

(d) A, dangerous shift from long term capital investment into short term
lending. which seriously reduces the true liquidity of our banks and the avail-
ability of long tnrm investment capital for the expansion of competitive, produc-
tive enterprise.

(P) A serious Impediment to the liquidity, viability and growth of our savings
Institutions and a very real threat to the American tradition of individual home
ownership.

• (7) Finally, high interest rates are themselves a primary cause of inflation
for two reasons:

First, because the very reason by which they are justifed-Ito slow down
the economv"--actnally slows down production before consumption. ,redtes

_1W supnlV before curtailing demand, and thus accelerates inflation while causing
recsson.

Seeeng, uae interest costs are themselves a major component In the cost
of AMws and v,&vtees. Gros debt of the United States Government now amounts
to close to $500 billion. Each additional 1% added to the cost of servicing that
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debt amounts to $5 billion. Thus the Increase of $11.2 billion In the annual interest
cost of the federal debt, which has already resulted from the Increase In interest
rates, can be computed to have inflated by about 2% per year that portion of the
cost of our Gross National Product which represents interest on the Federal debt
alone. When we compute an estimated average 5% increase In current vs 10 year
1959-08 average annual interest costs on private consumer debt of $178 billion,
plus the progressive escalation of Interest rates from 6% to 9Y% on mortgages
of $M20 billion, we add billions more to Inflation. Altogether, U.S. public and
private debt now totals more than two and a half trillion dollars ($2,526 billion
at 1978 year end), about double the U.S. Gross National Product, which Is now
estimated at $1388 billion. Thus each 1% addition to Interest costs adds close to
2% to inflation. A very significant portion of the inflation of 9.8% during the last
12 months can be attributed to the concurrent escalation of Interest rates.

Misconception Number Two... that the current rate of Inflation Is unprec-
edented in our history and threatens the destruction of the American capitalistic
system.

'his is simply not true. Since World War II, inflation in the United States
has twice before reached "double digit" proportions, first in 1947 with the post-
war relaxation of wage/price controls and second during 1951 as a result of the
Korean War. Both cases, represented essentially one time price adjustments
and were followed by a return to "normal" rates of less than 8% within one or
two years.

I submit that It is thoroughly Irresponsible for any of our economic leaders
to threaten our nation with the permanent destruction of our economic way of
life unless we accept their program for an extended period of economic regrets.
sion. The recent excessive rate of inflation is essentially a "one time" adjustment
which has already run most of Its course, and which was the Inevitable result of
tbi-domestic governmental mismanagement and the International developments
which have already been outlined. These Inflationary measures have already
taken place, and there is no reason to believe that the excessive inflation which
they caused will continue beyond 1974 unless excessively restrictive FRB
monetary policies and a prolongation of prohibitively usurious interest rates are
allowed to cause another recession to be followed again by stimulative spending
and a renewal of federal deficits.

Misconception Number Three... that the principal remedy for Inflation Is
unrelenting restriction of the domestic supply of money and credit and a con-
tinuation of unprecedentedly high Interest rates.

The rationale for this belief assumes that all inflation is caused by an increase
in the domestic money supply, and is therefore curable by reducing the supply,
or Is at least stoppable by ceasing to increase it. This would be demonstrably
valid if the United States were an Island, entirely Insulated from the rest of the
world: but It is demonstrably false in the present circumstances because the
regulated U.S. domestic money supply has not Increased excessively. On the
contrary, It is the unregulated foreign supply of dollars, known as "Eurodollars"
which have proliferated and are the fundamental cause of a worldwide Inflation
In which the United States has been caught up because it did not take effective
measures either to control this proliferation or to insulate Itself against its
effects. To hold that this Is curable by starving the American domestic supply of
money and credit, and denying American business the working capital which Is
vital to Its existence seems to me to represent a new high in Irrationality.

Misconception Number Four... that these policies, currently described as "that
old time religion" have been successful In the past and must now be employed
regardless of their consequences in reduced national productivity, increased un-
employmen*and a reduced standard of living for our citizens.

Although a balanced federal budget may perhaps be properly described as an
"old time religious credo", the hIstory of the application of policies of excessvely
restrictive monetary growth can be described as "successful ' only If one Is willing
to consider the creation of a series of domestic recessions as A successful accom-
plishment. The disinflation of 190 which followed the speculative bon of 19 6-29
was unnecessarily turned Into the "great depressiot" of the nineteen thirties as a
result of the unrelenting contraction of money and credit by the Federal Reserve
Board. and was finally corrected after three years of unnecessary damage to our
economy, by the then unprecedented, easy tnoney and low interest rate policies of
-be New Deal. During'the last two decades, the United States has experienced a
series of Interrutions of the growth of Its gross national product and the sand-
ard of 'iving of ita tltizenm (195' t-f8 1960-01. 1007, 1969-0, aid now in 1974),
none of which had to happen and all of which. were caused by excessive con-
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traction of money and credit by the Federal Reserve Board. Two wrongs do not
make a right, and there is simply no logic in a belief that because poor monetary
management has caused excessive expansion from time-to-time In the past, it
necessarily follows that stable monetary growth Is not attainable and that ex-
cessive monetary restriction and recession are unavoidably required periodically
to offset a prior cyclical period of excessive monetary growth.

When I hear over and over again the statement that high interest rates and
a stagnant, no-growth economy are "necessary to fight Inflation", I cannot help
but be reminded of the post-medieval era when the medical profession believed,
practically to a man, and had persuaded the public of the "scientific" doctrine of"phlebotomy", which held that bloodletting was practically the universal cure for
diseases of il kinds, ranging from high blood pressure to insanity. This, It seems
to nie, Is now the sorry state of our economic science whose leaders today are so
busily engaged In draining the very life blood from our competitive free enter-
prise economic system.

Misconception Number Five... that the management of the nation's credit,
interest rates, and money supply had best be left In the hands of the Federal
Reserve Board, "because they know best" and 'such matters ought to be kept
out of the hands of politicians", specifically the President and the Congress.

During World War I, the French Premier Clemenceau once remarked that 'War
is much too important a matter to be left to the generals". I believe that with
different words the essential truth of this statement Is applicable today to our
economy and its matters, the seven members of the Federal Reserve Board and
the five Federal Reserve Bank presidents who serve with them on the all-power-
ful "Open Market Committee" which absolutely (not partially) controls (not
influences) the supply of money and credit and the level of-interest rates in the
U.S.A.

I am, therefore, including In the proposals for economic reform which I am
about to submit respectively to- this committee one which is intended to place
the responsibility for economic and monetary policy with the elected representa-
tives of the people, specifically the President and the Congres, a second proposal
which broadens and more precisely defines the qualifications for F.R". mem-
bership and a third proposal which increases the regulatory means and authority
of the Board in carrying out these policies. _

D. THI IMMINENT DANGER OF DESTRUCTION OF THI TRADITIONAL AMEICAN FRE EU-
TWEDISE SYSTEM AS A RESULT OF cURUNT FED AL DANKINO AND MONETARY POLICIES

When we think of the special genius of America, we think of liberty, opportunity
and free enterprise. Today, the constitutional safeguards of our liberty remain
Iltact, but the economic opportunity to develop and expand free, competitive
economic enterprise has been drastically curtailed by three major developments:

(1) The great expansion of the power of the major banks as a result of the
One Bank Holding Company Act has given them a grossly unfair and decisive
competitive advantage over independent competitive enterprises which have
neither the franchised right to use the public's deposited funds for private profit,
nor the influence on prospective clients for non-banking services which is inher-
ent In lender-borrower relationships. Consequently, we are today witnessing a
progressive "takeover" by the major banks of the investment industry and a
parallel penetration of leading, Insurance and related activities. This Is obviously
damaging to thousands of Independent competing organizations, serves absolutely
no discernible public purpose, and should be stopped forthwith before It Is too
late.

(2) The unrestricted use of large negotiable certificates of deposit, together
with the Ineredible escalation of Interest rates to unprecedentedly usurious lev-
els has already largely destroyed the American capital markets and is-rapidly
killing Independent competitive business.

The word "usury" has an ancient history, and it Is no accident that through-
out the evolution of civilization seven percent has been considered as the thresh-
old rate beyond which society suffers and only the rich and the greedy can
benefit. Today's "prime rate"'plps compensating balances is more than twice that
level, is causing our cherished competitive free-enterprise system to expire before
our eyes and is replacing it with an oligarchy of bigneap-big banks and the
big corporate customers who have first call on what it takes to get ahead in a
creditor-debtor society. -

I have been unable to find any reason why it Is in the public interest to permit
banks to pay unlimited rates of Interest on large deposits to those who presum-
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ably have more and need less than the run-of-the-mill saver; and I have there-
fore Included the prohibition of such discriminatory regulation, or lack of it,
in these proposals for economic reform.

IL PROPOSALS FOR LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY REFORM OF AMEIUCAN
ECONOMIO AND MONETARY MANAOZ NT

(1) Require by Resolution, U.S. International Negotiation to Create an Infla-
tion-proof Standard of Value in the International Monetary System.

The recent international agreement on the "basket of currencies" principle for
the valuation of each nation's currency in relation to an International "numer-
alre" known as "D81R8" was a useful first step in the right direction, but left
unsolved the establishment of a constant Inflation-proof standard of value to
fill the role which, In the past, was acted by gold. For this purpose, I propose an
extension of the "basket" principle to arrive at an overall rate of international
Inflation by applying the same "weights" as in the currency basket to each na-
tion's respective "GNP Deflator" rate, thus adjusting and devaluing (or reval-
uing) all currencies in relation to the "SDRs", which would thereby always
maintain constant purchasing power. By doing this, we would create for the
first time a constant standard of monetary value, suitable for Inflation-proof
international financing and the settlement of International obligations. The re-
sult would immensely advance the restoration of confidence In the international
monetary system and diminish international inflationary expectations.

(2) Require by Resolution, U.S. International Negotiation of An Agreement to
Regulate the Creation of "Eurodollar" and Other Foreign Currency Deposits in
Nondomiciled Banks.

The unregulated creation of 'uro-dollars" by means of loans made by and
deposits in banks domiciled outside of the United States and not subject to U.S.
Federal Reserve Board regulation, has been the major oose of worldwide in-
flatim. It is obviously not In the interest of the United States or, for that matter,
of any nation to permit a foreign bank tO, "create" additions to its money supply
without restriction, regulation or the requirement of liquid reserve deposits
with the central bank of the nation whose money supply has thus been expanded.
For this reason, I propose that the United States take the lead in negotiating an
international banking agreement under which any bank which accepts or creates
deposits in the currency of another nation would be required to keep reserve
deposits in the central bank of that nation and to comply with the regulations of
that central bank with respect to such deposits. I believe that all central banks
would find this to be in their respective self interests.

(3) Enact Legislation to Insulate 1pomestic U.S. Monetary and Credit Policies
from the Influence of Excessive Foreign Capital Requirements and Interest
Rates.

The fear of increasing the outflow to foreign borrowers of U.S. capital has
frequently been given as a compelling reason for maintaining Interest rates in
the United States which are excessively high by traditional American standards.
I propose that this-influence can and should be effectively neutralized by requir-
ing American taxpayers with capital deposits, loans or Investments abroad to pay
a tax on any net annual Increase of such capital. the rate of such tax to be. deter-
mined from time-to-time by the U.S. Federal Reserve Board as sufficient to offset
substantially any competitive attraction to U.S. capital of higher Interest rates
abroad.

(4) Expand by Legislation, the Federal Reserve Board's Regulatory Powers
to Include Variable Reserve Requirements Depending on the Proportion of Each
Bank's Loan Portfolio Allocated to National Economic Purposes and Priorities.

The current reserve requirements of the Federal Reserve Banks are directed
to the safety of deposits and the overall liquidity of lendable funds. As a weapon
in "the fight against inflation", this is more like a single bludgeon than the
assortment of precision Instruments which our modern economy and diverse
national interests require. Accordingly, I propose that the powers of the Federal
Reserve Board be expanded to permit the reserve deposit requirements of indi-
vidual banks to be varied in accordance with formulae promulgated from time-
to-time by the Board for the purpose of Increasing or decreasing reserves in
proportion to each bank's distribution of its loan portfolio between loans for

(a) Specific National Priorities
(b) Productive Purposes
(c)- Consumer Purposes
(d) Purchasing or Carrying Publicly-Owned Equity Securities
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(e) Purchasing or Carrying Publicly-Owned Debt Securities
(f) All Other Purposes

Obviously, the, present objective of containing inflation would be much better
served by selectively favoring loans for productive purposes which would add to
the supply of goods and services, and limiting loans which would add to consumer
demand, than by the present policy of Indiscriminately beating the economy to
death.

The FRB's utilization of these powers would be required to Implement national
economic policies established as provided in proposal number 5 below.

(5) Establish by Legislation, More Precise Requirements and Procedures for
National Economic and Financial Policies.

Because It Is self-evident that our national economic and financial welfare is
of vital concern to all of the people and should by no means be the special province
of a group of bankers, regardless of their qualifications, I propose that the Presi-
dent, aided by his Cabinet and Council of Economic Advisers be required to
supplement his annual national economic message to Congress with specific
policies and priorities, and to supplement such policies and programs by quarterly
reviews and modifications, that, subject to a 80day veto by either house of the
Congress, the Federal Reserve Board be required to exercise Its powers to Imple-
ment this program, and that the policies and operations of the Federal Reserve
System be subject to audit and review comparable to that required for other
federal government organizations

(6) Expand and Revise by Legislation, the Requirements and Terms of Office
of Membership of The Federal Reserve Board so as to Ptvide for Broader
Representation of Public and National Interests.

The Federal Reserve Board is presently-made up of seven members appointed
by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate, for terms of 14
years so arranged that one term expires every two years. The President is
supposed to give due regard to fair representation and balance between financial,
agricultural, Industrial, and commercial interests In making his selections. Of
the present Board, three may be classed as academic economists, two as econo-
mists with banking backgrouads, one as a lawyer-tanker and one as a busi-
nessman.

I submit that neither the present statutory representation nor its Implementa-
tion Is adequate for the Board's immense responsibilities and suggest reform
to enlarge the board to fifteen members with 5 year overlapping terms (8 to
expire each year), 10 members representing both big and small banking, Invest-
ment, industrial, commercial, and agriculture Interests, plus five members (two
consumers and three professional economists) representing the general public
Interest. Membership on an Open Market Committee of 9 members would be by
selection of the Chairman, approved by the Board and would include $ Presidents
of Federal Reserve Banks.

(7) Limit by Legislation, Interest Rates on All Deposits Including Negotiable
Certificates of Deposit to a Maximum of 1% Less than the Prime Bank Lending
Rate or 5% whichever Is Higher.

I believe that the compelling need to control this centralization of big bank
control and escalation of Interest rates is self-evident for the reasons previously
outlined in this testimony.

(8) Repeal the One-Bank Holding Company Legslation and Limit Banking
Corporations Strictly to Banking Functions With No Involvement In Inve-
meat, Insurance or Other Non-banking Aetivities

The need to repeal this legislation Is self-evident in the light of the damage
which It has already done to our competitive free-enterprise system-as previously
outlined In this testimony.

(9) Establish a Citizens' Capital Investment Tax Credit to J~ncourage Savings
and Capital Pormation by Individual Citisens and thus Reduce Inflationary
Spending Demand while Increasing the Supply of Productive Capital
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Although I recognize that tax proposals are not the special province of this
Committee, I venture to bring to your attention a proposal which I recently made
supplementing my testimony as Chairman of the Oommittee on Capital Gains
Taxation before the Committee on Ways and Means last year. I do so because I
believe that the preservation of our free enterprise capitalistic system requires
not only the remedial measures which I have submitted here, but also every
practicable encouragement to the formation of new capital by individual Amer-
lean citizens, as distinguished from banks and major corporations many of which,
although domiciled here, are trans-national in character, interests, and loyalties

For these reasons, I propose that Congress give individual American citizens a
break by extending to them a "Citisen's Capital Investment Tax Credit" of 5%
on the first $100,000 accumulated, beginning in 1974 and continuing for life.
Mechanically, this would take the form of a supplemental optional tax schedule
on which any citizen could list the pet annual increase (up to a cumulative total
of $100,000) of his savings, cash, Investments and real estate at cost less in.
debtedness. 5% of the net annual increase could be deducted each year from his
federal income tax due. Thus each citizen who saved $1,000 in a year would
get a $50 tax break, and dedicated savers could look forward to saving $5,000
in taxes on the first $100,000 accumulated over the years.

Here at one stroke, the Congre would: (1) offer every citizen a non-inflation-
ary tax break and incentive to become a constructive capitalist; (2) provide
individual citizens with a savings tax credit comparable to the investment tax
credit which is now available to commerce and industry; (8) reduce inflationary
demand by substituting savings for consumption, and capital formation for its
dissipation.
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COMPARATIVE GROWTH OF U.S. MONEY SUPPLY

COMPARATIVE INTEREST RATES
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INTEREST RATES

US. Tremuy U.S. Long Prime Bank Munkpl Coroate Mortgae Co n
BSIl (3 mo.) Term Bonds Lening Rat Bonds Bonds Riuidontid

1947 0.60 2.25 1.50 NA. 2.62 NA 1.74
1948 1104 2.44 1.86 236 2.92 NA. 2.12
1949 1.10 Z31 2.00 2.15 2.64 4.21 2.42
1960 1.22 2.32 2.08 1.92 2.60 4.14 2.38
1961 1.56 2.68 2.52 1.96 3.04 4.23 2.65
1962 1.77 2.68 3.00 2.19 3.10 4.30 2.64
1963 1.94 2.94 3.19 2.73 3.4k 4.66 3.15
1964 0.96 2.56 3.04 2.39 2.60 4.10 2.78
1966 1.75 2.64 3.15 2.48 3.17 4.66 3.01
1966 2.66 3.08 3.77 2.76 3.68 4.82 3.46
1967 3.26 3.47 4.20 3.28 4.45 6.43 4.02
1968 1.84 3.43 3.84 3.16 4.02 5.49 3.63
1959 3.41 4.06 4.47 3.66 4.93 6.81 4.37
1960 2.96 4.02 4.82 3.62 4.92 6.16 4.40
1961 2.38 3.90 4.60 3.46 4.63 6.76 4.10
1962 2.78 3.96 4.50 3.16 4.36 5.60 4.06
1963 3.16 4.00 4.50 -3.17 4.34 5.46 4.11
1964 3.55 - 4.15 4.60 3.21 4.47 5.45 4.22
1966- 3.95 4.21 4.53 3.26 4.61 5.47 4.34
1966 4.68 4.65 5.62 3.81 5.67 6.40 5.16
1967 4.33 4.85 5.62 3.94 6.08 6.56 5.23
1968 5.34 5.26 6.30 4.46 6.64 7.19 5.90
1909 6.69 6.12 7.95 5.72 8.06 8.26 7.13
1970 6.44 6.68 7.91 6.35 9.06 9.03 7.56
1971 4.34 5.74 5.72 5.48 7.85 7.70 6.14
1972 4.07 5.64 56 .26 7.69 7.63 5.89
1073 7.03 6.31 to0 6.19 7.89 8.19 7.11
current (6/30174) 7.61 7.06 12.00 6.35 9.32 p9.46 8.62
AVERAGE&

5 Y. 19.73 &71 6.06 6.97 5.60 &09 8.14 6.77
10 Year 1964-73 5.06 6.35 6.14 4.67 6.82 7.18 6.67
15 Yew 196073 4.36 4.90 5.61 4.24 6.09 6.70 5.31
15 Yer 196347 2.92 &74 42 3.19 4.37 5.45 4.00
15 Ye 1947-41 1.89 2.99 3.20 2.71 3.63 4.90 3.14

p: Preminay; *: Adthmets Average.

COLLAPSE OF THE U.S. STOCK & BOND MARKETS

CORPORATE BOND
110- AVERAGE

000~70 ~ARITHMETIC AVERAGE O
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FEDERAL INTEREST EXPENSE

POTENTIAL
INCREASE
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INTEREST RATES
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INTEREST
EXPENSE
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INTEREST
EXPENSE

$30.9
Billion 4 8.60% 1973

MARKET INTEREST
RATES

40.73 INCREASE IF ALL OUTSTANDING
INTEREST SEARING DEBT WERE REFI-
NANCED AT 1973 INTEREST RATES

5 5.87% 1973 AVERAGE
FEDERAL INTEREST
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THE MONEY-SUPPLY vs THE ECONOMY
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